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Abstract
In this age of globalisation, there are significant numbers of people moving across the
borders of nation-states. However, there are many people whose attempts to move are
not welcomed by nation-states or who are temporarily welcomed and then encouraged
to leave if they do not meet certain selection criteria for ‘desirable migrants’. In this
thesis I ask, what are people’s experiences as they move into different countries and
how do policies and practices affect the everyday experiences of people who wish to
move and to resettle permanently in Australia?
This thesis is the result of an institutional ethnographic (IE) study conducted among a
diverse group of refugees and migrants resettling in Sydney. The fieldwork involved two
principle ethnographic techniques: participant observations with over 100 refugees,
migrants, community workers, volunteers, and members of multicultural community
groups, and in-depth conversations with 20 people who entered Australia as refugees or
migrants. The ethnographic techniques were combined with document analysis that
argues for an understanding of how it has come to be that increasing numbers of people
in Australia and around the world are experiencing long-term precarious lives as ‘noncitizens’.
I have drawn predominantly on the work of Dorothy Smith and her understandings of
the ruling relations coordinating people’s everyday worlds. Smith’s conceptual insights
including her notion of social organisation, social relations, ruling relations, institution,
and work have been usefully applied to develop an understanding of how the lives of
‘non-citizens’ are embedded and shaped by textually mediated social relations, which
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subject people to highly unequal pathways for accessing mobility and achieving
citizenship status in society.
These IE insights have been combined with Thomas Nail’s recent political theory of the
migrant, kinopolitics, to conceptualise how people’s movements through regimes of
social motion coordinate them into doing deeply embodied kinds of labour, which I call
‘mobility-work’ and ‘resettlement-work’. I argue that the current ways that nation-states
like Australia approach human mobility and the methods used to determine if a person
has a ‘legitimate’ right to be within the territorial space of the nation-state and to be
counted as a member (that is, a citizen) in society, sits in deep tension with the ideals of
universal human rights and democratic principles.
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Conventions
I have applied several conventions throughout this thesis. In general, the following
conventions apply to data and quotes taken from the discussion transcripts and
literature.
… Dots in discussion excerpts or the literature data indicate sections that were removed
because they did not contribute to the points being raised in the thesis.
Italics—In some instances, words and phrases are italicised to place emphasis.
Single quotations—are used to introduce new terms.
Scare quotes— are used to indicate contested notions, such as ‘non-citizen’, ‘refugee’
and ‘illegal’. After these words are introduced in scare quotes, most often they continue
to be used without them. At certain points, the words may reappear with scare quotes
to emphasise the point that these categories and labels are not in any way natural, but
are deliberately constructed through discourses, policies, and practices.
Hyphenated terms—There are two important concepts, mobility-work and
resettlement-work, that are hyphenated to convey that that they are forms of labour
that are connected to people’s experiences with mobility and resettlement.
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Chapter 1: Setting the Scene
1.1 What is the problem?
The increased movement of people from one nation to another and the perception
of undesired mobility on the part of receiving states has encouraged contemporary
governments to organise and limit flows of migrants and refugees through stringent
official measures. In recent years, many nation-states, particularly those in the
West, have adopted unprecedented immigration controls (Nail, 2015, 2016;
Shachar, 2009b; Mitsilegas, 2012). It has been noted that “this strengthening of the
state has significant consequences not only for immigration but also for citizenship
as expressed by both relations between individuals and between citizens and the
state” (Mitsilegas, 2012, p.3). While “globalisation has led to the strengthening,
rather than the weakening of the state” (p. 3), the extension of state powers to
adopt increasingly stringent regulatory processes with regards to immigration and
citizenship controls have imposed a human cost that is not well understood.
It is known, however, that not all people are treated the same as they move or
attempt to move across the borders of nation-states (Abram, Bianco, Khosravi,
Salazar, & De Genova, 2013; Adey, 2004; Anderson, 2010; Bauman, 2002; Castles,
2010; De Genova, 2002, 2007; De Genova & Peutz, 2010; Pécoud & de Guchteneire,
2006; Shamir, 2005; Sheller, 2011; Turner, 2006). The rationale for this study is to
develop a better understanding of the human costs of regulatory processes
governing people’s access to movement, and to gauge the availability of pathways
for people to gain access to formal citizenship and recognition of their human rights
(Agamben, 2008; Denike, 2008; Sagy, 2013; Yeatman, 2000).
1

This study explores the problem of how people access pathways to move
transnationally and to gain formal membership as citizens in Australia. This work
was undertaken by investigating the complexities of people’s experiences, as they
migrate and resettle. Specifically, this study explores the particularities of people’s
cross-border movements leading up to their arrival and resettlement in Sydney,
Australia and links their experiences with the social relations1 organising their
movement and resettlement activities.
There is much contention over the terms ‘settlement’ and ‘resettlement’ in
migration literature, however the term ‘resettlement’ is used to emphasise that the
people in this study sought to permanently reside in Australia and many of them
had the goal of becoming citizens. The debate over the terms ‘resettlement’ and
‘settlement’ will be further explained in chapter two and a more in-depth
discussion concerning the choice to use the term ‘resettlement’ in this study will be
given in chapter three.
In the social sciences, some research that explores people’s transnational
movements has contributed to the ‘new mobilities paradigm’, which is also called
‘the mobility turn’ (Adey, Bissell, Hannam, Merriman, & Sheller, 2013; Blunt, 2007;
Cresswell, 2006, 2010, 2017; Cresswell & Hoskins, 2006; Hannam, Sheller, & Urry,
2006; Sheller, 2011; Sheller, 2014; Sheller, 2016; Sheller, 2017; Sheller & Urry, 2004;
Sheller & Urry, 2006; Turner, 2007). This paradigm views social phenomena through

1

‘Social relations’ is used as a technical term in institutional ethnographic (IE) scholarship. This
study, which is heavily influenced by IE’s theoretical and methodological frameworks, views social
relations as “sequences of interdependent actions that shape people’s daily practices” (Bisaillon,
2012a, p. 619). A more detailed explanation of social relations and other key IE terms used in this
study is provided in Chapter 2.
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a ‘mobile sociology’ (Sheller, 2011) that rejects a ‘sedentarist metaphysics’ (Malkki,
1992) in favour of a ‘nomadic’ one (Cresswell, 2006).
New mobilities research explores how human life is organised and shaped
dynamically across local and national boundaries. That research is examined in
Chapter 2 and so is only briefly summarised here. Critical analyses of mobility
problematise the notion of self-enclosed societies by considering the ways in which
significant social relations occur across local and national boundaries. Mobilities
theorists are interested in how barriers to mobility are implemented across, within
and between nation-states, and how they affect people’s lives in highly unequal
ways. Therefore, research in the ‘mobility turn’ paradigm directs “attention to the
myriad of ways in which people become part, in highly unequal ways, of multiple
translocal networks and linkages” (Salazar, 2016, p. 2). As such, I situate this study
of people’s transnational movements and resettlement experiences in Australia as a
contribution to research within the new mobilities paradigm.
Since Mimi Sheller and John Urry’s landmark publication, The New Mobilities
Paradigm (2006), research in “the new transdisciplinary field of mobilities” (Sheller,
2014, p. 791) has brought
together some of the more purely ‘social’ concerns of sociology
(inequality, power, hierarchies) with the ‘spatial’ concerns of
geography (territory, borders, scales) and the ‘cultural’ concerns of
anthropology or communication research (discourses,
representation, schemas), while inflecting each with a relational
ontology of the co-constitution of subjects, spaces, and meanings
(p. 791).

3

This study’s importance lies in its contribution to knowledge about people’s
embodied2 experiences with transnational movement and resettlement and, on
another level, the social relations organising their embodied mobility experiences.
While recognising that there are inherent difficulties and limitations with fully
integrating empirical and structural theories, this study draws upon people’s
ethnographic accounts of (im)mobility and resettlement alongside structural
theoretical accounts of human (im)mobility to better understand the lived
experiences of people as they attempt to move and resettle through transnational
“regimes of social motion” (Nail, 2015b, p. 14).
In a sense, this study can be thought of as an exploration of people’s experiences
with mobility (and immobility) occurring at both the micro (personal and embodied)
and macro (social relations) levels. The significance of the study is that it merges the
micro and the macro, showing how people’s everyday experiences with mobility are
socially organised and, in doing so, it shows the inseparability between the two.
Showing how the human costs and the higher-level regulatory processes are deeply
interconnected, or co-constituted, is an important feature of this study.
The notion of ‘human cost’ often refers to the deaths and injuries people suffer
from exposure to direct and indirect violence. While measuring human cost through
death tolls and injuries makes the concept more readily quantifiable, it runs the risk
of erasing the psychological, social and economic dimensions of human cost. There

2

In the last couple of decades, the concept of people’s embodied experiences has figured
prominently in the social sciences. The term embodiment, which has come from recent social
theories of the body, is broadly taken to mean the display, maintenance and management of the
body and the “recognition that our life experiences, subjectivities, and agency emerge from our
body’s habitual relations to the world” (Annandale, 1998, p. 57).
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has been much work done measuring the human cost of war (Crawford, 2016;
Steflja & Trisco Darden, 2013) by counting deaths and injuries people sustained
during wartime. In the Australian context recent scholarship has measured the
human cost of border regimes by counting deaths and injuries people sustained
crossing borders (Border Crossing Observatory, 2017, 2018) and exploring the lived
experiences of people exposed to potential dangers and harms in immigration
detention (Save the Children & UNICEF, 2016, Australian Human Rights
Commission, 2004, 2014a, 2014b). In this thesis ‘human cost’ also refers to people’s
experiences with emotional, or affective, labour (Ahmed, 2004b) to explore the
more nuanced physical and emotional dimensions of people experiences moving
across the borders of nation-states and through different citizenship statuses
(Beattie, 2016; Gunew, 2009; Isin, 2004; Zembylas, 2009). This is done to
understand how these less readily quantified aspects of human cost are linked to
people’s experiences with (im)mobility, migration and resettlement.
Research investigating how regulatory processes governing immigration and
citizenship affect people’s everyday lives is still in its infancy. However, there has
been some research done in this area. Much of it has been focused on the global
demand for cheap migrant labour and associated immigration controls (Jordan &
Brown, 2007; Lewis, Dwyer, Hodkinson, & Waite, 2015; Wills, Evans, Herbert, May,
& McIlwaine, 2010). As there are now more people moving (and attempting to
move) across the borders of nation-states (with or without the authorisation to do
so) than ever before (Nail, 2015b), it is imperative that more studies investigate the
human cost of imposing stringent regulatory processes on migration and
citizenship. This study takes up the challenge by exploring people’s experiences
5

with transnational movement and resettlement in Australia. It is both a timely and
relevant contribution to research in the new mobilities paradigm.
1.1.1 Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to contribute to scholarly understandings of how the
actions and policies of nation-states directly affect the everyday worlds of people as
they attempt to move transnationally and resettle in Australia. As such, this study
aims to develop better understandings about the human costs of stringent
regulatory processes which organise and limit the flows of people into nationstates. Closely connected to this initial aim, the study also aims to explore the
availability of pathways for people to attain citizenship status within the nationstate. Australia is the nation-state that is the primary focus of this investigation and
Sydney is the main setting for this study.
To explore the human costs associated with Australia’s regulatory processes, the
study poses two main research questions: First, what were the everyday
experiences that people had as they moved across the borders of nation-states and
entered Australia? Then what experiences did they have as they sought to stay and
apply for citizenship status? Second, what policies were people coming up against
as they attempted to resettle permanently in Australia? In other words, how were
people’s transnational movements and resettlement experiences in Australia
affected by official policies?
As this study explores the human cost of Australia’s regulatory processes, it is
interested in understanding how people’s access to human rights are aided or
constrained by immigration and citizenship policies. Therefore, I have used the

6

1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) as the benchmark for
understanding how people in the study did or did not have human rights respected
as they moved transnationally and resettled.

1.2 A snapshot of global migration
Castles and Miller famously claimed that this is the “age of migration” (2009).
Indeed, there are more migrants at this point in history than ever before. It is
estimated there are more than one billion migrants worldwide (International
Organization for Migration, 2015; United Nations, 2016). This means that one in
seven people, or 14 per cent of the world’s population, are migrants. The official
numbers of migrants are almost certainly under-estimates.
Popular understandings of mobility, often framed in xenophobic political
discourses, frequently depict migration as movement in a one-way direction and
often assume that it is from the poor Global South to the rich Global North 3 (Lewis
et al., 2015). This is not an accurate portrayal of migratory flows. Most of the
worlds’ one billion migrants are internal migrants, meaning they move within the
boundaries of their nation-state (UN, 2016). The most recent official estimates
indicate that there are 740 million internal migrants and 244 million international
migrants worldwide (IOM, 2015). South-North migration flows are roughly on par
with South-South and North-North ones (Standing, 2011). Each decade has seen a
rise in the percentage of migrants within the total population and it is expected that

3

The distinction made between the ‘Global South’ and ‘Global North’ has less to do where a country
is located and more to do with whether it is economically underdeveloped (Global South) or
economically developed (Global North). While located in the southern hemisphere, Australia and
New Zealand are countries in the Global North because they are economically developed.
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in the next 25 years the rate of migration will surpass that in the previous 25 years
(Nail, 2015b).
In 2015, the International Labour Organization (ILO) estimated that there were 150
million migrant workers, based on 2013 data (International Labour Organization,
2015). The term ‘migrant worker’ refers to “all international migrants who are
currently employed or are unemployed and seeking employment in their present
country of residence” (ILO, 2015, p. iii). However, the definition of migrant worker
does not include many people who may or may not be employed or working in a
country. For example, the ILO does not count foreigners admitted for special
purposes, such as temporary international students, trainees, retirees, and
temporary migrant workers among its estimates of migrant workers, because these
groups are not included as part of the resident population. In the case of people
admitted into the country for humanitarian reasons, such as refugees and asylum
seekers, some of them are counted among the numbers of migrant workers if they
have residency and work rights. Therefore, the ILO’s calculation of migrant workers
is probably a vast underestimate of the number of people who have moved
transnationally and are working or looking for work.
According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM), an estimated 65.3
million people had been forcibly displaced worldwide, both internally and
externally, by the end of 2015. This is the greatest level of forced migration in
recorded history. Another way to view the enormity of forced migration is that one
in 113 people globally were forcefully displaced in 2015. According to the UNHCR,
there were 24 people worldwide displaced from their homes every minute in 2015.

8

By comparison, six people were displaced per minute in 2005 (United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, 2016a). The global population of forcibly displaced
people is now more than the entire population of the United Kingdom. If those
forcibly displaced comprised a country, it would be the 21st largest in the world
(UNHCR, 2016a). Table 1 below shows the numerical breakdown of the world’s
forced migrants.
Table 1: Estimates of forcibly displaced people worldwide, 2015
Forcibly displaced people, 2015
Number displaced
Refugees
21.3 million
Refugees under UNHCR’s mandate
16.1 million
Palestinian refugees under UNRWA’s
5.2 million
Internally displaced people
40.8 million
Asylum seekers
3.2 million
TOTAL, officially counted as displaced
65.3 million
people
People displaced by natural disasters, 2015 19.2 million
TOTAL, displaced people worldwide
84.5 million
Note: Adapted from Global Migration Trends 2015 Factsheet (pp. 8-9), prepared by the
International Organization for Migration, 2015, IOM’s Global Migration Data Analysis
Centre.

Table 1 shows that the number of people counted as forcibly displaced includes
21.3 million people with refugee status, 40.8 million internally displaced people
(IDPs) and 3.2 million asylum seekers moving within and across international
borders (IOM, 2015, p. 8). In just one year, between 2014 and 2015, there was an
increase of 5.8 million forced migrants (IOM, 2015). The IOM’s official count of 65.3
million forced migrants does not include an estimated 19.2 million people displaced
by natural disasters across 113 countries in 2015. When they are included, the total
number of displaced persons in 2015 was 84.5 million.
As explained above, by the end of 2015 there was an estimated 40.8 million IDPs
worldwide (UNHCR, 2016a). The ‘IDP’ label refers to people who are forced to leave
9

their homes “to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized
violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters- and have
not crossed an internally recognized state border” (United Nations Development
Programme, 2015, p. 261). While often referred to as refugees, people with IDP
status are not covered by the legal definition of refugee. Although people with IDP
status experience similar conditions of insecurity and persecution as those classified
as refugees, they have not been granted the same status by a government or by the
UNHCR. The reason for this is because people with IDP status are ineligible to apply
for refugee status since they are within the borders of their nation-state. The
UNHCR monitors and assists people with refugee status but, because people with
IDP statuses are not legally classified as refugees, there is no worldwide
organisation or mechanism that systematically monitors and assists them.
Estimates for the numbers of IDPs are based on secondary information and sources
that use different methodologies. Therefore, the UNDP cautions that the estimate
that there are currently over 40 million people internally displaced worldwide in no
way “reflect[s] the full scale of displacement” (UNDP, 2015, p. 261).
‘Asylum seeker’ is the name given to another category of forced migrants who have
sought refugee status, but whose claim has not been determined by a government
or the UNHCR. (UNHCR, 2016a). The UNHCR can monitor the numbers with asylum
seeker status with greater accuracy, because these people have submitted asylum
applications. As shown in Table 1 above, the number of asylum claims filed globally
reached 3.2 million at the end of 2015. Earlier that year there were one million
asylum claims pending (UNHCR, 2016a). This means that the number of people who
formally filed asylum applications increased three-fold in one year. People who
10

move under refugee-like conditions, but are not formally counted as refugees (that
is, IDPs and asylum seekers) are not eligible for resettlement under the UNHCR’s
mandate.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees defines resettlement as “the
transfer of refugees from an asylum country to another state that has agreed to
admit them and ultimately grant them permanent settlement” (UNHCR, 2017b).
More than half (54 per cent) of the 16.1 million refugees of concern to the UHHCR
came from three countries: the Syrian Arab Republic (4.9 million), Afghanistan (2.7
million), and Somalia (1.1 million) (UN, 2016).
In 2015, there were 107,100 people with refugee status resettled in states with or
without the UNHCR’s assistance (UNHCR, 2016a). In other words, less than 0.5 per
cent of the total worldwide refugee population (i.e.; the 16.1 million people with
formal refugee status) was resettled in 2015 (UN, 2016). There are only 37 higherincome countries in the world that offer refugee resettlement programs 4 (UNHCR,
2017a). In 2015 the five countries resettling the largest numbers of refugees were
the United States of America (66,517), Canada (20,010), Australia (9,399), Norway
(2,383), and Sweden (1,902) (UNHCR, 2016a).
Low and middle-income countries host the largest numbers of refugees by a great
margin. The five top countries hosting refugees in 2015 were Turkey (2.5 million),
Pakistan (1.6 million), Lebanon (1.1 million), Islamic Republic of Iran (979,400) and

4

These countries include Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United
States of America, and Uruguay.
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Ethiopia (736,100) (UNHCR, 2016a). This means that most of the world’s refugees
live in countries that do not have resettlement programs supported by the UNHCR.
Over 86 per cent of refugees reside in low and middle-income countries and often
remain close to areas of war and conflict (UNHCR, 2016a). Refugees and asylum
seekers who gain their protection and live in these host counties cannot be said to
be ‘resettled’ in the formal sense, as they often do not have legal rights to work,
attend school or receive essential social welfare benefits and services such as
healthcare.
1.2.1 Who are ‘migrants’ and ‘non-citizens’ in this study?
As explained above, there are over one billion migrants worldwide. Almost 85
million of them are forcibly displaced. Some are forcibly displaced within their
country of origin, while others are living outside of their country of origin. About
three-quarters of the world’s migrants are internal, with the remaining quarter are
international.
The term ‘migrant’ is applied in this study in a specific way. In this study, ‘migrant’ is
used to refer to people who have moved transnationally (that is, as international
migrants) and who have moved either by force or by choice. In doing so they have,
at least for a time, acquired the status of ‘non-citizen’5. At times, I purposefully
select the term ‘non-citizen’ rather than ‘migrant’ to refer to the people in this
study6. When I refer to someone as a non-citizen it is done with the purpose of
5

The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights defines a ‘non-citizen’ as a
person who has not been recognised as having “effective links to the country where he or she is
located” (2006, p. 5).
6
‘Citizen’ and ‘non-citizen’ are the legal terms used by nation-states to classify all people and
determine whether or not they are members to a particular country. The scare quotes signify that
these labels are contestable and subject to change over time. Because the thesis’s standpoint is
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highlighting their legal citizenship status within the nation-state. The term ‘noncitizen’ denotes a person who is not a legal member of a nation-state. Highlighting
legal citizenship status, or lack thereof, is important for this study’s investigation of
how different institutionalised categories affect the daily life of people who
migrated to Australia.
People’s movements lie on a continuum with ‘choice’ at one end and ‘force’ at the
other. However, many of the migrants in this study, have moved in response to
some level of force, making their experiences with migration nearer to the forced
end of the continuum. Therefore, migrants in this study include people with refugee
and refugee-like backgrounds as well as people who immigrated then resettled in
Australia in a more voluntary fashion.

1.3 The creation of citizenship in Australia
Australian citizenship was created through the Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948
(Parliament of Australia, 2009). Prior to this Act, Australians held the status of
British subjects. The Australian Citizenship Act 2007 significantly restructured and
replaced the 1948 Act. The current Citizenship Act sets out Australian nationality
law, which determines who is and who is not an Australian citizen. As such, it sets in
place methods for deciding who is a member (‘citizen’) or a non-member (‘noncitizen’ or ‘alien’) of Australia. It defines Australian citizenship as a status that
“represents full and formal membership of the community of the Commonwealth

grounded in the everyday lives of people who move and acquire ‘non-citizen’ status, it is appropriate
to question these labels. The words ‘citizen’ and ‘non-citizen’ do not consistently appear with scare
quotes in this thesis, but it should be understood that the study takes a critical stance to these labels
and in doing so, it interrogates and challenges the notion of the nation-state as being the “legitimate
agent of inclusion and exclusion” (Bauder, 2013, p. 56).
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of Australia” (Citizenship Act 2007 (Austl). p. 11). The Act provides for two ways to
become an Australian citizen:
1. acquiring citizenship automatically (i.e., citizenship by birthright)
2. acquiring citizenship by application (i.e., citizenship by naturalisation)
The Act states: “Generally, you become an Australian citizen automatically if you
are born in Australia and one or both of your parents are Australian citizens or
permanent residents when you are born” (Citizenship Act 2007 (Austl). p. 13). This
means that in its current form, birthright citizenship in Australia applies to those
who are born in the country if one or both of their parents are members (‘citizens’)
or certain kinds of non-members (‘non-citizens’ with permanent residency status).
The Act identifies four situations in which non-citizens can apply for citizenship:
descent7, adoption, conferral, and resuming citizenship8.
“Australia’s citizenship legislation has been amended over thirty times” (Parliament
of Australia, 2009). Each amendment has redefined and reset the parameters of
Australian citizenship and the criteria for obtaining citizenship status. With each
amendment, there are new rules that determine who is or who is not eligible to
become an Australian citizen. For example, Australia’s selection process underwent
significant changes with the Australian Citizenship Amendment Act 1986. This piece
of legislation added the requirement that all children born in Australia must have
one parent who is a citizen or permanent resident to acquire citizenship

7

Applying for citizenship by descent refers to people born outside Australia with one or two parents
who were Australian citizens at the time of their birth.
8
In certain cases, people who ceased to be Australian citizens can apply to resume their citizenship.
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automatically at birth. Prior to this legislation, all children born in Australia were
citizens by birth.
Those who do not meet the Citizenship Act’s criteria for attaining automatic
citizenship status may have the option to apply for citizenship under certain
conditions. Applying for citizenship is also known as naturalisation. The conditions
for naturalisation change quite often. For example, the Australian Citizenship Act
2007 introduced major changes including a citizenship test and increased the
residence requirement to four years in Australia, with a 12-month period as a
permanent resident before applying for citizenship (Citizenship Act 2007 (Austl).).
Increasingly, refugees face barriers to acquire citizenship in Australia (Refugee
Council of Australia, 2015, 2016). These citizenship barriers are particularly
pronounced among those who arrived by boat and among babies born stateless in
Australia. “Given that these children are unambiguously eligible for Australian
citizenship” (Refugee Council of Australia, 2015, p. 10) it is unclear why the current
and former Immigration Ministers have not acted on their obligations to grant
citizenship to these children. Even refugees who have been living in the community
with permanent visas for years have been experiencing long delays when seeking to
apply for Australian citizenship through naturalisation procedures. In 2015, the
Refugee Council of Australia called upon the Department to clarify if there have
been policy changes made with regards to refugees applying for citizenship, to
process refugees’ citizenship claims immediately, to grant citizenship to stateless
children born in Australia, and to expedite citizenship applications and reduce
citizenship application charges and costs for refugees and humanitarian arrivals in
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Australia. To date, the Department has not made any public announcement that it
intends to resolve the citizenship application delays experienced by permanent
refugee visa holders, refugees and asylum seekers who arrived by boat, and
stateless children born in Australia.
The Australian Citizenship Amendment (Allegiance to Australia) Act 2015 made
substantial amendments to the Australian Citizenship Act 2007. This legislation has
made it possible for nearly half of all Australians to lose their citizenship (Bradley,
2015), potentially affecting more than 10 million people. There are three categories
of offences that can bring about a loss of citizenship. These include fighting for a
terrorist organisation, being convicted of certain offences including treason,
espionage, and terrorism-related offences, and the broadly-worded “acting
inconsistently with their allegiance to Australia” ("Australian Citizenship
Ammendment Act 2015,"). Currently, Australia’s citizenship-stripping laws apply
only to those who have dual citizenship or are ‘foreign nationals’, i.e., people born
overseas. Currently, those who are citizens by birthright and do not have dual
citizenship are not at risk of losing their citizenship.
1.3.1 An ‘immigration nation’
Australia is among the world’s major “immigration nations” (Phillips & SimonDavies, 2017). Since 1945, when the first federal Immigration portfolio was created,
more than 7.5 million people have settled in Australia (Phillips & Simon-Davies,
2017). Currently, Australia’s total population is estimated at 24.4 million (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2016b). While the census allows us to count the population
with some degree of confidence, there is far less certainty surrounding the number
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of citizens living in Australia. In the 2011 census, 18 million people (85 per cent of
respondents) ticked the box “yes” to indicate they were citizens. Almost 2 million (9
per cent) answered “no” and nearly a quarter of a million (6 per cent) did not
respond to the question. The 2011 census data “suggests that there are 2 million
people living in Australia who are not citizens and a significant number who may be
confused about their status” (Mares, 2016b, p. 3).
In 2015, Australia’s overseas-born population was estimated at 6.7 million persons
(28.2 per cent) (Phillips & Simon-Davies, 2017). This means that more than one in
every four Australian residents was born overseas. Since 2006, net overseas
migration to Australia has contributed more to population growth each year than
through natural increase9. For example, in 2015 net overseas immigration
accounted for 54.3 per cent of Australia’s population growth (176,500 people),
whereas natural increase accounted for 45.7 per cent (148,900 people) (ABS,
2016a).
Since the late 1940s, the two most popular destinations for migrants have been
Sydney, New South Wales and Melbourne, Victoria. This has not changed. In 2011,
the census indicated that 85 per cent of people born overseas tended to settle in
major urban areas of Australia (ABS, 2014). Sydney’s population was 4.3 million
people, with 1.4 million residents10 (39 per cent of Sydney’s population) born
overseas (ABS, 2014). Between 2006 and 2011, 30 per cent of the national total of
people arriving as permanent residents resettled in New South Wales (ABS, 2011).

9

Natural increase in population refers to the number of live births and the numbers of deaths during
the year (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005).
10
This figure represents oversea-born permanent residents who are living in Sydney. It does not
include temporary migrants.
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Sydney still has the largest overseas-born population in Australia and is an
important entry point for many new arrivals (ABS, 2014). As of 2011, the largest
migrant groups in Sydney were from the United Kingdom, China, India, New
Zealand and Vietnam (2014).
Migration into Australia is managed by the Department of Immigration and Border
Protection (DIBP)11. Its website characterises the purpose of ‘migration’ as being to
“build the economy, shape society, support the labour market and reunite family”
(DIBP, 2016e). The DIBP divides migrants into two main categories: permanent
migrants, who hold visas to live in Australia indefinitely, and temporary migrants,
whose visas have time limitations.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics explains that temporary migration “allows
individuals from overseas to enter Australia on a temporary basis to work, study or
holiday” (ABS, 2009). According to Mares (2011, 2016b), Robertson (2014), Hugo
(2014), and other researchers studying migration in the Australian context,
temporary migrants can—and increasingly do—live long-term in Australia.
Therefore, is necessary to include both groups of people, those holding permanent
and temporary visas, to develop a clearer picture of the immigration pathways
available to people arriving and resettling in Australia. People lawfully in Australia
are classified into three general categories: citizens, permanent residents, or shortterm visitors (Mares, 2016b). People who cannot obtain visas, those who overstay
their visa, and those who are precariously moving in circles between different

11

The DIBP will also be referred to in this thesis as ‘the Department’ for shorthand because it often
refers to itself as ‘the Department’ in media releases and publications. For a recent example, refer to
the Corporate Plan 2015-19 (2015a).
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temporary visas are precariously situated within Australia’s administrative and legal
systems.
Permanent migrants enter Australia through one of two distinct programs, either
the Migration Program or the Humanitarian Program (DIBP, 2014). The Migration
Program includes skilled migrants, family, and special eligibility migrants applying
for permanent visas. The Humanitarian Program includes onshore and offshore
components of entry. The onshore component is for people to seek asylum in
Australia. The offshore component is for people with refugee status to apply for a
refugee visa or for people who can prove they are “subject to substantial
discrimination amounting to gross violation of human rights” (DIBP, 2016b) to apply
for a visa through the Special Humanitarian Program (SHP). Those who apply for
entry under the SHP must be supported by a “proposer who is an Australian citizen,
permanent resident or eligible New Zealand citizen, or an organisation that is based
in Australia” (2016b). In recent years, Australia’s humanitarian program has
favoured accepting offshore, rather than onshore, entrants. In 2015-2016 there
were 21 968 humanitarian resettlement visas granted (Department of Home
Affairs, 2017). Out of these visas, 1 711 were for onshore humanitarian arrivals
(with non-IMA status, meaning they arrived in Australia on a visa), whereas 20 257
were for offshore humanitarian arrivals (2017). These statistics reveal that there are
far fewer humanitarian visas allocated to people who arrive onshore in Australia. It
is worth noting that Australia is the only county that links its resettlement program
with onshore asylum seeker numbers. This means that every person who seeks
asylum onshore and is granted a humanitarian visa, will result in one less person
being resettled in Australia via the offshore program.
19

Since 2013-2014, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of visas being
allocated to people through the SHP part of the offshore program and
correspondingly fewer visas have been allocated to people through the refugee
part of the offshore and onshore components of the Humanitarian Program. This
means that more visas are allocated to people sponsored by someone through the
SHP and fewer visas are allocated to the people referred to Australia by the UNHCR,
to people who seek asylum onshore in Australia, and no visas are allocated to
people who seek asylum onshore in Australia if they arrived without a visa.
Figure 1 below shows the total number of people who arrived in Australia in 201213 through the Humanitarian and Migration programs or on temporary visas.

Figure 1: Australia's immigration programs: The numbers of migrants entering Australia
through the humanitarian, permanent, and temporary streams in 2012-2013 (DIBP, 2014).
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Figure 1 breaks down the numbers of people arriving in Australia through the three
migration streams available. It should be noted that government does not count
those who arrive through the temporary migration stream as part of the migration
program. While the numbers and percentages of migrants entering all programs are
subject to change each year, this is how Australia’s various immigration programs
are currently structured.
Figure 1 reveals that the humanitarian intake, at 1.6 per cent, represents a very
small proportion of the total numbers of people coming into Australia per year.
Those who enter Australia with humanitarian visas, which includes holders of
refugee visas, have permanent residency status already. However, most
immigration into Australia, 98.4 per cent, occurs through the migration program
and the temporary migration scheme. While the migration program only counts
people who enter Australia on permanent visas, most migrants who come into the
country each year are temporary visa holders. Figure 1 shows that in 2012-2013,
19.8 per cent were granted permanent residency visas, while the overwhelming
majority, 78.6 per cent, were granted temporary visas. These statistics show that
the overall migration program is significantly larger than the humanitarian one.
Moreover, the temporary migration scheme is by far the largest pathway available
for migrants to move into the country. Yet, these people are not recognised by
Australia’s immigration system as part of the resident population. Therefore, the
largest number of people migrating to Australia (temporary migrants), are not on a
pathway towards becoming members (citizens) of the country unless they join the
much smaller stream of people included in the permanent migration program.
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Australia’s migration system is geared towards temporariness (Hugo, 2014),
meaning that most people migrating to Australia do so on temporary visas, because
these visas are the most available. Most who apply for humanitarian visas and
permanent migration visas will not get them, because these are the least available
and the most difficult to obtain. Those applying for temporary visas are likely to get
them if they are consumers of Australia’s education services and/or can provide an
in-demand skill as well as meet various age, health, financial, English language, and
other requirements. However, most people on temporary visas will not be able to
access a pathway allowing them to remain permanently and resettle. Therefore,
those who wish to enter and remain in Australia must compete with one another to
secure the right to resettle permanently and eventually achieve citizenship status.
Currently, Australia’s annual permanent migration intake is capped at 190,000 and
the humanitarian intake usually hovers around 13 000 per year (Phillips & SimonDavies, 2017). Unlike the permanent migration program, the government does not
set quotas or caps on the numbers of temporary migrants entering Australia.
Rather, the number of people immigrating to Australia as temporary migrants is
“demand driven” (Phillips & Simon-Davies, 2017). Currently, there are nearly
600,000 temporary migrants entering Australia per year (Sherrell & Mares, 2016).
Figure 1 shows that in 2012-13, international students held the most temporary
visas (259,278), closely followed by working holiday makers (258,248). In that same
year other temporary visa holders included holders of temporary graduate visas
(35,223), New Zealanders who arrived after 2001 with ‘unprotected status’ (41,230)
(Mares, 2016b, pp. 50-51), other temporary skilled workers (126,350) and a residual
group of other temporary visa holders (45,995) (Mares, 2016b; Sherrell & Mares,
22

2016). The statistics from Figure 1 suggest that Australia’s migration program now
heavily favours temporary migration schemes at the expense of humanitarian and
permanent pathways to admission.
The growth in temporary migration is considered to be one of the most significant
developments in the dynamics of migration to Australia since the late 1990s (Hugo,
2014; Mares, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016a; Phillips & Simon-Davies, 2017; Robertson,
2008, 2013b; Robertson, 2014; Robertson & Boese, 2015). Australia’s migration
policy has increasingly displayed “a marked change from the permanent settler
model that characterised Australian migration in the 20th century” (Mares, 2016b).
Since 2000, temporary migrants have outnumbered permanent ones (Phillips &
Simon-Davies, 2017), changing Australia from a settler society into one that begins
to resemble a temporary migrant society.
As of 2015, there were nearly two million people in Australia who were either
holding a temporary visa or were New Zealand citizens living indefinitely in
Australia on Special Category visas (subclass 444). This was a 5.4 per cent increase
over the previous year (DIBP, 2015b). “Temporary migrants do not stand on the
same firm legal ground as citizens and permanent residents” (Mares, 2016b, p. 6),
consequently they are at greater risk of experiencing exploitation and abuse.
Migrants living in Australia with less-than-full citizenship and residency statuses
“are at a heightened risk of exploitation and abuse in the workplace” (Berg, 2016, p.
xiii). Of the two million temporary migrants in Australia, those who have been
issued with Bridging Visa E (BVEs) are arguably the most vulnerable group of
migrants with non-citizen status in Australia today (Mares, 2016b). There are nearly
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29 000 people in Australia on BVEs (DIBP, 2016d). BVEs are temporary permits to
reside in the country, given to people who at some stage have been deemed
‘unlawful non-citizens’ by the DIBP. Most often, BVEs are granted to people who
arrive by boat in Australia without a visa. When the Australian Border Force12 (ABF)
intercepts their vessels, these people, who are seeking asylum, are deemed to be
‘illegal maritime arrivals’ (IMAs). Those with IMA status may be held indefinitely in
Australia’s offshore detention centres unless, the Immigration Minister grants a BVE
allowing them to enter the Australian community.
There is another group of people who seek asylum in Australia, those who arrive by
plane and hold valid visas. These people are deemed to be ‘lawful non-citizens’
upon entering the country because they hold valid entry visas, usually tourist visas.
Unlike IMA’s who arrive by boat without a visa, asylum seekers who arrive by plane
with a visa are considered to be ‘non-IMA’s’ (DIBP, 2016c) who are permitted to
apply for protection visas. In 2015-16 there were 9 554 protection applications
lodged by asylum seekers who arrived by plane and 1 711 visas were granted
(2016c). Those who were granted a visa were then permanent residents though
Australia’s humanitarian program. These people entered a pathway towards
achieving citizenship status, whereas those whose visas were rejected had to leave
the country or face deportation and detention if apprehended.
In 2014-15, out of the 190,000 permanent visas granted though Migration Program
68 per cent went to the skilled migrant stream, while 32 per cent were granted to

12

The Australian Border Force (ABF) is the “operational enforcement arm” (DIBP, 2015a, p. 3) of the
Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection. It was created on 1 July 2015 after a
merger of the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service and parts of Department of
Immigration and Border Protection.
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people through the family stream. These statistics reveal that most permanent visas
are granted to points-tested skilled workers; e.g. the Skilled Independent visa
(subclass 189). To illustrate how skilled migration has grown over the past few
decades at the expense of family migration, and particularly humanitarian
migration, Table 2 shows the number of permanent visas granted though
Australia’s migration and humanitarian programs from 1984 until 2016.
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Table 2: Number of permanent migration visa grants though Australia’s migration and
humanitarian programs since 1984 (Phillips & Simon-Davies, 2017, p. 3).

Note: Retrieved from "Migration to Australia: A Quick Guide to the Statistics” by J. Phillips
and J. Simon-Davis, 2017, p.3. Reprinted with permission.

I would like to highlight three key pieces of information that Table 2 reveals about
how Australia’s permanent migration schemes have changed over the past thirtytwo years. First, the statistical evidence shows that skilled migration has increased
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significantly, both numerically and proportionately, since 1984. Second, while the
number of people migrating on family visas has remained somewhat constant,
averaging around 50,000 persons per year, family migration has significantly
decreased as a percentage of the total immigration programs. Third, while the
number of people migrating on humanitarian visas has remained quite constant,
averaging around 13,000 per year, permanent immigration through the
humanitarian stream has significantly decreased as a percentage of the total
immigration programs. These points reveal that there are proportionally far fewer
people who immigrate to Australia through the family stream of the Migration
Program and far fewer still who immigrate to through the Humanitarian Program.
Table 2 also shows that in 1997-1998, for the first time, there were more people
migrating on skilled visas than on family visas. This trend of increased skilled
migration has greatly expanded since 1997-1998. While the number of permanent
visas available to refugees at one time represented a significant percentage of the
total permanent immigration programs into Australia, this is no longer the case.
Table 3 below compares the numbers of permanent visas the government granted
in 1984-85 to those issued in 2014-15.
Table 3: Comparison of the numbers of permanent visas issued through the Humanitarian
and Migration Programs for the years 1984-85 and 2014-15

Year

Humanitarian Program

1984-85

14,207

Migration Program
Skilled
Family
10,100
44,200

2014-15

13,756

127,774

61,085
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Using Table 3 to compare the numbers of permanent visa grants between the 198485 and 2014-15 years clearly shows that the number of humanitarian visas has
remained roughly similar, but in 2014-15 was proportionally less; the number of
skilled visas has become numerically and proportionally dominant; the number of
family visas has remained somewhat similar, but in 2014-15 was proportionally less.
The statistics in Tables 2 and 3 above show certain trends, but they do not explain
what accounts for these trends. We can see from the statistics that “Australia’s
annual humanitarian intake scheme remains a very small, static percentage of
Australia’s overall migration scheme” (Hoang & Daves, 2016). We can also see that,
out of all the permanent visas issued each year through the migration program,
since 1996-97 most permanent visas have been reserved for skilled migrants at the
expense of families and humanitarian entrants.
1.3.2 Implementing mandatory and indefinite detention
Prior to 1992, Australian law permitted, but did not require, that non-citizens
without a valid visa could be detained (Sampson, 2015). In 1992, under the Keating
government, Australia adopted the policy known as “mandatory detention” (Global
Detention Project, 2016). The Migration Amendment Act 1992 was passed with
bipartisan support to create increasingly tough measures against those who arrive
in Australia without a valid visa. This legislation, which amended the 1958
Migration Act, was the government’s reaction to 438 Vietnamese, Cambodian and
Chinese ‘boat people’ who arrived in Australia without visa authorisation between
1989 to 1992 (Australian Human Rights Commission, 2004). The 1992 legislation
required that designated persons (people without visas) be detained but placed a
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273-day time limit on detention (AHRC, 2004). The 1992 legislation prevented any
judicial review of detention with the provision that “a court is not to order the
release from immigration detention of a designated person” (Migration Act 1958
(Austl). p. s.183).
The mandatory detention policy was broadened by legislation in 1994 to apply to
any non-citizen arriving without a visa, or whose visa had expired or been cancelled
while still in Australia. The 1994 legislation also removed the 273-day time limit on
detention and replaced this with a policy of mandatory, indefinite detention by
stating that a “designated person should be kept in immigration detention until he
or she: leaves Australia or is given a visa” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. s. 176). The
1994 amendments to the Migration Act authorised the Minister to issue ‘bridging
visas’ to allow the release of unlawful non-citizens otherwise mandatorily detained
into the Australian community.
During the 2001 election campaign, then Prime Minister John Howard famously
declared: “We decide who comes to this country, and the circumstances in which
they come”. Klaus Neumann (2016a) observed that Howard “did not invent this
mantra— Australian governments had invoked it since at least the 1930s” (p. 245).
Following the so-called ‘Tampa crisis’ in August 200113, Howard “emphasised the
government’s right to select those admitted to Australia in order to argue that the
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The Tampa crisis was an eight-day standoff between the Australian Government and the captain
of the Tampa, over where 433 rescued asylum seekers were to be taken. The crisis brought about a
‘border protection’ regime in Australia (Kneebone, 2009a; Neumann, Gifford, Lems, & Scherr
2014; Fleay & Hoffman, 2014). It has been observed that “The boarding of the Norwegian container
ship Tampa by Australian special forces in August 2001 marked the increased securitisation of
Australia’s approach to unauthorised arrivals and undocumented migrants”, (Neumann, et al., 2014,
p. 10).
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asylum seekers arriving on the Tampa should not be allowed to land” (p. 245). This
was legislated by the government’s passage of the Migration Amendment (Excision
from Migration Zone) Act 2001. Commonly known as the “Pacific Solution”, this act
legislated the practice of ‘offshore processing’, which involves transporting and
detaining people to offshore places of detention if they attempt to come to
Australia by boat without visa authorisation.
Fleay and Hoffman (2014) noted that the Howard Government “received
overwhelming public support in establishing the Pacific Solution following a
concerted campaign to portray asylum seekers as deviant” (p. 16) others who
posed a threat to Australia’s border security. According to Fleay and Hoffman
(2014), the policy debate in Australia was framed by labelling people who moved
without authorisation as ‘deviant’. They contend that this framework of deviance
shaped community attitudes and behaviours, which allowed the “government to
justify and normalise its own actions” (2014, p. 16). Labelling groups as deviant and
locking them up away from the mainland “fed into the perception that such people
should be kept apart from the general community because of some deviant
characteristic” (p. 16).
Officially, the Pacific Solution was dismantled in February 2008 in response to
overwhelming evidence of physical and psychological harm caused to people in
prolonged detention (Amnesty International, 2016). Prompted by a spike in the
number of boats attempting to come to Australia irregularly in 201214, in August
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In 2012, 287 boats carrying 17,204 people came to Australia irregularly (Australian Human Rights
Commission, 2014a, p. 11). This number is extremely low by global comparisons, but was met with
harsher immigration legislation, which reinstated a more extreme offshore processing regime.
Irregular migration, which is also referred to as ‘unauthorised’, ‘undocumented’, and ‘illegal’
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2012 a harsher regime of ‘offshore processing’ was reinstated with the Migration
Legislation Amendment (Regional Processing and Other Measures) Act 2012. This
Act amended the Migration Act 1958 and the Immigration (Guardianship of
Children Act) 1946 (IGOC Act) to:
•

Replace the existing framework in the Migration Act for taking offshore
entry persons to another country;

•

Clarify that guardianship obligations under the IGOC Act do not affect the
operation of the Migration Act, particularly in relation to removing,
deporting, or taking a non-citizen child from Australia; and

•

Replace discretionary detention with mandatory detention for all asylum
seekers entering Australia at an ‘excised offshore place’ such as Christmas
Island (Parliament of Australia, 2014).

The 2012 legislation meant that everyone arriving by boat in an external Australian
territory, such as Christmas Island, would be detained in a Refugee Processing
Centre on Nauru or Papua New Guinea (PNG). This Act reversed the safeguards
afforded to all children protected under the IGOC Act by permitting the government
to remove, deport or take non-citizen children from Australia (Regional Processing
and Other Measures Act, 2012).
In 2013, the Rudd government launched a policy known as “Operation Sovereign
Borders” (DIBP, 2017h), which is currently still in effect. Prime Minister Rudd

migration, refers to the flows of people who have not gained the nation-state’s authorisation to
move into its borders and/or do not have access to a range of rights, including the right to residency,
work, social security, and citizenship. Neumann (2016b) notes that what is new about irregular
migration today is the response “from the global north, particularly to mobility as a result of a lack of
human security” (p. 11).
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announced that “Asylum seekers who come here by boat without a visa will never
be resettled in Australia” (Hall & Swan, 2013).15 Operation Sovereign Borders was
enacted through two more pieces of legislation that amended the Migration Act.
First, the Maritime Powers Act 2013 consolidated the government’s existing
maritime enforcement regime by establishing a system of authorisations for
maritime officers to board vessels, obtain information, search, detain, seize, and
move and detain persons on vessels. Second, The Migration Amendment
(Unauthorised Maritime Arrivals and Other Measures) Act 2013 introduced a new
term, ‘illegal maritime arrival’ (IMA) (DIBP, 2016c), whereby an asylum seeker
entering Australia by sea without a visa became an unlawful non-citizen upon entry.
On 1 July 2015, the Abbott government established “Australian Border Force”
(ABF), which is also still in effect. The ABF was brought into being through the
Australian Border Force Act 2015. This Act broadened legislative powers, allowing
the DIBP to establish the ABF. According to the Department, the ABF is “a single
frontline operational border entity” whose task is “to deliver border protection and
enforcement to facilitate legitimate travel and trade, intervening only against those
who attempt to breach our borders or circumvent our controls (DIBP, 2015a, p. 3)”.
Currently, the ABF is building a body of 6000 officers, with several thousand trained
in firearms (Farrell, 2014; Hartcher, 2015).
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Even though no asylum seeker boats have reached Australia since 2013 due to the success of
naval turn backs, mandatory detention is maintained for those who arrived by boat without visa
authorisation. Some people with IMA status have been released into the Australian community after
they were granted various temporary visas that offer no hope of permanent settlement or
citizenship. Robert Manne calls this policy “Rudd’s curse” (Bowling, 2016), in reference to then
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s 2013 announcement that “asylum seekers who come here by boat
without a visa will never be settled in Australia” (Hall & Swan, 2013).
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An extract from the Department’s report stated: “Australia manages the movement
of non-citizens across its border by, in effect, pushing the border offshore. This
means that checking and screening starts well before a person reaches the physical
border” (Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs,
2004, p. 3). Currently, all citizens and non-citizens moving towards Australia’s
border continuum16 will encounter the ABF as they attempt to move across the
border. The ABF uses a range of “surveillance practices on and beyond the border”
(Wilson & Weber, 2008, p. 124), including biometric databases and passports, that
sort people into categories of ‘citizens’ and ‘non-citizens’ who have unequal ability
to cross Australia’s borders.
‘Operation Sovereign Borders’ is Australia’s current policy. Under this policy,
persons with IMA status are barred from seeking asylum in Australia and are
instead transferred to an offshore immigration detention centre. From 13 August
2012 until 21 May 2017 people with IMA status could not apply for protection visas
without the Minister’s approval and could be sent to regional processing countries
(PNG and Nauru) for processing of their refugee claims. On 21 May 2017 the
Minister for Immigration and Border Protection, Peter Dutton, announced that
“fake refugees” would be deported if they did not apply for a temporary protection
visa by October 2017 (Maguire, 2017).
Since 1992, Australian law requires that all ‘unlawful non-citizens’ be detained; that
is all those who are in Australia or attempting to enter the country without a valid

16

According to the Department’s website, “We consider the border not to be a purely physical
barrier separating nation states, but a complex continuum stretching offshore and onshore, including
the overseas, maritime, physical border and domestic dimensions of the border (DIBP, 2017; my
emphasis).
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visa. People who arrive by boat can apply for a temporary protection visa or a safe
haven enterprise visa, yet under current Australian law immigration officials must
detain people who arrive in Australia without authorisation (that is, without a visa).
These detainment powers extend to all people who initially arrived in Australia with
authorisation (that is, with a visa), but subsequently become ‘unlawful’, because
their visa either expired or was cancelled, and they did not obtain another visa. This
means that the document that stands between a non-citizen and immigration
detention is a visa and because visas can expire or be cancelled, all people in
Australia with non-citizen status are at risk of being deported or detained.
Australian law makes no distinction between the detention of adults and children.
In recent years parents in immigration detention have beseeched Australians to
adopt their children (AHRC, 2014a; Whyte, 2014a). Pregnant women on Christmas
Island have pleaded with medical experts to adopt their children out to Australian
families. A parent of three children held on Christmas Island, expressed this
sentiment “[They are] crying all day long… tortured by sadness. Take the children
out and keep us in” (AHRC, 2014a, p. 120). Figure 2 is a drawing made by one of the
women held in Australia’s detention centre on Christmas Island expressing her wish
for her unborn child to be removed from detention and adopted by an Australian
family.
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Figure 2: A drawing by a pregnant woman detained on Christmas Island, (Whyte, 2014d).

People held in Australian immigration detention centres have gone on hunger
strikes and protested on many occasions. Figure 3 shows a large protest that took
place among people held in detention for over 1000 days in Nauru. This protest,
which included detained infants, children, men and women (Reilly, 2016, August
17), continued for 240 days.
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Figure 3: Asylum seekers protesting against being held in Australian immigration detention
in Nauru for over 1000 days (Parkes, 2017).

Other protests by people held in detention have taken the form of self-harm and
two self-immolation attempts, one fatal. Immigration Minister, Peter Dutton,
characterised such protest suicides as efforts to manipulate the Australian
government and undermine its border protection policies (Fiske, 2016). Following
numerous reports of self-harm and suicide attempts among detainees on Christmas
Island, the then Prime Minister Tony Abbott responded that the Government would
not give in to “moral blackmail” following the women’s suicide attempts (Whyte,
2014a).

1.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has set the scene by establishing the research problem to be
investigated, by providing a snapshot of global migration, giving some background
and highlighting some of the key issues concerning citizenship and immigration in
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the Australian context. The following chapter undertakes a critical review of the
relevant literature. Chapter 3 details the research design and the reasons why
various procedures were chosen. Chapter 4 sets out the results of the study. The
thesis then concludes with a discussion that links the findings to broader theoretical
questions and to the research literature.
Taken together these five chapters explore the experiences of people who moved
from their home countries and resettled in Australia and reveal the human rights
and democratic tensions that are linked to contemporary notions of who counts
and who does not count as a member (citizen) in society. This study
reconceptualises and develops new understandings about the human cost
experienced among people who are designated as ‘non-citizens’. I draw upon the
mobility and resettlement experiences of 20 ‘non-citizens’ to show how their
everyday lives were affected by policies and practices structuring the availability of
migratory pathways and the changing criteria that they had to fulfil in order to
enter Australia, permanently resettle, and finally to achieve (or stay on a pathway
towards achieving) citizenship in the country.
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Chapter 2: Critical Review of Related Literature
2.1 Introduction
This chapter critically reviews the research literature relevant to the research
problem investigated in this thesis; namely, the human cost of imposing stringent
regulatory processes on the movement of people into Australia and on their
subsequent applications for permanent visas and citizenship status.
There are two primary objectives for this chapter. The first is to understand what
the migration and mobility literature reveals about the context of human
movement within and across the international nation-state system. The second is
to understand the key concepts informing the study’s chosen theoretical
frameworks: Kinopolitics and Institutional Ethnography (IE). To achieve these two
objectives, I use the ‘mobilities’ conceptualisation (explained in Chapter 1) as a lens
through which I explore the literature.
Section 2.2 draws upon migration and mobilities literature, which summarises the
global and Australian contexts of migration flows and the categorisation of people
who move transnationally. One of these frameworks, kinopolitics, can be regarded
as a political theory of movement. Section 2.3 examines globalisation as an
“(im)mobility regime” (Turner, 2007) by drawing upon literature on the
securitisation of movement and citizenship.
It is worth noting that ‘securitisation’ refers to migration policies and practices that
emphasise security issues (Basham & Vaughan-Williams, 2013; Beattie, 2016; Bigo,
2002; De Genova, 2007; Goldring & Landolt, 2011; Hindess, 2004; Huysmans, 2000;
Ibrahim, 2005; Isin, 2004; Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013; Loader, 2002; Muller, 2004;
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Pallitto & Heyman, 2008; Sheller, 2016; Soderberg, 2014; Turner, 2007; Turner,
2016; Walsh, 2010; Weaver, 1995; Williams, 2003; Wilson & Weber, 2008). The aim
of securitisation is to “control the mobility of people” (Basham & Vaughan-Williams,
2013, p. 509) at the global and local levels. Securitisation is accomplished through
normalising “new techniques of control and surveillance” (Hindess, 2004, p. 305)
that are based on “anxiety about the Other” (Isin, 2004, p. 231). Under processes of
securitisation, “migration in most host states is socially constructed primarily as a
security threat” (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013, p. 683). Securitisation policies conflate
migration with security threats through mobilising and perpetuating a general
sense of unease (Bigo, 2002), fear (Ahmed, 2004b; Duffield, 2007; Huysmans, 2006;
Williams, 2011; Young, 2004), and even neurosis (Isin, 2004). Commenting on the
recent ‘migrant crisis’ in Europe, Karyotis and Skleparis (2013) noted that “it is
evident that securitisation did not reduce public insecurities but instead resulted in
both citizens and migrants living in perpetual fear of each other” (p. 696).
The emphasis of security issues raises the question of whose security is to be
protected: the citizens or the migrants? (Ibrahim, 2005). Section 2.3 explores the
tensions of securitisation agendas through human rights frameworks and utopian
visions of mobility currently being discussed by academic researchers. Finally, in
Section 2.4, I introduce institutional ethnography (IE) as an alternative sociological
method of inquiry for explicating the social relations that organise and rule people’s
everyday lives in complex ways.
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2.2 Migration and mobility
Capitalist expansion is structurally compelled to place controls on the mobility of
labour (Mezzadra & Neilson, 2017; Nail, 2015b, 2016a; Neilson & Rossiter, 2005;
Sheller, 2011). As Sheller explains, it is the infrastructures and concentrations of
mobile capital that “at one and the same time enhance the potential mobility for
some, while detracting the potential mobility… of others by leaving them in a
relatively slower or intentionally disconnected position” (Sheller, 2011, p. 4; my
emphasis). David Harvey (2001) described this as ‘spatial fixes’, a term that was
later elaborated on as ‘spatio-temporal fixes’ (Jessop, 2006), which are connected
to “capitalism’s insatiable drive to resolve its inner crises tendencies by
geographical expansion and geographical restructuring” (Harvey, 2001, p. 24).
Research in the mobilities turn often highlights “the implications of this spatial (and
temporal) restructuring” (Sheller, 2017, p. 627).
Mobilities research often explores the structural linkages that result in differential
mobilities while inquiring how people’s everyday lives are affected by unequal
access to mobility. This research paradigm has a keen interest in interrogating the
ways in which migrants are “imperative to capitalist expansion” (Ibrahim, 2005, p.
163) and how this connection between capital and mobility plays out in people’s
everyday lives. This involves examining how the processes associated with
liberalising the movement of capital, goods, and services are structurally connected
to the processes of criminalising, or ‘illegalising’, the movements of some people
(De Genova, 2002, 2007; Lewis et al., 2015; Mezzadra & Neilson, 2012). The
unfettered flow of capital across national borders paradoxically increases
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restrictions upon people who seek a better life once their movements are
construed to be ‘irregular’ or ‘illegal’17. The result is that “multinational
corporations are allowed to pass freely across national-territorial borders, while the
poor and undesirable are ‘refused’ entry” (Nail, 2012, p. 244).
Therefore, research in the new mobilities paradigm often explores how
contemporary migration flows are intentionally accelerated or decelerated in
different geographical locations and at different historical moments. This involves
examining how people’s spatio-temporal movements through migratory flows are
connected to processes of globalisation in general and neoliberal global capitalism
in particular. Applying the new mobilities paradigm is useful for gaining better
understandings of the globalised dynamics creating ever more stringent regulatory
process upon human mobility and for uncovering how these processes actually
affect the everyday lives of people as they attempt to move and resettle.
2.2.1 Contemporary migration flows
Many factors influence migration. Economic globalisation has been cited as a key
factor, as national capitalist market systems have expanded and coalesced into a
corporatised global market system (Castles, 2010; Ibrahim, 2005; Mezzadra &
Neilson, 2013; Nail, 2015b; Sassen, 1988; Sirkeci & Cohen, 2016). The
internationalisation of education and labour markets has been cited as a major pull
factor in people’s decisions to migrate (Bauman, 1998; Berg, 2016; Cohen & Sirkeci,

17

Following De Genova (2002, 2005), Goldring, Berinstein, and Bernhard (2009), Weber (2013b), and
others, this study puts single quotes around ‘illegal’ and ‘illegality’ to interrogate and disrupt the
social, administrative, legal and political construction of these categories as they become applied to
some people with ‘non-citizen’ status.
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2011; Hugo, 2006; Kritz, 2006; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013; Zaho, 1999). As
Hugo (2006) explains, “the massive increase in [the] international migration of
students is one of the defining elements of the new international migration and is
strongly associated with globalization and the internationalization of labour
markets” (p. 111). Through the selection and admission processes, each country
imposes a particular set of expectations for people who seek to migrate as
international students and workers, including seasonal labourers and skilled
workers (Cohen & Sirkeci, 2011). Not all migrants are able to meet these imposed,
constantly changing standards. Therefore, not all migrants who move for education
or work opportunities are able to relocate and stay with the authorisation of the
nation-state. As Berg notes, “migrants, and particularly irregular migrants or
migrants with a precarious residence status, are often willing to do the ‘dirty,
difficult and dangerous’ jobs that nationals will not” (2016, p. xiii). While some
people do move by choice for work and education opportunities, the level of choice
and the availability of pathways for movement and secure residency status are not
evenly available.
Increasingly, however, people must move, either internally or internationally, as a
result of environmental, economic and political instability (Nail, 2015b). More
people are turning to migration as a survival strategy when faced with wars,
conflicts, other forms of violence and persecution and environmental disasters
(Ahmed, 2004a; Castles, 2003; Cresswell, 2010; Ettinger, 2013; Hannam et al., 2006;
Karlin, 2015; Kneebone, 2014; Lindley, 2010).
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Some people’s movements are initiated due to “push factors including war, conflict,
natural disasters, persecution, poverty, and unemployment” (Berg, 2016, p. xiii).
Others move for work opportunities, educational pursuits or reconnecting with
family, or they are driven to move by a sense of curiosity or adventure. The first
group of people are often referred to as ‘forced migrants’, whereas the second
group are usually thought of as ‘voluntary migrants’. As Castles explained, “forced
migration research is often quite separate from other areas of migration studies”
(2010, p. 1570). The highly-specialised area of migration scholarship has led to “a
failure to understand the historical character of migration, false assumptions of
one-way causality, and an inability to understand the overall dynamics of migratory
processes and their embeddedness in processes of societal change” (p. 1570).
Cohen and Sirkeci recommend focusing on migrants’ households because “it is a
mistake to think of the migrant as a lone decision maker” (2011, p. 20) in his or her
decision to migrate. People’s decisions to migrate are located beyond the individual
and are “made in reference to and in relation with many other actors and includes
other people, places, processes, promises, and potential outcomes” (p. 20). While it
is the individual who decides to move, these decisions are often made with
reference to the strengths and weaknesses of his or her household. Therefore, to
explore the complex drivers of mobility it is necessary to understand the particular
social and economic conditions of migrants and refugees’ home countries, where
their households are located (2011).
People’s migratory movements cannot be understood as simply being the result of
‘drivers’ or ‘push factors’. The uneven experiences people have, when moving
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across international borders and conducting their lives in different territorial
spaces, is intrinsically linked to the social sorting processes which assigns different
legal statuses to them. They are assessed with respect to ‘desirability’ and
‘legitimacy’ so that citizenship status (citizen/non-citizen) can be determined as
well as an increasingly diverse array of migrant statuses (Anderson, 2010; Turner,
2016; Zetter, 2007).
Some theorists studying migration and borders from a critical perspective focus on
processes of differential inclusion (Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013; Papadopoulos &
Tsianos, 2013). ‘Differential inclusion’ refers to how “different modalities of entry
into a country and different residence statuses—mainly through immigration
controls and legal requirements” (Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013, p. 181)— leads to
people experiencing different levels of precariousness (precarity) and security.
While the concept has gone by many names, differential inclusion is a useful tool
“for describing and analysing how inclusion in a sphere, society or realm can be
subject to varying degrees of subordination, rule, discrimination, and
segmentation” (Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013, p. 159). In a parallel and more
sociologised engagement within migration studies, Castles (1995) used the term
‘differential exclusion’ to describe the “policy model” that bars people from
permanent settlement. Differential exclusion signifies “a situation in which
immigrants are incorporated into certain areas of society (above all the labour
market) but denied access to others (such as welfare systems, citizenship and
political participation)” (p. 294). Castles warned that differential exclusion models
in the past have led to social tension because these policies stand in direct
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opposition to the democratic principle of including all members of civil society in
the nation-state.
Nail(2016a), Mezzadra and Neilson (2013), and others have shown that the
multiplication of borders are built upon practices of classification accompanied by
multiple systems of entry. The next section begins to explore the processes of
filtering and selecting people through multiple and shifting scales, ratings and
evaluations to decide who constitute members (citizens) in society and who might
become future citizens. This exploration is necessary to understand the human cost
of stringent regulatory processes governing contemporary immigration and
citizenship policy models in Australia and elsewhere. “The state’s ability to flexibly
redraw the border for immigration regulation purposes… (and) to reassert control
over their so-called ‘broken’ borders” (Shachar, 2009b, p. 811) has contributed to
increasingly global conditions, whereby there are now “millions of people living
today without status in these democracies” (Nail, 2012, p. 243) and millions more
living with ‘precarious’ citizenship and migratory statuses. These persons live, work,
and contribute to society, yet they are not permitted to formally take part in
representative democracies.
2.2.2 Creating different labels for ‘non-citizens’
Dividing the world into the ‘mobility rich’ and the ‘mobility poor’ results from the
implementation of selective (im)mobilisation practices (Pickering & Weber, 2006;
Wilson & Weber, 2008; Wonders, 2006). Processes governing mobility are a form of
“social sorting” that labels and divides mobile bodies into coded categories of high
or low risk (Lyon, 2003). Bauman’s notion of the “global tourist” and the “global
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vagabond” describes this process of sorting individuals into ideal types (1993, pp.
240-243). Australia mirrors the broader global patterns governing mobility though
its adoption of regulatory processes which sort people on the move internationally
into kinetic elites” and a “kinetic underclass” (Adey, 2006).
The terminology used to identify different kinds of migrants can be bewildering.
Increasing levels of complexity are involved in setting up institutional processes to
determine ‘citizens’ from ‘non-citizens’, including those with refugee status. These
institutional processes are ongoing, as new labels are regularly created to
categorise people into binary classifications of citizen/non-citizen and to expand the
latter into an array of non-citizen statuses. As nation-states “politically and
legislatively constructed ‘the non-citizen’ as a counterpart to ‘the citizen’” (Wicker,
2010, p. 225), they have assumed “deportation power” (Anderson, Gibney, &
Paoletti, 2011, p. 548) through a range of practices aimed at the expulsion (or
potential expulsion) of non-citizens (Anderson et al., 2011; De Genova, 2007; De
Genova & Peutz, 2010; Nail, 2015b, 2016a). Therefore, modern nation-states,
particularly Western states, have taken what has been called a “deportation turn”
(Gibney, 2008) in their dealings with unwanted non-citizens. Deportation is a key to
understanding how citizenship relates to human mobility, because modern nationstates’ legal authority to deport only applies to non-citizens, and not to citizens. De
Genova’s concept of ‘deportability’ (2002) denotes the ever-present possibility of
deportation which, even if it is not actually effected, shapes the lives of noncitizens. In reference to deportability, Anderson, Gibney, and Paoletti declared that
“freedom from deportation power—the right to genuinely permanent residence—
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can be seen as one of the few remaining privileges which separates citizens from
settled non-citizens in contemporary liberal states” (2011, p. 548).
As countries in the global North18 attempt to manage migration, there has been a
marked proliferation of new labels with corresponding legal statuses (Lewis et al.,
2015; Zetter, 2007). It has become increasingly common for nation-states in both
the global North and the global South to “routinely place mobile bodies along a
spectrum” (Lewis et al., 2015, p. 590). Through a “managerialist approach to
migration” (p. 590) nation-states position people along a spectrum with
‘legitimate/welcome migrants’ positioned at one end and ‘illegitimate/unwelcome’
migrants at the other. The institutionalised process of creating new labels is
particularly pronounced for people in refugee-like situations (Zetter, 2007). Zetter
revealed that the increased complexity of refugee labelling has gone hand-in-hand
with globalised insecurities associated with people who are “no longer contained in
the south but [are] arriving in large numbers at Europe’s borders” (p. 175). Turner
emphasises the connection between the proliferation of new labels and:
the growth of states, (where) a new system of classificatory niches
emerges, including the stateless person, refugee, asylum-seeker,
guest worker and illegal migrant. The nomad has been replaced by
a battery of classificatory roles indicating his or her lack of
permanence. This political development is related to the rise of
the modern state which brought to an end the traditional routes of
casual migratory workers moving around Europe on a seasonal
basis in search of part-time employment (2007, p. 299)

18

The terms global North and global South commonly “refer to the historical and contemporary
divisions perpetuated through colonialism and unjust economic and political power relations” (ElLahib, 2015, p. 213)
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These labels often discriminate against people who have not been categorised as
‘refugees’ and limits their access to international protection (2007). Those who
have not been categorised as ‘permanent residents’ are denied the right to remain
in the territory of the nation-state or to access its public services and protections
(Goldring & Landolt, 2011). Those who have not been categorised as ‘citizens’ are
not assigned full and equal legal status or voting rights in that society (2011). The
expansion of labels, and the layers of bureaucratic complexity associated with these
classifications, have meant that, while there are more people than ever in refugeelike conditions, fewer of these people are being formally counted as refugees
(Zetter, 2007).
People who are forced to move, but are not assigned the correct label, are denied
access to membership of the Australian community in two principal ways: both in
the territorial sense, as well as in the civic sense of membership in a society
(Abizadeh, 2008). The Internally Displaced Person (IDP) and Asylum Seeker
categorisations constrain people by determining on their behalf their capacity to
find refuge within the contemporary nation-state system. The IDP category is the
fastest growing and most numerous group of forcibly displaced persons (Zetter,
2007). Importantly, the assessment processes only recognise a person’s pre-existing
refugee status, but a person’s refugee experience exists, regardless of whether his
or her claim has been formally recognised. Because the UNHCR is tasked to protect
those with the refugee label, the creation of new labels like ‘IDP’ and ‘asylum
seeker’ can be construed as a method of “containment and restricting forced
migrants from accessing the more privileged label ‘refugee’” (Zetter, 2007, p. 177);
i.e., only someone with ‘refugee’ status can put forward a claim for international
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protection. The IDP and asylum seeker categories are examples of institutionalised
labels that are used to manage people’s access to mobility. Those who are
categorised accordingly are not eligible for resettlement through the UNHCR, unless
they are granted refugee status.
As noted earlier in Chapter One, there is much contention over the terms
‘settlement’ and ‘resettlement’ in migration literature. Often settlement is used to
refer to the process by which people adjust to living in a new location. As Castles
(2003) explains “sociological research on immigrants has mainly been concerned
with processes of settlement and community formation, and with the impacts on
existing social groups” (p. 7). On the other hand, resettlement is often used to refer
to a formal process of transfer of people from refugee backgrounds across borders.
The UNHCR promotes three durable solutions for refugees, which include voluntary
repatriation, local integration, and resettlement (UNHCR, 2018). The UNHCR’s use
of the term ‘resettlement’ specifically refers to the formal transfer of refugees from
an asylum country to another state that has agreed to admit them and ultimately
grant them permanent settlement, with citizenship as a final goal. In Australia there
have been more than 750,000 refugees formally resettled since 1947 (Neumann, et
al., 2014).
In addition to denoting the process of formal transfer of refugees to a state that has
agreed to grant them permanent settlement and eventually citizenship, within
migration and forced migration literature there “has been growing attention placed
on resettlement experiences that include a focus upon housing, employment,
integration, discrimination, social inclusion and poverty” (Marlowe, 2009, p. 132).
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While “resettled refugees usually become permanent residents” (Goldring, et. al.,
2009, p. 249), things like “class, gender, age and racialization can limit the exercise
of entitlement and access to services, generating or accentuating inequalities
among people with formal rights” (p. 252). This recognition that people with formal
rights can experience a range of resettlement experiences, raises the question of
how people living in society without, or with lesser, formal rights may have other
kinds of resettlement experiences. Therefore, this study draws upon migration
literature that explores the lived experiences of immigrants and that seeks to
understand the complex ways that people with and without formal status can
experience resettlement.
The refugee label originated with the Geneva Convention. According to Article 1 of
the 1951 Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, a ‘refugee’ is a
person who has a:
well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside of the country of his nationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and
being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unable or, own to such fear, is unwilling to
return to it (1951).
Refugees, asylum seekers, IDPs and migrants often travel along similar routes and
may have similar reasons for moving. The UNHCR notes that there are some key
differences between refugees and migrants and recommends against using the
labels ‘refugee’ and ‘migrant’ interchangeably (UNHCR, 2016b). The main difference
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between a ‘refugee’ (including those in refugee-like conditions whose claims have
not been processed) and a ‘migrant’ is the degree of choice one has in moving.
Those with formal refugee status and those experiencing refugee-like conditions
are people whose movements were initiated by armed conflict or other forms of
persecution. That is, they had little choice but to move.
While there tends to high levels of specialisation in academic research, with
scholars focusing on ‘voluntary’ or ‘forced’ migration, some scholars caution that it
is common for refugees and migrants to share some overlapping characteristics
(Bauman, 1998; Castles, 2010; Golash-Boza & Menjívar, 2012; Nail, 2015b). Castles
and Lougna (2004) have argued that the distinction between economic (or
voluntary) migration and forced migration is largely bureaucratic. It is increasingly
acknowledged that there are often mixed reasons associated with human and/or
economic insecurity that prompt people to move (Ahmed, 2004a; Lewis et al., 2015;
Sirkeci & Cohen, 2016). As people move across borders for various reasons, they
become non-citizens who “exist for extended periods in various states of insecurity”
(Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013, p. 212). The overlapping conditions of refugees
and migrants are associated with the globalised dynamics of migratory processes,
making it questionable to draw neat distinctions between the two groups.
Since the 1990s the notion of ‘mixed migration’, which originated under the label
‘migration-asylum nexus’ by scholars like Stephen Castles (2007), suggests “that
there is a large continuum between entirely forced and entirely voluntary
migration, and that most migrants move with some volition and some compulsion
at the same time” (Williams, 2015, pp. 44-45). While the term was intended to
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encapsulate assorted motivations as well as heterogeneous migratory flows, and
has allowed conceptual advances into the complex ways that migration processes
are linked to the global political economy (Van Hear, 2010), international
organisations, most notably, the UNHCR, and nation-states in their efforts to
‘manage migration’ have misappropriated the notion of mixed migration distorting
its original intent (Scalettaris, 2007; Scheel & Ratfisch, 2014). Scheel and Ratfisch
argue that the term has been used by the UHHCR as it “tries to draw and stabilise a
clear-cut boundary between ‘genuine refugees’ and ‘irregular migrants’” (2014, p.
934). As alluded to above, the UNHCR strongly recommends not conflating the
labels ‘refugee’ and migrant’, but
contrary to migration scholars like Castles, who emphasise that the
motivations for migration are always mixed, UNHCR stresses the
need for a clear-cut distinction between the two categories,
thereby insisting that such simple differentiation can actually be
made on the ground (p. 931).
Scalettaris explains that, “Accordingly, for UNHCR the solution to cope with ‘mixed
migration flows’ is strengthening the refugee status determination procedures, in
particular mechanisms for selecting between those in need of international
protection and those who are not” (2007, p. 43). To this end, UNHCR’s stated
intention “to participate in the training of border guards in order to ‘filter’ asylum
seekers from the ‘mixed migration flows’” (Scheel & Ratfisch, 2014, p. 932) and to
“actively participate in the process of carrying out deportations” (p. 933) reveals
that the organisation “is itself actively involved in the policing of populations and
borders” (p. 926). Therefore, the UNHCR and other international governmental
organisations as well as nation-states now use the concept of mixed migration to
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legitimise “the perfection of border control” (Scheel & Ratfisch, 2014, p. 933). This
use of the concept runs contrary to its original intent.
While the UNHCR strongly defends the existence of two categories of people who
are either forced migrants or voluntary migrants, some international organisations
like the ILO, the Regional Mixed Migration Secretariat (RMMS) and some human
rights non-governmental organisations (NGO) try to reduce this separation in order
to support people who fall within their mandate (Scalettaris, 2007). For example,
the RMMS has explained that mixed migration encompasses at least five categories:
(1) Irregular migrants (people dislodged because they are unable to thrive and so
are regarded as economic migrants) or those who aspire to a better life and/or
want to be with other family members; in both cases their movement is often
facilitated by smugglers; (2) refugees and asylum seekers (forced migrants); (3)
victims of trafficking (involuntary migrants); (4) stateless persons; and (5)
unaccompanied minors, separated children and other vulnerable persons who are
on the move (Regional Mixed Migration Secretariat, 2017).
Kunz’s formative work conceptualised the complex structural causes producing
refugee movements (1973, 1981). Kunz noted that the blending of social and
economic factors can make “refugee moves superficially resemble voluntary
migrations” (1973, p. 132). Yet, upon closer examination of the historical conditions
of people’s movements, “it is not infrequent that the loss of liberty or danger to life
is preceded by gradual economic restrictions on the whole society or some sections
of it” (p. 132). More recent scholarship is increasingly recognising that that people
have mixed reasons for moving, thus making it impossible to draw neat distinctions
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between ‘the migrant’ and ‘the refugee’ (Scalettaris, 2007; Scheel & Ratfisch, 2014;
Van Hear, 2010; Williams, 2015). Moreover, because categorisations, such as
‘refugees’, ‘migrants’, internally displaced persons’, and ‘environmental refugees’
originate in policy, these labels are “designed to meet the needs of policy rather
than of scientific inquiry” (Scalettaris, 2007, p. 37). Therefore, uncritically applying
definitions of categories of people “arising in the refugee and humanitarian regime
are not necessarily meaningful in the academic field from an analytic point of view”
(p. 37).
Castles argued that the defining feature of the contemporary era is the
globalisation of migration, both forced and voluntary, which interacts with
transnational social formation (Castles, 2003; Castles & Miller, 2009). With more
muted conditions of refugeehood emerging around the world, more labels have
been created, including ‘economic migrants’, ‘environmental refugees’, ‘tsunami
refugees’ and ‘development refugees’ (Zetter, 2007). In Australia the label ‘illegal
maritime arrival’ (IMA) was devised by the DIBP in 2012 to refer to anyone who
“arrived illegally by boat on or after 13 August 2012 and before 1 January 2014”
(DIBP, 2016c). Using this IMA label in place of the asylum seeker label enabled the
Australian Government to distance itself from its human right obligations by
categorising people who seek asylum as IMAs and determining that their claims for
asylum could be processed in remote regional processing facilities, otherwise
known as immigration detention centres.
In recent years both governments in the global north, and international agencies
tasked with managing migration and forced migration, such as the UNHCR and the
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IOM, have attempted to distinguish between forced migrants and the “more
numerous volume of people labelled economic migrants” (Zetter, 2007, p. 178).
Across many nation-states, immigration departments have devised more complex
bureaucratic and administrative instruments to determine who has the ‘legitimate’
right to enter a nation-state’s territory and what criteria people must satisfy to
retain the right to remain within the nation-state, work, and have access to welfare
provisions, and voting rights. The ways in which nation-states regularly redraw and
refashion the criteria that people with non-citizen status must meet to be
considered ‘legitimate’ migrants and refugees with has significant consequences for
these people.
Everyone who migrates across borders, and, increasingly, those who are born with
‘non-citizen’ status within a nation-state, are at least initially classified as ‘noncitizens’. The value of being categorised as ‘a citizen’ rather than ‘a non-citizen’ is
that “the exercise of virtually all rights depends on territorial presence within the
state, and only citizens have an unqualified right to enter and remain on state
territory” (Macklin & Bauböck, 2015, p. 2). Deportation power makes non-citizens
into a group of people who are “deemed to belong to suspect social categories”
(Shamir, 2005, p. 197). At best, non-citizens can be construed as ‘eternal guests’
(Kanstroom, 2007) of the nation-state, whose “residence is contingent on a certain
standard of behaviour and/or adherence to immigration laws” (Anderson et al.,
2011, p. 549). The next section explores the literature on migration pathways and
how they do or do not lead to citizenship in the Australian context.
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2.2.3 Migration in the Australian context
Australia’s “two-step” migration system is the key to understanding the similarities
and differences between temporary and permanent migrant status (Mares, 2016b,
p. 7). For example, an increasing proportion of permanent additions to the
Australian population are ‘onshore’ applicants (Hugo, 2014). In 2012-13, 40.2 per
cent of permanent migrants started with some form of temporary or visitor visa
and subsequently attained a permanent residency visa. This means that many, but
certainly not all, permanent residents begin as temporary migrants, thereby adding
to the population through a more drawn-out process of international migration.
However, the pathway from temporary residency “to permanent residency and
ultimately citizenship” is “far from certain” (Mares, 2014, p. 2). The reason for this
is because, as explained in Chapter 1, the number of permanent migrant places is
capped, while the number of temporary migrant places is not. The result is that “it
is now increasingly common for temporary visa holders to cycle through a range of
temporary visa options, and so become long-term and potentially indefinitely
temporary residents” (p. 3). The DIBP’s current system of data collection does not
allow for researchers to access essential data for assessing “how big the cohort of
long-term temporary migrants may be or of how quickly it is growing” (Mares,
2014). The Department does not make available a routine calculation of duration of
stay among people with temporary migrant status. As a result, there is no way to
pinpoint how many people are cycling through a series of temporary visas or living
long term in Australia as ‘temporary migrants’ (2014).
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There is often a tendency in the migration literature and immigration policy “to
dichotomize permanent settlement and temporary migration as though they are
two quite separate and unrelated processes”. (Hugo, 2006, p. 110). It is misleading
to overstate the distinction between temporary and permanent migration because
people’s migration journeys have become ‘staggered’ (Robertson & Runganaikaloo,
2013), with migrants increasingly having to pass through multiple ‘gates’ of
membership (Hammar, 1990). While many nation-states, including Australia,
continue to have a large-scale permanent migration program, the regulatory
processes governing the immigration system have changed immigration into a ‘twostep’ program (Mares, 2016b, p. 7), as mentioned earlier. There is no guarantee
that non-citizens, including those with ‘lawful’ status (that is, people with
temporary migrant and permanent resident statuses) and those with ‘unlawful’
status (that is, people with IMA status or people who entered the country with
lawful status and lost it) can stay in a nation-state. People who do not have
citizenship status can be forced to leave the country no matter how long they have
lived there, paid taxes, formed social attachments (such as friends and family),
developed feelings of home and belonging, and otherwise contributed to the social,
economic and local communities where they have lived, often for many years.
Australia’s power to deport (and detain) applies to all people who have ‘non-citizen’
status. This includes those who were born in Australia with ‘non-citizen’ status and
who have been living in the country for all, or most, of their lives.
As there is no guarantee that they will be able to “take the second (or third or
fourth) step to permanency” (Mares, 2016b, p. 22), temporary migrants may find
themselves at the razor’s edge of society “moving around in circles, jumping
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repeatedly from one temporary visa to another. If they cannot leap to a safe
landing before their temporary visa options are exhausted, then they are out” (p.
32). Millions of people who are forced to move find themselves in even more
precarious situations. Those with refugee status have very limited prospects of
finding a migration pathway that leads to permanent resettlement, while those
without refugee status, but who are living in refugee-like conditions, have virtually
no chance of doing so.
Most of the available Australian and international literature reports that resettling
refugees and asylum seekers often face substantial barriers to achieving social,
emotional, and economic inclusion in their host country. There has been a tendency
to construct refugees as being at risk of mental illness due to pre-migration
suffering and/or trauma (di Tomasso, 2010). Some research has critiqued the
medicalization of the refugee experience on the grounds that a mental health focus
diverts attention away from the underlying economic and social causes of
resettlement difficulties experienced by refugees (Beiser, 2009; Beiser, PuenteDuran & Hou, 2015; Colic-Peisker & Tilbury, 2003; di Tomasso, 2010; El-Bialy &
Mulay, 2015; Gozdziak, 2004).
The literature commonly reports that resettled refugees and people seeking asylum
often have difficulty gaining employment (Colic-Peisker & Tilbury, 2006, 2007;
Correra-Velez, Barnett & Gifford, 2013; Fleay & Hartley, 2016b; Jackson & Bauder,
2013; Hartley & Fleay, 2017; Newman, Brimrose, Nielsen & Zacher, 2018; Smit &
Rugunanan, 2014; Baranik, Hurst & Eby, 2018; Obschonka, Hahn & Bajwa, 2018).
The available literature explores refugees and asylum seekers’ experiences with
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various resettlement challenges including: forming new social networks (McMichael
& Manderson, 2004; Hartley & Fleay, 2017); accessing health and social services
(Colic-Peisker & Tilbury, 2003; Correa-Velez, Spaaij & Upham, 2012); developing
feelings of belonging and security in their host country (Colic-Peisker, 2005; CorreaVelez, Gifford & Barnett, 2010; Fozdar & Torrezani, 2008; Fozdar & Hartley, 2013a,
2013b; Nunn, McMichael, Gifford & Correa-Velez, 2016; Robertson, Gifford,
McMichael, & Correa-Velez, 2016; Wille, 2011); negotiating family dynamics
(McMichael, Gifford & Correa-Velez, 2011; Muchoki, 2013); and subjective health
and happiness among refugee youth (Correa-Velez, Gifford & Barnett, 2010;
Correa-Velez, Gifford & McMichael, 2015; Sampson & Gifford, 2010).
According to El-Bialy and Mulay (2015), the emotional trajectories experienced by
refugees during the resettlement process “do not fall into static categories of
‘supports’ and ‘challenges’, but the aspects of the environment have a fluid impact
on wellbeing that changes through time and experience” (p. 54). Due to the
important role that the environment has in the resettlement process, it is necessary
to examine the ways in which the underlying social and economic conditions
facilitate or hinder refugees and asylum seekers’ efforts to successfully resettle in
their host societies.
With regards to understanding the fundamental environmental conditions upon
which people may resettle, it must be understood that the main criteria for
refugees, asylum seekers, migrants and other ‘non-citizens’ to gain citizenship
status is increasingly dependent on their economic power and their (perceived)
capacity to participate in the labour market (Nagel & Staeheli, 2004; Ong, 1999;
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Somers, 2008; Robertson, 2015). Brodie (1997) defined ‘market citizenship’ as the
allocation of citizenship rights based on economic power and participation in the
labour market. The turn towards market citizenship has reinforced the logic that
‘non-citizens’ must earn their citizenship through economic contributions (van
Houdt, Suvarierol, & Schinkel, 2011). Yet, even when citizenship status is secured,
market-based restrictions to accessing social citizenship rights often remain.
Market-based restrictions to social citizenship often exclude refugee families even
when they have formal access to certain social rights in society (Grace, Nawyn, &
Okwako, 2017).
Market citizenship is broadly located in the logic of economic rationalism, which has
increasingly framed Australia’s Immigration policy since the 1980s (Hugo, 2014;
Kelly, 2004; Yu, 2014). John Wright defined the term ‘economic rationalism’ as “the
doctrine that the primary role of government should be to ensure that economic
efficiency within a country is maximised” (2003, p. 3). Maximising economic
efficiency involves two components: ‘minimising expenditure’ and ‘maximising
output’ (2003). From an ethical standpoint it is questionable to apply this doctrine
to a whole country because, while it may add to a country’s wealth, “it also takes
away from justice, from fairness, and from many aspects of the quality of life” (p.
186).
Economic rationalism is “built into the calculus for assessing immigration
applications” (Yu, 2014, p. 255) depending on whether the applicants possess the
perceived needs or skills deemed necessary to expand the Australian economy. Yu
argues that Australian legislation, most notably the Migration Act of 1958,
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encourages discriminatory immigration policies and practices (2014). Labourmarket considerations are the defining element in Australian immigration and
citizenship policy (Hugo, 2014). Therefore, people who wish to immigrate are
assessed as ‘desirable’ or ‘undesirable’, based on whether they are perceived to
have the “ability to contribute to the Australian economy in the form of financial
capital or skills they will bring into the country” (Yu, 2014, p. 255). Under this
framework, discrimination occurs though the “selection process and the merit point
system that determine who is eligible and desirable as an immigrant” (El-Lahib &
Wehbi, 2011, p. 96). Therefore, economic rationalism has resulted in structural
discrimination in Australia’s immigration and citizenship policies via the systematic
exclusion of people who are deemed ‘unfit’ to enter Australia on a temporary basis,
to gain the right to permanently resettle, or to obtain formal citizenship status in
the country. In a similar manner, those who are deemed ‘fit’ to enter Australia are
also subjected to structural discrimination based on economic rationalism. If they
wish to enter and remain in Australia, these people must by pass through a series of
‘gates’ before possibly achieving formal citizenship status (Hammar, 1990;
Robertson, 2014; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013). This is done by proving they
have the proper ‘credentials’ in the form of economic viability, before they can
move up the citizenship ladder. Increasingly, migrants must prove they have good
health, youth, in-demand skills, and high levels of English fluency to gain the right to
move and resettle in Australia (DIBP, 2017a; DIBP, 2017g).
It should be noted that, to qualify for any Australian social security payments, a
person must be an “Australian Resident”, as defined by the Social Security Act 1991.
“An Australian resident is a person who resides in Australia and has permission to
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remain permanently— either because they are: an Australian citizen; the holder of
a permanent visa; or a protected Special Category Visa holder19” (Department of
Social Services, 2017). In addition to being an ‘Australian resident’, there are
periods of qualifying residence that people must met to access social security
benefits20. For instance, “most income support payments have a two year waiting
period, Age Pension and Disability Support Pension have a 10-year qualifying
residence requirement” (2017). This means that people who have Australian
permanent residence, but who have not lived in the country long enough as
permanent residents, will not qualify for social security benefits. Although it is
increasingly common for people to live in Australia for many years on temporary
visas, the “time spent in Australia on a temporary visa is not counted towards the
qualifying residence period” (2017).
The forms of discrimination inherent in Australia’s modern-day immigration policies
can be traced back to a long history of discriminatory orientation beginning with a
series of laws that formed what is known as the White Australia Policy (Yu, 2014).
The White Australia Policy aimed to create a largely white, British nation by
systematically preventing people with particular racial and ethnic identities, most
notably Asians and Pacific Islanders, from immigrating to Australia (Tavan, 2004).
Tavan noted that “a changing global order and changing Australian foreign-policy

19

A ‘protected Special Category Visa holder’ is a New Zealand citizen who entered Australia before
26 February 2001. New Zealanders who entered Australia after this date are classified as
‘unprotected’, meaning they do not satisfy the definition of an Australian resident for income
support purposes. Currently, both protected and unprotected Special Category Visa holders residing
in Australia are eligible for family assistance and a low income Health Care Card (Department of
Social Services, 2017).
20
Those who entered Australia under the Humanitarian Program, that is, those granted a refugee or
Special Humanitarian visa, are exempt from the periods of residence requirement (Department of
Social Services, 2017).
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objectives, most significantly the nation’s increasing engagement with Asia in trade,
diplomatic and strategic terms” (2004, p. 122), contributed to the dismantling of
the White Australian Policy. After the Second World War, these discriminatory
policies began to be revoked and by the early 1970s the Whitlam Government
passed laws that prohibited immigration discrimination based on race. Reflecting
on the termination of the White Australia Policy, Kelly explained that “today we are
seeing a move away from ethnic state racism towards a nationalism which is
premised simply on the interests of the nation as an economic, demographic entity”
(2004, p. 58). In other words, the overt, racial discrimination that characterised
earlier immigration policies has been replaced by a covert form of discrimination
embedded in the economic rationalism underpinning decisions used to select
desirable migrants and reject those deemed undesirable.
Australia is certainly not the only country that uses economic rationalism to
determine its immigration and citizenship policies. Indeed, “the economic
imperative to discriminate is heightened in countries with collectivist social policy
regimes like Australia’s” (Yu, 2014, p. 255). Henry (2009) argues that economic
motivations persistently dominate receiving countries’ approaches to immigration
policies. Labour market considerations were found to be the key determining factor
used to select desirable migrants and citizens in Australia, Canada, the United
States, New Zealand, England, France and the Netherlands (Akbari & MacDonald,
2014; Geddes, 2003; Palmer, 2002; van Houdt et al., 2011). Market-based
immigration and citizenship policies and practices shape the stringent regulatory
processes allowing or denying people to move and resettle. These controls placed
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on mobility and access to citizenship status pose significant human costs to those
who attempt to move and resettle.
The next section introduces kinopolitics, a theoretical framework for analysing
people’s movements through regimes of social motion. This movement-oriented
theory of the migrant and the border was used to understand the dynamics of
people’s movements through contemporary migration flows by exploring how
people become different “mobile figures” (Nail, 2015b, p. 11) at different historical
moments, and how borders function to divide social motion (Nail, 2016a).
2.2.4 Kinopolitical understandings of social motion
Kinopolitics is a recent political theory of migration developed by Thomas Nail.
While a distinctive theory in its own right, kinopolitics falls under the umbrella of
critical migration and mobility studies that view mobility as a historical constant.
Derived from the Greek word kino, meaning ‘movement’, “Kinopolitics is the theory
and analysis of social motion: the politics of movement” (Nail, 2015b, p. 24). Nail’s
political theory focuses on ‘the migrant’ as the political subject and ‘the border’ as
the political object of movement. The relation between the migrant and the border
is outlined in two books, The Figure of the Migrant (2015b) and The Theory of the
Border (2016a). Kinopolitics conceptualises the figure of the migrant through the
“primacy of movement” (Nail, 2015b, p. 17) with the border acting as “a process of
social division” (Nail, 2016a, p. 2). As a political theory of movement, kinopolitics
fundamentally rejects state-centric views of mobility and migration based on static
geographical entities such as States.
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This theoretical framework begins with movement instead of stasis. As Nail
explains:
In a movement-oriented philosophy there is no social stasis, only
regimes of social circulation. Thus, if we want to understand the
figure of the migrant, whose defining social feature is its
movement, we must also understand society itself according to
movement (2015b, p. 4).
Kinopolitics is a way of investigating the social, political, and historical conditions
coordinating people’s participation in regimes of social motion whereby they
become known as certain kinds of migrants. The theory provides a nonessentialised, non-static way of conceptualising migrants, migration flows and
borders though the historically situated processes that bring them into being.
Kinopolitics is a theoretical framework for understanding power differentials
producing people’s experiences with movement through contemporary “regimes of
social motion”21 (Nail, 2015b, p. 14). As different migratory figures move though
regimes of social motion, different layers of expulsion characterise their migration
experiences. This theoretical lens allows researchers to reveal the actual material
and kinetic conditions that create a host of diverse and fluctuating migratory
figures, including the immigrant, the emigrant, the stateless person, the refugee,
the undocumented person, the skilled migrant and many more.

21

Following Nail’s nomenclature, ‘regimes of social motion’ are also interchangeably referred to as
‘regimes of motion’; ‘regimes of social circulation’; ‘regimes of migration flows’; and ‘regimes of
social expulsion’ in this study.
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Kinopolitical analysis overcomes two central problems that arise in mainstream
sociological accounts of migration, where it is analysed from the dual perspective of
stasis and the state (Nail, 2015a). In both instances, a static place and membership
(in a nation-state) is theorised first, followed by the migrant who is conceptualised
as lacking both stasis and membership. Because these perspectives assume placebound membership as primary, and movement between social points as secondary,
it follows that migrants are conceptualised as “secondary or derivative figures with
respect to place-bound social membership” (p. 3). New mobilities researchers,
seeking to build understandings of human mobility based in the primacy of
movement, have highlighted the benefits offered by ‘processual geographies’ to
understand human mobility (Heyman & Campbell, 2009; Massey, 1999). Processual
geographies do not assume that static units are the opposite of flows, but rather
that “flows can create, reproduce, and transform geographic spaces” (Heyman &
Campbell, 2009, p. 132). Kinopolitics is a processual geography, because it is a
theory grounded in the primacy of movement and social motion. As such,
kinopolitical understandings of movement conceptualise flow as a continuous
process that can slow down, speed up, and be redirected, but can never be
completely stopped.
Nail’s theory is supported by well-established scholarship on ‘methodological
nationalism’ (Bauder, 2013; Beck, 2007, 2009; Wimmer & Glick Schiller, 2002) that
critiques the national-scale as an epistemological ‘trap’ (Agnew, 1994). As Bauder
explains, “the conventional understanding of ‘migration’ remains firmly entrenched
in the concept of the nation-state” (2013, p. 56). Research on human mobility that
uncritically takes the nation-state as an ontological category reproduces debatable
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practices that “normalise the territorial nation-state as the legitimate agent of
inclusion and exclusion” (Bauder, 2013). Uncritically accepting migration as a
movement that is subject to the authority of nation-states necessarily frames
migrants as persons who lack permanence within the nation-state system (Bauder,
2013; Nail, 2015b; Turner, 2007). As DeGenova (2007) rightly observes
migrant “illegality”, however, like citizenship itself, is a juridical
status. It signifies a social relation to the state; as such migrant
“illegality” entails the production of a pre-eminently political
identity (p. 425).
Nail refers to kinopolitics in numerous ways, including ‘the theory of the migrant’,
‘the theory and analysis of social motion’, ‘the politics of movement’, ‘the analytics
of social motion’, and ‘the political theory of social motion based on movement’
(2015b, 2016a). Kinopolitical theory provides no general ontology of the migrant,
rather it “allows us to conceptualise the emergence of historical conditions that
gave rise to the types of social expulsion that define the migrant” (2015b, p. 5).
Likewise, kinopolitical theory does not offer a universal theory of the border, but
rather a “historical theory of how the border has been made to work” (Nail, 2016a,
p. 5). Taken together, the theory establishes the means to expose the “mutable and
arbitrary nature” (p. 5) of border regimes through which people with different but
equally mutable and arbitrary migrant statuses move.
Kinopolitical theory destabilises and challenges static notions of ‘the migrant’ and
‘the border’. It does this by revealing how, “as a social position or figure, the
migrant is a subjective formation that anyone may become” (Nail, 2015b, pp. 1617) and that “borders are complex composites” (Nail, 2016a, p. 1) that share in
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common a process of social division. The aim of kinopolitical theory is to destabilise
borders “by interpreting them according to the very thing they are supposed to
control: movement” (p. 5). Likewise, “to develop a political theory of the migrant
itself and not the migrant as a failed citizen, we need to reinterpret the migrant
according to its own defining feature: its movement” (Nail, 2015b).
Movement occurs on two interrelated dimensions: extensive and intensive (Nail,
2015b). These social movements occur in tandem with one another. Nail
distinguishes between two specific types of social motion:
The first kind, made up of units of space-time, is extensive and
quantitative: movement as a change of place, or translation. The
second kind of movement is intensive and qualitative: a change in
whole, a transformation (Nail, 2015b, p. 13).
Thus, to understand the movement of migrants requires examining the material
and physical ways that people physically move across space and geographical
locations as well as the different legal and social statuses that apply to people
because of their movements. The extensive movements of people involve the
physicality of making and sustaining transnational movements, while the intensive
movements of people encompass new (citizenship) statuses that are not static
identities but “mobile social positions” (Nail, 2015b, p. 3). Extensive and intensive
movements also apply to borders. To understand how borders impact people’s
movements requires examining how they produce absolute breaks in social division
in an extensive sense as well as intensive sense (Nail, 2016a, pp. 3-4, 6, 34).
Extensive divisions introduce an absolute break by “producing two quantitatively
separate and discontinuous entities” (p. 3). When Nail claims that the “border is an
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absolutely positive and continuous process of multiplication by division” (Nail,
2016a), he is referring to the capacity of the border to create extensive breaks that
selectively stop people from moving through one path, as well as to create other
intensive paths to redirect people’s movements.
There are three core concepts of social motion: flow, junction and circulation (Nail,
2015b, pp. 24-31; 2016a). “The conceptual basis of kinopolitics is the analysis of
social flows. The key characteristic of flows is that they are defined according to
their continuous movement” (Nail, 2015b, pp. 24-25; my emphasis). Historically, the
study of human migration and the study of borders developed through the study of
flows (Nail, 2015b, pp. 24-25; 2016a, pp. 25-31). Kinopolitical understandings of
social flows parallel the fluid sciences of aerodynamics and hydrodynamics that
define flows according to continuous movements. As in fluid dynamics, kinopolitics
conceptualises flows as phenomena occurring along a continuum. This
understanding of flow results from a kinopolitical understanding of societies
primarily as “regimes of motion” (Nail, 2015b, p. 24). Because societies are always
in motion, “societies themselves are not… static entities of fixed members, but
continuous circulations of metastable social flows” (Nail, 2015, December 1, p. 3).
As a result, the politics of movement involves the “analysis of continuous
movement, changes in speed, and the redirection of flows” (p. 27).
The inherent continuity and multiplicity of flows presents significant challenges for
studying them:
Measuring “a” flow is difficult because a flow, like a river, is
indivisible and continually moving. Thus, there is never only one
flow, or any total of flows, but a continuous process, a multiplicity.
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A flow is by definition a non-unity and a non-totality whose study
can never be completed because it keeps moving along to infinity
(Nail, 2015b, pp. 25-26).
Regimes of social motion are composed of metastable social flows. These flows
cannot be mapped out in their entirety, because they are always moving. Flows are
always in process. They take place physically in a quantitative sense that can be
measured statistically and in a social sense as a process that is a ‘percentage’ of
infinity (2015b). Conceptualising flows in this social sense as a percentage of infinity
means that to understand flows properly we must include messy and disorderly
variables such as “chance, uncertainty, and events” (Nail, 2015b, p. 26). Given the
weight that these variables hold in the infinite manifestations, “social flows are
poorly understood very in terms of inclusion and exclusion” (p. 26). Using
kinopolitics to conceptualise movement requires thinking about movement in
terms of continuous flows of “inclusive disjunction” (p. 26). Inclusive disjunction
means that “one is never completely included or excluded but always inclusively
excluded or exclusively included: hybrid” (p. 26). Inclusive disjunction occurs
because flows cannot be controlled by stopping or blocking them, but rather by
slowing them or redirecting them. For example, border walls primarily have the
effect of “redirecting movements and changing the speed and conditions of the
crossing” (p. 26). People experience differential inclusions and exclusions when
they cross borders and when they are redirected, or in other words, expelled, from
border regimes.
The insight that flows cannot be entirely stopped leads to the second basic
conceptual term of kinopolitics: junction. The notion of ‘junction’ explains the
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phenomenon of perceived stasis. Social reality is comprised of continuous flows.
Therefore, the relative stasis of a junction is secondary to the social flows that
compose it. “A junction is not something other than a flow. It is the redirection of a
flow back onto itself in a loop or a fold” (Nail, 2015b, p. 27). When movement
appears to be stopped, it is only slowed down in relation to other flows. This is a
pivotal insight of kinopolitical theory. Figure 4 below represents a junction.

Figure 4. Junction. Reprinted from The Figure of the Migrant (p. 27), by T. Nail, 2015,
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Junctions act as filters that allow some flows to pass through while ensuring that
others are caught in the repeating fold of the circle. Junctions can be thought of as
“points of relative stability in a sea of turbulence” (Nail, 2016a, p. 30). Because
movement cannot be taken as being a route between presupposed origins and
destinations, junctions are unfixed. Just as with flows, junctions are continuously in
motion. Junctions are the joining of flows, which necessarily means that they are
secondary to the continuous movement of flows. For example, a border is a
junction, because its acts as a yoke or filter, allowing some to pass with minor
inconvenience and forcing others to work under illegal and exploitative conditions,
while others will be held in detention centres for years with neither charges nor the
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right to a trial (pp. 27-28). Flows that do not pass the border junction may end up in
the detention junction or be redirected to other border and work junctions.
The final basic concept of kinopolitics is ‘circulation’, which “connects a series of
junctions into a larger curved path” (Nail, 2015b, p. 28). Figure 5 below represents
circulation.

Figure 5. Circulation. Reprinted from The Figure of the Migrant (p. 29), by T. Nail, 2015,
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Circulation is a process of regulating flows into an ordered network of junctions, but
since flows are continuous, they become entangled into a series of complex knots
(pp. 28-31). Circulation is more than just movement or harnessed movement, it is
the “controlled reproduction and redirection of movement” (Nail, 2015b, p. 30).
Like flows and junctions, circulation is not well understood in terms of inclusion and
exclusion. This is because the concept of circulation is akin to “something that goes
out and then comes back in again and again. It is a continuum” (Nail, 2016a, p. 29).
Circulation is a continuum, because it is a process that is simultaneously inside and
outside. Each time circulation creates folds, it also creates new inclusions and
exclusions.
There are at least three subcirculations, or circuits, that constitute circulation: the
border, detention circuit and indefinite labour circuits (pp. 31-32). Circulation is the
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process used by the nation-state to redirect flows of people through these circuits.
The movement of people within and across these circuits is the “circulation of
border politics” (p. 32). Nail identifies the functions of the border circuit as “cross,
apprehend, deport, cross (C-A-D-C)” (p. 31); those of the detention circuit are to
“apprehend, detain, deport, apprehend (A-DT-D-A)” (p. 32) ; and the labour circuit
as “cross, work, cross, work…deport, cross (C-W-C-W…D, C)” (p. 32). The labour
circuit is the “largest loop of the three” (p. 32), because those who move between
border circuits, but are not folded back into the detention circuit, move within the
indefinite labour circuit.
Expansion by expulsion

“Expansion by expulsion” (Nail, 2015b, pp. 21-22) is the “social logic by which some
members of society are dispossessed of their status so that social power can be
expanded somewhere. The migrant is the subjective figure whose movement is
defined by this logic” (p. 37). Figure 6 below represents expansion by expulsion.

Figure 6: Expansion by expulsion. Reprinted from The Figure of the Migrant (p. 36), by T.
Nail, 2015, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Expansion by expulsion is the logic inherent in social circulation. For this process to
happen it requires the “division or social bifurcation made by the border” (Nail,
2016a, p. 31). Expulsion is the “deprivation of social status” (p. 35), whereas
expansion refers to a “selective opening” (p. 36) that allows something or someone
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to pass through. Understanding the logic of expansion by expulsion is crucial for
examining how people’s migratory movements are socially conditioned and how
the border produces social division, which Nail also refers to as ‘bifurcations’ (Nail,
2015b, 2016a). To understand the logic of expansion by expulsion first requires
providing more detail about the dual nature of flow, junctions and circulation.
As previously defined, flows are never static: They are fluid and individual processes
of movement. There are two distinct types of flows: conjoined and disjoined (Nail,
2016a, pp. 31-32). Conjoined flows are closed and limited circuits between
junctions, while disjoined flows are ones that are open to new connections (p. 33).
Figure 7 below represents conjoined and disjoined flows.

Figure 7: Conjoined and disjoined flows. Reprinted from The Figure of the Migrant (p. 33),
by T. Nail, 2015, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Reprinted with permission.

As shown in Figure 7, conjoined flows take place between two or more junctions
connected in a circuit. This means that conjoined flows are harnessed movements
within a limited circuit of movement. On the other hand, a disjoined flow is open to
redirection and connection to other flows. For example, migrants without
permanent residency status, but with working rights, are in a conjoined flow of
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“temporary migrant workers” within the nation-state’s labour circuit. Some of
these migrants may lose their visa authorisation to work, which could make them
move into another flow of “temporary migrants without work rights”. This
movement would still be a conjoined flow, but it would likely redirect their labour
within the nation-state’s labour circuit into more dirty, difficult and dangerous jobs.
Those in this conjoined flow are at risk of working without the authorisation of the
nation-state. If the authorities discover that they are working without the right to
work, they will be encouraged to leave the nation-state by being notified that their
visa is cancelled or that they are at risk of being deported and possibly detained if
they attempt to overstay their visa. In either case, these people will enter into a
disjoined flow of ‘illegal workers’, who may or may not be removed from the
nation-state’s labour circuit through a disjoined flow, but would still be a part of the
larger globalised indefinite labour circuit.
There are two kinds of junctions: limit and non-limit (pp. 33-34). Limit junctions are
the final junctions of a circulatory system. Non-limit junctions are simply junctions.
They are part of circuits within the circulation, but do not filter what comes into or
out of a circulatory system. In Figure 7 above the two circles at either end of the
recirculation represent limit junctions and the circle in the middle represents a nonlimit junction. When people talk about social borders, they are referring to limit
junctions, which act as filters and redirectors of flow. Limit junctions define ‘society’
in the first place through establishing “the kinetic conditions for social interiority
and exteriority” (Nail, 2015b, p. 34). They are not necessarily located at the spatial
limits of societies but may coexist in the material phenomena of boundary markers,
oceans, city gates, military operations, border patrol and customs offices. When
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flows pass through a series of circuits and reach the limit, they are “either expelled
or recirculated back across the previous circuits” (p. 34).
There are two kinds of limit junctions: entrances and exits. The entrance junctions
are filters that “allow some flows to enter into circulation and others to be blocked
or redirected” (Nail, 2015b, p. 34). Exit junctions are designed to “actively expel,
destroy, or unbind flows” (Nail, 2015b, p. 34). In Figure 7 above the first circle
represents an entrance junction and the third circle represents and exit junction,
both of which are limit junctions.
Flows become yoked together in all manner of ways as they enter and exit
junctions. Flows become augmented because people moving into and out of
junctions are put “under the control of something else: a driver” (p. 28). Nail
explains that a driver “is not necessarily a person but the point at which a flow
intersects with itself” (p. 28). The driver “absorbs the mobility of the yoked flow
while remaining relatively immobile itself” (p. 28).
To illustrate how people move though limit and non-limit junctions, we can begin
by observing that people with non-citizen status can pass through a series of nonlimit junctions in a nation-state. For example, they can move through housing,
social networks, jobs, education providers or detention centres. None of these
things acts as a filter into or out of society. Migrants with non-citizen status may
pass through numerous non-limit junctions, but if they reach an exit junction and
cannot satisfy its requirements, they will be expelled into another circulatory flow.
For instance, if a non-citizen desires to live in Australia but does not have a high
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enough score on an English language test22 to apply for the skilled migrant stream,
the test acts as a driver that pushes that person through an exit junction. If a noncitizen does not pass a health examination, that failure acts as driver through an
exit junction for that person. If a non-citizen is older than age 45 and applies for
entry through the skilled stream, his or her age acts as a driver through an exit
junction. On the other hand, universities, employment opportunities, humanitarian
programs and family sponsorship can act as drivers through entrance junctions into
a circulatory system.
Finally, there are two kinds of circulation: circulation and recirculation (p. 35).
Figure 8 below represents circulation and recirculation.

Figure 8: Circulation and recirculation. Reprinted from The Figure of the Migrant (p. 35), by
T. Nail, 2015, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Circulation is a “regulated system of flows and junctions, including one or more
internal circuits” (Nail, 2015b, p. 35). Circulatory systems have an entrance junction

22

Currently, the Department accepts the following English language tests: International English
Language Testing System (IELTS), Occupational English Test (OEI), Test of English as a Foreign
Language Internet-Based Test (TOEFL iBT), Pearson Test of English (PTE) Academic, and Cambridge
English: Advanced (CAE) (DIBP, 1997)
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and exit junction at each end. The circulation of flows moves from the entrance to
the exit junction and passes through a series of conjoined circuits. Circulation is an
expansive process, because it allows flow to enter and it harnesses the flows into
increasing junctions that become part of the system. When flows reach their limit,
they have possibilities for movement: to be expelled or to be recirculated back
through the system. This means that recirculation is the movement from the exit
junction back to the entrance across all the previous circuits. Recirculation “secures
and orders” (p. 35) harnessed flows. To illustrate a circulation system in Australia,
people without visa authorisation are brought into the detention entrance junction;
they may stay in one centre or move through a series of centres (conjoined
circuits). If Immigration Minister grants a bridging visa, known as a BVE, they may
be permitted to enter the Australian community, but their visa status keeps them
within detention circulatory system because they may be forced through an exit
junction back into a detention centre or deported at any time.
Expansion by expulsion is the social logic that takes away social status from some
members of society so that social power can be expanded elsewhere (Nail, 2015b,
2016a). Historically, social power has been expanded though migrant surplus.
Nation-states frequently respond to migrants’ extensive, or quantitative,
movements by instituting intensive, or qualitative, movements in two ways:
First, they may institute forms of social deprivation that aim at
arresting any change that does not accord with the fixed values of
those in power: the state, law, profit, and so on. In this case, the
migrant does not simply change place but also changes status
(becomes apolitical, criminal, unemployable, etc.). Second, when
societies desire change or expansion, they may harness the
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mobility of the migrant in the form of slavery, militarism,
incarceration, and waged labour to help them expand (Nail, 2015b,
p. 14).
This process of expansion by expulsion is carried out through the nation-state’s
capacity to direct the movements of people through flows by creating regulatory
process that will allow for the greatest amount of extraction possible. For example,
there is an explicit link between temporary migration and nation-states looking for
solutions for labour market flexibility (Berg, 2016; Goldring & Landolt, 2011;
Preibisch, 2007; Trumper & Wong, 2010). The nation-state’s labour circuit follows
the same logic as the capitalist “indefinite labour circuit” (Nail, 2016a, p. 30). As
migrants move through the labour entrance junction, this junction:
aims to extract as much movement from the migrants as possible.
Employers and the economy can extract more if the migrants have
no status than if the migrants are legal, through the suppression of
unions, threat of deportation, reduced wages, and dangerous work
conditions (pp. 30-31).
Expansion by expulsion is a kinetic concept, because it takes place through
extensive and intensive movements. Expulsion is a movement that drives out, but
this driving is not confined to territorial dispossession. Expulsion can be a
deprivation of territory, but it can also take the form of removing political, juridical
and economic status. Expulsion is a qualitative “deprivation of status, resulting in,
or as a result of, extensive movement” (p. 35).
Some migrants may decide to move, but they do not get to decide
the social conditions of their movement or the degree to which
they may be expelled from certain social orders as a consequence.
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Migration in this sense is neither entirely free nor forced—the two
are part of the same regime of social motion (p. 36).
Because there is necessarily a mixture of freedom and force in people’s
movements, it is appropriate to reframe analyses of mobility away from binary
understandings of forced verses voluntary migration (Bauman, 1993, 1998; Castles,
2003; Nail, 2015b, 2016a; Preibisch, 2007; Trumper & Wong, 2010). Nail referred to
Zygmunt Bauman’s observation that, with regards to globalised flows, “tourism and
vagrancy are two sides of the same coin” (1998, p, 96). Because mobile social
positions are not fixed, migrants can undergo a back-and-forth slippage between
tourism and vagrancy. As Bauman explained, “None of the insurance policies of the
tourists’ life-style protects against slipping into vagabondage… most jobs are
temporary, the assets one is proud of and cherishes now become obsolete in no
time” (p. 97). While the ‘tourist’ (travelling academic, business professional or
vacationer) and the ‘vagabond’ (migrant worker or refugee) represent different
ends of the migratory spectrum, the same logic of expansion by expulsion
coordinates their movements. Similarly, kinopolitical theory views people’s
movements as occurring along a continuum with different degrees of freedom and
force.
Borders as Critical limology

Kinopolitical understandings of borders, or “limology” (Nail, 2016a, p. 2), do not
conceptualise borders as fixed or static entities. Rather, borders themselves are
always in a state of motion or flux. Nail explains that motion is an inherent
characteristic of borders:
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The border does not stop motion, nor is it simply an act of political
theatre that merely functions symbolically to give the appearance
of stopping movement. The border is both motion and directs
motion (2016a, p. 167)
To study borders kinopolitically requires that researchers do not interpret the
border as a fixed, spatial or even temporal entity. Investigating the border as a
“social kinetic technology” (2016a) involves looking at the “actual kinetic functions
of the material technologies themselves” (p. 166). There are four consequences
that all borders share as generators of social division. Outlining these is an essential
starting point for studying the ways in which particular borders act to “introduce a
division or bifurcation of some sort in the world” (p. 2). Understanding how this
occurs makes it possible to uncover the processes directing people to move through
regimes of social motion.
First, “the border is in-between” (pp. 2-5). Borders cannot be reduced to the limits
of a sovereign state. There are two reasons for this. The first, from a historical
perspective, is that the techniques of social division preceded the Westphalian
nation-state system. The second is that borders exist “between” states. Applying
the mathematical concept of ‘limit’ used in calculus is helpful for understanding
how “states approach the limit (border) but never reach it or totalize it once and for
all because the limit is a process that indefinitely approaches the point of
bifurcation” (Nail, 2016a, p. 3).
An important consequence of the in-betweenness of borders is that the “material
border technologies” (p. 5) take place both within and outside society. This means
that border theory cannot be reduced to a “territorial, political, juridical or
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economic phenomenon but equally aterritorial, apolitical, nonlegal and
noneconomic at the same time” (Nail, 2016a, pp. 2-3). The in-betweenness of
borders is a “continuous process of multiplication by division— the more it divides
social space the more it multiplies it” (p. 3). Borders occur when there is a
“continuous process that reaches a bifurcation point” (Nail, 2016a, p. 3). Because
bifurcation occurs across the continuum, some people will hardly notice the
bifurcation point, because they will experience it as a continuity, while others will
experience it as a discontinuity. For instance, while for affluent Western travellers a
border may appear as a seamless continuity between two areas, for unauthorised
migrants without documentation a border may appear as a “discontinuous division
across which they are forbidden to pass and from which they are redirected” (p. 3).
In either case, bifurcation does not simply stop movement once and for all; rather,
the process of bordering “continuously redirects flows of people and things across
or way from itself” (Nail, 2016a, p. 4).
Second, “the border is in motion” (Nail, 2016a, pp. 5-7). Defining the border as a
social process of division explains why it cannot be static. The movement of borders
should not be interpreted solely with respect to their permeability in the sense of a
“static membrane or space through which flows of people move” (p. 6). While the
permeability of the border is one aspect of movement, it is equally important to
investigate the ways the border itself is actually in motion. The in-betweenness of
the border necessitates that it is not reducible to any stable, fixed entity.
Consequently, as borders are made and remade, they are always zones of
contestation and with that contestation comes movement.
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The motion of the border itself occurs in two ways. First, the border moves itself
because “every physical is subject to the movement of constant selfdecomposition” (Nail, 2016a, p. 6). Second, other external actors move the border.
Borders can be the subject of territorial struggles over land; political and military
struggles over the control of people, land and resources; juridical struggles in legal
domains; and economic struggles associated with policies and practices that restrict
or open trade, labour flows and production. Constant boundary management and
maintenance moves the border. Because of the influence of others in managing
these peripheral areas, “borders are not natural, neutral, nor static but historically
contingent, politically charged, dynamic phenomena that first and foremost involve
people and their everyday lives” (Nail, 2016a, p. 7).
Borders have always been mobile and multiple phenomena, with management
being an essential part of their existence. Therefore, the common mental image of
the border as a static wall is not entirely accurate from both a conceptual and the
practical point of view. Nail suggests that motors are a more fitting metaphor for
borders, because they function as the “mobile cutting blades of society” (p. 7).
Thinking about borders as a series of multiple revolving blades is helpful for
visualising how they simultaneously redirect some people’s movements away from
the nation-state, while allowing others to enter under conditions that can later act
as drivers in redirecting their movements.
Third, “the border is a process of circulation” (Nail, 2016a, pp. 7-8). As explained
earlier, the value of using inclusion and exclusion to understand borders is
disputable because, as processes of social division, borders constantly circulate
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people. As a continuous flow, movement acts as an “inclusive disjunction” (Nail,
2016a, p. 3) or “hybrid” (p. 26). Because borders are in between, in motion, and
always changing, they never completely “include” anyone or anything. Total
inclusion or exclusion cannot happen for two reasons. Firstly, borders are
simultaneously at the outskirts of society and within society itself. Secondly,
“borders regularly change their selection process of inclusion such that anyone
might be expelled at any moment” (Nail, 2016a, p. 7).
While borders direct circulation and recirculation, this process is not overly
determined by any single power. Many social actors come together to imbue the
border with the power to exclude some people from entry, allow some others in,
and create the conditions that drive those who are allowed in to be expelled later.
The techniques of border circulation are made powerful by the management of
border technology, the social acceptance or refusal of the border and the whims of
those who enforce the border. Furthermore, borders have never successfully kept
everyone in or out. What they do instead is “produce hybrid transition zones” (Nail,
2016a, p. 8).
As the border continuously divides, it circulates, but as it does so it must do attend
to what it divides. In this way then it serves to recirculate, defend, maintain,
expand, expel and push people and things away. As Nail explains, “division is not
simple blockage— it is redirection” (Nail, 2016a, p. 8). This means that what is
circulated comes back again and again. The border is therefore “the social
technique of reproducing the limit points after which that which returns may return
again and under certain conditions” (Nail, 2016a, p. 8). The border practically
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redistributes, not through a logical, binary cut made by a sovereign, but rather it
“divides by movement and by multiplication” (p. 8). As it divides, it keeps adding
more division. Borders, therefore, circulate the process of social division.
Fourth, “the border is not reducible to space” (p. 9). Borders exist between social
spaces and states, not as a result of spatial ordering. Instead, as the border makes a
series of divisions and recirculations, it produces or reproduces the spatial ordering
of society. It can be said that the border defines society by determining how flows
turn back on themselves into a loop or a fold that creates internal and external
social spaces. When motion reaches a limit, and turns back on itself, villages, cities,
states and countries are formed. The process of bordering produces social life.
This analysis of borders as agents of social division and these four consequences
leads us to consider their methodological implications when examining the human
costs of bordering practices. Because borders are expansive processes of
multiplication by division that are in-between, in motion, continuously circulating
and existing between spaces, it is tempting to over-apply the border concept.
Stating that “the border is everywhere” (Lyon, 2006) could result in “the potential
loss of analytic clarity if the border concept is used too broadly” (Axelsson, 2013, p.
325). Developing a theory of the border that encompasses more than geographical
ones, moves the methodology of border analysis into exploring complex spatialities
and “temporalities” (Axelsson, 2013; Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013; Nail, 2016a;
Robertson, 2014).
The human cost of institutionalised regulatory measures upon movement and
citizenship becomes visible through the process of exploring what people actually
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do within the context of having various degrees of choice. By providing some
common features of reoccurring sets of relations that appear across border
regimes, Nail’s theory aids empirical studies examining how “the processes of
‘bounding’ and ‘bordering’” (Nail, 2016a, p. 10) affect the lives of “mobile figures”
(Nail, 2015b, 2016a). Using kinopolitical concepts to interpret the ethnographic
data brings forth the translocal social relations that coordinate people to
experience certain spatial and “temporal disruptions” (Axelsson, 2013, p. 324) as
they attempt to move and resettle across transnational spaces. Having established
the main concepts of kinopolitical theory relevant to this thesis, the next section
will review the literature that explores globalisation and the mobility of people.

2.3 Globalisation as an ‘immobility regime’
As a concept, mobility brings forth notions of fluctuations, changes and instabilities.
People’s spatial and temporal mobility includes the movement of “cultures, objects,
capital, businesses, services, diseases, media, images, information, and ideas
circulating across (and even beyond) the planet” (Salazar, 2016, p. 1).
Critical mobilities researchers have shown that in the broader historical context
“human mobility is millenary” (Abram et al., 2013, p. 126), as people have been on
the move for thousands of years. Yet, since the fifteenth century, human
movement has become an integral part of capital formation and thus, people’s
access to movement became enmeshed in structures of domination and the
inequalities of racialisation, colonialism, and capitalist expansion (Abram et al.,
2013). Research in the new mobilities paradigm “starts from the premise that
people have always been on the move, but that human mobilities have been
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variously valued and interpreted through time and within as well as across cultures
and societies” (Salazar, 2016, p. 6). By focusing attention on the historical constancy
of movement, these studies consider “mobility as a natural tendency in society”
(Salazar, 2016, p. 3), thereby naturalising human movement “as a fact of life and as
a general principle that rarely needs further justification” (p. 3). While mobility is
not unique to contemporary times, “the world is arguably moving differently, and in
more dynamic, complex and trackable ways than ever before, while facing more
challenges of forced mobility and uneven mobility” (Sheller, 2011, p. 1).
Globalisation has made mobility into “the most powerful and most coveted
stratifying factor” (Bauman, 1998). Applying a relational view reveals that mobility
“means different things, to different people, in different places and at different
times” (Adey, 2004, p. 502). Examining the ways in which people come to
experience uneven access to mobility necessarily involves building understandings
of this as “a crucial dimension of unequal power relations” (Hannam et al., 2006, p.
3).
Similar to Adey’s characterisation of mobility above, globalisation itself is “good for
a few people all of the time; good for some people some of the time; [and] bad for
a lot of people some of the time” (Tonkiss, 2009, p. 179). Arguably the most
negative consequence of neoliberal globalisation has been the intensifying
restrictions placed on the movement of people in the modern era (Bauman, 1998;
Bloomley, Delaney, & Ford, 2001; Sassen, 1988; Sassen, 1991; Shamir, 2005;
Sheller, 2017; Turner, 2007). While migration research has been attentive to the
widening mobility gap, there has also been a tendency to celebrate globalisation as
an expression of social openness and fluidity (Shamir, 2005). While globalisation is
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often talked about in terms of “the fluid, continuous (and often seamless)
movement of people, ideas, and goods through and across space” (Salazar, 2016, p.
3), it also produces “processes of closure, entrapment, and containment” (Shamir,
2005, p. 199). It is true that globalisation has intensified and accelerated flows of
goods, money, images, ideas and people across national borders, but it is equally so
that “warm bodies… move least freely” (Tonkiss, 2009, p. 181). Shamir’s concept of
globalisation as “a mobility regime… [that is] also concerned with the prevention of
movement and the blocking of access” (2005, p. 199) was refined by Turner in his
concept of globalisation as a process that produces a parallel “immobility regime”
(2007):
While there may be an increasing global flow of goods and
services, there is an emerging and parallel ‘immobility regime’
exercising surveillance and control over migrants, refugees, and
other aliens. If sociology is to be criticized, it is not because it has
neglected globalization; it is because it has neglected the rise of
global security systems whose stated aim is to protect residential
populations again the perceived risk of mobile populations (p.
289).
Globalisation has been accompanied by the “securitization of modern societies that
create significant forms of immobility” (p. 287). Securitisation in this context refers
to a globalised matrix of barriers and mechanisms of control that effectively restrict
people’s access to movement. Securitisation of movement results in ‘uneven
mobilities’ (Sheller, 2016), where some people can access mobility far more easily
than others.
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Nandita Sharma (2006) notes that migration across and though nationalised spaces
became regarded as a problem only fairly recently in history. Modern day
“migration is a process that involves interactions between the migrant as an agent
who desires to be mobile and the immigration regime that acts as a gatekeeper of
entrance to and membership of the state” (Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013, p.
212). Citizenship is a central component of the globalised inter-state system that
governs the mobility of the larger human population (Abizadeh, 2008; De Genova,
2007; Hindess, 2000; Nyers, 2006; Walters, 2002). While citizenship delivers certain
benefits to those who are citizens of the state in which they live, it “also has a
variety of other, less obviously benign consequences” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1495).
To explore the human cost of imposing stringent regulatory process upon
movement, it is necessary to understand the key role that citizenship plays in the
international management of populations. Barry Hindess argues that to
“understand the pervasive modern division between the citizen and the foreigner”
(2000, p. 1491) one has to realise how citizenship acts as a “marker of
identification” (p. 1487). Hindess argues that most discussions of citizenship take
place from an ‘internalist view’, which is based on T. H. Marshall’s (1950) classic
account of “the civil, political, and social aspects of citizenship in the societies of the
modern West” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1486). Citizenship brings together members of
particular subpopulations and promotes some of their interests. However, Hindess
argues that it is more revealing to explore modern citizenship’s external, or
international, dimensions. Taken in this second, often overlooked sense, modern
citizenship functions as a significant marker within the “international regime of
population management” (p. 1496). From a governmentality perspective,
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citizenship is conceptualised as a “dividing practice” (Dean, 1999, p. 133) or a
technique of “governing a global population of thousands of millions by dividing it
into the small subpopulations of particular states” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1487).
Hindess explains that citizenship renders the larger population governable by
dividing it into subpopulations, facilitating certain kinds of movement and
interactions, and inhibiting or penalising others. Citizenship’s role in the
international management of populations has “depended on the ability of a
number of states to each impose a substantial degree of exclusive control over a
territory and the population within it” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1493). The international
system of nation-states exercises control through techniques of population
management that re-cast migratory movements as exceptional activities, outside
the norms of everyday life (Rapport & Dawson, 1998). Under the international
nation-state system people are classified on the basis of their citizenship and “the
discourse of citizenship provides states with an internationally acceptable rationale
for regulating the movements of those who appear (or threaten to appear) on or
within their borders” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1496). To facilitate certain kinds of
movement while inhibiting others, states “create a range of disadvantaged legal
statuses in which to place residents who are not themselves nationals of the state
in question” (p. 1496). The logic of citizenship necessarily results in the creation of a
whole host of disadvantaged ‘non-citizen’ statuses, including “the especially
vulnerable category of illegal immigrant”23 (p. 1495).

23

When people move or attempt to move without the nation-state’s authorisation, the immigration
authorities of nation-states (and a host of mobility stakeholders, including privatised corporations,
military personnel, police, airport security, etc.) often refer to this ‘illegal’ or ‘unlawful’ migration.
Consequently, people who move or attempt to move without the nation-state’s authorisation are
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2.3.1 Securitisation of border regimes
To explore the human cost of stringent regulatory processes upon movement, it is
necessary to understand the important role that securitisation plays in the
construction of contemporary border regimes. This section explores how the
concept of securitisation has intensified and expanded borders and bordering
practices, including the deportation and detention of ‘unwanted’ migrants and
refugees in recent years.
There has never been full control over people’s movement. Some scholars argue
that open borders were a reality in the 19th century (Hayter, 2001; Sharma, 2006).
Others argue that it is an exaggeration to suggest a laisse-faire era of migration
policies in the past because social actors other than states, such as churches,
kingdoms or private enterprises, had some control over people’s movements (Nail,
2016a; Torpey, 1998, 2000). Nevertheless, it is commonly acknowledged that
nation-states have more control over migration than ever before (Hayter, 2001;
Mezzadra & Neilson, 2013; Nail, 2016a; Pécoud & de Guchteneire, 2006; Shamir,
2005; Torpey, 1998, 2000; Turner, 2007; Walters, 2002).
In the last 20 years, particularly since 9/11, there has been a significant increase in
the number of borders. As Nail notes:
New borders have emerged around the world: miles of new razorwire fences, tons of new concrete security walls, numerous offshore
detention centres, biometric databases and security checkpoints of

frequently labelled as ‘illegal immigrants’, ‘unlawful non-citizens’, ‘unauthorised arrivals’, and
‘undocumented aliens’, as indicated earlier.
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all kinds in schools, airports, and along various roadways across the
world (2016a, p. 1).
It is well-established that nation-states, particularly in the ‘first world’, are imposing
increasingly restrictive immigration and citizenship policies though the
intensification of border controls. To respond to what was perceived to be a
threatening rise in migration, many national governments, particularly the more
affluent ‘first world’ nations, have turned to “fortress” policies (Delanty, 2006; ElEnany, 2012; Finotelli & Giuseppe, 2013; Mansouri, 2006; Opendo & Harrell-Bond,
1995). As Zetter explained, the growth of “fortress Europe was constructed around
a comprehensive framework of asylum and immigration policies and procedures”
that began “in the late 1980s, then rapidly and systematically embedded in the
early to mid 1990s” (Zetter, 2007, p. 181). At the expense of human rights and
democratic principles, the fortressing of many western countries, including
“fortress Australia”, is made possible by “the hold that the mantra of border control
has on the popular psyche” (Berg, 2007).
The growth of this phenomenon of states defending their borders with increasing
determination and militarisation is known in migration literature as ‘securitisation’
(De Genova, 2007; Huysmans, 2000; Weaver, 1995; Williams, 2003; Wilson &
Weber, 2008). According to Hirsch (2017), “the last decades have seen significant
increases in the securitisation of migration across the Western world” (p. 50). The
“securitisation of mobility” (Wilson & Weber, 2008) in general is carried out though
the “securitisation of migration” (De Genova, 2007), the “securitisation of
immigration” (Huysmans, 2000), and the “securitisation of citizenship” (Muller,
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2004). The “imperatives of globalization and securitization are present in mobility
control efforts throughout the world system” (Pallitto & Heyman, 2008, p. 318).
These measures to control mobility are part of the “securitisation of movement”
(2008) in general.
Iris Marion Young demonstrated the gendered logic of the security state’s
“protectionist racket” that “legitimates authoritarian power over citizens internally”
(2003, p. 2), while exercising external aggression outwardly. Under the security
state, citizens and non-citizens “come to occupy a subordinate status like that of
women in the patriarchal household” (Young, 2003, p. 2). Young noted that “states
often justify their expectations of obedience and loyalty, as well as their
establishment of surveillance, police, intimidation, detention, and the repression of
criticism and dissent, by appeal to their role as protectors of citizens” (p. 7).
Researchers interested in the securitisation of movement often link it to the global
war on terror after 9/11. While the “events of 9/11 gave considerable impetus to
the ‘securitisation’ of mobility by means of distributed borders” (Pallitto & Heyman,
2008, p. 317), this development was “well underway before 9/11” (p. 317).
Scholars, including Pallitto and Heyman (2008), Gabaccia (1997), Hayter (2001,
2003), and Berg (2016), note that securitisation, as a new globalised regulatory
system, is itself built on an inherited racism, colonialism and, increasingly, the
market dictates of neoliberal capitalism. Making reference to the historical link
between modern day securitisation and the earlier colonial era, Gabaccia stated
that “immigration restrictions in turn helped to replicate under capitalism some of
the inequalities of colonialism” (1997, p. 195). In the Australian context, Berg notes
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that “Australia’s immigration policies and industrial relations arrangements have
been inter-linked from colonial days” (2016, p. 7).
Some scholars suggest that militarised border controls are a form of ‘global
apartheid’ (Ahmed, 2007; Balibar, 2004; Bauder, 2015; Galabuzi, 2006; Hayter,
2001; Heggenhougen, 1995; Nevins, 2009; Richmond, 1994; Sharma, 2005; Spener,
2008; Stevens, 1999; van Houtum). This perspective recognises that “immigration
controls have their origin in racism” (Hayter, 2001, p. 149). While the racist
elements of border controls are still evident in contemporary border securitisation
and enforcement technologies, some scholars have observed that the link between
securitisation and movement today has become more aligned to neoliberal market
capitalist ideology that prioritises the “cost-effective accumulation and
maximization of human capital regardless of skin color” (Chen, 2008, p. 183).
Commenting on the development of Australia’s immigration policies, Kelly (2004)
noted a move away from the White Australia policy towards immigration policies
based on perceived economic advantages.
It has often been observed that states neglect unauthorised migration and/or
encourage temporary migration schemes when it fits the interest of states or
employers seeking access to a highly precarious, unorganised and ‘flexible’
workforce without, or with lesser, social rights to protect them from exploitative
work and social conditions (Anderson, 2010; Berg, 2007; Carens, 2008; Freeman,
1994; Golash-Boza, 2009; Goldring & Landolt, 2009, 2011; Lewis et al., 2015; Nail,
2015b, 2016a; Pécoud & de Guchteneire, 2006). Research in the British context has
shown that immigration controls produce “precarious workers” (Anderson, 2010).
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Building on the notion of precarity, the concept of ‘hyper-precarity’ has been
invoked to explain the working experiences of migrants in the Global North (Lewis
et al., 2015). In the Australian context, similar research has shown how immigration
controls put people in precarious working conditions (Berg, 2016). Some research
has shown that structural barriers, including ableism in immigration selection
policies, serve to exclude people with disabilities from entering Canada (Bisaillon,
2012b; El-Lahib, 2015; 2011) and Australia (Yu, 2014). Some research has focused
on how policy frameworks create ‘staggered’ pathways allowing international
students to become skilled migrants in Australia (Robertson & Runganaikaloo,
2013). Numerous studies have shown that restrictive policies, characterised by
deterrence mechanisms, and the ‘securitised’ concepts framing irregular migration,
prevent refugees and other forced migrants from accessing protection and human
rights (Berg, 2007; Gammeltoft-Hansen, 2014; Kneebone, 2014; Nethery, RaffertyBrown, & Taylor, 2013; Nethery & Silverman, 2015; Sagy, 2013).
In the age of global migration, nation-states are intensifying their efforts to regulate
people’s movements. This is largely accomplished by determining the pathways
available for people to gain permanent membership as rights-bearing members
(citizens) of the nation-state. Through national policies and international
management strategies, nation-states are “revamping the regulatory and
normative framework that organizes citizenship and migrant legal status as a source
of state control and of employer strategies of exploitation and labour market
segmentation” (Goldring & Landolt, 2011, p. 326).
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Research on processes of ‘differential inclusion’ of migrants in many Global North
contexts has revealed that there are close dynamics between the policing of
mobility, labour extraction, and national sovereignty (Anderson, 2010; Berg, 2016;
Bosniak, 2008; Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013). As nation-states, and in particular
the more affluent nation-states, ‘exercise their sovereignty’ by fashioning together
increasingly restrictive regulations aimed at controlling people’s movement along
with the differential inclusion of those who are permitted to move, they provide a
way for capitalist labour relations to expand and become “ingrained in every part of
the body and in every social activity” (Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013, p. 181).
To understand the human cost of imposing stringent regulatory processes on
movement and citizenship, it is useful to explore the embodied experiences of
people whose everyday lives are directly impacted by these controls. Papadopoulos
& Tsianos (2013) argue that the controls placed on movement allow for capitalist
relations to become increasingly ‘embodied’. As explained earlier, embodiment
refers to the living body in social space. The concept indicates the existence of a
dynamic relationship between the body and the world around it (Waite, 2006).
Embodiment happens when people’s everyday lives and activities are affected in a
myriad of ways by the legal limitations placed on their right to be somewhere
physically or to have access (both formally and informally) to certain rights. While
the social relations governing which bodies are permitted to physically be present
and to have access to rights applies to everyone, these relations are primarily, but
not exclusively, enacted through legal migrant and citizenship statuses.
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In other words, people embody the capitalist dynamic of globalised (im)mobility
regimes in many ways. Some are differentially included in society, while others are
territorially expelled from it. Some are spatially confined in refugee camps and
detention centres, while others are involuntarily immobilised by poverty, disability,
famine, war, and disease. A telling aspect of the embodiment of capitalist relations
is found in the capacity to extract surplus value from bodies that move even under
the most hostile circumstances (Alberti, 2011).
Citizenship can be understood as a “toll of sovereign governance” (Papadopoulos &
Tsianos, 2007, p. 182), because it “regulates the balance between rights and
representation and renders certain populations as legitimate bearers of rights while
other populations are marked as non-existent” (p. 182). Hindess explained that
there are “two conceptions of citizenship at work in the modern world” (2000, p.
1487):
One sees it as a complex package of rights and responsibilities
accruing to individuals by virtue of their membership of an
appropriate polity. The other sees it as a marker of identification,
advising state and nonstate agencies of the particular state to
which and individual belongs (p. 1487).
While distinct, these two aspects of citizenship are compatible. Therefore, in this
study, the term ‘citizenship’ is most often used to denote a specific form of
governance that regulates how people are differentially included and/or positioned
regarding rights and representation in society (Hindess, 2000; Papadopoulos &
Tsianos, 2013). This view of citizenship responds to Hindess’s call to explore
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citizenship’s internal and external dimensions in the “international management of
populations” (2000).
The logical consequence of immigration and citizenship policies that conflate
migration with national security and measure the ‘desirability’ of migrants through
a prism of economic rationalism is that if people are to obtain the license to move
they must prove that they are neither security threats nor a potential drain on the
welfare system. Under such systems, the core mandate of state agencies becomes
that of permitting access to ‘desirable’ entrants while ever more tightly restricting
access from ‘unwanted’ categories of persons (Shachar, 2009b). “We thus find a
reality in which border control agencies have extended their reach—both physically
and jurisdictionally—far beyond the national territory, with no sign of retreat in
sight” (p. 839).
Securitised, neoliberal citizenship

Citizenship is not static; rather, it is a dynamic and socially determined process. It is
also a highly contested status (Lister, 1997), because it is socially determined and
because, in practice, “human rights do not transcend citizenship” (Sagy, 2013, p.
232). There has been a long history of struggle over the policies and practices of
deciding the line between citizenship and various lesser statuses (De Genova, 2007;
Hindess, 2004; Isin, 2002; Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013; Turner, 2016).
Although there is a widely held belief that universal human rights apply to all
people, there is also a widely held assumption that human rights will normally be
exercised in the state where one is a citizen (Agamben, 2008; Arendt, 1951;
Hindess, 2000; Rygiel, 2010). According to Hindess, this “modern commitment to
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the universality of citizenship rights nevertheless suggests that states can, and in
many respects should, treat their citizens differently from foreigners” (Hindess,
2000, p. 1491). As Sagy explains, “one has to be a citizen of a state, which is willing
and able to protect her rights in order to have human rights” (p. 232). This insight
was first observed decades earlier by Hannah Arendt (1951) who argues that,
contrary to the popular belief that human rights are ‘inalienable’ and precede
citizenship rights, the opposite is true. Arendt, Hindess and others have raised the
consequences of territoriality as an organising system. ‘Territoriality’ refers to “the
articulation of sovereign power and the framing of individual rights by territory”
(Peutz & De Genova, 2010, p. 11). Mobilities research that interrogates how
territoriality affects the lives of people:
points to the logic of citizenship as government: it provides the
ability to divide the world’s population into subgroups as a means
of designating some more desirable than others, thus providing
the motivation to regulate interactions, resources, rights and
mobility accordingly (Rygiel, 2010).
Nation-states have different ways of deciding who is a member (‘citizen’) or a nonmember (‘non-citizen’ or ‘alien’). In the contemporary world, there are two ways
that one’s birth grants citizenship status. The first is jus soli (Latin ‘right of the soil’).
The second is jus sanguinis (Latin ‘right of blood’). Since the 19th century, nationstates either grant birthright citizenship on the grounds of jus soli (such as the
United States, for example) or on the grounds of jus sanguinis (Germany, for
example). Lex soli is the law used to regulate the circumstances under which one
can assert the right of citizenship claimed on the basis of where one is born. Since
the 1980s, there has been a trend in some countries to restrict lex soli by requiring
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at least one of the child’s parents to be a citizen, a national, or a legal permanent
resident of the nation-state at the time of the child’s birth. For example, for one to
be able to claim Papua New Guinean citizenship successfully, all four grandparents
have to be Papua New Guineans.
Australia is an example of a country that has restricted jus soli. This restriction was
introduced on 20 August 1986. Prior to this date all children born in Australia were
citizens jus soli. After this amendment to the Citizenship Act a person born in
Australia could only become a citizen by birth if his or her parents were Australian
citizens or permanent residents. This amendment also introduced a 10-year-long
pathway towards citizenship, meaning that children born in Australia without
citizenship (that is, their parents were temporary migrants at the time of their birth)
became eligible for citizenship after they lived in the country the first ten years of
their life. This second way of becoming a citizen is currently being reconsidered. In
other words, it is possible that soon children born in Australia could live their entire
lives there without ever becoming citizens. Modifications to jus soli have been
criticised for perpetuating a subjugated underclass in society, because non-citizens
do not have the same access to citizenship and human rights.
Most contemporary theorists agree that if liberal democracies admit people to live
and work in their societies, they are also morally obligated to put these people on a
path to citizenship and to grant them most of the rights that citizens enjoy
(Baubock, 1994; Carens, 1992, 2002; Carens, 2008; Mares, 2016b; Rubio-Martin,
2000; Walzer, 1983).
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Based on an egalitarian libertarian argument, Joseph Carens demonstrated that
citizenship is a birthright privilege that is difficult to justify (1992). Arendt (1951),
poignantly demonstrates that the institutionalisation of birthright citizenship results
in unjust regulations of movements of people that lead to tragic consequences,
including death and the Holocaust. The issue of birthright citizenship exposes the
question of political community. The notion of membership in a political
community depends upon assumptions of consent and choice, yet birthright
citizenship unsettles these assumptions because membership in nation-states
through birthright is “neither consent nor choice but birth” (Isin, 2012). Scholars
such as Carens (1992), Isin (2012), Shachar (2009a) and Stevens (1999) have
critiqued birthright as the founding principle of political membership. Shachar
(2009a) observed that in both jus sanguinis and jus soli countries, it is blood or soil,
not consent or choice, that determines one’s citizenship and by extension, his or
her political membership. By contrast, immigrants make both a commitment and a
choice, and in doing so they should be considered full political members. “If
anything, their implied consent seems to be stronger than that of the natural-born
citizen who has never made any life-transforming decisions about where to live and
under what government” (Shachar, 2009a). Shachar raised the question, “how
could it be that political membership, something which is so crucial for our identity,
for our rights, for our political voice and for our life opportunities, is distributed on
the basis of accidents of birth?” (p. 18).
While the vast majority of people acquire “citizenship on the basis of transmission
at birth based on parentage or territorial location at time of birth” (p. 4), people
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with non-citizen status24 who wish to have formal citizenship rights must acquire
them though naturalisation. Deriving from nasci (Latin ‘to be born’), naturalisation
is the name given to the legal process whereby a non-citizen acquires formal
citizenship status in a country. Most often naturalisation involves an application
process and legal approval from a country’s immigration authorities. The rules
governing naturalisation vary considerably from country to country and often
change. Most often a country’s naturalisation rules include a minimum legal
residency requirement. Some countries set brief residency conditions, whereas
others stipulate longer residency requirements. Taiwan is an example of a country
that allows for resident non-citizens to apply for naturalisation after one year.
Australia has a four-year residence requirement which, until 2017, included one
year as a permanent resident. As explained earlier, some non-citizens in Australia
may wind up cycling through a range of temporary visa options. Mares noted that
in some cases this can last 15 years or more and these people will not necessarily
be on a pathway to becoming an Australian resident or a citizen (2014). In 2017,
legislation25 was introduced to Parliament that, if passed, will extend the residency
requirement by stipulating that non-citizens must have permanent residency status
for at least four years before they can apply for citizenship by naturalisation in
Australia.

24

People can become classified as non-citizens in four general ways. The first way is if they are born
in a jus sanguinis country or a country with restricted jus soli, such as Australia, and their parents are
neither citizens nor permanent residents. The second is if they move from their home country and
enter another, that country classifies them as non-citizens. The third is if they become denaturalised.
The fourth is if they are a persecuted minority group that is not recognised as a member of the
nation-state where they are born. All these instances put people at risk of being stateless.
25
The title of the legislation is The Australian Citizenship Legislation Amendment (Strengthening the
Requirements for Australian Citizenship and Other Measures) Bill 2017.
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Drawing upon the “unbounded demos thesis” (2008, pp. 44-48) of democratic
theory, Abizadeh argued that nation-states do not have a right to unilaterally
control their borders. “Because the demos of democratic theory is in principle
unbounded, the regime of boundary control must be democratically justified to
foreigners as well as to citizens, in political institutions in which both foreigners and
citizens can participate” (p. 37). This is currently very far from the case in most
nation-states. Rather, as nation-states adapt to the challenges posed by
globalisation and immigration, there has been an “increased emphasis on the need
to earn one’s citizenship” (van Houdt et al., 2011). Many theorists have signalled a
shift towards “neoliberal citizenship” (Ong, 2007; Petcu, 2015; Sparke, 2004, 2016;
van Houdt et al., 2011; Wacquant, 2010, 2012) where citizenship has been
reframed in an increasingly contractual and contingent manner. In neoliberal
thinking citizenship is no longer regarded as “a prima facie right but as a prized
possession that is to be earned and can be lost if not properly cultivated” (van
Houdt et al., 2011, p. 408).
Loïc Wacquant proposes a “‘thick’ sociological conception” of neoliberalism centred
on the state in order to specify “the institutional machinery involved in the
establishment of market dominance and its operant impact on effective social
membership” (2012, p. 71). Wacquant outlines the four institutional logics of
‘neoliberal reengineering’ (p. 72):
1. Commodification or the extension of market or market-like mechanisms;
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2. Disciplinary social policy, with a shift from protective welfare, granted
categorically as a matter of right, to corrective workfare, under which social
assistance is made conditional;
3. Expansive penal policy aimed at curbing the disorders generated by social
insecurity; and
4. The trope of individual responsibility as motivating discourse and cultural
glue that pastes these various components of state activity together.
These elements of “neoliberal statecraft” (2010, 2012) are useful because they
allow a focus on the internal logic by which the state acts “as the core agency that
sets the rules and fabricates the subjectivities, social relations and collective
representations” (p. 66) of membership. The state, then, assumes a role as the core
agency that “redraws the boundaries and tenor of citizenship through its market
conforming policies” (Wacquant, 2012, p. 71). Rather than retreating, the state is
afforded a key role as the primary “gatekeeper of entrance to and membership of
the state” (Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013, p. 212). The state does not
deregulate; it actively re-regulates the economy in favour of corporations (Vogel,
1996). Jones and Novak (1999) referred to this as “retooling the state”,
reconfiguring to conform to capital’s current interests. Commodification,
disciplinary social policy, penal policy and individual responsibility are the key
elements of neoliberal citizenship.
Capitalism, migration control, and precarious legal statuses

Migration control attempts to control the speed of people’s movement in ways that
are favourable to local labour markets (Heyman & Campbell, 2009; Mezzadra &
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Neilson, 2013, 2017; Nail, 2015b, 2016a; Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013). Nationstates control of mobility is “performed though the exercise of sovereignty”
(Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013, p. 180). Because sovereign borders do not and
cannot exist, sovereignty can be viewed as a “futile attempt to regulate the porosity
of borders” (p. 180). Border regimes do not exist to block migration, rather they
exist to institutionalise movement by controlling its speed and magnitude (De
Genova & Peutz, 2010; Nail, 2015b, 2016a; Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013). This is
the point at which another dimension of mobility control emerges: “mobility as a
movement in time” (Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2007, p. 180).
Migration research needs to be attentive to the temporalities of mobility because
“as we move to the temporal regimes of mobility control, the main concern is to
transform ungovernable streams to governable subjects of mobility that adjust to
the needs of local labour markets” (p. 180). People’s movements are coordinated
within the circuits of “changing forms of exploitation” through the “intensification
of labour”; that is the duration and intensity of labour (Papadopoulos & Tsianos,
2013). Papadopoulos and Tsianos explain that:
the intensification of exploitation needs to be complemented by
another mode or surplus value extraction which goes beyond the
working day and involves the whole existence of the worker. We
are not only dealing with an intensification of exploitation but also
with its extensification. Exploitation extends across the whole
existential conditions of living labour, the lines of flight and
exploitation multiply and traverse different domains of life (2013,
pp. 180-181).
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As migration controls intensify, people who move or attempt to move come to
embody ‘living labour’. People’s attempts to move and resettle involve more effort
over longer durations of time partly relates to the level of exploitation they
encounter.
Migration control is necessary for capitalism to keep expanding as it supplies an
endless supply of labour that is subject to different levels of exploitation (Mezzadra
& Neilson, 2013, 2017; Nail, 2015b, 2016a; Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013; Shachar,
2009a). Nail describes this as the “indefinite labour circuit” (2015b, p. 32), whose
aim is to “indefinitely extend the extraction of movement from the migrant flow
and harness it into the many junctions of the economy” p. 32). Mobility controls
regulating and policing people’s movements within and between nation-states
reproduce a global economy of “disempowered migrant labor that props up the
empowered labor and wages of citizens” (p. 32).
Matthew Sparke’s notion of ‘biological sub-citizenship’ refers to how neoliberal
processes result in people unevenly embodying ill health (Sparke, 2004). Sparke
recommends an open-ended, relational approach to explore how people
experience the different disenfranchising outcomes of biological sub-citizenship.
While Sparke focused on the health outcomes of people most adversely affected by
austerity, the notion of ‘sub-citizenship’ itself offers a useful way “to elucidate
power relations and processes of subordination that simple binary accounts of
citizenship” (2016, p. 1) tend to obscure.
Many migration scholars have raised the issue that nation-states are increasingly
converting previous settler migration models into temporary migrant programs
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(Bauder, 2007; Berg, 2016; Goldring & Landolt, 2009; Hugo, 2006, 2014; Mares,
2016a, 2016b, 2016c; Robertson, 2008, 2013a, 2013b; Robertson, 2014; Robertson
& Boese, 2015; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013; Sharma, 2006; Thomas, 2010). In
many countries, including Australia and Canada, there has been a “sharp increase in
temporary migrant programs at the expense of both permanent immigration and
humanitarian admissions” (Goldring & Landolt, 2011, p. 328). Some researchers
have used the concept of precarious migratory statuses to examine how some
people are construed by nation-states through “multiple and variable forms of ‘less
than full status’” (p. 328).
Precarious status is marked by any of the following: the absence of
permanent residence authorization; lack of permanent work
authorization; depending on a third party for residence or
employment rights; restricted or no access to public services and
protections available to permanent residents (e.g. healthcare,
education, unionization, workplace rights); and deportability (p.
328).
Significantly, people with precarious legal statuses include both those who have
been granted the nation-state’s authorisation to work and to reside in a country, as
temporary and permanent migrants, and those not granted authorisation and
thereby positioned as ‘unlawful’ or ‘illegalised’ migrants (2011). It is the level of
precariousness experienced by non-citizens with different legal statuses that varies.
Additionally, people with visa authorisation can very easily lose the rights attached
to their visa, thereby becoming ‘unlawful non-citizens’ if they remain in the
country.
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There are many ways that people can slip down the citizenship ladder. Visa
conditions constantly change and temporary visas expire. People may be unable to
keep paying for new visas, private health care, their children’s public education,
university fees; they fall sick, have a child, become redundant, or get too old to
apply for permanent residency26, or be in breach of their visa obligations. For
instance, students could be in breach of their visa if they do not satisfactorily pass
their university courses. Those who have visas with limited working rights, like
students and people with certain kinds of temporary work visas, could be in breach
of their visa and lose it if they are if they are suspected of working excess hours or
being in areas of the country they are not permitted to be employed.
As people get older their ‘point value’ decreases, meaning they may not accumulate
enough points to apply for the skilled migration stream. Currently, the minimum
threshold for skilled migrants is 60 points. Points are calculated based on age,
English competency (as measured by English language tests accepted by the
Department), skilled employment over the previous 10 years, academic
qualifications, and other education and skills criteria (DIBP, 2017i). Those unable to
accumulate enough capital or points to progress up the citizenship ladder from
temporary to permanent migrant status will either ‘voluntarily’ leave the country
when their visa expires or remain behind ‘illegally’ facing the constant fear of
deportation and detention.

26

On 1 July 2017, the Department reduced the age limit from 50 to 45 for people to apply under the
General Skilled Migration stream (DIBP, 2017a).
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State-led practices of deportation and detention are premised on the division of the
world into territorially defined nation-states and, within these states, a “ubiquitous
division [is] enacted between more or less ‘rightful’ members (citizens) and
relatively rightless non-members (aliens)” (Peutz & De Genova, 2010, p. 7). People
with precarious legal statuses (non-citizens) live with a “palpable sense of
deportability—which is to say, the possibility of deportation… of being ‘removed’
from the space of the state” (De Genova, 2007, p. 426). According to De Genova, “it
is deportability and not deportation as such that has historically rendered
undocumented migrant labor as a distinctly disposable commodity” (p. 426).
In recent years there has been more research drawing attention to “the production
of precarious status, which includes undocumented and documented illegality, and
other forms of insecure and irregular migrant status” (Goldring, et al., 2009, p. 240).
As Goldring, et al. (2009) note
Formal entitlement is not the only determinant of access to
services or related aspects of life”, nevertheless “citizenship
regimes and rules shaping citizenship acquisition shape the way
immigrants are incorporated and minority groups are treated in
‘host’ countries (p. 252).
Coming from a perspective that sees citizenship as a kind of capital, Bauder (2008)
explains that “citizenship constitutes a key mechanism of distinction between
migrant and nonmigrant workers” (p. 315). Those who have citizenship “use it to
distinguish themselves” (p. 318) from those who do not, which both elevates their
status and conceals their privilege, while “people who lack access to it (citizenship)
can be excluded and subordinated” (p. 318).
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Securitisation policies governing immigration and citizenship are based on
distinctions between the citizen and the alien/non-citizen ‘other’. According to
Susan Kneebone’s analysis of immigration in Australia, including the practice of
immigration detention, the “’citizen-alien dichotomy’ has led to a belief that
different standards can be applied to someone who cannot establish they are a
citizen” (Rost, 2009). Examining the history of alienation, David Cole explains that:
The line between the citizen and the non-citizen is a fragile one,
and government officials, while quick to cite the distinction when
introducing new measures of surveillance and control, are also
quick to elide the distinction as they grow accustomed to the
powers they exercise over foreign nationals (Cole, 2003, pp. 8-9).
Securitisation has led “to the representation of the non-citizen not only as other,
and thus not enjoying the rights and privileges of citizenship, but also as a serious
potential threat” (Hindess, 2004, p. 309). Programs of securitisation have
normalised “new techniques of control and surveillance” (p. 309) that arise from
and respond to fears, anxieties, and insecurities. Wilson and Weber describe the
“securitisation agenda” as being “operationally apparent through the amplification
of surveillance practices on and beyond the border” (2008, p. 124). Examining the
development of the Global North’s securitisation agendas, Bigo suggests that “the
securitization of immigration is the result and not the cause of the development of
technologies of control and surveillance” (2002, p. 73).
Anyone who moves, particularly when their path crosses international borders,
comes under the gaze of authorities in what Shamir refers to as a “paradigm of
suspicion” (2005). Shamir described the paradigm of suspicion as:
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The primary principle for determining the ‘license to move,’ both
across borders and in public spaces within borders, has to do with
the degree to which the agents of mobility are suspected of
representing threats of crime, undesired immigration, and
terrorism, either independently or, increasingly, interchangeably
(2005, p. 201).
In the aftermath of 9/11, “Australian authorities have increasingly redefined
mobility as a problem of security” (Wilson & Weber, 2008, p. 124). Re-casting
human mobility as a ‘social problem’ has placed mobility “above the realm of
normal politics” (Loader, 2002, p. 137). Thus, mobility has become largely viewed as
an act of social deviance by immigration authorities. Redefining mobility as a
problem and viewing those who move under the paradigm of suspicion has resulted
in immigration regulatory processes that evade issues of social justice, with
questions of ‘effectiveness’ emerging as paramount (Loader, 2002). As nationstates conflate national security with immigration enforcement, they have built up
a globalised “immigration industrial complex” (Golash-Boza, 2009). The passage of
punitive legislation and “the creation of an undesirable other creates popular
support for government spending to safeguard the nation” (Golash-Boza, 2009, p.
306)
Border securitisation is carried out primarily through the “selective production of
‘enemy aliens’” (De Genova, 2007, p. 436). The ‘border spectacle’ (De Genova,
2005, pp. 242-249) “serves to confirm that there really is such an uncontrollable
and debilitating ‘invasion’ after all, enhancing and intensifying the fetishized
appearance of ‘illegality’ as a sociopolitical ‘fact’” (p. 432). The border spectacle is
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held together through public discourse and political debates which spread the fear
of an invasion of ‘illegal aliens’, poised to steal the jobs of ‘Australian’ workers.
As explained earlier, borders are not only physical, they exist “in-between” (Nail,
2016a). The increase in physical borders has been supported by various bordering
techniques that profile and sort people through biometric and other technologies
(Adey, 2004; Amoore, 2006; Nail, 2016a; Pallitto & Heyman, 2008; Pécoud & de
Guchteneire, 2006; Sheller, 2016; Walsh, 2010; Weber, 2007, 2011, 2013a, 2013b;
Wilson & Weber, 2008). Weber (2013b) argues that there are “visible and virtual
aspects of Australian offshore border controls” (p. 666) which operate together as
“a single border-enforcement system” (Weber, 2013b)
Human mobility scholarship has from a geographical and a criminological
perspective examined the ‘securitisation of citizenship’ in which nation-states
deploy various methods of spatial regulation for political ends. This is evidenced by
a marked increase in efforts by nation states to regulate mobility by monopolising
the ‘legitimate’ means of movement’ (Mau, Gülzau, Laube, & Zaun, 2015; Torpey,
1998). Spatial regulation of people’s movements “happens by creating different
regimes and different types of labour in order to reinsert specific segments of
mobile classes into the global labour market” (Papadopoulos & Tsianos, 2013).
People who refuse to be controlled and attempt to cross borders without state
authorisation may move through ‘clandestine migration’ (Anderson, 2012; Coutin,
2005; Lindley, 2010), which involves using ‘underground’ methods to avoid
detection by state and non-state authorities, including military personnel and
privatised companies contracted by the state to detain people who attempt to
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move without authorisation. The principle of indefinite detention “offers the state a
strategy of political storage” (Turner, 2007, p. 298) whereby the nation-state
“attains a certain ‘indefinite’ power to suspend the law and to fabricate the law”
(Butler, 2006, p. xvi). Detention and deportation can be regarded as “territorial
solutions” (Cornelisse, 2010) to the ‘problem’ of people who are attempting to
move without authorisation. When movement challenges the territorial order,
deportation and detention emerge as mechanisms “by which the sovereign state
attempts to preserve the status quo of the global state system and ensuing
territoriality of the Rule of Law” (p. 103). Deportation and detention are
technologies deployed by nation-states to maintain the territorial ideal at any cost.
As such, they reflect structural features of the modern system of states by
sustaining the perceived naturalness of the “nation-state space” (De Genova, 2002,
pp. 436-439).
Nation-states construct a normalised and persistent “state of emergency”
(Agamben, 1998) by creating laws that criminalise those who cannot obtain and/or
maintain visas granting them the permission to move into and remain within the
territorial nation-state space. This state of emergency justifies the indefinite
containment (detention) of anyone deemed to be a potential threat (Agamben,
1998; Butler, 2006; Turner, 2007). While detention represents the most extreme
end of policies of containment, “differential forms of allocation make some
populations more subject to arbitrary violence than others” (Butler, 2006, p. xii).
People’s different experiences with mobility and immobility are reflections of
“structures and hierarchies of power and position by race, gender, age and class,
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ranging from the local to the global” (Tesfahuney, 1998, p. 501). For example,
people from different counties have vastly uneven access to travel, with some
countries labelled as ‘high risk’ and others ‘low risk’. In the Australian context, the
Department does not make available the list of countries deemed high or low risk.
The justification for not publishing immigration risk ratings is that it will “reduce the
likelihood of unintended market impacts” (DIBP, 2017j). In other words, the
Department maintains a lack of transparency with regards to which countries are
categorised into high and low risk, because it is feared that if this information was
made publicly available some people from high risk counties might decide not to
spend their time and money applying for visas to Australia. If fewer people were to
apply for and receive visas to work, study and live in Australia, this would almost
certainly adversely affect the Australian economy.
Biometrics is another dimension of power that causes people to have different
experiences with mobility and immobility. Biometrics treats the ‘body as text’,
where individuals who desire to move must present the “data-ready body” (Sheller,
2016, p. 18). This technique relies upon reading specific body parts, including the
iris, face, and palm signatures, to identify and classify individuals into different
groups with different degrees of access to mobility. This phenomenon has occurred
alongside the increased installation and deployment of surveillance technologies in
recent years.
Border controls rely upon identification through creating and issuing passports,
visas, national identity cards, and registered traveller programs, such as advanced
passenger processing. Technologies of biosocial profiling began to rise to
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prominence in the 19th century with the emergence of passports and visas. The
passport is one of the primary tools used by nation-states for the surveillance and
regulation of people’s movements (Adey, 2004, p. 510; Mau et al., 2015; Torpey,
2000). The technology of biosocial profiling evolved over time and was greatly aided
by the introduction of electronic databases in the 20th century, and their widespread
application in ensuring national security, particularly after 9/11.
The global principle of universal human rights is in a deep tension with “a global
mobility regime that works in the opposite direction, limiting and preventing access
to certain rights and entitlements through the regulation of social space” (Shamir,
2005, p. 214). Contemporary access to mobility is heavily influenced by neoliberal
thinking where “traveling for profit is encouraged; traveling for survival is
condemned” (Bauman, 2002, p. 84). Current restrictions have turned international
mobility into a scarce resource for the overwhelming majority of the world’s
population, many of whom are involuntarily immobilised as a consequence (Doyle
& Nathan, 2001; Shamir, 2005).
Since the 1980s nation-states have increasingly implemented restrictive bordercrossing policies, which are largely based on assumptions that migration leads to
uncontrollable flows of people, threating to the security and economic stability. As
a result of this line of logic, nation-states are increasingly implementing laws,
policies, and practices of mandatory, indefinite detention; forced expulsions;
militarising borders; and reducing access to welfare, including health and education
provisions, for people with subordinate legal statuses (non-citizens). Along with
more restrictions on movement:
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fewer people are now given a status that comes with rights (e.g.
“permanent resident” or “refugee”) and more people are legally
subordinated (e.g. through the status of “illegal”) or are forced to
work in unfree employment relations (including through the status
of “temporary foreign worker”) (Anderson, Sharma, & Wright,
2009, p. 6).
These different legalised statuses are applied through a proliferation of
identification systems that classify all people within a nation-state as citizens or
non-citizens. Those who move or attempt to move transnationally are deemed noncitizens with different levels of legal rights. Under these conditions all “travellers
are identified, sorted, and classified as desirable or undesirable, safe or risky, and
thus admissible or inadmissible” (Walsh, 2010, p. 115). These surveillance
technologies, aided by passports and CCTV technologies, have not stopped people
from moving, but they have made moving more costly and dangerous for some
(Abram et al., 2013).
The securitisation of modern societies has created significant forms of immobility
(Rygiel, 2008; Shamir, 2005; Turner, 2007; Walsh, 2010). Immobility is most evident
when people are unable to obtain a nation-state’s authorisation to move and do
not have the means to move though clandestine methods (Lubkemann, 2008). Yet,
other forms of immobility exist for those who move without the nation-state’s
authorisation and for those who lose, or are at risk of losing the nation-state’s
authorisation, because of their precarious residency statuses.
2.3.2 Securitisation in Australia
Before examining the human cost of stringent regulatory processes upon
movement in the Australian context, it is necessary to establish an understanding of
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the Australian approach to the globalised securitisation trend. The strategies used
by the Australian nation-state mirror “broader global patterns in the government of
mobility, whereby mobile bodies are increasingly sorted into kinetic elites and
kinetic underclass” (Wilson & Weber, 2008, p. 125). According to the Department,
the ABF provides:
a single frontline operational border entity… to deliver border
protection and enforcement to facilitate legitimate travel and
trade, intervening only against those who attempt to breach our
borders or circumvent our controls (DIBP, 2015a, p. 3).
The Department deploys the ABF to intervene against those attempting to “breach
our borders or circumvent our controls” (i.e., persons without visa authorisation)
through two principal means of deterrence. The first is a military-led operation
referred to as ‘pushbacks’ or ‘turnbacks’, whereby the ABF intercepts and repels
asylum-seekers arriving by boat. The second is a policy of ‘offshore processing’,
which is Australia’s policy of deporting and detaining people who have reached
Australian territory by boat without a visa, and holding them on the remote islands,
currently; Manus Island in PNG, Christmas Island and Nauru (Amnesty International,
2016).
There have been over 1 992 deaths associated with Australia’s borders since 1
January 2000 (Border Crossing Observatory, 2017). The Border Crossing
Observatory counts those who have died en-route, whether in Australian waters, in
offshore detention, in community, during arrest or deportation, or after
deportation as ‘deaths associated with Australia’s borders’ (Border Crossing
Observatory, 2017, 2018). The Australian Border Deaths Database’s records of
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incident details reveal that many people, including women, infants, and children,
have died enroute by drowning as a result of the ABF’s practice of turnbacks.
Others have died in immigration custody while in Australia’s offshore and onshore
immigration detention centres. Others have died while being pursued by
Department’s Compliance Officers. Others have committed suicide when in the
Australian community on visas that deny them many rights, including the right to
work or the potential to one day gain permanent residency status. For instance, on
5 February 2014 a 30-year-old Eritrean man drowned himself in the Maribyrnong
River in Victoria upon receiving a letter from the DIBP informing him of his failed
asylum application (Border Crossing Observatory, 2017).
Australia’s current policies of mandatory and indefinite detention for non-citizens
who do not have visa authorisation are arguably the harshest policies toward
refugees and asylum seekers worldwide (Amnesty International, 2016; AHRC,
2014b; Global Detention Project, 2016; Kneebone, 2009b; Larking, 2014). Policies of
detention apply to all non-citizens with unlawful status. For example, international
students, New Zealanders, and others who migrated to Australia on valid visas that
expired or were cancelled have also been detained (Department of Immigration
and Citizenship, 2013; Rost, 2009). Table 4 shows the numbers of people by
nationality held in Australian immigration detention facilities as of 31 March 2016.
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Table 4: People held in Immigration Detention Facilities at 31 March 2016

Note. Reprinted from " Immigration Detention and Community Statistics Summary” by
DIBP, 2016, Retrieved from https://www.border.gov.au/ReportsandPublications/
Documents/statistics/immigration-detention-statistics-31-mar-2016.pdf.

It should be noted that the numbers shown in Table 4 only include people in
Immigration detention facilities, which do not include those held in other forms of
detention, including community detention, those on BVEs, and those in offshore
detention facilities.
Table 4 shows that, perhaps surprisingly, the second largest nationality of people
held in Australia’s immigration detention centres were New Zealanders (DIBP,
2016d). Many of them had been living in Australia for years before they wound up
in immigration detention, due to new legislation that gives the Minister power to
refuse or cancel visas on character grounds (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. s.501).
The most recent death listed on the Australian Border Deaths Database was a man
from New Zealand who was suspected of hanging himself in the Maribyrnong
Immigration Centre on 8 March 2017 (Border Crossing Observatory, 2017).
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As explained earlier, the Australian Government reserves the right to detain ‘noncitizens’ indefinitely if they enter or are in Australia without a valid visa. According
to figures released by the Department as of 30 November 2015 there were:
•

1 852 people in immigration detention facilities (including 104 children)

•

585 people in community detention in Australia (including 331 children)

•

29 008 people released from detention on Bridging Visas (including 3, 979
children)

•

543 people with IMA status in offshore detention in Nauru (including 70
children)

•

926 adults with IMA status in offshore detention on Manus Island, PNG
(DIBP, 2016d).

Before attending the UN summit on the global refugee crisis, Australia’s current
Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, declared Australia’s border protection policies to
be “the best in the world” and “the foundation of a successful multicultural society”
(Campbell, 2016). Prime Minister Turnbull credited Australia’s policy on border
protection with significantly reducing the number of children held in detention.
There is some truth to his statement that there currently are fewer children in
Australia’s detention centres. As of 31 March 2014, there were 584 children
detained in immigration detention centres on mainland Australia, 305 children on
Christmas Island, and 179 children detained on Nauru (AHRC, 2014a).
Comparing the 2014 to the 2015 statistics does show a decline in the number of
children held in detention. For instance, the number of children held on Nauru
declined from 179 in 2014 to 70 in 2015. The question is, what happened to these
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children? The available statistics indicate that many children and adults who had
been held in immigration detention have since been transferred into community
detention facilitates or were granted BVEs. While fewer children are held in
Australia’s detention centres, the reality is that they have shuffled into other forms
of detention, such as community detention, or are living in Australia with visas that
assign them precarious, unlawful, non-citizen statuses. As children and their
families become grouped into an ‘illegal’ class, they are legally excluded from
accessing most social, economic, political and human rights. Moreover, the
duration of people’s incarceration in detention centres has increased (Amnesty
International, 2016; DIBP, 2016d; Whyte, 2014b). As of March 2014, the average
length of time children were held in detention was 231 days or 7.5 months (AHRC,
2014a). As of March 2016, 144 asylum seekers had been held in Australian
immigration detention on the island nation of Nauru for 1000 days (Davidson,
2016).
Australia’s approach to people seeking asylum is focused on deterrence (Fleay &
Hartley, 2016a; Fleay & Hoffman, 2014; Kneebone, 2007, 2009a, 2009b, 2014, 2017;
Neumann, 2016; McNevin, 2007a, 2007b, 2010; 2014). Policies and practices of
mandatory and indefinite detention are aimed at “discouraging anyone who cannot
travel to Australia without a visa from attempting to enter the territory irregularly”
(Amnesty International, 2016, p. 10). The Australian government’s policy of not
settling people who arrive without a visa has left asylum seekers’ claims
unprocessed and has prolonged the detention of children and adults in onshore and
offshore facilities.
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In 2014 the Department began a marketing campaign entitled ‘No Way. You will not
make Australia home’. As part of the Australian Government’s military-led
‘Operation Sovereign Borders’ security plan, this campaign was aimed at deterring
asylum seekers from attempting to come to Australia without visa authorisation. As
mentioned earlier, in 2013, the Department introduced the label ‘illegal maritime
arrivals’ (IMAs). Since 2013, the Department and the Australian Government has
solely used the term ‘IMA’ to refer to people placed in immigration detention for
seeking asylum. In other words, rather referring to people seeking asylum as
‘asylum seekers’, it was considered strategic to create and implement the ‘IMA’
label. Recalling Fleay and Hoffman’s (2014) analysis of the policy debate in
Australia, branding asylum seekers with the ‘IMA’ label can be understood as
“labelling groups of people as deviant… which opened the door for the government
to treat them differently from others in the community” (p. 16). Fleay and Hartley
(2016a) observe that Australia’s deterrence-oriented policies “have drastically
reduced the prospects for refugees and asylum seekers in the region to find
resettlement in Australia at a time when people needing protection both globally
and regionally has increased to the greatest number since World War II.” (p. ii).
Figure 9 shows the Government’s ‘No Way’ campaign (Kaufman, 2014).
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Figure 9: A poster produced by the Australian Government as part of an ad campaign to
deter people—including asylum seekers— from attempting to reach Australia by boat and
without a visa. Reprinted from Island of Despair: Australia’s “Processing” of Refugees on
Nauru (p. 49), by Amnesty International, 2016. Retrieved from
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/asa12/4934/2016/en/.
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The dominant securitisation discourse has resulted in states moving away from
‘refugee protection’ toward an emphasis on ‘border protection’ (Bigo, 2002; Hirsch,
2017; Hyndman & Mountz, 2008). Thus, the ‘No Way’ campaign can be understood
as part of Australia’s “extraterritorial non-entree” policies aimed at restricting
“access to asylum through a range of extraterritorial measures that seek to prevent
refugees from reaching their territorial borders in order to claim protection”
(Hirsch, 2017, pp. 48-49). Migration control has effectively reached beyond the
territorial border to create “a regional buffer zone around Australia” (p. 50). “Under
the guise of ‘regional cooperation’ and ‘burden sharing’” (p. 49), Australia works
regionally with “countries in Southeast Asia, most of whom are not party to the
Refugee Convention” (p. 49) to prevent the movement of certain migrants deemed
undesirable (Kneebone & Rawlings-Sanae, 2007; Kneebone, 2009, 2014, 2017).
Hirsch (2017) notes that “one of the main targets of these new frontiers of control
are those who have been forced to leave their own States” (p. 50).
The Australian Federal Government spent nearly $20 million on the ‘No Way’
campaign (Whyte, 2014c, 2014f), which was promoted via the DIBP website, TV
advertisements, radio announcements, newspaper campaigns, billboards, online
messages, leaflet distributions and social media, including Facebook (Dias, 2016).
The content of this advertisement has been translated into various languages and
disseminated in countries, including Afghanistan, Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri
Lanka, Vietnam and Thailand, which traditionally have larger numbers of people
wanting to seek asylum in Australia (Whyte, 2014f).
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The campaign has been criticised on numerous fronts, from the cost to the
harshness of the message, which has been described as ‘distasteful’ and
‘embarrassing’ (Whyte, 2014g). Recently, Federal Government Facebook
advertisements from the “No Way’ campaign have appeared on the news feeds of
people from migrant backgrounds living in Australia, including those with citizen
and non-citizen status. The Federal Government’s use of social media sites,
including Facebook, selectively targets people, some of whom are second and third
generation Australians, based on their ethnic and linguistic backgrounds (Dias,
2016). A Department spokesman defended this approach, saying that “the
campaign is targeted at source and transit countries for people smuggling activity as
well as diaspora communities in Australia (because) evaluation research
consistently shows that family and friends are the primary source of people in
Australia and overseas” (Dias, 2016). Through social media the Department is
selectively targeting individuals in diaspora communities to communicate
institutionalised messages of ‘no hope’ for those who cannot obtain visas to
Australia.
New Zealand Minister of Internal Affairs Peter Dunne called Australia’s immigration
detention policies “savage and inhumane”, stating that “the modern concentration
camp approach Australian has taken is simply wrong” (Human Rights Watch, 2015).
While many governments and human right organisations around the world have
criticised and condemned Australia’s asylum seeker policies, there are increasing
numbers of politicians who have viewed this approach favourably. As a result,
Australia’s model of deterrence has already harmed global standards on refugee
protection” (Amnesty International, 2016, p. 54). “Across Europe anti-immigration
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political leaders are turning to Australia for inspiration on how to reduce the
number of people seeking asylum in their countries” (Jakubowicz, 2016). Many
European politicians have been advocating that the EU adopts more ‘hardline’,
Australian-style’ immigration deterrence policies. For example, the Netherland’s far
right Dutch Freedom Party recently duplicated Australia’s “No Way” campaign
(Tovey, 2015). In addition, it is becoming increasingly common for mainstream
politicians around the world, like British Prime Minister Theresa May, to speak
uncritically about the need for more border control.
2.3.3 Human rights issues
This section provides a brief overview of human rights as enshrined in the 1948
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It also highlights eight UDHR articles that
were of particular relevance to the people in this study who were personally
affected by stringent regulatory processes governing human mobility. To analyse
how regulatory processes aimed at controlling movement may impose certain
human costs, a brief overview of some recent research that examines the
Australian approach to migration from a human rights’ prospective is provided.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is generally agreed to be the
founding document for international human rights law, consists of a preamble and
30 articles outlining “human rights and fundamental freedoms” (UN, 1948). The
UDHR was adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in Paris on 10
December 1948 (UN, 2017). The experiences of the proceeding world wars
motivated the drafting of this document. The UDHR marked the first time that
countries agreed on a comprehensive statement of inalienable human rights. The
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Universal Declaration commenced with a statement recognising “the inherent
dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family”
as being the very “foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world” (UN,
1948).
The Universal Declaration includes civil and political rights, such as the right to life,
liberty, free speech, and privacy. It also includes economic, social, and cultural
rights, such as the right to social security, health, and education. However, the
Universal Declaration is not a legally binding treaty. This means that the UDHR does
not directly create legal obligations for countries to fulfil. Instead, it is an expression
of fundamental values which, it is to be hoped, are shared by all members of the
international community. It does, however, influence the development of
international human rights law and has formed the basis for many other
international agreements that are legally binding for the countries that ratify them.
Eight of the Universal Declaration’s thirty articles are covered in this section
because they are the most relevant to the experiences of the people in this study.
With regards to the right to family, Article 16 recognises that “the family is the
natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by
society and the State” (UN, 1948). With regards to economic participation, Article
23 states that “everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to
just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment”.
Article 24 adds that “everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including
reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay”. With
regards to human mobility, Article 13 states that “everyone has the right to
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freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State” and that
“everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
country”. Article 14 expands upon human mobility by stating that “everyone has
the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution”. With
regards to welfare benefits, Article 22 states that “everyone, as a member of
society, has a right to social security”. Article 25 expands upon welfare benefits by
stating that everyone has “the right to security in the event of unemployment,
sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances
beyond his control” and that “motherhood and childhood are entitled to special
care and assistance” so that all children “shall enjoy the same social protection”.
Finally, with regards to education, Article 26 states that “everyone has the right to
education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental
stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory”.
The eight articles outlined above show that the Universal Declaration included
provisions to protect people’s human rights and fundamental freedoms to family
protection, economic participation, mobility/asylum, welfare benefits, and
education. Although the document included numerous other human rights, the
right to family protection, economic participation, mobility/asylum, welfare
benefits, and education are the most relevant to this study’s exploration of the
human costs of regulatory measures that organise and limit the flows of migrants
and refugees.
In recent years, numerous research reports and media investigations have criticised
Australia for not meeting its human rights obligations. Most of these have focused
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on human rights abuses that people have suffered because of Australia’s securitised
approach to immigration policies and practices, particularly with regards to its
regime of mandatory and indefinite detention.
Many reports have documented the human rights violations suffered by those
migrants with lawful and unlawful non-citizen statuses in Australia (Amnesty
International, 2013, 2015, 2016; Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014a,
2014b; Farrell, Evershed, & Davidson, 2016; Ferguson & Danckert, 2015; Ferguson,
Danckert, & Toft, 2015; McPherson et al., 2011; Moss, 2015; Nethery & Holman,
2016; Nethery & Silverman, 2015; Rost, 2009; Save the Children and UNICEF, 2016;
Senate Standing Committee on Education and Employment, 2016). Some of these
reports have documented the extreme human rights violations suffered by people,
including infants and children, held in Australian immigration detention centres
(Amnesty International, 2013, 2015, 2016; Australian Human Rights Commission,
2014a, 2014b; Farrell et al., 2016; Moss, 2015; Nethery & Holman, 2016; Nethery &
Silverman, 2015; Rost, 2009; Save the Children and UNICEF, 2016). Other reports
have documented widespread practices of workplace exploitation and precarious
working conditions suffered by people on temporary visas, often international
students who have limited working rights attached their visas (Berg, 2016; Ferguson
& Danckert, 2015; Ferguson et al., 2015; Senate Standing Committee on Education
and Employment, 2016).
Three recent reports by Amnesty International, The Australian Human Rights
Commission, and the Moss Review, an internal report commissioned by the
Department, found overwhelming evidence that people were being physically and
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psychologically harmed in Australian detention centres (Amnesty International,
2016; Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014a; Moss, 2015).
In 2014, the Australian Human Rights Commission conducted a study and released a
report entitled The Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration
Detention. The Commission, headed by Professor Gillian Triggs, concluded that
“immigration detention is a dangerous place for children” (2014a, p. 10). The
report’s evidence was collected over a 15-month period, from January 2013 to
March 2014, and included the following statistics of violence:
•

57 serious assaults

•

233 assaults involving children

•

207 incidents of actual self-harm

•

436 incidents of threatened self-harm

•

33 incidents of reported sexual assault (the majority involving children); and

•

183 incidents of voluntary starvation/hunger strikes (with a further 27
involving children) (AHRC, 2014a, p. 62).

The statistics above show the magnitude of the violence suffered by people,
including children, held in Australia’s immigration detention centres. Yet, statistics
alone do not portray the human cost of the violence. People’s stories that do that.
The report also relayed the stories of people in detention; the professional
evaluations of psychologists, doctors, and teachers working with them; and
artefacts such as pictures drawn by the children and adults held in detention.
The report conveyed the dangerous environment of detention centres through the
words and pictures of actual people held there. It was found that children held in
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immigration detention had significantly higher rates of mental disorder than other
children in Australia. Children in detention made many statements to the Australian
Human Rights Commission that showed the severity of their depression. An
unaccompanied 17-year-old held at Phosphate Hill Detention Centre on Christmas
Island revealed that: “My hope is finished now. I don’t have any hope. I feel I will
die in detention” (AHRC, 2014a, p. 16) during his interview in March 2014. Another
unaccompanied child at Nauru Regional Processing Centre explained during an
interview in May 2014 that:
My country and my religion is a target for Taliban. There were
bomb blasts and always big wars and terrible attacks. Shia people
have arms, legs, noses hacked off, necks slashed, plus there is
rocket fire and missiles. This is because I am Shia. All this means no
one is safe and how because I escaped. I am in detention (p. 50).
Another child said, “I feel like I’m in jail, no one here to help us. It’s just me and
God” (p. 150).
Figures 10-15 were drawn by preschool, primary and secondary school aged
children held in Australian detention centres in 2014 (AHRC, 2014a). They provide a
window into the extreme levels of psychological stress these children were
subjected to in detention.
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Figure 10: Drawing by preschool aged girl, detained 420 days, Christmas Island, 2014.
Reprinted from Reprinted from The Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in
Immigration Detention 2014 (p. 28), by The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014.
Retrieved from https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children

Figure 11: Drawing by primary school aged child, Christmas Island, 2014. Reprinted from
The Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention 2014 (p.
120), by The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014. Retrieved from
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children
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Figure 12: Drawing by 14 year old, Darwin Detention Centre, 2014. Reprinted from The
Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention 2014 (p. 78), by
The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014. Retrieved from
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children

Figure 13: Drawing by primary school aged child, Christmas Island, 2014. Reprinted from
The Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention 2014 (p.
196), by The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014. Retrieved from
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children
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Figure 14: Drawing by preschool aged boy, Christmas Island, 2014. Reprinted from The
Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention 2014 (p. 40), by
The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014. Retrieved from
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children

Figure 15: Drawing by 16 year old boy, Christmas Island, 2014. Reprinted from The
Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention 2014 (p. 136),
by The Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014. Retrieved from
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-andrefugees/publications/forgotten-children-national-inquiry-children
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“Asylum-seekers and refugees are not only caught up in the securitisation of
migration, they are often the targets” (Hirsch, 2017, p. 50). Hirsch explains that
“without a sovereign State to protect them, refugees must often circumvent the
sovereignty of other States in order to save their lives” (p. 50). However, Western
nations have increasingly responded to irregular migration with a hostile approach
that includes tighter and more regulated migration controls, including the use of
deportation and detention powers.
The above drawings by children held in Australian immigration detention centres
show the human costs associated with stringent regulatory processes aimed at
controlling human mobility. The emphasis on securitisation and border protection
along with reduced refugee protections has resulted in policies, such as Operation
Sovereign Borders, and practices, such as the indefinite detention of children. There
is ample evidence that detention inflicts physical and psychological damage and
harm among the most vulnerable groups in the world: children and families seeking
asylum (Australian Human Rights Commission, 2014; 2016; Nethery & Silverman,
2015; UNHCR, 2011).
Psychological stress resulting from being held in detention is not limited to children.
Adult men and women held in detention were also found to experience high levels
of stress, anxiety, and depression. A mother being held in Melbourne Detention
Centre in May 2014 explained that for her:
Nothing, not even the birth of my child can make me feel happy. I
don’t know what family means. I haven’t been able to form a bond
since the birth of my two-month-old daughter because of how I
feel being in detention… No one can understand — you have to
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see what it’s like in here, even for just one hour… be thankful you
have your home (AHRC, 2014a, p. 86).
During a community interview in Adelaide in May 2014, a mother of two children,
aged 5 and 16 years, described the long-lasting effects of detention, stating that:
“Both my children are nervous. They were scared of everything in detention. They
are still nervous, still scared of everything. The welfare checks really affected their
mental health” (p. 196).
Then Prime Minister Tony Abbott responded to the Australian Human Rights
Commission’s report by calling it “blatantly partisan” and saying that the
Commission should be ashamed of itself (Special Broadcasting Service, 2015). The
Australian government did, however, respond to the allegations of abuse in the
Commission’s report by conducting an internal investigation headed by Phillip
Moss. The Moss Review confirmed the Commission’s concerns about the welfare
and protection of children held in Australia’s immigration detention centres. It
found that there were both reported and unreported allegations of sexual and
other physical assaults inflicted on children in detention. The Moss Review
calculated that between October 2013 and October 2014, 17 minors in detention
engaged in self-harm (including one attempted hanging). The youngest child
involved in self-harm was 11 years old (Moss, 2015).
In 2016, Amnesty International investigated the conditions of asylum seekers and
refugees detained in Australia’s Regional Processing Centre on Nauru. Researchers
travelled to Nauru in July 2016 and interviewed over 100 people, including those in
detention, members of their families, and service providers on Nauru under
contract to the DIBP. Amnesty International also read and coded the “Nauru Files”,
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a cache of over 2000 leaked incident reports published by The Guardian in August
2016 (Farrell et al., 2016). These leaked incident reports, written by security
contractors, child protection workers and teachers working at Australia’s Regional
Processing Centre on Nauru, chronicled extensive and wide-spread “physical and
sexual abuse, hunger strikes, self-harm and medical emergencies” (Amnesty
International, 2016, p. 8). Following this investigation Amnesty International
released a report entitled Island of Despair: Australia’s “Processing” of Refugees on
Nauru27. The report strongly condemns Australia’s current migration policies and its
practices of mandatory detention as forms of state abuse and torture. According to
the report:
In furtherance of a policy to deter people arriving in Australia by
boat, the Government of Australia has made a calculation in which
intolerable cruelty and the destruction of the physical and mental
integrity of hundreds of children, men and women, have been
chosen as a tool of government policy. In doing so the
Government of Australia is in breach of international human rights
law and international refugee law. The conditions on Nauru—
refugees’ severe mental anguish, the intentional nature of the
system, and the fact that the goal of offshore processing is to
intimidate or coerce people to achieve a specific outcome—
amounts to torture (Amnesty International, 2016, p. 7).
Just as the Commission’s report and the Moss Review did, Amnesty’s report
provides detailed evidence showing that people held in detention are subjected to
a “regime of abuse and neglect (that) does not even spare children” (p. 18). Suicide,

27

Amnesty International released two previous reports exposing the human rights consequences of
Australia’s use of a deterrence models to unauthorised migration that uses ‘pushbacks’ (Amnesty
International, 2015) and the detention of people on Manus Island (Amnesty International, 2013).
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attempted suicide, self-harm, and depression among people on Nauru have
reached epidemic levels. The report shows the link between the metal and physical
deterioration of people “trapped in limbo” facing “debilitating uncertainty about
their future” (p. 22), while living in conditions of extreme human suffering.
The reports above documenting the most extreme human right violations
experienced by people held in immigration detention centres are relevant to
investigating the experiences of people with non-citizen status. This is because
people with less-than-full status in society, whether they actually experience
immigration detention, are at risk of becoming detained if their status changes
from a lawful to an unlawful non-citizen. For example, as recently as 2014 an
international student who overstayed his visa died in Maribyrnong Detention
Centre (Driscoll, 2014; Whyte, 2014e). The cause of death was hanging. The DIBP
has reportedly refused to provide figures showing how many international students
are currently being held in detention centres in Australia and in offshore detentions
centres, including Manus Island and Nauru. The last time the DIBP released any
information regarding the number of students held in immigration detention
centres was in May 2005 during a Senate Inquiry into the Migration Act (Rost,
2009). The figures released in 2005 included:
•

2 310 former student visa holders detained from January 2001 to July 2005

•

440 females and 1870 males.

The above figures indicate that during this 4.5-year period, there were 42 students
detained per month in Australia for reasons including “non-attendance,
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unsatisfactory performance, failure to commence course, overstaying a visa,
withdrawal from study and work breaches” (Rost, 2009, p. 10).
People with non-citizen statuses have many different experiences with human
rights. An investigation into the human cost of regulatory processes governing
migration and citizenship must include an understanding of how it is that people
come to have different levels of non-citizenship status that subject them to
different experiences with human rights in society. Goldring and Landholt noted
that “notions of universal human rights are largely irrelevant to the undocumented
(and other non-citizens and non-residents), because citizenship is such a dominant
framework for attaching rights to persons” (Goldring & Landolt, 2011, p. 338).
However, there is some research and activism taking up the issue of making human
rights more ‘relevant’ and applicable to all, people regardless of citizenship status.
This research and activism focuses on how human rights can only be realised
through what might be called universal mobility rights.
2.3.4 Utopian possibilities for mobility
This section reviews some academic literature that has engaged in a serious
discussion of open-border and no-border concepts. This literature is useful for
exploring the human cost of stringent regulatory process controlling movement
because it examines global border policies and practices from a critical standpoint.
Some scholars have reflected that national borders created migrants and refugees
in the first place (Agamben, 1998, 2008; Arendt, 1951; Haddad, 2003; Hindess,
2000, 2003; Zolberg, 1983). The Treaty of Westphalia of 1648 first established the
legal and political relations between states. Out of this treaty emerged the
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sovereign territorial state and “the secular concept of nationality” (Haddad, 2003,
p. 300), which “marked the beginnings of very clear definitions of who belonged to
a community and who did not” (p. 300).
Reflecting on the rise in the number of stateless people across inter-war Europe
during World War I, Arendt (1951) observed that the nation-state system posed
problems for those who have been forced to move and were compelled to live
‘outside the pale of the law’ (p. 275). World War I and its aftermath “sufficiently
shattered the façade of Europe’s political system to lay bare its hidden frame” (p.
267) as people became “ejected from the old trinity of state-people-territory” (p.
282) and pushed into gaps in the system. Indeed, Arendt argued that refugee flows
were a likely outcome of the nation-state system (1951).
Reflecting on the “structural features of the modern system of states”, Hindess
(2004) claims that
citizenship can be seen as part of a supra-national regime of
government, which operates in part by promoting the rule of
territorial states over populations, thereby dividing humanity into,
on the one hand, the citizens of diverse states and, on the other,
small but significant minorities of migrants, refugees and stateless
persons (p. 309).
Haddad (2003) echoes this notion that the international states system can “be
described not just as a way of organising political power but as a mean of organising
people” (p. 300). A central characteristic of this system is that
Refugees are not the consequence of a breakdown in the system
of separate nation-states; rather, they are an integral part of the
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system—as long as there are political borders constructing
separate states and creating clear definitions of insiders and
outsiders, there will be refugees” (p. 297)
Critical anthropologists have demonstrated that political relations originating in the
colonial and imperial past have been perpetuated by policies, laws and practices
that prevent people from freely moving across borders (Anderson, 2010; Anderson
et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2009; Sharma, 2006; Walia, 2013). This can be seen in
the mobility constraints that are placed upon people from African and Muslim
countries (Mau, Brabandt, Laube, & Ross, 2012; Mau et al., 2015; van Houtum); the
involuntary immobility of people living in war-torn regions (Hannam et al., 2006;
Lubkemann, 2008; Shamir, 2005; Turner, 2007); the extension of various laws and
policies aimed at containing the movement of refugees (Gammeltoft-Hansen, 2014;
Mau et al., 2015; Wilson & Weber, 2008); the increasing numbers of people
embarking on risky, often clandestine, border-crossings (Coutin, 2005; Lindley,
2010); and the proliferation of ‘selective regularisation’ programs for unauthorised
and authorised persons who meet certain criteria (Berg, 2016; Goldring & Landolt,
2011; Mares, 2011, 2016b; Robertson, 2014; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013).
With overwhelming evidence of the dystopic worlds of persons with no, or limited,
access to mobility and citizenship rights, scholars and activists are increasingly
beginning to re-image a world without borders or with more open borders. These
efforts to re-imagine more utopian visions of human mobility are based on the
acknowledgment that “If borders were open to all people, this instrument of
controlling populations and labour would lose much of its force” (Bauder, 2015, p.
395).
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Open-borders and no-borders arguments are not one and the same, although they
share in being:
critiques of the current condition of borders that differentiate
between people based on their citizenship, nationality, ethnicity,
or ‘race’ and that are selectively open only to some people but
remain closed to many others (Bauder, 2015, p. 401).
Open border advocates call for removing the restrictions on people’s movements
across national borders. On the other hand, those who call for no-borders offer a far
more radical proposal; namely, rejecting “the territorial nation-state as the
legitimate agent of inclusion and exclusion, of controlling and even criminalising
‘migrants’ and of disciplining ‘migrant’ labour” (Bauder, 2013, p. 56). Sharma
elucidates the difference between open-border and no-border approaches, by
stating that the no-border idea is “not a political proposal—it’s a revolutionary cry”
(Sharma, 2013, October) with the goal of fundamentally re-figuring the ways people
govern themselves. Bauder (2016) argues that under container-like logic governing
the current international system of nation-states, “it is impossible to image this noborder world in concrete terms. Rather the no-border possibility requires yetexisting material conditions and not-yet established ontologies” (p. 262).
While open-borders and no-borders arguments arise from different underlying
philosophical positions, they share a complementary critique of current border
policies and practices as “unfair mechanisms of ruling that reproduce hegemonic
social, economic, and political relations” (Bauder, 2015, p. 400). Both open-borders
and no-border critiques point to the fact that borders as we know them today are,
in historical terms, a rather new phenomenon. While many people today “think of
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immigration controls as a matter of common sense, an unavoidable reality”, the fact
of the matter is that “a hundred years ago they did not exist” (Hayter, 2001, p. 150).
Nick Gill (2009) cautions that “the very debate about whether or not to welcome
migrants or not to welcome migrants has the effect of defining ‘our’ interests and
producing ‘us’ as a group that can legitimately deny entry and exit” (p. 114).
Open-borders scholars often base their arguments on the notion that there is a
genuine need for a something akin to a universal human right to mobility and that
affirming this right is particularly necessary as the world becomes more globalised
and interconnected (Barry & Goodin, 1992; Bartram, 2010; Basik, 2013; Bauder,
2013, 2015, 2016; Carens, 1987, 2013; Carens, 1996; Golash-Boza & Menjívar,
2012; Hayter, 2001, 2003; Mau et al., 2015; Pécoud & de Guchteneire, 2006).
Many critical theorists have highlighted the human rights tensions posed by
contemporary border policies (Agamben, 2008; Anderson et al., 2011; Anderson et
al., 2009; Denike, 2008; Hayter, 2001; Nail, 2016a; Pécoud & de Guchteneire,
2006; Shamir, 2005). While the right to emigrate from one’s country is recognised
as a human right, the right to immigrate into another country is not (UN, 1948).
This means that, while states are obligated in principle to let their residents out,
they do not have to let others in. It can easily be argued that the right to leave
one’s country is meaningless if there is not a complementary one in place to enter
another country. Thus, while emigration and immigration inextricably complement
each other, “the Universal Declaration of Human Rights has somehow stopped
half-way in its recognition of a right to move” (Pécoud & de Guchteneire, 2006, p.
75).
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Joseph Carens (1987) was an early proponent of an egalitarian argument
concerning mobility and citizenship. Drawing upon three well-known approaches
to political theory, the Rawlsian, the Nozickean and the utilitarian, Carens found
that following the logic of all three theories strengthens the case for “(relatively)
open borders” (1987, p. 252). Raising questions relating to bordering policies,
Carens asks ‘What justifies the use of force against people?’ and ‘On what moral
grounds can people be kept out?’ Following the logic of three, quite distinct,
political theories, Carens argues that:
Borders should generally be open and that people should normally
be free to leave their country of origin and settle in another,
subject only to the sorts of constraints that bind citizens in their
new country (p. 251).
The case for open borders is most compelling when looking at the chances
available for people to migrate out of poor and/or insecure regions into more
affluent and/or secure regions. Justifying restrictive citizenship is questionable
because citizenship in the Western world is the “modern equivalent of feudal
privilege” (Carens, 1987, p. 252), where an inherited status greatly enhances one’s
life choices. While the logic of liberalism demands open borders, many theorists
hold the view that there is a fundamental tension between liberalism and
democratic theory. Those with this view presuppose democracy as a “collective
demos” that is “inherently bounded, distinguishing between members and nonmembers” (Abizadeh, 2008, p. 43). Based on a bounded notion of the demos,
theorists like Michael Walzer (1983) have suggested that democratic self-
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determination requires citizens of nation-states to unilaterally close borders to
foreigners.
Through an unbounded demos thesis, Abizadeh demonstrated that the state
sovereignty view, which is the dominant ideology that the contemporary interstate
system is based upon, is in fact “inconsistent with the democratic theory of
popular sovereignty” (2008, p. 37). If a nation-state is democratic, then it must
concede that there is no right to unilaterally control its own borders. There are
two reasons for this:
First, a democratic theory of popular sovereignty requires that the
coercive exercise of political power be democratically justified to
all those over whom it is exercised, that is, justification is owned to
all those subject to state coercion. Second, the regime of border
control of a bounded political community subjects both members
and nonmembers to the state’s coercive exercise of power.
Therefore, the justification for a particular regime of border
control is owed not just to those whom the boundary marks as
members, but to nonmembers as well (p. 45)
Abizadeh’s argument is not for or against open (or no) borders; rather, through the
lens of democratic theory, he questions “who should have a standing in the
political processes by which regimes of border control are legitimately
determined” (pp. 38-38). His argument convincingly shows that:
To be democratically legitimate, any regime of border control
must either be jointly controlled by citizens and foreigners or, if it
is to be under unilateral citizen control, its control must be
delegated, through cosmopolitan democratic institutions giving
articulation to a “global demos” (p. 54).
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In other words, to make decisions about borders that are consistent with
democratic theory, people need to be able to see themselves as “the free and equal
authors of the laws to which they are subject” (p. 41). Because the entry policies of
states and the policies related to rights of people living within states affect the lives
of citizens and non-citizens alike, any decisions made about border control “must be
the result of democratic processes giving participatory standing to foreigners” (p.
39).
Nail’s explains that “the first step toward any change must be to open up political
decision-making processes to everyone affected by the proposed changes,
regardless of status” (2016b; my emphasis). This statement shows that Nail’s stance
on how to arrive at legitimate decision-making processes is very much in alignment
with Abizadeh’s argument. If any decisions made about borders, immigration
control and the like are to be legitimate, the decisions must be made using
democratic methods. Nail clarifies that “because the asymmetry between citizens
and migrants has finally reached its historical breaking point… the only way forward
in the long march for migrant justice and social equality is status for all” (2016b).
The notion of status for all has been shared by migrant justice movements including
No One is Illegal (NOII), which began in Toronto in 2006, and the Sanctuary City
movement, which has gained popularity in numerous cities, often with participation
by churches. In particular, the NOII movement has called for regularising the status
of every person, which is a radical proposal because “the demand for status for all is
not possible given the fundamental paradox of national sovereignty” (Nail, 2012, p.
254). Nail suggests that the realisation of the demand for status for all “would be a
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de facto end of state exclusion” (p. 254). These migrant justice movements have
radically proposed that all humans should be entitled to “the elementary freedom
of movement” (De Genova, 2007, p. 425). De Genova explains that framing mobility
“as something like a basic human entitlement” (p. 425) encourages people to not
automatically begin thinking about migration from the epistemological standpoint
of the state and its functionaries. When mobility is regarded as a fundamental
freedom, “rather than presupposing that there is something inherently suspect
about the human beings who migrate, the real problem comes into considerably
sharper focus: that problem, clearly, is the state itself” (De Genova, 2007, p. 425).
Commonly, no-borders and open-borders discussions are met with ‘infeasibility
arguments’ (Basik, 2013), which consider the notion of freedom of human
movement to be unrealistic and utopian. It is important to remember that at
particular historical times and places it was not considered feasible for women to
have the right to vote, for indigenous persons to be legally recognised as people, for
homosexuals to have the right to be different, or for people to refuse military
service (Varela, 2009).
Increasingly, economists are exploring the potential economic benefits of
liberalising human mobility by lifting or removing labour restrictions (Clemens,
2011; Hamilton & Whalley, 1984; Kennan, 2013; Moses & Letnes, 2004). The most
famous of these arguments was proposed by Clemens (2011) in his often quoted
“double the world GDP” argument. Clemens estimated that free global labour
mobility would increase gross world product (GWP), also called “world GDP”,
somewhere between 67 per cent and 147 per cent. Since then, more economists
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have worked on estimates of the global economic impact of open borders. Open
borders economists are mainly in agreement that “the gains from open borders
would be enormous” (Kennan, 2013).
While there is the potential for economic gains to be made from allowing people
the right to move with a corresponding legal right to work anywhere, open-border
and no-border arguments emphasise that the instrumental gains that migrants may
offer to the economies of nation-states:
may be short short-sighted by not anticipating what will happen
when either migrants cease to be economically-advantageous to
destination countries but nevertheless seek to remain, or when
economic conditions worsen and migrants begin to occupy
employment opportunities that incumbents also desire (Gill, 2009,
p. 116)
Kennan’s economic analysis of open borders concluded that “open borders could
yield huge welfare gains” (2013, p. 11) with no evidence of a long-term reduction in
the real wages of persons living in developed economies. Kennan noted that there is
an increasing body of economic evidence in favour of open borders, yet liberal
immigration policies continue to be politically unpopular largely “because the
beneficiaries of these policies are not allowed to vote” (p. 11).
Utopian visions have historically been intrinsic to various campaigns pressing for
social change. It is, therefore, important for mobilities research to explore the
human cost of stringent regulatory processes upon movement and to be part of the
imaginative process that “offers an alternative way of organising humanity,
liberated from borders” (Abram et al., 2013, p. 131).
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2.4 Institutional ethnography
This section explores a particular research method: Dorothy Smith’s institutional
ethnographic (IE) approach, which sees social life as the interplay of non-chaotic
social relations. It begins with the historical foundations of IE, followed by Smith’s
Theory of Social Organisation, and concludes with IE’s materialist methods of social
inquiry. As the following chapter makes clear, this thesis has utilised the critical
research approach known as “Institutional Ethnography” (IE) and shares its
methodological “commitment to the actual rather than the conceptual” (Smith,
2005a, p. 57).
2.4.1. Foundations of institutional ethnography
IE conceptualises people as active agents who can intervene, work with and
transform social institutions, which are also caught up in operations of power in
many different ways. It is “a theoretically informed research approach that aims to
make visible and explicate the socially coordinated character and organization of
people’s lives” (Bisaillon, 2012a). To reveal how everyday life is socially organised
“the analysis begins in experience and returns to it, having explicated how the
experience came to happen as it did” (Campbell, 1998, p. 56).
First developed by Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith (1987a, 1990b, 1999, 2005a,
2006, 2007) in the 1970s and 1980s, institutional ethnography is a “formal,
empirically based (and) scholarly” (Mykhalovskiy & McCoy, 2002) research strategy
that blends together elements of Marx’s materialist method, Garfinkel’s
ethnomethodology and feminist consciousness-raising insights to uncover how
society’s institutions regulate people’s lives. IE began as a “sociology for women”
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(Smith, 1987b, 1990a, 1992, 2005a, 2006, 2007) in its focus on their lived
experiences and standpoints. Smith (2006) developed this sociological method
“when it was still central to recognize the masculine-centered character of the
sociology of those earlier times… and to propose to write by contrast a sociology for
women” (p. 2). Frustrated with sociology’s inability to recognise the actualities of
people’s lives and the way the discipline artificially tried to fit their experiences into
often highly patriarchal, theoretical frameworks, Smith designed IE as a feminist
methodology as she “began to examine sociology from a standpoint in my
experience as a woman, in my body, with my children, at work in my home, in the
local particularities of my life” (Smith, 2007, p. 410). Smith observed that the
methodological logic underpinning traditional sociological approaches takes
people’s lived experiences as data and then makes that data fit into theoretical
frameworks. This process, Smith contended, inevitably results in the loss of the
actual lived experiences of people.
In her search to address the issue of how people’s lived experiences (or ‘actualities’)
are erased in research reports, Smith was greatly influenced by the materialist
method developed by Marx and Engels (1970 [1846]). In developing IE’s ontology of
the social, Smith extrapolated their notions of materialism and social relations as a
way of coordinating and co-ordering people’s activities on a large scale. As Smith
(2007) explained: “They wrote of making a social science grounded not in theory,
concepts, speculation, or imagination, but in actual people’s activities and
conditions of those activities” (p. 41). Smith extended their concepts by developing
a sociology that began with people’s lived experiences rather than by beginning in
theory. As Smith formulated IE as a feminist methodology, she deployed “historical
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materialism” (Smith, 1987a) by focusing on the activities of individuals and the
“material conditions of those activities” (Smith, 1990b, p. 6). Historical materialism
is evident in Smith’s recommendation of investigating the social through a
“necessarily local” and “necessarily historical” (1975, p. 367) approach that makes
social relations visible by beginning with and referring back to the everyday world.
Smith (2007) later refigured her approach as “not strictly… a feminist sociology or a
feminist method” (p. 409), but as a “sociology for people” (2005a, 2007), one that
takes the lived, bodily experiences of people as its starting point. Smith (2007)
described institutional ethnography as a method that:
explores the social world as it is known experientially, and it
explores it as people’s activities or doings in the actual local
situations and conditions of our lives. The idea is to discover and
map that world so that now it is being put together and can be
made observable from the point of view of those caught up in it (p.
411).
Institutional ethnographers take up “women’s/people’s standpoint in the local
actualities of the everyday” (Smith, 2006, p. 3) as a way of “looking out or beyond
the everyday to discover how it came to happen as it does” (p. 3). The term
‘everyday’ is commonly used in IE studies as a rhetorical device to underscore an
analytic focus on the “ongoing, meaningful effort that people engage in to carry out
their lives” (Bisaillon, 2012a, p. 612). Research in this academic tradition is rooted in
critical feminist social ontology that:
…relies fundamentally on people’s experience… (because)
experiences are an entry into the social relations of the setting
that, when mapped and disclosed, make those experiences
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understandable in terms of the ruling arrangements (Campbell,
1998, p. 55).
IE is increasingly used in a wide range of critical social analyses in diverse fields of
study including sociology, geography, health research, education research,
migration research and management studies. As Grace (2013) explains, “academics
working in this research paradigm have explicated the complex ways in which social
and institutional forces translocally coordinate the everyday worlds of varied
publics” (p. 12). Smith and other researchers have used IE to explore the regulation
of mothering, education and mental health (Griffith, 1995; Griffith & Smith, 2005;
Smith, 1987a, 1990b, 2005a, 2006). Other IE studies have investigated AIDS
treatment discourses and management (Smith, 1990c); professional Chinese
immigrant women’s work experiences (Ng, 2006); nursing home care (Diamond,
1995, 2006); the management of violence against women (Pence, 2001);
community health discourses (Mykhalovskiy & McCoy, 2002); urban planning
processes (Turner, 2001); managing housing and family relations (Luken & Vaughan,
2006); certification of immigrant workers (Shan, 2009; Slade, 2012); mothering in
the military (Taber, 2009); historical accounts of Australia’s stolen generation (Peet,
2014); human service provisions (Gibson, 2015; Nichols, 2016); standardisation of
nursing work (Waters, 2015); managing racial equity in universities (Ranero, 2011);
adult literacy (Darville, 1995, 2002, 2003, 2009); bio profiling immigrants (Bisaillon,
2012b); refugee resettlement (Sévigny, , 2012); women’s careers (Trenerry, 2011);
dietetic knowledge (Lordly, 2013); and regulating public activism (Murray, 2012).
Increasingly, IE research is being used by geographers interested in geographical
analyses of institutions (Billo & Mountz, 2015). Some examples of geographers
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employing IE include studies of health care (Dyck, 1997); UN management of
refugee camps (Hyndman, 2000); indigenous organisations (Perreault, 2003);
federal immigration bureaucracy (Mountz, 2010); conservation organisations (King,
2009); policy development (Larner & Laurie, 2010) and disaster management
(Grove, 2013).
While IE has expanded from a sociology for women into one for people, the
research paradigm remains true to its feminist methodological roots in three
principal ways:
1. IE developed out of the logic and politics of the feminist practice of
consciousness-raising, which was central to the women’s movement.
2. The design of IE research problematises traditional sociological methods
and conceptual strategies that alienate people from their experiences.
Instead, it proposes an alternative form of inquiry, grounded in the ongoing
activities of actual individuals.
3. IE research does not regard people as objects of study, but as expert
insiders, possessing embodied knowledge of their everyday lives. (Smith,
2007, p. 409).
It is worthwhile noting that Smith’s motivation in developing IE as a feminist
methodology was based upon her own experiences as a single parent negotiating
her child’s schooling (Smith, 2006). Teaming up with Alison Griffith, who was also a
single parent, they applied institutional ethnography as their method of inquiry to
gain understandings of how teachers and administrators related to and interacted
with single-parent families (Griffith, 1995). They discovered that ‘single parent’
discourse included an ideology of parenting, mothering and schooling that
“suspends or subsumes experiential knowledge” (Smith, 2006, p. 4). As they
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identified school texts, written and unwritten, and mapped these relations they
discovered that the work organisation of parenting, mothering and schooling was
actually an extension of government and state relations that reproduced
inequalities of class.
2.4.2 Smith's theory of social organisation
Institutional ethnographers implicitly employ theory through Smith’s social
organisation of knowledge (Smith, 1990a, 1990b). According to Smith, “Institutional
ethnography is distinctive among sociologies in its commitment to discovering ‘how
things are actually put together’, ‘how it works’ ” (2006, p. 1). Fundamental to this
ontology is the view that the social is the purposeful concerting of people’s
activities (Smith, 2006). Institutional ethnographic researchers share in the aim of
explicating how “people’s ongoing activities (can be) viewed under the aspect of
their coordination with the activities of others” (Smith, 2005a, p. 227). The concept
of coordination is central because “the social as the focus for study is to be located
in how people’s activities or practices are coordinated” (Smith, 2005a, p. 59; my
emphasis). Studies guided by IE as a method of inquiry share the following three
assumptions:
1. People are experts in how they live their own lives, therefore, it is essential
to begin with their knowledge about their everyday experiences.
2. People are physically located in sites throughout society (local settings),
therefore it is essential to find out the details of their localised experiences.
3. Powerful outside (translocal) forces shape how people live and experience
their everyday lives (Campbell, 1998).
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These guiding premises underpin how institutional ethnographic inquiries
approach, investigate, and build knowledge to understand complex social problems
better. Having established the premises of IE, there are four key terms—social
organisation, social relations, ruling relations and institution—that are necessary for
developing a proper understanding of IE’s distinctive sociological approach to
viewing the social.
According to the ontology underpinning Smith’s “alternative sociology” (2005a),
social life involves the interplay of non-chaotic social relations, called ‘social
organisation’. By non-chaotic, Smith meant that social life is organised to happen as
it does because “the social arises in people’s activities and the ongoing and
purposeful concerting and coordinating of those activities” (Campbell & Gregor,
2004, p. 27). In IE research, ‘social relations’ is a technical term that includes
“sequences of action in which people are involved at different stages but not
necessarily directly engaged in a shared work process” (Smith, 2007). Therefore,
when IE studies talk about social relations, the term is not used in the standard way
of denoting relationships between people. Campbell and Gregor (2004) clarify that
“social relations are not done to people, nor do they just happen to people. Rather,
people actively constitute social relations” (p. 31). Social relations are said to be
invisible in the sense that “being part of them does not require the exercise of
much, if any, conscious thought” (p. 31). Maintaining a focus upon social relations,
rather than individual actions and competencies, enables institutional
ethnographers to explore and bring invisible social relations into view. Explicating
social relations reveals how various social actors, such as refugees and migrants,
participate, often unwittingly, in the social organisation of their movement.
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Social relations that carry organisational power are referred to as ‘ruling relations’.
They are the translocal forces that shape how people live and experience their
everyday lives in local settings. Explicating ruling relations shows how “power is
generated and held in contemporary societies” (Smith, 1999, p. 79). Smith points
out that “in contemporary global capitalist society, the everyday world (the
material context of each embodied subject) is organised in powerful ways by translocal social relations that pass through local settings and shape them according to a
dynamic of transformation that begins and gathers speed somewhere else” (Smith,
1990a, p. 6). Smith identified these powerful trans-local social relations that
accomplish organisation and control as “relations of ruling” (1990a, p. 6). Ruling
relations can take on various forms including:
bureaucracy, administration, management, professional
organization, and the media. They include also the complex of
discourses, scientific, technical, and cultural, that intersect,
interpenetrate, and coordinate the multiple sites of ruling (Smith,
1990b, p. 6).
Institutional ethnographers use Smith’s notion of ‘ruling’ to “understand how
power is exercised in local settings to accomplish extra-local interests” (Campbell &
Gregor, 2004).
Building upon Smith’s conception of ruling, the term ‘institution’ refers to largescale, sprawling practices coordinated across time and space though modes of
ruling. DeVault and McCoy explain that “Smith’s notion of institution points to
clusters of text-mediated relations organized around specific ruling functions”
(2006, p. 17), such as law, education, international development and health. The
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term ‘institution’ is not used in the common way of referring to a particular type of
organisation; rather it refers to “a vast nexus of coordinated work processes and
courses of action” (p. 17) that directs a researcher’s “attention to coordinated and
intersecting work processes taking place in multiple sites” (p. 17). Obviously,
institutions are so large and sprawling that they cannot be studied and mapped out
in their entirety. Instead, IE studies aim to “explore particular corners and strands
within a specific institutional complex in ways that make visible their points of
connection with other sites and courses of action” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 17).
With an understanding of how social relations, social organisation, ruling relations
and institutions comprise the core ontological foundations of IE as a distinctive
research paradigm, the next section gives a more detailed account of how IE
research proceeds through materialist methods of social inquiry.
2.4.3. Mapping relations that rule
There are numerous conceptual tools that institutional ethnographers apply to
uncover the social organisation of people’s everyday experiences. While
institutional ethnographers share certain orientating concepts, “an inquiry in
institutional ethnography is not neatly packaged and its parameters clearly
bounded as with some other types of research” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 64).
This approach to research actively avoids “theories that command interpretive
allegiance” (Smith, 2006, p. 2). Consequently, the inquiry must begin with the actual
doings of people using a research problematic. IE is not a traditional research
approach that relies upon specific research questions to arrive at a set of strategies
to ‘fix’ a pre-defined set of problems. Rather, institutional ethnographers begin with
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a general plan or idea in the form of a problematic (Smith, 1987a, 1990a, 2006) that
allows the inquiry to build upon itself. Smith appropriated the term ‘problematic’
from Louis Althusser “to locate the discursive organization of a field of investigation
that is larger than a specific question or problem” (Smith, 2005a, p. 32). The
concept of a problematic is used to direct a researcher’s:
attention to a possible set of questions which may or may not have
been posed or a set of puzzles which do not yet exist in the form of
puzzles but are ‘latent’ in the actualities of the experienced world
(Smith, 1975, p. 368).
The problematic can be understood as the focus of inquiry (Campbell & Gregor,
2004; Smith, 2006). It is helpful to think of the problematic as a sort of space in the
world where things happen and people live, work and go about their daily lives.
Employing “a problematic sets out a project of investigation from the standpoint 28
of those whose experience is its starting point” (Smith, 2005a, p. 276).
To begin from direct experience and to return to it is “to begin from where we are
located bodily” (Smith, 1987b, p. 11). The development of a research problematic,
begins through the examination of disjunctures (Smith, 1990b, pp. 83-104) that
occur in a social situation. Campbell and Gregor (2004) described ‘disjunctures’ as
“different versions of reality— knowing something from a ruling verses an
experiential perspective” (p. 48). Disjunctures are conceptual and methodological
tools for identifying areas of contestation about the lived experiences under
investigation. The research process involves unearthing disjunctures by finding
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Chapter 3 explains in detail below how my use of the IE “notion of ‘standpoint’ anchors the
research in the relevancies of a particular group” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 32); i.e., diversely
positioned people who moved transnationally before resettling in Sydney, Australia.
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points of entry into the research problematic. As explained previously, the term
‘actuality’ denotes beginning in people’s everyday experience. Smith (2005b)
describes actuality as “the same world in which [the researcher] is doing the work
of exploration” (p. 223). Actualities are found where things actually happen; where
“people live, work, love, laugh, and cry” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 17).
Actualities orient analytic attention to “a world of things, activities, and experience
that includes but is not coterminous with, texts and language” (McCoy, 2008, p.
705).
Smith warns that ‘experience’ is not synonymous with ‘perspective’, nor should
sociology begin in the sociologist’s actual experience without lifting the analysis to
the “concrete conditions and practices upon which it depends” (p. 11). To position
oneself as an institutional ethnographer in the field most usually involves spending
time with and talking to people to learn about their everyday actualities by
developing intimacy with the “concrete, sensuous world of people’s actual practices
and activities” (Smith, 1990c, p. 633). Analytically, actualities are used to provide
clues about the coordination of people’s lives. The sociological process of beginning
in experience and returning to it unfolds by:
the sociologist’s investigation of our directly experienced world as
a problem is a mode of discovering or rediscovering the society
from within. She begins from her own original or tactic knowledge
and from within the acts by which she brings it into her grasp in
making it observable and in understanding how it works. She aims
not at a reiteration of what she already (tacitly) knows, but at an
exploration through that of what passes beyond it and is deeply
implicated in how it is (Smith, 1987b, pp. 11-12).
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Because IE research methods “originated in and was developed from the logic of
consciousness-raising” (Smith, 2007, p. 409), people are not treated as the objects
of research. Although the term ‘participant’ is often used, most frequently IE
studies refer to people as ‘informants’ or ‘standpoint informants’. This
nomenclature emphasises people’s “expert knowledge as local practitioners in their
everyday worlds” (Smith, 2005a, p. 52). Smith’s use of ‘expert’ is not a normative
understanding; rather, the term is used to denote the understanding that people
are “experts in what is going on at the ground level” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p.
47). Yet, as Campbell and Gregor (2004) note, “there is always something missing
from the very good experiential accounts made by people who live in the events in
question” (p. 60). Experiential accounts, while necessary as starting points of
investigation, do not provide a means of mapping social organisation in and of
themselves.
The process for locating the informants’ standpoint is by “beginning with the “local
actualities of the everyday” (Smith, 2006, p. 3). As Smith (2005b) explains, the
research takes on a ‘standpoint’ as it
begins with some issues, concerns, or problems that are real for
people and that are situated in their relationships to an
institutional order. Their concerns are explicated by the researcher
in talking with them and thus sets the direction for the inquiry (p.
32).
Standpoint involves finding the everyday, looking beyond it and discovering how
the everyday came to happen as it does. In IE research, the notion of standpoint is
not about finding a universalised identity, perspective or set of experiences that are
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particular to a group of people. Nor is a standpoint epistemology used where
knowledge of one group of people is favoured over the knowledge of another
(Clough, 1993). Standpoint is arrived at by beginning in “material sites where
people live their lives” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, pp. 39-40). Standpoint provides a
direction to follow, and explicate, how material sites and actualities among people
are coordinated by and tied into wider social relations. Taking on a standpoint
involves uncovering “details about how a person’s immediate and interactional
world is connected with the world of other people living and working elsewhere”
(Bisaillon, 2012a, p. 612).
Although providing important starting points into exploring social relations and
referring back to them, “people and their social experiences, are not per se the
objects of research” (p. 612). Mapping is a popular IE device for describing and
often visually showing how people and events are “actually tied together” (p. 17).
DeVault & McCoy (2006) note the political nature of IE research that maps useful
information for “those working politically to see what they are up against and
where they might want to apply pressure” (p. 295). In this sense taking on a
standpoint is always a political stance. IE research explicitly poses a challenge to the
status quo because it begins in the actualities of those whose lives are being ruled.
Beginning in the standpoints of people whose everyday worlds share in a “similarly
organised phenomenon” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 60) challenges authoritative,
or ruling, knowledge claims.
As discussed above, institutional ethnographers work with Smith’s Theory of Social
Organisation to explicate of ruling practices. Studies informed by IE methods
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commonly share in the aim of explicating the textually mediated ruling relations
organising everyday life:
A prominent aspect of institutional ethnography is the recognition
that text-based forms of knowledge and discursive practices are
central to large-scale organization and relations of ruling in
contemporary society (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 33).
Texts, therefore, became a primary way for institutional ethnographers to identify
the relations of ruling shaping and limiting people’s experiences.
While Marx and Engels identified how capitalism shaped people’s labour activities,
Smith noted that they did not account for texts as components of social relations. In
IE, ‘texts’ are defined as “words, images, or sounds that are set into a material form
of some kind which they can be read, seen, heard, watched, and so on” (Smith,
2006, p. 66). Smith describes texts as having a sort of ‘magical character’ due to
their replicability in material forms of words, images and sounds that can be read,
seen, heard and watched in local and observable settings. From an institutional
ethnographer’s point of view the replicability of texts is of interest because texts
are at once locally observable and, at the same time, they connect, or ‘hook up’ an
individual’s consciousness into relations that are translocal (Smith, 2006).
Institutional ethnographers identify and trace the social organisation of patterns,
called ‘recursivity’, in people’s lives to higher order texts, which “articulate our local
doings to the translocally organized forms that coordinate our consciousnesses with
those of others elsewhere and at other times” (Smith, 2006, p. 66).
‘Boss texts’ are the governing frames positioned at top of a hierarchy of texts
(Smith & Turner, 2014; Smith, 2010) with ‘mediating texts’ organised below them
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(de Ruiter, 2008). Smith notes that there are “layers and layers” (2010) of boss texts
that coordinate organisational relations and codify ruling relations so that “how
people work is controlled in conformity with the selective requirements of the boss
text” (2010). ‘Discourse’ in the IE sense of the term is a “field of relations” (DeVault
& McCoy, 2006) that includes texts, intertextual conversation, and the activities of
people situated in actual sites who produce, use and take up the conceptual frames
of discourse.
To show “how ruling is organized textually in contemporary society” (Smith &
Turner, 2014, p. 10) institutional ethnographers often investigate how boss texts’
coordinate people’s actions by organising them into institutional circuits. The term
‘institutional circuit’ is used to locate “sequences of text-coordinated action making
people’s actualities representable and hence actionable within the institutional
frames that authorize institutional action” (p. 10).
As mentioned previously, theory does not drive IE research; actualities do. To
understand what is happening to people as their lives become organised by
translocal social relations, Smith enjoins researchers to “begin from the actualities
of people’s lives” (Campbell, 1998, p. 56). With peoples’ everyday experiences
serving as “ground zero of the analysis” (1998), the “point of entry is in
organisational work processes and the activities of the people who perform them”
(DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 22). The idea of work processes used in IE research
show that people’s everyday actualities, the physical things they do and the
emotions that are attached to their material worlds, are actually organised in nonchaotic ways. Therefore, when looking for points of entry into the research
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problematic, IE researchers are guided by Smith’s notion of “work in a generous
sense” (2005a, p. 151). Inspired by feminist insights of the work that is hidden
through capitalist social relations, work in a broad and generous sense “extends to
anything done by people that takes time and effort, that they mean to do, that is
done under definite conditions and with whatever means and tools, and that they
may have to think about” (pp. 151-152). Beginning in people’s actualities, rather
than in theory, involves finding points of entry into the actual material conditions of
informants who are “knowledgeable practitioners of their everyday work practices”
(Grace, 2013, p. 591).
Studies that use IE as a research paradigm base their theoretical logic in the textualmediation of non-chaotic social relations. Explication is the “analytic core of the
research process in institutional ethnography” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 59).
This process involves lifting people’s experiential accounts to uncover and make
visible the social relations coordinating their everyday work. The next chapter
explains how the study was designed using IE research methods.
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Chapter 3: Study Design
3.1 Introduction
This study has been designed as a qualitative research project using Institutional
Ethnographic (IE) research methods to investigate the human cost of imposing
stringent regulatory processes on the movement of people into Australia and on
their subsequent applications for permanent visas and citizenship. Through IE
methods of inquiry, the study explores the problematic of people’s transnational
movements and experiences of resettlement in Australia by explicating the social
relations shaping migrants’ experiences with movement and resettlement.
Campbell and Gregor (2004) suggest that institutional ethnographers must provide
a solid explanation of IE’s methodology to “avoid the unfortunate situation of
having to answer for every deviation of their research activities from the practices
of conventional ethnographers” (p. 56). In the previous chapter I explained IE’s
ontological logic, which is based in materialist methods of social inquiry. This
chapter explains how I designed the study based on IE’s premise that “the social
arises in people’s activities and through the ongoing and purposeful concerting and
coordinating of those activities” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004).
As mentioned in Chapters One and Two, this study opted to use the term
‘resettlement’ rather than ‘settlement’ to refer to the experiences of people who
were living in Australia with a range of formal migrant and citizenship statuses.
While ‘resettlement’ is most often used to describe people with refugee status who
have been formally offered resettlement in a country, ‘settlement’ often refers to
the process that immigrants go through as they adjust to living in a new location.
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However, this study purposefully selected the term ‘resettlement’ to explore the
experiences of people who moved to Australia through a range of pathways and
had a range of formal migrant and citizenship statuses. Resettlement was selected
because it denotes that people are seeking to settle permanently or are considering
doing so. In addition to living in a new geographical location, as they resettle they
may also be seeking to access various rights and privileges, such as working rights,
social security, and education and may also aspire to gain formal membership as
citizens with a political voice.
This research project implicitly employed Smith’s social organisation of knowledge
(1990a, 1990b) as its theoretical framework by “beginning an inquiry into
something arising in a subject’s experience and mapping the socially-organized
conditions of that experience” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 8). Section 3.2 provides
an overview of IE’s methodological framework. The study was carried out by
beginning with the everyday world of people who had non-citizen statuses (that is,
migrants and refugees) and who were resettling in Sydney, collecting data about
their experiences with movement, and explicating a problematic that went beyond
what could be known in any local setting (Campbell & Gregor, 2004). As indicated in
the previous chapter, the term ‘problematic’ is used to explore the discursive
organisation of a field of investigation that is larger than a specific question or
problem. It is people’s experiences which suggested the problematic to be studied:
To “travel subsequently deeper into the institutional relations in which people’s
everyday lives are embedded” (Smith, 2005a, p. 32). Consequently, Section 3.3
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explains how the study explored the problematic of transnational movement and
resettlement by beginning with the everyday experiences of people who migrated
to Sydney. It then looked beyond their individual and localised experiences by
locating the boss texts that assigned them various non-citizen statuses. Section 3.4
explains how data was collected for the study. Section 3.5 details how issues
surrounding reflexivity were accounted for in the study. Section 3.6 covers research
ethics and Section 3.7 deals with methodological matters that arose during the
study.
Using IE methods of inquiry, I explored the everyday experiences and work
knowledge of people who moved and resettled in transnational contexts. IE
methods ensured that the study would not be “prejudiced by a conceptual
framework that regulates how data will be interpreted” (Smith, 2005, p. 50). I
applied kinopolitical concepts of social motion to the data to make visible people’s
experiences while they were on the move and resettling. In this sense, the study
was shaped by Nail’s theoretical understandings of kinopolitics. As people moved
within and between nation-states, they joined different flows, at different speeds,
and had different statuses, rights, and experiences in each location.
This study’s design has resulted from blending kinopolitical understandings of
movement with IE’s materialist methods of social inquiry. Before specifying how I
collected data in this study, it is worthwhile to elaborate on how my approach to
fieldwork, data collection and analysis was informed by IE’s way of analysing the
social organisation of people’s everyday actualities.
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3.2 Institutional ethnography as a research method
I deployed the various components that make up IE as a research method to
generate data about people’s experiences with transnational movement. I selected
IE as a compatible theoretical and methodological framework to explore migrants’
experiences as they moved. Although my original intention for the research was to
learn about refugees’ resettlement experiences in Sydney, the informants took the
initiative to speak to me about the blurred and interconnected ways they
experienced movement and resettlement. The information they gave me about
their transnational movements redirected the study’s focus, which allowed me to
later reconceptualise movement and resettlement in more complex ways that were
grounded in the diverse experiences of people who held a variety of
institutionalised ‘non-citizen’ statuses. I then adjusted the study to trace their
movements from the time they left their home country up until their present
resettlement in Sydney to find out how institutional relations had shaped their
migration and resettlement experiences.
The IE framework provided a way of “beginning an inquiry into something arising in
a subject’s experience and mapping the socially-organized conditions of that
experience” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 8). Specifically, IE methods allowed me to
do two things:
1. To begin with the everyday actualities, or everyday experiences, of
migrants, which brought their movement from country to country into
view; and
2. To trace migrants’ changes of status, which involved a progressing to higher
levels of social organisation.
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As previously explained, the IE analytic processes do not accord with traditional
research design. As DeVault and McCoy note:
Institutional ethnographies are rarely planned out fully in advance.
Instead, the process of inquiry is rather like grabbing a ball of
string, finding a thread, and then pulling it out; that is why it is
difficult to specify in advance exactly what the research will consist
of. Institutional ethnographers know what they want to explain,
but only step-by-step can they discover whom they need to
interview or what texts and discourses they need to examine”
(2006, p. 20).
As explained above, the informants had a significant impact upon the study’s focus.
Before I went into the field I had ‘refugee resettlement in Sydney’ in mind as the
focus of the study. As I talked to different people in Sydney who shared their
migration experiences with me, I slowly began to take on the standpoint of people
who had diverse experiences with movement and resettlement. I began to see how
people’s backgrounds and their experience of many different migratory statuses
might provide the starting point of an investigation of how they move through
regimes of social motion (Nail, 2015b, p. 14). In a step-by-step manner, I discovered
who to speak with, what questions to ask, and what texts and discourses to
examine. I did not have a pre-determined ‘sample’ of interviewees, interview
questions and research sites; nor did I know in advance which texts and discourses
to analyse. Instead, I structured the study through IE concepts and methods of
inquiry to follow the shape of the problematic of social movement. Designing the
study in this way allowed some flexibility in determining which direction the
research would take.
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There is no ‘one way’ to conduct an IE investigation, and analytic projects informed
by IE can be realised in diverse ways (DeVault & McCoy, 2006). However, data
collection and analysis in IE studies generally involve two data-gathering steps
focussed on:
1. Entry-level data about the local setting, the individuals who interact there
and their experiences; this step allows the researcher to identify a localised
standpoint and disjunctures that point towards an emerging research
problematic.
2. Level-two data sought outside people’s experimental accounts; this step
involves ‘detective work’ to find the missing organisational details of how
the setting works (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 60).
I obtained the entry-level data from 20 on-the-ground migrants and refugees
resettling in Sydney. Entry-level data provided a foundation for me to learn about
people’s accounts of transnational movement and to see it as a “similarly organised
phenomenon” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 60). I then proceeded to trace links
between the entry-level details and the level-two data found in relevant texts and
discourses. Level two data provided authorised, ruling knowledge about the
broader setting of movement. Linking these two levels of data allowed me to
explicate the informants’ on-the-ground actualities; in particular, their experiences
as people moving and resettling. The general principles of the method guided me
towards identifying a research problematic, collecting data about it and explicating
its social organisation. The research method helped me to examine the lives of
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people with different non-citizen statuses and identify the problematic of
movement and resettlement.
Analysis occurred in tandem with the two levels of data collection. The process
involved tracking back and following clues forward from the local site and the data
collected there (Campbell & Gregor, 2004). This overlapping of data collection and
analysis is typical of studies informed by IE methods of inquiry (Smith, 2006).
The following sections provide details about the data collection methods I used in
the study. To show the trajectory I took to develop and explicate the problematic of
movement through multiple approaches of data collection and analysis, I provide
specific information about the research site and research participants.

3.3 Following the problematic
When beginning my PhD, I envisioned that the study would focus on refugee
resettlement. I discovered in the early stages of fieldwork that some people I spoke
with classified themselves in ways that did not always match their entry visas. This
issue first came to my attention when I spoke with a person who identified himself
as a refugee, yet upon further discussion I found out that his visa was not a refugee
one. What this meant is that Australia did not recognise his status as a refugee in
need of protection.
As I grappled with the discrepancies, or to use the IE term, the disjunctures, that
were beginning to emerge between people’s identities and their entry visas, I began
to see the problematic taking shape. To follow the problematic of movement meant
that I needed to let go of the notion that I should only talk to people with refugee
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status, based on what visa they immigrated to Australia on. Therefore, quite early
in the fieldwork phase of the study I made the decision to analyse transnational
movement. This meant that I could not allow myself, as an institutional
ethnographer, to be bossed by mediating texts such as visas. If I limited the
research to those with refugee visas, the study would not have been as acutely
attuned as it might have been to people’s actual circumstances. Instead, the inquiry
began from the standpoint of diversely positioned people who immigrated to
Sydney and I set out to reveal what prompted or forced them to do so.
During my previous master’s degree study (Rung, 2012) among Sierra Leonean
refugee women, I had established strong connections with refugee and migrant
community groups mainly located in the western suburbs of Sydney. Building on
that, all entry-level data for this study was collected between 15 May 2014 and 1
August 2014. Most of the entry-level fieldwork occurred in the western suburbs of
Sydney, but some was also done in the city and in the northern and eastern suburbs
surrounding the city. This involved a great deal of travelling around the city and the
surrounding suburbs to accept invitations to people’s homes and to attend
numerous ethno-specific community group meetings, multicultural programs and
events, including a World Refugee Day Celebration and numerous Iftars (Ramadan
religious observances). I took part in more than 30 group and individual meetings
and events including:
1. Multicultural women’s sewing circles;
2. Two refugee dinners held at migrant resource centres;
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3. Arts and crafts classes, cultural events and informal and formal meetings
with various groups at three migrant resource centres in Campsie, Auburn,
Lakemba, and Campbelltown.
4. Community meetings arranged by ethno-specific groups (for example,
Sierra Leonean and Sudanese) and combined community group meetings;
5. Information sessions on health, wellbeing and accessing social services; and
6. Small and informal meetings in people’s homes and various public spaces,
including cafes and libraries, to speak with informants.
Establishing and strengthening my contacts among refugees and migrants from
diverse cultures and backgrounds allowed me to follow the problematic of
resettlement in Sydney. As I spoke with people who experienced a variety of levels
of expulsion as they moved transnationally and lived in Sydney, the problematic of
movement and resettlement began to emerge. This directed my attention to how
people’s everyday experiences with (im)mobilities were connected to their formal,
legal statuses and less formal, social statuses.
3.3.1 Research informants
My previous professional and academic experiences as a community development
worker and a researcher among refugee and migrant communities in Sydney
assisted me during fieldwork. The short time span available for fieldwork—three
months, from May to August 2014—presented significant challenges for me in
positioning myself in the field as an institutional ethnographer. My outsider status
made it imperative for me to draw upon my pre-existing contacts with refugee and
migrant community groups.
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While I was an outsider in the sense that I did not share the same cultural,
linguistic, racial, ethnic or religious backgrounds as any of the informants in this
study, I was able to talk to and spend time with transnational migrants, many from
refugee or refugee-like backgrounds. This was achieved with minimal difficulty by
widening my social networks through my community contacts and utilising former
connections. Without those pre-existing contacts, I could not have so quickly gained
access to hard-to-reach populations of refugees and migrants from African, Asian,
and Middle Eastern backgrounds.
When designing this study, I planned to travel from my university in Darwin to
conduct fieldwork in Sydney with the express purpose of reconnecting with
previous contacts I had built up while I lived in Sydney from 2011-2013. Because
many individuals from these community groups already knew me in some capacity,
I attended various social functions, cultural events, meetings, and women’s sewing
and art classes. As mentioned earlier, I was often invited to share meals and talk
with people in their homes. I was warmly received as a familiar face, and this was of
immeasurable benefit in finding informants willing to speak to me on the record
about their experiences with migration and resettlement. As I spent time and spoke
with more people, I developed better understandings of the everyday things that
people did to accomplish their goals of moving and to resettling.
I gathered entry-level data from 20 informants with first-hand experiences of
moving across the borders of nation-states before resettling in Australia. These 20
people were a mix of migrants and refugees, but all possessed on-the-ground
experiences with transnational movement that I wanted to become more familiar
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with. The informants provided various and diverse points of entry into the
problematic of transnational movement.
When conceptualising the study design, I originally intended for the informants to
include refugees from diverse nationalities and backgrounds. From the beginning, I
deliberately set out to include refugee informants from a range of source countries
and an approximately equal number of males and females. Treating movement as
problematic—that is, regarding it as a difficult-to-understand problem—meant that
the study design was adjusted as needed. In particular, the data collection methods
were fine-tuned to include not only people with refugee visas, but also those with a
variety of visas. These adjustments were necessary to open the study up to
investigate the availability of pathways for people with different institutionalised
citizenship identities who wished to cross national borders. In other words, finding
points of entry into the problematic of transnational movement required locating
people with various entry visas that categorised some of them as migrants, and
others as refugees. Appendix A provides a complete list of the 20 informants in this
study and their demographic characteristics.
All the names that appear in this study are pseudonyms to protect the privacy and
the well-being of the people I spoke with. Keeping the informants anonymous was
particularly important, as some of the people in the study did not have what they
considered to be secure citizenship and migrant statuses. They were, therefore,
greatly concerned that what they said could adversely affect their future prospects
for obtaining citizenship.
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Briefly, the 20 informants had the following characteristics: They were adult men
and women who came from 10 different source countries: Afghanistan, Algeria,
Bangladesh, Burma (Myanmar), Iran, Mauritius, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Sudan,
and Sudan. They entered Australia as holders of eight different types of migration
visas: Bridging Visa E, Humanitarian, Parent, Partner, Refugee, Skilled Migrant
(subclass 175), Skilled Migrant (subclass 189), and Student (See Appendix B). Twelve
people entered Australia on permanent visas classifying them as refugees or skilled
migrants. Seven people entered Australia on a variety of temporary visas classifying
them as partners, parents, or students. One person entered Australia without a visa
and was later given a BVE classifying him as an illegal maritime arrival. Of the 12
who arrived on permanent visas, seven are now citizens and five are permanent
residents. Of the seven who arrived as temporary migrants, three are now
permanent residents and four are citizens. The informant who arrived as an IMA,
has been left in a sort of citizenship ‘limbo’ (Amnesty International, 2016; Australian
Human Rights Commission, 2014a; Mares, 2011; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013)
since his temporary BVE (bridging visa) expired.
In addition to the 20 informants who agreed to audio-recorded sessions, I spoke
informally with hundreds of migrants and refugees while doing this fieldwork. I also
talked with dozens of frontline professionals (FLP), or “intermediary actors in an
institutional complex” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 27), such as community workers
and volunteers who worked alongside migrants and refugees on a daily basis.
During and after the fieldwork phase I spoke informally with these people and
spent time with many of them as a participant observer in various locations around
the city. While I do not include the people I informally spoke with as informants in
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the study, their influence was valuable and should be mentioned, because they
helped me identify and pursue the problematic of movement and resettlement
among people migrating transnationally to Australia.
Smith explains that “the ethnographer’s standpoint may be defined by her or his
own experience or by what she or he has learned from talking with others” (Smith,
2005a, p. 38). For example, Smith and Griffith began with their own experiences as
single parents when explicating the single parent discourse. Their experiences
provided points of entry for exploring how institutionalised relations coordinate the
work organisation of parenting, mothering and schooling in ways that subsume the
day-to-day experiences of single parents. In this study, I drew upon the local
experiences of 20 people to analyse how the lives of people who transnationally
moved and resettled in Australia came “to be dominated and shaped by forces
outside of them and their purposes” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 12).
While the ethnographer’s experience may or may not alter the standpoint of the
investigation, when building upon people’s standpoints to arrive at the research
problematic, Smith emphasises that “the problematic isn’t discursively constructed
from what is particular to an individual” (Smith, 2005a, p. 41). Rather, the research
starts in the experiences of individuals to explicate how “these relations are part of
a complex of relations that reach beyond and coordinate” (Smith, 2005a, p. 41; my
emphasis) what people do and how they experience the everyday world. This study
seeks to explicate the complex of relations that help to sustain the experiences that
non-citizens have as they move and resettle, but this is not an ethnography of noncitizens as such. It is “an ethnography of a legal process rather than of a particular
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group” (Coutin, 2000, p. 23). Therefore, the experiences of people who were
categorised as non-citizens whilst arriving to Australia and living in Sydney provided
a point of entry into the problematic of movement and resettlement among people
resettling in Australia.
3.3.2 Collecting conversations
In research informed by IE methods interviews are better conceived in more
general terms as “talking to people” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 756). Using IE
methods helped me to collect a “continuum of conversations” (Grace, 2013, p. 596)
that ranged “in their degree of formality and planning—from the highly scheduled
to the more serendipitous occasions of discovery” (p. 596).
In this study, I describe the occasions when the informants spoke to me on the
record as ‘discussions’ (‘talks’ and ‘conversations’ are interchangeably used), rather
than as ‘interviews’. In addition to the study’s IE influences, I would like to clarify
the reason why I purposely do not use the word ‘interview’ to refer to the 20 audiorecorded sessions analysed for this study. During the early phase of fieldwork, when
talking with people whom I hoped to recruit as informants, I quickly found that the
word ‘interview’ was not helpful. Many people who had seemed keen to speak with
me suddenly were not, once I used the word ‘interview’. Consequently, I changed
tack and stopped doing that. Instead, I began asking people if they would be willing
to talk with me, because I wanted to learn from them. I emphasised that I was
asking them to teach me about their experiences with migration and resettlement.
Most people were much more receptive to this approach.
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When I thought people seemed comfortable enough to talk with me on-the-record,
I asked them if they would allow me to audio record our discussion to help me
remember what we talked about. The on-the-record talks in this study were not
done quickly. I estimate that I spent at least five to ten hours with each of the 20
informants before we audio-recorded any talks. During these preliminary sessions, I
had many informal conversations with the 20 informants and with other migrants
and refugees.
I met with the informants numerous times to build rapport and gain their trust
before we had our audio-recorded talking sessions. I always followed their lead
when arranging the time and location for us to talk in an audio-recorded session.
Largely, I had to rely on my sense of intuition to gauge when it seemed like they
were comfortable enough to talk with me on the record. For instance, one of the
informants, Faye, knew I was interested in her story. Over a series of informal
meetings, I tried to convey to her that I wanted to know what her motivations were
for leaving Sierra Leone and her experiences as a person who migrated to Australia.
When Faye was ready, she took the initiative by sharing some very painful and
traumatic memories with me. In doing so, Faye revealed the violence that forced
her and millions of other Sierra Leoneans to leave their homes during the decadelong Sierra Leonean Civil War.
When the time came for us to have a more formal and recorded talk, we always
began with general conversation. When they seemed ready, I went over the
information with them in the participant consent forms. After they signed the
forms, then we talked on the record. Sometimes the audio-recorded talks were
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done immediately after signing the forms, while other times we agreed to speak on
the record at a future date.
When I spoke to people I did not use a standard set of questions, which is typical to
IE research methods (Campbell & Gregor, 2004; DeVault & McCoy, 2006). Early in
the fieldwork I prepared a general list of topics, which evolved over time. The
questions I asked people were based partly on what I learned from previous talks
and partly on my “accrued knowledge of the social relations constituting the
problematic [of movement] under investigation” (Deveau, 2008, p. 14).
Some recorded sessions were more challenging than others. For instance, one of
the informants, Cajsa, had a very strong and domineering personality. Among the
20 informants I spoke with, I found our session to be the most difficult. In my field
notes following Cajsa’s interview I recorded the following observations and
reflections about the encounter:
[Our conversation] started off very tense. Cajsa kept saying that
she’s not a refugee. She seemed to be indicating that refugees are
somehow ‘bad’ migrants and that she’s not one of those migrants,
she’s a ‘good’ migrant… [Later in the conversation] I think I won
her over, she began to warm up to me and her tone changed quite
a bit. She seemed to let her guard down and stopped being so
defensive. Reflecting on the interview, I’m left wondering why she
was so adamant to separate herself from being one ‘of those
people who run’.
The next section explains how I developed two new conceptual tools for identifying
and tracing the everyday/every night work people did to move transnationally and
resettle in Australia.
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3.3.3 Mobility-work and resettlement-work as conceptual tools
IE’s broad and generous notion of work directed my “attention toward precisely
that interface between embodied individuals and institutional relations” (McCoy,
2006, p. 110). According to McCoy (2006), work is an “empirically empty term”
whose value lies in “directing analytic attention to the practical activities of
everyday life in a way that begins to make visible how those activities gear into, are
called out by, shape and are shaped by, extended translocal relations of large-scale
coordination” (pp. 110-111).
As previously explained in this study, migrants’ experience was the ground zero of
the analysis (Smith, 1987a, 1990a, 1990b, 2005a); that is, it was the central focus in
an area of rapid change and intense activity. The point of entry into this study’s
problematic—movement and resettlement—began with the material conditions
and affective subjectivities of migrant informants who were “knowledgeable
practitioners of their everyday work practices” (Grace, 2013, p. 591). Hannam,
Sheller and Urry (2006) explain that it is crucial to recognise the materialities of
mobilities through “the corporal body as an affective vehicle through which we
sense place and movement, and construct emotional geographies” (p. 14). Ahmed
(2004b) explains that “while emotions do not positively reside in a subject or figure,
they still work to bind subjects together” (p. 119). While migrants are a diverse
group of “mobile figures” (Nail, 2015b, p. 11) they are bound together as they move
through regimes of social motion in physical and emotional ways. For example, to
become full members of the nation-state, non-citizens must pass through at least
three gates that regulate immigration entry, migrant status, and naturalisation
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(Hammar, 1990; Robertson, 2008; Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013). Non-citizens
are bound together through the physical and emotional labour that they do to pass
through these institutionalised gates of belonging.
Therefore, I used Smith’s notion of work to identify the embodied, physical and
affective labour29 of people who experienced (im)mobility and resettlement. I did
this by drawing upon their experiences to develop more holistic understandings
about the material and affective dimensions of their labour occurring on two levels:
•

Material labour—migrants actively doing things and physically interacting
with the environment, people, institutions, and various objects; and

•

Affective labour—migrants experiencing emotions alongside their physical
labour.

In addition to the physical, material labour that migrants did to move and resettle,
it was equally important for this study to pay attention to how migrants’
experiences with movement required non-physical, emotionally laden labour.
Ahmed reveals that “emotions do things, and they align individuals with
communities—or bodily space with social space—through the very intensity of their
attachments” (2004b, p. 119), which stick some people together to create a
collective group. The circulation of emotions constructs people who move across
borders as certain kinds of mobile figures —such as the asylum seeker, business

29

This study uses the words ‘work’ and ‘labour’ interchangeably when referring to the activities
people do and the emotions they experience as they move and resettle. The Oxford dictionary
defines ‘labour’ as “hard work” that requires “great effort”, “work that proceeds with difficulty”, and
“difficulty in doing something despite working hard” (Labour, n.d.). I feel the term ‘labour’ better
captures the physical and emotional drain that people experience as they do mobility-work and
resettlement-work. Therefore, whenever possible, I use the word ‘labour’ to highlight people’s
laborious experiences when doing mobility-work and resettlement-work.
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traveller, and international terrorist. Because different mobile figures carry
different legal and social statuses, it was important for this study to explicate how
migrants’ experiences with material and affective labour shaped their social
movements. I used work in a material and affective sense to interrogate how
diverse experiences with (im)mobility and resettlement among different migrants
were ‘put together’.
In this study, work served as an important orientating concept, because it allowed
me to identify the everyday labour done by people who move (or attempt to) and
resettle (or attempt to do so) across international borders. In this way, work was
methodologically useful for directing my analytic attention to the time and effort
migrant people put into moving and resettling. I applied work as a heuristic device
to emphasise particular aspects of the informants’ narratives as they spoke about
their experiences with (im)mobility and resettlement. Smith’s notion of work
allowed me to highlight the everyday labour that people put into negotiating the
different social, historical and political contexts that shaped their (im)mobilities and
their capacity to live and resettle in different geographic locations. As migrants
talked about their experiences, it became increasingly clear that these concepts
were deeply intertwined; both had required laborious forms of work. Through the
process of following the research problematic of movement I developed two new
concepts that I define as:
•

Mobility-work—the everyday physical and emotional labour migrants do to
move extensively and intensively through regimes of social motion; and
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•

Resettlement-work—the everyday physical and emotional labour migrants
do to slow down their social movements to obtain the formal and
substantive right (most usually acquired through different levels of
citizenship status) to live and resettle as rights-bearing members of society.

I developed these concepts by applying Smith’s (1987a, 2005a) notion of work
alongside the material and affective actualities of the migrant informants in the
study. I used mobility-work and resettlement-work as tools for theorising how the
everyday worlds of migrants are coordinated by a specialised sort of labour and for
explicating how this labour becomes unevenly distributed among people navigating
through transnational regimes of social motion.
It is difficult for me to precisely pinpoint when mobility-work and resettlementwork took shape during the study. It might be more appropriate for me to explain
how these two concepts emerged as I developed my understanding of the
institutional field. As explained above, mobility-work and resettlement-work are
grounded in Smith’s notion of work in a broad and generous sense. Early in the
study when I was reading IE literature along with refugee studies, citizenship, and
migration literature, I began contemplating how various IE concepts might apply to
the lives of refugees. It seemed to me early on that Smith’s notion of work could be
a powerful research tool for lifting the experiences of refugees to show the effort
and agency they possess. Therefore, during the literature review and
conceptualisation stages of the study, I had a hunch that work would be an
important concept and I started thinking about how it might be used to explore the
everyday worlds of refugees resettling in Australia. It was at this time that I first
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began to articulate that refugees in Australia might be doing something like
‘resettlement-work’, but I was far from certain what this kind work might consist of
or what it might look like. I began considering how work could possibly be drawn
upon to show the various ways that refugees use the resources available to them to
take active roles in trying to improve their lives in Australia. This, I reasoned, could
be an interesting and fruitful way to demonstrate that there are alternative ways to
explore the everyday worlds of refugees. Perhaps taking a broad and generous
approach to work and applying it to the everyday lives of refugees would move
away from the prevalent deficit discourse that tends to view refugees as a problem
and as people who are defined by victimhood.
Later, during the fieldwork, data collection, data analysis and write up phases of the
study, I began to build more clarity around ‘resettlement-work’ as I started to apply
the notion to the lives of the informants. It should be reiterated that during the
fieldwork phase of talking to people and learning more about their experiences
with mobility and resettlement, I decided that the study should include people with
formal refugee status as well as migrants and asylum seekers. Therefore, I began to
use the concept of resettlement-work to explore how people from diverse
circumstances were active agents in their own resettlement, yet at the same time
they became institutionally coordinated into doing various kinds of work to
resettle—or with the hope of resettling—in Australia.
During the data analysis phase I developed the concept of mobility-work after I had
been musing over resettlement-work for some time. It seemed to me that
resettlement-work was not enough because, while it was a helpful concept for
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bringing forth the material and affective work that people did as they attempted to
resettle in Australia, it did not capture the work that that went into their
transnational movements across the borders of nation-states. Therefore, I began to
use the two concepts, mobility-work and resettlement-work, as complementary
methodological tools to show and interpret the physical and emotional energy that
migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers put into their efforts to transnationally
move and resettle.
Mobility-work and resettlement-work provided me with new methodological tools
to ‘lift’ the investigation beyond the localised experiences of individual migrants to
the institutionalised ruling relations coordinating their specialised work. While
mobility-work and resettlement-work are distinct and distinguishable from one
other, they are intimately interrelated. They are both specialised forms of work that
all migrants are bound to do as their everyday lives become socially organised by
hierarchical levels of legal and social belonging within nation-states. As new
concepts, mobility and resettlement work began as empirically empty terms. In
Chapter 4 these new concepts become filled with the everyday actualities of people
transnationally moving and resettling.
This methodological framework drew upon three key IE concepts: problematic,
social organisation, and work. In summary, I drew on a process that used two
conceptual levels of data that allowed me to explore the localised experiences of
people who moved to Australia. The research problematic brought clarity as to
how their experiences with migration and resettlement were socially organised to
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happen as they did. In the next section, I describe how I designed the study using IE
research methods of data collection to explicate the problematic of movement.

3.4 Data collection
Smith described the purpose of data collection and analysis as being the way for an
institutional ethnographer to learn “how to think as if she were inside what was
happening, not external to it” (Campbell, 2003, p. 11; my emphasis). Therefore,
researchers deploying IE as a methodology are tasked with finding suitable
methods that ‘relocate’ the knower. In actual practice, the approach taken to data
collection and analysis methods should be aimed at moving away from being ‘an
outsider’ who listens to and hears about people’s lives and troubles to becoming
someone who knows from ‘inside’. It is this kind of thinking that, for Smith (2005a),
makes the sociological notion of micro and macro analysis of social life obsolete.
Smith recognised that when one knows from the inside, there are no such
separations.
“To learn about a problematic, the institutional ethnographer needs to take the
standpoint of the person(s) with who she or he choose to work” (Deveau, 2008, p.
12). Therefore, one of the key objectives of data collection and analysis in this study
was for me to ‘take on the standpoint’ (Campbell & Gregor, 2004; DeVault &
McCoy, 2006) of people who had experiences with transnational movement and
resettlement in Australia. Taking on this standpoint often involves talking to and
spending time with people as a way of finding out about their experiences. As the
research takes on the standpoint of the potential informants, it is an overtly
political method for analysing
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the translocal ruling relations that affect the local experiences of
those whose side the researcher is on, so that the information
obtained can be of benefit to those who are being oppressed by
the ruling relations (Deveau, 2008, pp. 12-13)
In other words, the researcher takes on their standpoint in and through the process
of data collection and analysis to show how social relations, which are textually
mediated, have structured, or in IE terms coordinated, what the informants are
experiencing.
IE is a fluid method of research that builds upon itself. Campbell and Gregor (2004)
note that while “Smith has insisted that investigation of the everyday world must
begin in a particular orientation of the researcher’s interest and attention… she is
not making a prescription for a particular sequence of the research activities” (p.
45). Investigations informed by IE unfold through entry points that are guided by a
theorised interest in the actualities of people’s lives with an overarching goal of
disclosing “features of ruling that operate across many local settings” (p. 18). In this
study, data collection was an open-ended process of inquiry where I metaphorically
grabbed a ball of sting, found a thread and then pulled it out (DeVault & McCoy,
2006). In the next section, I explain how the study’s goal of explication was carried
out through two levels of data collection that allowed the inquiry to explore the
social relations coordinating people’s movement and resettlement actualities.
3.4.1 Entry-level data
“Entry-level data is about the local setting, the individuals that interact there and
experiences” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 60). In this study I used entry-level data
collection to achieve two main objectives: Refining the research problematic and
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gaining insights into the various components that make up the lived experiences of
people whose experiences with movement and resettlement are of interest
(DeVault, 2006). My point of entry into this study’s problematic of ‘movement’
largely involved spending time with and talking to people who were living in
Australia and had various migration statuses. During this first stage of research my
primary task was to learn as much as possible about people’s experiences with
transnational movement and resettlement. As I learned more about the varied
actualities of diverse migrants, a range of different understandings about
movement and resettlement came into view.
In the early phase of data collection, I chose “a specific setting, a starting point on a
map, a ‘you are here’ point” (Diamond, 2006, p. 60) to find the standpoint of
migrants. Specifically, I returned to Sydney where I had previous contacts among
refugee and migrant community groups. I observed and talked with a diverse group
of migrants and refugees to take on their standpoint and learn about movement
and resettlement. Finding the standpoint of migrants should not be taken to mean
that there exists ‘a standpoint’ as such; rather, “the people involved are not all
located in the same way towards what happens. It takes a number of differently
located people to enact an event” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 48). In order to find
this disjuncture in standpoint knowledge there must first be the “recognition that
something chafes” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 48).
This study’s IE research process involved spending time with and talking to a
number of differently located people with non-citizen statuses (that is, refugees
and migrants). The diverse experiences of people who had emigrated and were
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resettling in Sydney brought into view different standpoints about movement and
resettlement. Using numerous points of entry to find the standpoint knowledge of
the informants helped me to unearth “the disjuncture between the experienced
actualities of those caught up in such a process and what is recognised in the form
of words that represent them institutionally” (Smith, 2005a, p. 194).
The research process also identified disjunctures between people’s experiences of
movement and resettlement and the institutionalised knowledge, codified in boss
texts, about people who move and resettle. By juxtaposing these “different versions
of reality” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 48), the study sought to explicate the
disjuncture between the ruling knowledge governing immigration and resettlement
and the knowledge of people who experienced the events in question. Finding this
disjuncture between people’s experiences and the “words that represent them
institutionally is an important dimension of institutional power” (Smith, 2005a, p.
194).
Timothy Diamond (2006) eloquently explains why the method of participant
observations is an integral part of the production of data that involves:
Putting one’s body on the line as part of a research project seems
to give rise to discovery in one’s body of relevant data. Its specific
aches and pains, its emotions, the messiness of flesh and blood
events- these provide a corporeal, incarnate base with which to
ground the author’s and others’ bodies in action and coordination
(p. 59).
I used participant observation as a research method that incorporated “physicality,
bodies in motion, the authors’, and others” (p. 59) by physically going into the
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social spaces of migrant and refugee communities. I recorded my observations in a
daily reflexive journal to help me keep track of memorable events that occurred
when I spent time with and spoke to the informants in the study. Each time I met
with the informants they provided clues for me to follow, which I recorded in this
journal. This daily practice assisted me to follow and trace people’s experiences
with movement and resettlement in Australia. The journal also assisted me to keep
track of significant events, helped me to check my developing understanding of
what I was learning from the informants, and to formulate questions that I would
ask informants during our subsequent discussions.
It was essential for me to be seen and to be active because my presence,
participation and expressed interest among migrant communities allowed me to
gain a foothold into the standpoint of diversely positioned migrants resettling in
Sydney. In the weeks leading up to my arrival I called people I knew from various
migrant and refugee communities to let them know I would be back in Sydney and
that I was keen to meet with them. My contacts knew that I moved from Sydney to
Darwin to continue my studies and that migration was my area of interest. The first
month of fieldwork I spent essentially being a ‘social butterfly,’ attending as many
group functions and personal one-on-one meetings as possible in people’s houses
and public spaces including cafes, libraries, and community centres. During this
period of the fieldwork I was being introduced to more potential participants in a
snowball-like fashion (Mertens, 2005).
By the end of the first month of fieldwork I had established connections and
personally met with all 20 informants I later spoke to on the record for this study.
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Of the 20 informants, 11 I knew prior to the study with various degrees of
familiarity, while the remaining nine people I met through building upon my
established contacts during entry-level fieldwork data collection. There was one
informant in this study (Okoro from Sierra Leone) who allowed me to speak with
her on the record in both my master’s and in my PhD studies.
Spending time with, observing, participating in activities, and talking to people were
the primary ways I used to locate the standpoint of migrants and refugees. As I
mentioned earlier, I approached people to see if they were willing to speak with
me, rather than be interviewed by me. When I spoke with people during this
preliminary data-gathering stage, our talks reflected what Grace identified as a
“continuum of conversations” (2013, p. 596), meaning that some conversations
were prearranged and anticipated in a more formal manner, while others were less
formal because they occurred spontaneously without pre-planning. I began by
conversing with migrants and refugees to locate their standpoint.
These conversations gave me first-hand experiences with people who had
transnationally moved and were resettling in Sydney. I then selected frontline
professionals (FLP) who worked with migrants and refugees in different capacities
to learn more about some of the higher levels of institutional relations organising
people’s movement and resettlement. This two-part process of speaking to
migrants, refugees and frontline professionals during entry-level data collection
enabled me to accomplish two key things:
1. Materially grounding the study in the standpoint of migrants and
refugees—learning about their experiences with movement and
resettlement and the work they put into accomplishing these activities
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2. Beginning to trace people’s actualities to higher levels of organisation—
speaking to FLPs at the local level and finding boss texts at the extra-local
level allowed me to explicate the ruling relations organising people’s
experiences with movement and resettlement
To set up meetings with potential informants I generally met or reconnected with
people face-to-face during a social event or meeting. As I spoke with them I gauged
their level of interest and willingness to speak with me. If they seemed potentially
receptive, I made sure I found the best way to contact them, which was usually over
the phone. Text messages were often sent to set up meetings. The way in which we
communicated often depended on their English literacy skills. I generally spoke on
the phone to those who could not read English fluently, while I texted or sometimes
emailed those who could read. Most of the informants in the study were fluent in
written English and they would often take the initiative to text me. Most often I
would follow their lead in using whatever platform they preferred as our primary
way of setting up meetings. For instance, I found that many of the research
participants used Viber, which was an app I was not familiar with before this study.
One of the informants suggested that I use Viber to contact her and when I installed
that app I found it to be a very convenient way for me to maintain contacts with
potential informants and schedule times to meet and conduct interviews.
All discussions took place in June and July 2014. Some were undertaken in public
spaces and others were in people’s homes. All arrangements, especially the times
and places where the discussions were held, were based on the schedules and
preferences of the research informants. The discussions generally lasted anywhere
from 45 minutes to two hours and were audio recorded and transcribed by myself
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(See Appendix C). Ten of the discussions took place at people’s homes at their
request, while the remaining ten were conducted in a range of public spaces. When
scheduling meetings in public spaces I was particularly keen to find a quiet place
where I could hear the person talk clearly. Most people I visited and spoke to
numerous times in their homes or other agreed-upon locations before the recorded
interviews happened. In four instances, I only met with the informant in person
once or twice before our interview.
I originally planned that this research would concentrate solely on the social
organisation of resettling refugees in Sydney. However, when I went into the field
and spoke to people on the ground, I soon realised that in order to follow the
problematic I was interested in (movement), I needed to expand the study’s
parameters by including people regardless of which visa they entered Australia on.
When I spoke to people who had emigrated and were living in Sydney, I soon
became aware of their citizenship and residency statuses, the institutionalised
categories they had been placed into.
Smith explains the IE research process in this way: “you have a sense of what you’re
after, although you sometimes don’t know what you’re after until you hear people
telling you things… discovering what you don’t know—and don’t know you don’t
know—is an important part of the process” (cited in DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 20).
As more people were talking to me about their migration and resettlement
experiences, I began to develop a better understanding of who and what
information should be included in the study and who and what information was not
relevant to it.
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During the preliminary data collection stage, I began to realise that if I limited the
study to refugees resettling in Australia as originally planned, it would have meant
selecting people based on their visa status and not on their actual experiences with
movement and resettlement. Selecting participants based on their visas status
would have run the risk of the study remaining in the ruling discourse of the
authorised knowledge, as it is the DIBP that ultimately decides which mobile people
are included or excluded from the category of refugees based on their entry visa.
Instead, I decided to open up this inquiry to listen to people’s stories of mobility
and resettlement regardless of their entry visa or current citizenship status. I was
interested in these details as a way of gaining insights into how people’s residency
and citizenship statuses are generated in the first place. Accessing people on the
basis of their experiences (or their actualities, to use the IE term), not their
citizenship status, made the study less likely to succumb to ‘institutional capture’
(Smith, 2005b).
Institutional capture can occur when a researcher converts “informants’ accounts
of their experience in the terms of an institutional discourse that constitutes people
and their activities as the objects of professional or managerial knowledge” (McCoy,
2006, p. 110). The idea of institutional capture suggests that researchers can be
unwittingly trapped in institutional knowledge and language if they uncritically
privilege ruling standpoints. If I limited the study to only talking to people who had
formal refugee status granted by the UNHCR and/or the Australian government, the
institutional relations socially organising people’s experiences with mobility and
resettlement would have slipped from the study’s view.
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I did, however, plan from the beginning to cover a wide range of resettlement
experiences by consulting with men and women who varied in age, socio-economic
backgrounds, educational access, work experience, religious affiliations and
countries of birth to get diverse points of entry into the problematic of movement
and resettlement. This aspect of the fieldwork did occur, but in ways that I did not
anticipate. By following the emerging problematic, the diversity of the people I
spoke with was made more apparent by the different residency statuses they had
obtained, ranging from vulnerable and temporary to more stable and long-term.
Over time I began to understand the circumstances that had shaped the movement
of the informants from their countries of origin. Through the research process I paid
close attention to how diversely positioned migrants navigated practically every
aspect of their lives through a complex set of social relations. My position as both
an insider and an outsider among the migrant informants in this study strengthened
my ability to collect and analyse data. As an outsider, I was able to reconnect with
refugee and migrant groups I had met while I was doing my master’s research in
Sydney. These groups largely welcomed me back into their communities, but, as an
outsider, it was harder for me to locate and recruit from communities where I did
not have pre-established connections. As an insider, I was aided by actually being a
migrant living in Australia with non-citizen status. My insider-outsider positionality
with respect to this study gave me a unique vantage point for analysis using
multiple modes of awareness.
During the three months, I spent time with and spoke with the 20 informants in the
study, I came to understand what motivations drove them to move. Their
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transnational movements on the way into Australia often spanned many years and
their access to social, economic and political rights in different geographical
locations, including Australia, changed over time. While their individual migration
experiences varied considerably in terms of why they moved, how long their
migration journeys took and what status they attained in each nation-state they
lived in, all the people shared in the common experience of moving transnationally
and attempting to resettle in Australia.
While doing fieldwork, I found that each person I spoke with had quite different
views about how much information they were willing to share. It was always a fine
balancing act for me to show people my genuine interest in their lives as well as to
try to get more information to develop a clearer understanding of their
experiences, yet at the same time to be very cautious about not pushing people to
go outside their comfort levels. Certainly, not everyone I spoke with felt equally
comfortable talking to me about their personal experiences of moving
transnationally and resettling in Australia. As I spent time with and spoke with
many different people I sensed that there was a great variety in the amount and the
depth of information that different people were comfortable to share. I felt this was
particularly true of people who moved away from wars, conflicts, and various kinds
of persecution in highly insecure areas.
By following the problematic and explicating its social organisation I eventually
came to understand how transnational movers, as members of definite social
categories, came to occupy definite positions in society by negotiating coordinated
ruling relations. As people living the events in question spoke to me about the
laborious and emotional work they did to negotiate their social movements and
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resettlement actualities, the research process set out to reveal textually mediated
policies that influenced everyday practices and unwritten rules that translocally
coordinate people’s everyday movement and resettlement experiences.
3.4.2 Level-two data
The Level-two stage is about looking for data that will explicate a similarly
organised phenomenon. After collecting data for three months among a diverse
group of people who transnationally moved to Australia and speaking with FLPs, I
had an abundance of data that allowed me to proceed to the second conceptual
level of data collection. Both levels of data collection were connected. The local
experiences I obtained from talking with migrants and refugees and the extra-local
organisational details I obtained from talking with FLPs offered me
methodologically important clues to follow “towards the collection of data useful
for its [the problematic of movement’s] explication” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, pp.
60-61).
In this study, it was important for the data collection to expand beyond what
people in the local setting knew and did. This is due to the study’s IE
methodological orientation to the social organisation of knowledge. As Campbell
and Gregor (2004) say, there is always something missing from the experimental
accounts made by people who live the events in question. The reason for this is
because some aspects of people’s lives are organised outside of what they could
know about from just being there in the everyday world of experience. The entrylevel data allowed me to start with migrants and refugees’ everyday worlds of
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experience with movement and resettlement and to learn a little about the missing
organisational details from the FLP informants.
I sifted through the data and found recursivity, or patterns, in the stories people
told about how they moved. I then proceeded to locate more missing
organisational details by finding the texts that were organising migrants’ lives. I
discovered mediating texts (visas) first, as it became clear in the entry-level data
that people’s capacities to move and resettle in Australia and elsewhere were
deeply coordinated by different visas categories and citizenship statuses. When I
uncovered how textual-mediation in Australia’s universal visa system worked, I
then had to learn about how each person’s visa had the power to make him or her
do certain things in accordance with the rights and responsibilities the nation-state
attached to the texts concerned. There were eight different visas held among the
20 migrant and refugee informants in the study.
Building on mediating texts, I then discovered the boss texts, which were three
pieces of Australian legislation: The Migration Act, Migration Regulations, and the
Citizenship Act. Boss texts have the capacity to “wield enormous power in
contemporary society when activated by members of the ruling apparatus, such as
police, officers of the court, and so on” (Deveau, 2008, p. 10). As such, these three
boss texts exercised strong organisational power over the lives of migrants and
refugees in this study.
Becoming familiar with level-two data was a challenge because these boss texts are
massive and are regularly amended. In addition, the mediating texts, visas, are
often changed as well. Discourses are also fluid and changeable, but it was in the
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boss tests that I could identify the textually mediated construction of non-citizen
Others.

3.5 Reflexivity
In this study, I maintained a reflexive stance. As mentioned earlier, writing in a
reflexive journal during the entry-level phase of fieldwork assisted me to build
reflexivity into the study by critically reflecting on how I interacted with the people I
spoke with. Throughout the research process, I recognised how my lived
experiences influence the way I see the world, I appreciated the value of the
research informants’ lived experiences, and discerned how power dynamics
influenced the research setting (Smith, 2007). I practised reflexivity by critically
reflecting on myself, my relations with the informants, and my positionality in the
social space of migration and mobility. My own values, assumptions and personal
history affected all aspects of the research, from data collection and analysis to the
final write up.
As the problematic of movement slowly came into view, this research turned into a
deeply personal experience for me, but I would like to be clear that the inquiry did
not start out that way. Learning about people’s experiences was a first step towards
revealing the existence what I later called ‘mobility-work’ and ‘resettlement-work’.
As I was piecing together how this work was socially organised for people with noncitizens status, aspects of my positionality began to surface in terms of how I was
personally taking part in and affected by the embodied and emotional labour that
migrants do to emigrate in Australia.
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Briefly, my husband and I both moved to Australia in 2011. Since than that we have
been living in Australia on numerous student visas, meaning that from an
institutional point of view, we are ‘non-citizens’ who do not have a formal link to
Australia. Our daughter, who was born in Australia in 2015, also is a ‘non-citizen’
whose formal link to this country is not recognised. Being among a growing number
of long-term temporary migrants in Australia, created certain strains with regards
to my PhD experience and my family’s life in general.
To overcome my ‘embeddedness’ in the research I was able to distance myself by
returning again and again to the theoretical frameworks of IE and kinopolitics to
guide the analysis through theory rather than personal response. However, scholars
such as Ladson-Billings and Donnor (2005) contend that researchers possessing
multiple modes of awareness bring multifarious understandings to the study
because they are working with the data through multiple consciousness. As
explained earlier, it is a common, even classic, approach for institutional
ethnographers to begin with their own experience (Smith, 2006; Smith, 1990c),
such as Smith and Griffith’s institutional ethnographic research that began in their
experience as single parents and explicated the single parent discourse and
mothering work (2005).
Bell Hooks (1994) argues for researchers to use their ‘passion of experience’, which
encompasses some shared sense of suffering that leads to an increased sensibility
for challenging social barriers and imagining different futures. As a novice
institutional ethnographer and a migrant living in Australia with non-citizen status, I
applied a reflexive research practice and used my multiple consciousness and
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passion of experience as a means of exploring the problematic of movement and
resettlement. Through the process of following the research problematic, I began to
see that the study needed to account for the regulatory processes of sorting and
classifying people who move. Therefore, IE methods and the theoretical
understandings of following the problematic of people’s transnational movements
made it increasingly obvious that the research topic I originally conceptualised as
refugee resettlement was no longer adequate for this study into how diverse
citizenship and migratory labels and statuses coordinate the everyday work people
do to move and resettle.

3.6 Research ethics
I encountered two main challenges during this study with regards to research
ethics:
1. Obtaining formal ethics approval; and
2. Conducting ethical research practices that go beyond principles of ‘do no
harm’.
3.6.1 Ethics approval
As previously explained, IE research methods are inherently incompatible with
standardised research protocols, including a literature review, pre-planned
interview questions and a population of interviewees selected in advance.
Consequently, it is not uncommon for this type of research to encounter resistance
because it does not fit into traditional models of research design (Smith, 2006). As a
novice institutional ethnographer, it was challenging for me to convince people
who were in positions to either allow or not allow me to proceed with the study.
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For example, I had to make numerous revisions to my ethics application before
obtaining university ethics approval.
Institutional ethnographers often must do extra work to explain IE’s alternative
methods of inquiry (Smith, 2006). This is partly because those who govern research
practices are often not accustomed to encountering research proposals with
methods that deviate from the standardised ways in which qualitative social
research is traditionally done. To be granted permission to carry out my study using
IE research methods required putting in a significant amount of extra work to
explain how this alternative research approach works and why it was appropriate
for my study.
After I submitted my ethics application my university’s ethics committee requested
that I provide them with more in-depth explanations as to why I would not be
including taken-for-granted qualitative research components in my study. This
involved two additional rounds of ethics reviews where a thorough explanation of
why it was appropriate for me to proceed with the research through the use of a
problematic, rather than a research question30; why I did not include a pre-planned
list of interview questions and opted to use a more generalised list of discussion
topics (See Appendix D and E); and why I neither specified in advance which groups
of people to interview nor what texts I would use for secondary data analysis. This
extra work was a distinct advantage in a sense as it required me to explain the
theoretical underpinnings of the approach more concisely and I had to articulate

30

The research problem was developed as a result of following the problematic of movement. This
ordering— problematic leading to a more standardised research problem—was undertaken to
ensure that the study was grounded in the informants’ actualities, rather than artificially fitting their
experiences into a pre-determined research problem.
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more carefully how I designed my study through IE’s materialist method of social
inquiry.
3.6.2 Informed consent
The sensitive nature of the research demanded a high degree of respect for
people’s comfort levels in sharing their migration journeys and resettlement
experiences. From the available literature on the ethics of conducting qualitative
studies among migrants and refugee populations, I was quite familiar with the
ethical imperatives of obtaining genuinely informed consent among refugees and
migrants (Hugman, Bartolomei, & Pittaway, 2011; Huisman, 2008; Irwin, 2006;
Marlowe, 2013; McAreavey & Das, 2013; Pittaway, Mackenzie, & McDowell, 2007).
Therefore, I was prepared to allow for the slower pace of this kind of research. I
allowed for numerous meetings with community groups and took part in a range of
social activities with the express purpose of meeting people and positioning myself
in relations to migrants and refugees. By “going ‘slowly, slowly’” (Marlowe, 2013, p.
154) I was able to engage with people’s particular discourses relating to their
experiences of being positioned as particular kinds of transnational movers. This
process of ‘going slow’ opened spaces for people to talk to me about their
movements and their encounters with various forms of expulsion.
Building relationships of trust was therefore vital. I gained genuinely informed
consent over time. I did this by firstly reconnecting with refugees and migrants who
knew me in some capacity from my previous work. Then once these contacts felt
comfortable doing so, they vouched for me to their friends, relatives, and
community members. I also endeavoured to make new contacts among refugees,
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migrants and FLP informants by visiting places, like community centres, and
attending community events. Before any formal talks occurred, I discussed my
research interests with potential informants and made it very clear that they should
only share what they were comfortable sharing.
From reading literature pertaining to the ethical dimensions of migration research
(Harte, 2013; Hugman et al., 2011; Marlowe, 2013) and from my previous research
experience with Sierra Leonean refugee women, I knew that that the standardised
way of gaining consent, where potential participants simply read and sign a
participant consent form, would not be sufficient for this study. In addition, not all
the informants in this study could read English fluently. I was careful not to make
assumptions, but I was aware that the informants came from diverse educational
backgrounds, ranging from no exposure to formal education to completing
university courses. Prior to the more formal recorded talks, I brought a printed copy
of the participant information (See Appendix F and G) and participant consent
forms (See Appendix H and I). I also went through the information verbally and
checked to make sure that we mutually understood each other.
The highly iterative nature of IE research methods led to some issues with regards
to the necessity of producing the standard forms needed to gain ethics approval
prior to fieldwork. It is a commonplace practice and indeed required for researchers
to submit participant information and participant consent forms as part of the
process of gaining human ethics approval. However, I found that there were some
issues associated with the ordering of creating these forms before I actually had the
opportunity to go into the field and follow the emerging research problematic.
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When I created the forms prior to going into the field, I had not found yet the
problematic of movement because the problematic slowly came into view during
and after the fieldwork phase of the study. In other words, institutional
ethnographers cannot precisely know what they are studying beforehand because
the researcher needs to develop a “good working knowledge of the institutional
field” (McCoy, 2006, p. 124). Building up this knowledge requires the researcher to
examine “key institutional processes” (p. 124), most often by being in the field and
talking with people. McCoy explains that the ordering of
institutional ethnographic research doesn’t have to progress in
orderly and distinct stages. It is quite possible to work back and
forth, in parallel… But whether the examination of key
institutional processes happens in tandem or at a later stage, what
is crucial is a way of working systematically with the interview data
to bring the institution into view and to raise questions that will
open an exploration of institutional processes (p. 124).
While the ordering of IE research is variable, the goal is always to build up an
understanding of institutional process out of which people’s actual stories
“constitute the base of a problematic” (Diamond, 2006, p. 58).
Yet, to gain ethics approval there needs to be some clarity given to the study before
the fieldwork can actually commence. Smith explains that a period of “stumbling
around is integral to the process” (Diamond, 2006 p. 47). In her account of
developing an ethnography, Smith clarifies
You aren’t able to previsage what it is you are going to do, or what
you are going to discover… that is a difficulty with institutional
ethnography because you actually don’t even know what
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questions you’re going to ask. It’s a problem for research funding,
but let’s be clear, it’s not a problem with the research process.
(Diamond, 2006, pp. 46-47).
When I originally conceived the study, I thought it would focus on the experiences
of refugees exclusively. This is because I had not yet gone into the field and
uncovered the problematic of movement and resettlement. Prior to the fieldwork, I
had not yet come to realise that in order for the study to explicate the social
relations coordinating people’s experiences with movement and resettlement in
Australia, it would be most useful to seek out informants who moved into Australia
under a range of conditions and held a range of migrant and citizenship statuses in
the country.
Therefore, when I created the participant information and consent forms for ethics
approval the term that appeared on those forms was ‘refugee’. For example, the
form in Appendix G reads as “Participant information statement: For refugee
participants” and the form in Appendix H reads as “Refugee adult consent form”. In
my first month in the field, as I was going to various community group activities and
speaking with people, I began to notice that many people were talking about the
complex reasons they had for leaving their countries, the complex processes of
trying to gain various rights in Australia, and their how their everyday lives were
affected in a multitude of ways by the formal status they had in Australia.
As Diamond (2006) notes, “in a sense almost all institutional ethnography begins in
participant observation” (p. 59). Participant observations should
be encouraged because they have the potential to refine our
appreciations of at least the following dimensions of the craft:
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stories, authors, bodies, places, time, motion, how ruling relations
work, and particular ways for seeing the social organization in the
local (Diamond, 2006, p. 58).
In the process of talking to and spending time with people, I came to the realisation
that ‘refugee’ was no longer the proper term to use in this study and consequently,
I needed to adjust how I approached people and explained the study to potential
participants. Most importantly, I needed to maintain a flexible disposition with
regards to the research. This was achieved through ongoing participant
observations and talks with the informants that occurred in tandem and parallel
with building up my understandings of the institutional field taking shape in the
study.
With regards to the participant information and consent forms, I explained to
people I hoped to interview that the study’s parameters had been adjusted to
explore the movement and resettlement experiences of people from diverse
backgrounds, which would include migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. There
were a few people who voiced concerns they were not refugees and did not want
to be associated with that term, to which I assured them that the study was seeking
to examine human mobility and resettlement by consulting with a diverse group of
people who had first-hand experiences with migration and resettlement. Certainly,
if I did not address these issues of terminology with potential participants, this
would have precluded some people from wanting to participant in the research and
would have led to misunderstandings of what the research was seeking to learn
about. Therefore, during the process of obtaining informed consent amongst the
informants in the study, it was necessary to have ongoing discussions with potential
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informants. These discussions, in turn, refined and informed the study’s parameters
and led to newer understandings. Thus, the iterative nature of IE’s methodological
logic continued to shape the study’s conceptualisation and refine the research
focus while the study was in motion.
Researchers undertaking qualitative data on sensitive topics “need to be able to
make an assessment of the research on both the participants and themselves”
(Dickson-Swift, James, Kippen, & Liamputtong, 2007, p. 328). I put a lot of effort
into designing the study in ways that would not cause undue stress to the
informants when talking with them and asking questions about their experiences
with mobility and resettlement. For example, I used a constantly evolving, semistructured interview style to avoid imposing standardised questions upon people
who may or may not be comfortable talking about certain aspects of their
transnational movement and resettlement experiences. Since I had hoped to learn
as much as I could about people’s experiences as they moved and resettled,
adopting a more conversational manner during data collection helped to put people
at ease and build rapport. This opened discursive spaces for people to share their
expert knowledge about their lives. Rather than me directing an interview, they
related the aspects of their journeys they felt were most important and as they
spoke I sought more details and checked that I understood.
As we talked I relied on my intuition and our rapport to discern whether it was
appropriate or not to ask more questions about some of their experiences. To give
a more concrete illustration, some people were very forthcoming about losing
family members as they were escaping from warzones, so in those instances, I
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would ask for more details about how their movements involved family
separations. In other instances, whenever someone seemed reticent, I did not press
for more information out of respect for their well-being and comfort.

3.7 Methodological matters
This is an exploratory study investigating the social organisation of movement
among diversely positioned resettling migrants in Sydney. To achieve this end, it
was therefore not necessary to obtain a representative sample of informants whose
demographic and citizenship statuses were typical of Australia more generally.
Informed by IE as a research paradigm, this study was not concerned with making
generalisations about the wider population. Rather, its design was centred in the
lived experiences of people who had immigrated and aimed to discern the relevant
social relations, events (such as exclusions), and degrees of mobility.
The study’s focus was on the textually mediated ruling relations producing people’s
experiences of moving into Australia. Therefore, the informants’ specific
experiences with movement are not meant to be generalised as representative of
all people immigrating to Australia. Speaking with diversely positioned informants
provided localised points of entry into the research problematic. Based on their
actualities, I traced and identified the textually mediated translocal relations
shaping their everyday worlds as persons who moved across and through the
borders of nation-states before they arrived and resettled in Australia.
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3.7.1 Gatekeeping and accessing informants
While I put in a lot of effort into contacting people with IMA status, that is, asylum
seekers living in the Australian community on BVEs, I had limited success in this
pursuit, as I was only able to access one asylum seeker informant in this study.
Because I had no pre-existing contacts to draw upon among this group of migrants,
I was not well positioned to find and approach asylum seekers directly. One asylum
seeker who volunteered at a migrant resource centre approached me to talk, but
he was unable to persuade others to do the same. He suggested that his
roommates, who were also asylum seekers with IMA status living in Australia,
would not talk to me because they had lost hope over their situation and feared
that talking could lead to negative consequences, such as being sent back into
immigration detention or deported back to countries where they feared for their
safety.
In my attempts to include more people who had IMA status in the study I looked to
organisations providing support to asylum seekers. I thought that perhaps some of
these organisations would be willing to facilitate meetings with people with IMA
status. Each time I contacted or visited organisations that worked with asylum
seekers, I was turned away. These organisations acted as ‘gatekeepers’ (Campbell,
Gray, Meletis, Abbott, & Silver, 2006; Clark, 2010; Homan, 2001; Mandel, 2003;
McAreavey & Das, 2013; Sanghera & Thapar-Björkert, 2008), because they had the
power to grant or withhold my access to individuals living in Australia with IMA
status. Clark observed that “not all gatekeepers will agree to research requests and
in some instances they may even attempt to block access” (Clark, 2010, p. 486).
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While the intent to protect is often well-intentioned, the impact of this is to deny
voice to those who have limited power and choice in society. The gatekeeping,
while understandable, meant that I did not have opportunities to build rapport and
trust with ‘illegal, non-citizens’ during my fieldwork. I believe that extending the
time for entry-level fieldwork to a minimum of six months would have given me
more time to do volunteer work and attend various community events. This in turn
would have created more opportunities to meet and talk to more people with IMA
status. In addition it might have built more bridges, allowing me to gain the support
of gatekeepers and establish interpersonal relationships and trust among potential
informants with IMA status living in Sydney.
Most likely the professionals and directors working in these organisations were
trying to protect their clients from undue stress, yet their efforts also had the effect
of silencing an already marginalised group of people who had ‘illegal, non-citizen’
status. In their efforts to protect, gatekeepers prevented these people, located at
the most insecure end of the continuum of citizenship, from engaging in and
contributing to social discourses that could lead to more informed understandings
about the lived actualities of people positioned as ‘illegal non-citizens’ in Australia.
3.7.2 Responsive methodological changes
Budget constraints placed boundaries around the timeframe for conducting
fieldwork and data collection. I do recognise, however, that devoting more time to
entry-level data collection would have increased access and helped build rapport
with more informants, especially migrants with IMAs status (asylum seekers),
thereby creating possibilities for obtaining even richer data. To fit the study’s design
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to a three-month timeframe for collecting entry-level data I utilised my existing
contacts with refugee and migrant groups while also establishing new contacts to
the best of my ability. This allowed me to stay within the parameters of my
research budget, which was used to cover flights, other transportation and
accommodation in Sydney for three months. Remaining in Sydney beyond that
timeframe was not possible.
In addition to participant observations, discussions and secondary sources, I
originally planned to hold focus group discussions. The bulk of my fieldwork
occurred in July 2014 during Ramadan, when it was difficult to schedule one-on-one
meetings and group meetings. Although I tried on numerous occasions to schedule
focus groups comprising people from around the western, eastern, and northern
suburbs, I did not persist with this plan due to people’s busy schedules, their fatigue
from fasting during the day, as well as logistic difficulties.
There were some benefits in collecting data during Ramadan, as I was often invited
to evening ishtars where I had opportunities to speak to and observe people,
communities and families of migrants and refugees coming together on important,
religious and culturally significant occasions.
No study is perfect, but as the following chapter shows, the findings from my
research provided useful information about the social organisation of people’s
transnational movements into Australia. Mapping out the concurrent patterns
directing movement and expulsion revealed how policies, practices and discourses
label and position people who move into a hierarchical continuum of migration and
citizenship statuses.
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This study provides a resource for “those working politically to see what they are up
against and where they might want to apply pressure” (DeVault, 2006, p. 295) to
access transnational movement and the rights associated with formal citizenship
status. While of immediate value to migrants and refugees moving transnationally,
or attempting to move, across borders, it is also for transnational families,
diasporas, policy makers, researchers, NGOs and governments interested in
improving people’s access to movement and creating pathways towards more
secure levels of citizenship status. From an activists’ standpoint, it is necessary to
make the ideological connections underpinning the ruling knowledge clear so that
people who are marginalised and oppressed by this knowledge can infiltrate and
transform it (Campbell & Gregor, 2004; Deveau, 2008). In offering an analysis of the
ruling knowledge that underpins immigration and resettlement policies and
practices in the Australian context, this study is a resource for people who wish to
make progressive adjustments to the current migratory and citizenship system in a
modest sense and to those who wish to begin working towards the goal of
transforming the globalised migratory and citizenship regime in a radically inclusive
sense.
Having gained an understanding of how this study was designed through two levels
of data collection and analysis, the next chapter reveals the study’s results. Through
IE methods the study explicates how the entry-level data of people’s experiences
with movement were coordinated by the secondary-level data found in key
regulatory boss texts. In this way, the study uncovers the relations of ruling
coordinating the daily lives of people who move toward Australia. Explicating those
textually mediated ruling relations brought forth the institutional mechanisms that
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sort and label people into neat categories of migrants and refugees and determine
their access to movement and formal membership in Australia.
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Chapter 4: Findings
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reports on an investigation into this research question: What are the
human costs associated with the regulatory processes that nation-states put in
place to organise and limit the flows of migrants and refugees? As mentioned
earlier, this study envisaged regulatory processes as being the extension of state
powers to redefine and refashion immigration and citizenship pathways.
Consequently, stringent regulatory processes place various controls upon human
mobility.
The research questions posed by this study can be briefly summarised as follows.
First, what did people experience as they moved across the borders of nation-states
and entered Australia? Then, as they applied for more secure status and citizenship,
how successful were they? What was their experience of trying to become
Australian citizens? What policies did they come up against? How were people’s
transnational movements and resettlement experiences in Australia affected by
these policies?
The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings of the research, and to do so in
a way that brings the experiences of the informants to the fore as well as the
laborious work they did to deal with the physical, social and psychological
dislocations that resulted from their respective decisions to relocate from one
country to another. These experiences (or ‘actualities’, as I often refer to them
following Smith (2005a, 2006, 2007), constitute one part of the story. How they
handled these challenges is a closely related part of the story as well. However,
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there is a third, crucial dimension to these findings, and that is how the informants’
life choices were constrained (or ‘coordinated’, using Smith’s IE terminology) by the
authorities; specifically, through text-mediated documents and instructions.
Following IE terminology, I allude to this as a textually mediated process whereby
people become hooked up as a result of trying to fulfil the requirements of boss
texts.
This chapter presents the everyday movements and the emotional experiences of
the people in the study who left their homes and moved across geographical and
temporal spaces to Australia. It traces these everyday actualities through the levels
of choice that the informants had in fleeing/leaving homes, moving across the
borders of nation-states and analyses how Australia’s immigration and citizenship
legislation (the ‘boss texts’) further affected their movement choices and
actualities. Following the material and affective actualities of people’s movements
across borders has brought into view the series of ‘gates’ people were required to
move through to arrive and remain in Australia. Uncovering people’s activities and
emotions as they encountered then moved through these gates has revealed the
everyday work this particular group of people did to leave home, to move across
borders and, eventually, to arrive in Australia.
Section 4.2 concentrates on the different levels of choice people had when leaving
home, whereas the following section (§ 4.3) focuses on the choices available to
people as they crossed borders. At some point the movements of each person in
the study became ruled by Australian boss texts governing the movements of noncitizens. For this reason, Section 4.4 explicates the boss texts governing migration
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and citizenship policies. Finally, Section 4.5 reveals how people’s transnational
movements and resettlement experiences were affected, or using IE’s terminology,
‘ruled’ by Australian boss texts.
4.1.1 Key findings
The key finding of this study was that people’s decisions to move, and their
subsequent experiences with movement and resettlement, were heavily influenced
by the amount of choice they had with respect to ensuring their own personal
security. The informants’ choices changed over time as they moved into different
territorial spaces. It was found that as people physically moved into different
nation-states, their citizenship and migrant statuses also changed in ways that
either opened or constrained their choices to move and to resettle and directly
affected the labour they had to do to accomplish these objectives. (The physical
and emotional labour that people undertook in order to move and resettle is what I
have named ‘mobility-work’ and ‘resettlement-work’. This will be further explored
in Section 5.3.1). It was found that people experienced uncertain futures and
ruptured lives as they moved and resettled in Australia. Those experiencing the
most uncertainty reported long-lasting and often unresolved family separations
and/or lack of access to economic participation, movement, asylum, social security,
and education. Transnational movement and resettlement was a deeply
dehumanising process for some people, yet for others it was experienced with
minor or more substantial inconveniences that were eventually resolved.
Overall, it was found that people in the study had a wide variety of experiences as
they moved across the borders of nation-states, entered Australia, and applied for
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visas leading towards more secure levels of membership in Australia. These findings
are not surprising given that the study purposefully sought to learn how people
from different countries and of different ages, genders, and socio-economic
backgrounds experienced migration.
It was found that everyone in the study encountered the same set of policies as
they attempted to move and permanently resettle in Australia. The study identified
three pieces of legislation, Citizenship Act 2007, Migration Act 1958 and Migration
Regulations 1994, which could be designated as the current boss texts that set
Australia’s regulatory policies governing migration and citizenship. These texts
affected people’s transnational movements into Australia long before they
physically reached Australia. They also affected people’s resettlement experiences
long after they physically reached Australia. To understand how these polices
affected people long before and long after their arrival in Australia it is worth
returning to the first set of questions regarding people’s experiences moving across
the borders of nation-states and applying for more secure levels of Australian
citizenship status. The wide variety of experiences people in the study had as they
transnationally moved and resettled in Australia will be explored in depth below.

4.2 Levels of choice moving from home
After the 20 informants had been interviewed, it became clear that 12 of them had
migrated to escape from insecure environments where they had limited choices
due to high levels of insecurity. For this reason, I categorised this first group as an
example of ‘limited-choice movement’. These people left their homes because they
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were living in what they perceived to be dangerous and/or oppressive
environments.
Eight of the 20 informants in the study appear to have had greater choice with
respect to where they moved to and why. For that reason, I have assigned the label
‘greater-choice movement’ since the desire to improve, but not to save, their lives,
drove their migratory journeys. The need to get away from dangerous situations
with high levels of human insecurity did not cause these eight people to move.
However, some did indicate that, in part, they migrated to get away from what they
considered oppressive governments and/or less than ideal economic and
educational opportunities.
Tables 5 and 6 provide a snapshot of the 20 informants I spoke with. Table 5 shows
that the first 12 people are grouped into ‘limited-choice movement’, because their
primary reasons for leaving their home countries were to avoid death and/or
political or ethnic persecution. Table 6 shows that the remaining eight are grouped
as ‘greater-choice movement’, because their primary reasons for leaving their
home countries were to join family or for education and work opportunities.
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Table 5: The demographic information and primary reasons for movement among
the twelve informants in the study grouped into ‘limited-choice movement’.
Informants

Source
Country

1. Faye
2. Maarku

Sierra Leone

3. Okoro

Sex/ age

Primary reason for leaving
home

Female/+60

To avoid death

Male/40s

To avoid death

Female/40s

To avoid death

4. Zameer

Afghanistan

Male/20s

To avoid death/ethnic
persecution-gain education
opportunities /social rights

5. Caesar

Algeria

Male/40s

To avoid death

6. Malik

South
Sudan31

Male/20s

To avoid death/ find education
opportunities

7. Abi

Female/40s

To avoid death

8. Abela

Female/40s

To avoid political
persecution/gain job security

9. Adrianna

Female/40s

To avoid political persecution/
husband’s imprisonment/
government harassment and
possibly death

10. Odessa

Female/30s

To avoid political persecution/
husband’s imprisonment/
government harassment and
possibly death

11. Anita

Female/40s

To avoid political persecution/
her imprisonment/ possibly
death
To avoid ethnic persecution/find
education opportunities/social
rights

Sudan

12. Myint

31

Burma

Male/30s

At the time of Malik’s movement in 2001, it was one country, Sudan. The southern region of
Sudan where Malik lived became an independent country, South Sudan, in 2011.
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Table 6: The demographic information and primary reasons for movement among
the eight informants in the study grouped into ‘greater-choice movement’.
Informants

Home Country

Sex/age

Primary reason for
leaving home

1. Faith

Bangladesh

Female/30s

To be with her husband

2. Nala

Iran

Female/+60

To be with her daughter

3. Cajsa

Senegal

Female/50s

To be with her husband

4. Clinton

Sudan

Male/40s

To be with his wife

5. Laken

Mauritius

Female/30s

For education and work
opportunities

6. Maxine

Senegal

Female/30s

For education and work
opportunities

7. Manny

Sierra Leone

Male/40s

Iran

Female/30s

For education
opportunities, later to be
with his wife
For education and work
opportunities

8. Sable

As shown in Table 5, the 12 informants with limited choices came from five
different source countries: Afghanistan, Algeria, Burma, Sierra Leone, Sudan (and
South Sudan). In each of these countries there were civil wars or other conflicts
occurring when they began leaving their homes. The 12 people who had limited
choices in leaving their home countries came from geographical locations where
wars and other forms of conflict produced migratory flows of over 10 million
people.32 As shown in Table 6, the eight informants who experienced greater

32

Estimated numbers of people displaced during these wars and conflicts include 2.6 million during
Sierra Leonean Civil War (UNDP, 2006); 3.7 million during ongoing war in Afghanistan (Crawford,
2016); 1.5 million during the Algerian Civil War (World Peace Foundation, 2015); 4 million during the
Second Sudanese Civil War (Martell, 2011, August); and an unknown number of stateless Rohingyas,
likely to be over 1 million, during the ongoing military-led Rohingya genocide in Burma (Green,
MacManus, & de la Cour Venning, 2015).
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choices about whether to leave their home countries came from six different
source countries: Bangladesh, Iran, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Sudan.
The following two subsections (4.2.1 and 4.2.2) present the research findings of the
experiences of the 12 people who were faced with limited choices that caused
them to flee from home. This is followed by two additional subsections (4.2.3 and
4.2.4) that present the experiences of the eight people who had greater choices in
leaving home.
4.2.1 Violence of war
As a point of entry into the problematic of people’s experiences when immigrating
to Australia and resettling, I begin with those who described leaving unsafe and
insecure social spaces. Seven of the 12 reported that wars or conflict was the
primary reason they had to flee their homes. Of all the people I spoke with, Faye
provided some of the most graphic descriptions of the kinds of violence she
witnessed in her home country and in refugee camps in the neighbouring country
of Guinea during the Sierra Leonean Civil War. When “de rebel come kill some
people” in her village, Faye “run away with my kids”. During her recorded session,
she used the words war ten times, kill nine times, fight four times and run four
times as she spoke of the conditions that caused her and her children to flee from
their village in Sierra Leone around 1995. Faye conveyed the dangers of being in
Sierra Leone at that time by using ideas and images including “killing, kill, kill, kill,
kill people”, “burning house” and “fight everywhere”. In a field note I took during
one of our informal meetings, I recorded that:
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This afternoon Faye spoke to me about horrible things she saw in
Sierra Leone. She spoke of pregnant women whose bellies were
chopped by soldiers right in front of her. At first, I didn’t
understand what she was saying, then to make the point clearer
she made a motion with her hands like a knife going across her
stomach, saying “de rebel cut women wit baby inside”. I can’t even
describe the look on her face when she told me this.
Faye and her children not only witnessed horrific acts of violence and brutality, they
were in danger themselves during the mass killings that were occurring in Sierra
Leone at that time. Faye described the conditions under which she and her children
fled from their village:
We have war in Sierra Leone. Killing, burning house, put like 100
people in the house. They take petrol. Take match. They scratch.
Burning the house with people. Fight everywhere. Sierra Leone.
We have that war. Me? I run away with my kids. We going to the
border of Sierra Leone and Guinea.
Faye witnessed people being burned alive. When she saw this violence, she knew
the same fate could await her and her children. Faced with these violent
circumstances, Faye had little choice but to “run away with my kids”.
Other people in the study also spoke about their first-hand experiences witnessing
violence during wars and conflicts. Maarku and his wife, Stella, fled from Sierra
Leone in “… January 1999 because of sporadic firing and then, ah, lots of killings
when the rebels invaded the city”. Maarku described details of “sporadic firing”,
“lots of killings” and “killings all over and then the burning of housing”. During his
recorded session, Maarku used the words war six times and kill five times to
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describe the violent social conditions he and his pregnant wife were trying to
escape.
Zameer, who escaped from Afghanistan in 2012, explained, “There is no safe place
in Afghanistan”. Zameer had “many reasons” for “… leaving Afghanistan. The main
one was that I was threatened by the Taliban. They told me that they will kill me if
they catch me”. The day that Zameer suddenly decided to reveal more of his
personal experiences of why he did not feel safe in Afghanistan, in a field note I
recorded that:
Today I am in a state of shock. Zameer shared some
horrifying and traumatic memories with me about his life in
Afghanistan. He told me that the Taliban killed his eldest
brother and that it happened right in front of him. I think he
was about 12 years old when his brother was killed. It
sounded to me like his brother was publicly decapitated. I’m
not entirely sure if that’s what happened, but I didn’t want
to push him to spell it out for me. When he started talking
about his brother’s execution, it caught me by surprise. He
started talking very fast. I was just listening trying to make
sense of it all. It was like there was so much he had
witnessed that he couldn’t get the words out fast enough to
match his thoughts. I felt like he was a runaway train
speeding past me and everything he was saying was all a
blur. When I realised the message he was communicating to
me, I didn’t know what to say. I was shocked. I still am. All
day I’ve felt shaky after hearing his story. The image of him
talking about his brother keeps replaying it in my head. It is
clear to me is that Zameer definitely witnessed his brother’s
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death and that he was certain it was carried out by members
of the Taliban.
The field notes above recorded my observations as Zameer talked to me about his
brother’s death. He was “talking very fast” and sharing this very personal and
traumatic information with me, someone he had only known a short while, but who
had expressed interest in his life and his journey to Australia. In my field notes I was
also finding an outlet for expressing the trauma I was personally coming to terms
with during the fieldwork. As I got to know Zameer, he spoke to me more openly
about the traumatic events that propelled him to move. He and the other people I
talked with helped me to understanding the limited choices available to some
people. Simply put, he moved so he would not meet the same fate as his brother.
During our recorded session, Zameer did not talk about his brother’s death, but he
did share that “My dad was kidnapped… in 2009”. Zameer explained that his father
“… was running a small clinic to help people in the village where we were living.
That’s because we don’t have really much facilities or Medicare or medication in
Afghanistan … he was getting all the medicine from the capital because it was not
available in the village where we were living”. Unfortunately, Zameer’s father was
stopped at a Taliban checkpoint:
… one day the Taliban catch him and then they see all the
paperworks and they were in English because all the
medicine in English… they just said, ‘you’re helping
international forces’ and their main target is international
forces and Americans who are in Afghanistan.
Zameer’s father was taken by the Taliban: “Then they caught my father and still we
don’t know where is he and is he alive or not”. In Zameer’s view, the Taliban were
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explicitly targeting all young men and boys in families suspected of “helping
international forces”. Zameer, his mother and three remaining siblings left their
village in Afghanistan around 2009 following his eldest brother’s murder and his
father’s kidnapping. Zameer was around 14 years old when they left their home.
Caesar is an example of a person in the study who spoke with me at length about
his experiences living in Australia, but he was less inclined to divulge his personal
experiences or why he left Algeria in 1996. Caesar felt there “was no security” due
to “military control” of the Algerian government. He and his family were “trying to
stay away to keep it safe”. He explained the context of living in this dangerous
environment with: “There were a lot of people being killed at this time. Yeah, there
was more than probably 500,000 people dead at that time”.
Malik was only 12 years old when he fled his village in what was, then, southern
Sudan. He left on his own in 2001. When I asked Malik why he left his country, he
responded in the following way:
… as you know we had been under a civil war for some time
and due to some circumstances, I were forced to go overseas
to go to other country for refuge and make a start… it was
dangerous. There was no high school. I had no chance. There
was no high school in our area.
Malik linked his decision to move to the civil war in his country, which according to
him “was dangerous”. He also indicated that because “there was no high school in
our area” he would have “no chance” of receiving an education if he stayed in
Sudan.
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Okoro was guarded about the factors that drove her and her children to move and
to separate. She revealed that her husband was not alive and she thought she
Sierra Leone in 1999, but did not offer any information about whether she
witnessed violence there. However, she did reveal that “when the war come in the
country we (she and her three children) separate”. Abi was another person in the
study who did not offer a lot of information about whether she witnessed violence
during the war, but she explained that during the civil war she was “fleeing to Egypt
with my nephew”.
The seven people in this section explicitly linked their decisions to leave their
homes to wars and conflicts that were occurring in their home countries. Faye,
Zameer, and Maarku provided quite graphic descriptions of the kind of dangers
they faced due to wartime violence, including killings, kidnappings and burning
houses. The four remaining informants in this section each indicated in a more
generalised manner that conditions of war created insecure and dangerous
environments that they needed to avoid. Cesar expressed this as the need to “stay
away… to keep it safe”.
4.2.2 Political and ethnic persecution
Five of the 12 informants I spoke with reported that the primary reason they had
for leaving their homes was to move away from political and/or ethnic persecution.
Four of the five were women from Sudan who left during the Second Sudanese Civil
War (1983-2005). The fifth informant is a Rohingya man from Burma who left
during an ongoing situation of ethnic persecution of his people that has been in
effect since at least 1962. The persecution of Rohingyas has been labelled as
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genocide in numerous studies (Allared K. Lowenstein International Human Rights
Clinic at Yale Law School, 2015; Fortify Rights, 2016; Green et al., 2015) and has
been documented in United Nations’ human rights reports as “crimes against
humanity” (United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, 2017, p.
42).
Although each of these people’s movements away from their homes coincided with
ongoing wars or conflicts in their home countries, in our discussions they
emphasised that political or ethnic persecution caused them to move more so than
the direct violence of war. While these people did not attribute their decisions to
leave their homes due to wartime violence, I grouped them among the ‘limitedchoice movement’ category because they each described different instances of
directly being targeted, intimidated, abused and/or denied social, economic and
civic rights due to their political beliefs or their ethnicity. In addition to these five, I
also present Zameer’s experience with the ethnic persecution although, as shown in
the previous section, his primary motivation to leave Afghanistan was due to war.
Ethnic persecution was a secondary driving force causing him to leave.
Political Persecution

Abela explained the reasons why she decided to leave her home in Sudan in 1998 in
the following way:
At that time, there is no war in north, but the war in south. But the
problem that faced Sudanese who came from north, they didn’t
find a job… at that time war, but in 1998 they came to regime um
fundamental Islamic front and the people very aggressive and they
asked women to cover their head. And for me at that time, 1998, I
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have three years working as a social worker and I fired from my
job because I refuse to cover my head... I can’t work as a social
worker anymore.
Abela revealed her experience with political persecution in this way: “I fired from
my job because I refuse to cover my head.” Abela believed that she actually lost
her job “before they ask me to cover my head. Because my family, all my family,
they against the regime.” Abela’s political convictions resulted in the loss of her
job. Her refusal to cover her head was the rationale given for firing her. Under the
“fundamental Islamic front” she experienced economic insecurity due to her
political beliefs and the beliefs of her family.
After losing her job as a social worker, Abela started “working in newspaper. From
newspaper and this newspaper closed and go to another one and go to another
one”. Abela explained her experiences with economic insecurity in the following
way:
A: It become very hard because I working at that time in private sector. I work
for this newspaper as editor and maybe 3 or 4 months the government…
(long pause) … people from the government came and knocked it down.
D: Why?
A: Maybe wrote something about the government, maybe wrote something
against them and they came and knocked the newspaper.
D: Right.
A: And I applied of another newspaper and I start working there and maybe
many month and knocked down again. For this I say I’m not steady, I’m not
stable in Sudan. I can’t do continue like this.
D: So you’d say you felt like um…
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A: Hostage. I can’t do anything. I can’t stay like this. This what happened in
Sudan for me.
In the conversation above, Abela described that she switched jobs and became a
newspaper editor after losing her job as a social worker. Yet her economic
insecurity continued because each newspaper she worked for met the same fate:
“People from the government came and knocked it down”. These actualities made
her feel like a “… hostage. I can’t do anything. I can’t stay like this.” Her
experiences with economic insecurity were not due to an inability to find work.
Rather, whenever she worked for a newspaper that published something critical
about the government “they came and knocked the newspaper”. Abela’s political
persecution caused her to experience indirect violence in the form of economic
insecurity. This prompted her decision to move, because “I found myself, I can’t do
anything. I said I can’t stay like this. I will go. I will get away from Sudan and I went
to Cairo”.
Adrianna’s husband, Jamal, left Sudan around 2002 due to ongoing political
persecution. She supplied details about Jamal’s political persecution in Sudan:
You know my husband is newspaper writer? He have a problem
with the (Sudanese) government, all the time jail… he just writes
something in the news and the second day he’s taken to the jail.
As a journalist, Jamal was constantly under threat in Sudan because “he just writes
something in the news and the second day he’s taken to the jail”. She explained
how his political persecution in Sudan led to direct violence:
They just come and take him from home or somewhere, just on
the street they just took him and we can’t see him like, few weeks
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and sometime have to find somebody like to go and find him and
he’s been in jail. Like some time he come home with big eyes and
bruise in his body.
Adrianna’s family experienced high levels of human insecurity each time Jamal
came “home with big eyes and bruise in his body”. Her family’s “problem with the
government” continued for “more than five years”. During those years, Jamal was
threatened, physically beaten and imprisoned “because he’s writing about the
government”. Adrianna shows the affective dimensions of her family’s experiences
with political persecution:
They (the Sudanese government) didn’t need him to do that
(writing for newspapers)… what they do for the people it’s no
good, have to change, have to do the right thing for the people…
but they didn’t need that! Why you write? You have to shut your
mouth up and please sit down… all the time they take you and put
you in jail.
By arresting, beating and threatening Jamal, the government was communicating a
message of intimidation that was emotively felt by Adrianna as “shut your mouth
up and please sit down”. Their family’s insecurity increased each time he was
arrested and/or assaulted after releasing a story to the press. After more than five
years of living in insecure conditions where “they just come and take him… and we
can’t see him like, few weeks”, they decided that “we have to like, you know, take
[ourselves] away from here (Sudan)”.
Odessa and her husband, Raheem, moved from their home in Sudan in 1997
because he “had some problems [with] the government”:
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O: My husband, he left Sudan and he had some problems there like the
government, like political stuff.
D: Political stuff?
O: It’s just the way how things go there. They want to change but they
couldn’t change it.
D: Your husband?
O: No, the whole people there. There is lots of political people there that they
don’t like how the government is going. So if you are not agree with them,
then they make some trouble for you, some problems for you so you have to
go out of the country. Otherwise your gonna end up in jail.
D: How did the government know that your husband was not agreeing with
them?
O: Because they have a group like, like here, like the labours and stuff. Yes,
there’s groups there in Sudan.
While Odessa did not provide the level of detail that Adrianna did to illustrate the
specific ways that Raheem was politically targeted, she did note that if he didn’t
leave the country he would likely “end up in jail”. The threat of incarceration due to
his political views shows that they made the decision to move primarily based on
political persecution.
Anita and her husband, Omer, left Sudan in 2000, because she “got a big problem”
with the government. At the time, Anita “was working [at] the children and
women’s department” in the Sudanese government “for four years”. Her
department was small, consisting of five people. They were conducting
investigations into human rights issues that children and women were facing in
Sudan. She and her colleagues were:
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… making awareness of child condition at that time… yeah, child
rights. That time many children underage they been in the army. In
the area between south and north. So we been aware people, we
aware the government about this issue that it is not right for the
army to involve children into army ‘cause it is illegal. And we did
some workshop, some research, some stuff about this.
Anita worked for a government department which had links with “international
organisation[s] like UNICEF [and the] United Nation[s]” and investigated instances
of “children at risk”. Their role was to “make a proposal and budget to how we can
rescue this children”. Anita showed evidence of military operations involving
children and raised other issues, such as the abuse suffered by “children and
women in prisons” in Sudan.
Anita expressed her view that Sudan should sign “the CEDAW” (Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women). She explained that
I got a big problem when the International Women Day. They was
talking about women rights and I say it does not harm if we sign,
that if the government sign the women’s rights convention and the
children convention… I just say my opinion at the big meeting…
(and) they think I am against them.
After the “big meeting” Anita’s “manager got a call from the big head of army
office. They been investigate about me. My family. What I’m doing”. Anita’s
manager suggested that she should “move from the country” immediately. With
this information, Anita and her husband made the decision to “escape because
they knew that bad things would happen if I stay there”. Shortly after she left
Sudan “that department like disappeared” because “the government didn’t like
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what we was doing”. To this day, Sudan is one of a handful of states that have
neither signed nor ratified the CEDAW or the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC). However, in 2015 South Sudan was the most recent state to ratify both
conventions (United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner,
2015).
The four women from Sudan in this section revealed that they and their families
were subjected to substantial political persecution that caused them to feel
insecure in Sudan. Abela experienced economic insecurity due to her political
views, her non-compliant behaviour when she “refuse to cover” her head, and
because she worked for newspapers that were critical of the government.
Adrianna, Odessa and Anita’s families each experienced high levels of insecurity,
such as when Adrianna’s husband, Jamal, came “home with big eyes and bruise in
his body” after writing “something in the news” that was critical of the
government. Each of the people in this section had substantial reasons to fear for
their family’s well-being and physical safety in Sudan.
Ethnic persecution

Zameer from Afghanistan and Myint from Burma were the two informants in the
study who reported experiencing ethnic persecution in their home countries. Earlier
in this chapter I presented Zameer’s experiences with direct violence in an area of
war and conflict. While Zameer’s movement was predominantly due to the threat
of being killed by the Taliban, he also spoke about his experiences as part of an
ethnic minority in Afghanistan. Zameer and Myint revealed how ethnic persecution
created insecure conditions for them, which influenced their decisions to move.
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Zameer explained: “I am Hazara. To be Hazara you’re treating like you are a second
citizen in Afghanistan”. Currently there are an estimated 2.7 million Hazaras in
Afghanistan (World Directory of Minorities and Indigenous Peoples, 2017a). While
Hazaras were once the largest Afghan ethnic group, comprising nearly 67 per cent
of the total population before the 19th century, more than half were massacred in
1893 (2017a). Today Hazaras comprise less than nine per cent of the Afghan
population. Since the overthrow of the Taliban in 2001, Hazaras have seen some
slight improvements, including being formally recognised as national ethnic
minorities in the Afghan constitution with full citizenship rights (2017a).
Before Zameer’s family became targeted by the Taliban, he experienced ethnic
persecution as a young Hazara student. “In Afghanistan when I couldn’t answer
question I was treated like I don’t belong to this class”. At school his teachers
“never mark you in a good way in the exams. They never want to see you get a high
level. To be Hazara when I was in class I really couldn’t ask any good question”. He
also experienced discrimination from other students, “They never be very friendly
to you. If they are Hazara they are ok, but from other ethnic groups they are not”.
Where Zameer attended school in Kabul there were few Hazara students, “Maybe
in some class one or two”. While growing up, Zameer was constantly given the
message that “’Hazara is not for studying.’ They say that. Even now the media, they
say, ‘You’re Hazara, don’t forget that you are a slave’”. Considering that Zameer
lived in an environment with extreme levels of ethnic oppression and direct
violence of war, it is amazing that he “went to year eleven”. Zameer was very much
aware of the history behind his second-class status in Afghanistan, explaining that
his people were used as “slaves until 1930” and were “not allowed to go to school.
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We didn’t have basic human right… because we didn’t have identity cards”. While
modern day Hazaras have legal citizenship rights to attend school and work in
Afghanistan, the historically based oppression of Hazaras continues because many
“consider that Hazera doesn’t belong to Afghanistan”. Zameer recalled his mother,
Tamana, telling him that in Australia, “It doesn’t matter, you’re Hazara or even from
other countries. They will treat you like a human being. So I came to Australia with
very big hope, big wishes, big goals”.
Myint is a Rohingya man who left Burma33 in 1999 due to ethnically based
discrimination in his home country. It is estimated that are around 1.2 million
Rohingya in Burma and that the vast majority of them are stateless (World
Directory of Minorities and Indigenous Peoples, 2017b). Since 1982 Rohingyas have
been excluded as a recognised national race and stripped of their citizenship status
by the ruling military regime (Allared K. Lowenstein International Human Rights
Clinic at Yale Law School, 2015; Green et al., 2015). Under 1982 Citizenship Law,
Burma does “not recognize Rohingya, classifying them as Bengalis and illegal
immigrants from Bangladesh” (Siddiqui, 2014). The Rohingya people have been
described as the “most persecuted refugees in the world” (Hamling, 2015):
Rohingya cannot freely work, marry, travel, move, have children,
go to school, farm, own land, own houses, eat, shop or worship.
They are taxed arbitrarily… their homes and business have been
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In 1989, Burma’s military government changed the English name of the country to “Myanmar”.
Since then there have been heated debates over what name to call the country. Often the choice is
considered a political position. Human rights activists have argued that calling the country Myanmar
denotes sympathy for the military regime. In this study, Myint used the name “Burma” to name his
country of origin. I follow Myint’s nomenclature and refer to his country of origin as “Burma”.
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destroyed, and they have been herded into camps where almost
all humanitarian organisations are banned (Cooke, 2015).
As a young Rohingya man living Burma, Myint explained that he could not access
higher education and other human rights:
It was very difficult for me to get my higher education for being a
Rohingya so I left… Rohingyas don’t go to uni (in Burma) because
of not having identity document… To be enrolled in the higher
education you need to have Identity cards… Rohingyas haven’t got
access to get that one.
Myint was not considered a citizen in his country of birth. Without citizenship
rights, he was excluded from higher education. He also had restrictions on his
movement out of the country, because he did not have an “identity document”.
He “couldn’t get a student passport, it all working passport”. Due to his ethic
status he could not leave the country to study, he could only leave “as a labourer”.
Myint explained that “there’s not much option left”. He had to tell the Burmese
government that he was leaving “to work… as a labourer”, which meant he had “to
pay tax to the Burmese government”.
Zameer and Myint both experienced ethnically based oppression and
discrimination in their home countries, Afghanistan and Burma. They showed how
their minority ethnic status made it difficult or impossible to receive a higher
education. In Zameer’s case, Hazaras had obtained formal rights to education and
citizenship, but they were still regarded “as slaves” who did “not belong to
Afghanistan”. In Myint’s case, “you need to have identity cards to be enrolled in
higher education… and Rohingyas haven’t got access” to these documents in
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Burma. Both men were very young when they left their home countries on their
own. Zameer was “about to be 17” when he left Afghanistan and Myint left Burma
two years after “I finish high school”, making him about 20 years old at that time.
Their motivations to move were influenced by their experiences with ethnic
persecution, which put them at a disadvantage when seeking to obtain education,
to work and move freely.
The experiences of the 12 informants reviewed in §4.2.1 and §4.2.2 have showed
that their primary motivations for leaving their homes were either due to being in
areas of war and conflict or their experiences with political and ethnic persecution.
Bringing into view the circumstances that caused these people to leave their
homes shows that they and their families had quite limited options other than
physically moving. If they had stayed in their home countries, seven of the 12
people would probably have died. Five of the 12 people would probably have
faced ongoing political or ethnic persecution that may or may not have ended their
lives, but certainly would have, at best, subjected them to a lifetime of oppression,
discrimination, and harassment.
Having gained an understanding of how people with limited choices made their
decisions to flee from home, the next two subsections will explore how people
with greater choices made their decisions to leave their home countries.
4.2.3 Joining family
Four of the eight informants who had more choices available reported that their
primary reasons for leaving their home countries were to be with family members
living in Australia. Faith left Bangladesh in 2000 to be with her husband, who was an
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Australian citizen by birth. Nala and her husband, Atash, left Iran in 2011. They
were motivated to move “because my daughter lives here and I want to live (near)
my daughter”. She explained, “I didn’t have any problem in my country, but I came
here (Australia) to be close to my daughter”. Her daughter’s husband obtained a
skilled migrant visa “five years ago”. Her daughter and son-in-law were both
“citizen here” and they “send me paper and invite me for PR (permanent residency)
visa”.
Cajsa left Senegal in 2002 to be with her husband, an Australian citizen by birth. She
first met her husband in 2000 when she “came as a coach in running in the 2000
Olympics”.
As mentioned earlier, Cajsa was very clear to separate herself from refugees.
Within the first minute of her interview she adamantly expressed the view that,
“I’m a migrant. I’m not a refugee”. In the conversation excerpt below I asked Cajsa
for more details about her first time coming to Australia in 2000:
C: I came as a coach in running in the 2000 Olympics. I was here for the
Olympic as a coach. Yes. I was a coach. For the Mauritanian team.
D: Oh, that’s very interesting. Ok. So you came here in 2000. Is that when you
met your future husband?
C: Yes, yes.
D: Ok. How long were you here in 2000?
C: (Her voice sounds annoyed) A month. Just the Olympic. When it finished
the village, I went to the airport. I was not like those people who run and stay
here hiding and I could because I knew him (her husband) and I could stay
with him.
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D: (I’m feeling uncomfortable now, not sure what to say.) Mmmm.
C: But I came for a cause and I went back. And God called me here and I came
back. That’s what I believe.
Cajsa became noticeably annoyed when I asked her how long she stayed in
Australia in 2000. While I asked the question to simply get a feel for her migration
experience to Australia, I believe she interpreted the question as my attempt to
catch her not obeying or following immigration rules. She responded that she was
“not like those people who run and stay here hiding”. Cajsa drew distinctions
between her reasons for migrating to be with her husband, which she contrasted
with those who “run and stay here hiding”.
Clinton left his home in Sudan after he married Abi in 2005 in Sudan. After “fleeing
to Egypt” in 1998 during the Second Sudanese Civil War, Abi arrived in Australia “on
a refugee visa” on a 2002. Three years later she sponsored Clinton who “came on a
spouse visa” to Australia in 2005. Clinton’s experience in Sudan was much different
from Abi’s. He explained that:
I’m an architect for a long time now. I graduated in 1996. I’m not
that old of course (laughing). When I graduated I’m 22 or
something like that. So after I graduated I get a job opportunity
with International company, very big, huge company in Sudan. It’s
Italian company.
Clinton was employed in Sudan and did not report personally encountering human
or economic insecurity in Sudan. Clinton and Abi came from the same region in
Sudan, but they separated in the mid-1990s when he moved to Khartoum to study
architecture at the university and she stayed behind in their village. In 1998, when
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Abi “was fleeing to Egypt with my nephew”, Clinton was in the capital of Khartoum
working as an architect with “a very big, huge company in Sudan”. Clinton decided
to leave Sudan in 2005 because he and Abi wanted to reunite and get married.
The four people in this section—Faith, Nala, Cajsa and Clinton—left their homes
primarily to reunite with family members. Three of the four informants left their
countries to be with their spouses, while the other one left to be with her daughter.
While Clinton left Sudan, which was a country with a recent civil war, he did not flee
from the direct violence of war or any political or ethnic persecution in his home
country. He was highly educated and gainfully employed in Sudan, but had a
relationship with Abi who was resettled in Australia as a refugee. Faith, Nala and
Cajsa came from countries that did not have any wars or conflicts. They were all
highly educated and employed in their home countries, but they desired to move to
join family in Australia. Nala did indicate that in Iran “the government do barrier for
you. You are not free in Iran”. She gave the example of “if you remove your scarf,
the government jail you”. While Nala and Atash “did not have a problem” in Iran,
she felt that it was a “little bit hard living in Iran for young person” because
“something in Iran is controlled… [authorities have] controlled the Internet,
controlled the TV”. That is why her daughter and son-in-law “need to go to new
country for change”.
4.2.4 Education and job opportunities
Four people in the study were motivated to leave their homes to find opportunities
for education and/or employment prospects in Australia or in other countries
before they eventually arrived in Australia. Laken and her husband, Adwin, left their
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home in Mauritius in 2008 so that Adwin could pursue a Master of Business degree
at an Australian university. In Mauritius, her Adwin worked as a pastor and Laken
worked “with kids in a kindergarten school”. They had two young daughters, aged
five and seven years old. Laken explained that she and Adwin “left them nearly two
years in Mauritius, they stayed with my mum”.
Maxine left her home in Senegal around 1993 when she was still in high school. She
“went to Cambodia… for two years” to stay with her “uncle and aunty” who were
“working for the WHO (World Health Organization)”. While in Cambodia Maxine
went to a school and was “hanging out with lots of expatriates that spoke English”.
After finishing high school in Cambodia, she “applied for a couple of universities”
and because “Australia just happened to answer first” she came to Australia “on
her own to study” in 1995. She studied at Newcastle University for a “bachelor
degree in education to be a teacher”.
Manny left Sierra Leone in 2006 after completing his university studies “in
economics in 2004”. Manny worked in Sierra Leone “with the social security
scheme from 2004 to 2006… managing people’s pensions”. After receiving “a
scholarship to Germany to do a master degree in regional development” he moved
there for two years. While living Germany, his research required doing fieldwork in
“the regional part of the Philippines” so he also travelled to that country in 2007
and then moved back to Germany to complete his studies.
While Manny was living in the capital of city (Freetown) and attending university in
Sierra Leone, his future wife, Naomi, “fled to Guinea around 1999. She lived in a
refugee camp for four years”. They lost contact for a while, but reconnected and
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stayed in touch over the years. Manny explained that “the driving force (to move to
Australia) was my wife was living here (Australia), while I was studying in Germany”.
Sable and her husband, Samuel, left their home in Iran in 2012. Sable explained:
“My husband is a model maker… his job is model making, especially for building,
historical building or something”. In Iran, Samuel created model replicas, including
an “ancient building in Iran, Persepolis”, a project which took him 14 years. Samuel
managed “a small museum” where he displayed his replica of Persepolis and “he
got contract to do some statue for the sport”. Sable went to a “junior college for
girls in Tehran”. In 2008, she completed her degree in “graphic design”. In Iran, she
had various jobs including “salesperson” and “for one year I have job as instructor
in kindergarten for art”. She also “work with my husband” at his “small museum” to
help him with his exhibition of Persepolis.
Samuel thought he would have better opportunities to work as a model maker in
Australia than in Iran. She explained that “in Iran, he had a difficult time finding a
job because they always offer to him with middle person. That’s why he wasn’t
happy… Like I want for you to do job, you can do it and I take half the money”. He
felt that Iran was “not the right country” because “they don’t understand his work”.
So Samuel “decided to (go to) other country to see what happened with this job”.
When he approached Sable with his idea for them to move to Australia to pursue
his craft, she was reluctant to leave Iran. “First time, I said, ‘No. Oh, I’m not going
out of here, my country.” I like going to every country like, um, travel but not stay
there as migrant, just for holiday or something but (long pause) he change (laughing
very loudly) he changed my mind!”
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Laken, Maxine, Manny, and Sable each initially left their home countries to find
opportunities for work and study. Laken, Maxine, and Sable came to Australia
because they thought that Australia might be a good place to study, work and live.
While Manny left Sierra Leone, which was a country with a recent civil war, he did
not flee from the direct violence of war or any political or ethnic persecution in his
home country. He was highly educated and gainfully employed in Sierra Leone, and
moved to Germany for education purposes. He then decided to come to Australia
to reunite with Naomi who had resettled in Australia as a refugee. Laken, Maxine,
and Sable came from countries that did not have any wars or conflicts.
None of them had ever travelled to Australia before moving there, so they did not
know if they would like to live there. Sable had to be convinced by her husband to
leave Iran, whereas Laken, Maxine, and Manny were keen to go to Australia,
although Laken lamented having to leave her children behind for two years. Laken,
Sable, and Manny left their home countries as young adults and immigrated to
Australia with their partners. Maxine left her home country while still in high
school. She joined her “uncle and aunty” in Cambodia and then later “came on her
own” to Australia to pursue her bachelor’s degree in teaching at an Australian
university.
These eight informants had diverse motivations for leaving home, ranging from
joining family to seeking education and job opportunities in Australia. While their
reasons for moving varied, these people had substantially more choice in their
movement than the 12 people in the previous section who had been compelled to
move to save their lives.
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All 20 informants in the study left their home countries because they thought that
doing so could improve their lives in some way. Seven people who lived in areas of
war or conflict left their homes out of the most basic need to preserve their lives
and often the lives of their families. Five people indicated that they left their homes
to preserve their lives and often the lives of their families or to access more rights
because they were subjected to political and/or ethnic persecution in their home
countries. Because their motivations for moving were largely tied to the human
impulse to survive, I grouped these 12 individuals as people who had limited
choices in leaving their homes. They were either forced to flee from their homes
immediately or, if possible, they planned in advance to leave areas where they felt
insecure and unsafe. On the other hand, four informants initially moved to be with
family members and four moved for education and work opportunities. These eight
people had greater-choices in their decisions to leave home.
The 20 stories about leaving show that people moved due to a need to flee violence
and war or “a mixture of pressures from the social environment, market and
immigration conditions, and personal as well as cultural traits and attitudes”
(Salazar, 2010, p. 54). When people left their homes, they had different levels of
choice. Some literally moved to stay alive and be safe, while others simply wished
to improve their lives in some way. The following section explores people’s
movements within and across borders. We will see how the different levels of
choice people had when leaving their homes continued to influence the choices
available for any future movements, while at other times new contexts presented
new choices and challenges for movement.
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4.3 Moving within and across borders
Everyone who moved either had to obtain authorisation to pass through the
checkpoints and borders set up by the nation-state or to find ways around
checkpoints. The different levels of choice people had in leaving their homes
continued to influence the options available to them as they moved within their
home countries as well as across the borders of nation states. This section shows
how people’s movements were affected by different levels of uncertainty and
insecurity, which were intimately linked to how much choice they had to move and
the availability of options of movement. First, we will explore the limited-choice
informants, all of whom fled from their homes to preserve their lives or to get away
from political or ethnic persecution. Then we will explore the greater-choice group,
who had more options, resources, time, and money to plan their movements. While
people’s movement within their home counties and across nation-states is a highly
individualised and complex social space, I provide examples from the study to
reveal how they, often with their family members and support networks,
negotiated their movements in unique conditions of uncertainty.
4.3.1 Limited-choice movements
Of the 12 people who left their homes due their limited choices, seven reported
that at certain points they moved in an underground manner without the
authorisation of the nation-state. Other times people moved in a clandestine, ‘legal’
manner without the authorisation of various non-state actors, such as militias and
rebels. Based on the contextual evidence provided by the people I spoke with, it is
likely that all 12 informants who had limited choices when leaving their homes used
at least some underground, or clandestine, methods. For people in these
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circumstances, their movement was, at least in part, shaped by “clandestinity”
(Coutin, 2005, pp. 196-199) because they hid themselves to avoid being
apprehended, detained, deported and possibly killed en route. When people move
without authorisation from the nation-state and/or when they are moving through
dangerous areas of war and conflict, they often must conceal themselves in a
clandestine manner by becoming camouflaged as “thinglike” (Coutin, 2005) to
avoid detection.
Faye explained that when the “fight come back (to Freetown) … (I) have to run with
my kids. So we go to the ferry wharf in the night we have some people have to
cross. We have some help we pay the crew to cross with we. We have to run away”.
After traveling by boat during the night within Sierra Leone, Faye and her children
“walk in the bush for five days. We go to the refugee camp”. The details Faye
provided about her movement within Sierra Leone and across the Guinea border
suggest that she and her children’s movement entailed some degree of hiding. She
revealed the various ways they hid as they moved “in the night”. She and her
children accomplished movement because she could “pay the crew to cross with
we”. After crossing by boat, Faye and her children “walk in the bush for five days”
to get to the border of Guinea.
Maarku’s description of fleeing war in Sierra Leone with his wife Stella who was
“about five or six months pregnant” also referred to hiding while moving. He
explained that they “left our home during the night”, “jump into a canoe”, and
“walk for 14 days from the village to Conakry”. As Maarku and Stella moved
through the warzone, they timed their movements, “When you get tired, you rest.
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You stay, like for a night and so then you continue, so we don’t just go straight
away, you know, there are villages every three of four k’s”. As they moved
extensively across Sierra Leone they also “went through a lot of checkpoints until
we enter the border.” Maarku explained how he and Stella obtained authorisation
to move through Sierra Leone and across the border into Guinea by coming up to,
and passing through, a series of checkpoints:
When you finish the rebel zones you enter the military zones –
also the government zone they treat you – they are not confident
with you – they don’t have trust in you, they said, “Oh, they might
be rebels and maybe they just draw their weapons.” The rebels
always think, “oh, this civilians might be military personnel or they
might be traitors”… they search for weapons, ah, for rebel marks,
and then they search you. If they let you go and you go to the next
person. And then they search you, they – they – they detain you
for some time and then the only way, which of course you might
be free if you have kids or pregnant woman or old people, sickly
people, yeah, but if you’re strong, you know, they always accuse
you - you are this, you are this.
At these checkpoints, they had to present themselves to be searched for weapons
and for rebel marks. Each time they approached these checkpoints they also risked
being detained. Upon their arrival at the Guinean border Maarku explained: “When
you enter the border, Conakry, the Guinean soldiers also say, ‘Oh, all Sierra
Leoneans are rebels’….so they detain you, they screen you, they check you”.
As an unaccompanied 12-year-old boy, Malik moved across Sudan by hiding in a
“transport truck”. At the border between Sudan and Uganda, Malik had to get
authorisation from the “armed rebel government” that came to power during the
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civil war. They issued “written pass permits” for a fee. He explained that
“whenever a citizen needed to go somewhere they apply for a pass permit that
allow the passing of this person to go. You have to pay but if you escape you have
to bribe”. When Malik reached the Ugandan border, he crossed in the following
manner:
You don’t have to say like where you are going when you are going
to Uganda. You can just pretend you are going to a nearby kinda
town so you just pretend that you are going to that town.
Otherwise if you say that you are going to Kampala (the Ugandan
capital) they won’t allow you.
For Malik to move into a safer geographical space where there was some chance
for him to go to high school, he hid in a “transport truck” and once he reached the
border he needed to get permission, in the form of a “pass permit” from the armed
rebel government to cross the border into Uganda. At the border, he then had to
“pretend” that he was not intending to go to the capital of Kampala.
Adrianna emphasised that it was necessary for her husband, a “newspaper writer”
who was often “taken to jail” in Sudan, to move “behind the government… if the
government know he’s going out, they not going to let him go”. Her husband’s
friend helped to “sneak him out” of Sudan. Adrianna included the detail that her
husband’s initial movements out of Sudan happened at night: “the friend they came
in the night and they take him to Egypt without any document because Egypt is like
very close to our house, they can go with the train”. Adrianna indicated chose night
to avoid being caught and possibly imprisoned, physically beaten, or perhaps killed
for attempting to cross the border between Sudan and Egypt without authorisation.
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Adrianna’s husband’s extensive movement into Egypt split their family apart:
“When he left (Sudan) I been pregnant with my second child… I went to him after I
gave birth like one year and a half after that I went to him to Egypt”. Because she
was pregnant at the time, Adrianna stayed behind in Sudan for a year and a half.
While separated from her husband, Adrianna was being “terrorised” by the
Sudanese government. “They all the time come to me and they terrorising me and
they asking me, ‘Where your husband go?’” Adrianna revealed that she was
subjected to political persecution during the year and a half she stayed behind in
Sudan without her husband.
A: All the time they come to the house and, you know, looking through the
stuff.
D: Who’s they?
A: The government. Like um what they call FBI or something… in America they
say FBI- they like the police but top secret.
D: Where they trying to help or not?
A: No, because he’s writing about the government… he still write in the
newspaper, but he write from over there (Egypt).
D: So people would come into your house and go through your belongings?
A: Yes, that’s why I have to go (to Egypt) because I have my little daughter and
my one child.
When it was time for Adrianna to reunite with her husband in Egypt, she and her
“two little kids” moved across international borders with the authorisation of the
Sudanese government, because she pretended to be going to a conference in Syria:
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I was working with an organisation for children and I said I’m going
for a conference... I have a paper from my company… that why
they (the Sudanese government) let me go. If I couldn’t say that,
they wouldn’t let me.
Having a document from an employer assisted Adrianna to move extensively across
international borders with authorisation. This differed from her husband’s move
into Egypt, which occurred without authorisation. Because she was authorised to
move, Adrianna and her children did not have to “sneak” out of the country as her
husband had done a year and a half before. After a year and a half of separation,
Adrianna and her children joined her husband in Egypt.
Out of all the people in the study, Zameer’s journey was the most clandestine,
because the only choices available to him were to hide as he moved. Within
Afghanistan his family hid from the Taliban and moved around the country for
nearly four years after his eldest brother was killed and his father disappeared.
Tamana was convinced she had to move her remaining children, particularly her
boys, for their personal safety. Zameer explained “We left everything and moved to
capital, Kabul. We thought that Kabul would be a bit safe and they (the Taliban)
can’t, they probably cannot find us. But that was not true, they found, they found
us.” To avoid being caught by the Taliban, Zameer and his family were “just
escaping house to house and stay one night, one night in one house, another night
in another house”. Zameer was about 14 years old and his other siblings were also
young during this time of constant movement around Afghanistan. His family was
receiving threats in the form of letters from the Taliban. “They were contacting [us]
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through the letters. They tried to come to our house many times but I was in a
different places. I knew they were come and that they would catch me.”
Myint, due to his Rohingya ethnicity, did not have an “identity card” or citizenship
status in Burma, the country in which he was born. As a person without citizenship
rights, he was not eligible to attend university in Burma. Myint spoke with “some
old Rohingya friends who were studying (in Turkey)” who “told me I can apply for
the uni and continue my further study. That’s how I get contact and apply for
scholarship” at a university in Turkey.
Because Rohingyas are banned from accessing higher education, Myint could not
get permission from the Burmese government for a student visa to Turkey:
“couldn’t get a student passport, it’s all working passport”. While Myint identified
the document that he used to migrate as a “working passport”, I believe he
obtained a passport with a visa that allowed him to work in Turkey. He explained
that “everything is arranged by the broker… who arrange the passport, travel
document, especially for Rohingya communities… It’s a way to get out of Burma’’.
With the broker’s assistance, Myint obtained a working visa for Turkey, which
granted him working rights in that country. Even though his primary intention in
moving to Turkey was to gain access to education, the only option he had to move
out of Burma was to say he was going to work in Turkey “as a labourer” and pay
taxes to the Burmese government. “I was a student in Turkey, but the Burmese
government does not know that”.
These informants used a variety of methods to move with or without the
authorisation of the nation-state. At times, the only choice available to them was to
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move in an underground, clandestine manner. Faye and her children, Maarku and
Stella, Zameer and his family, and Adrianna’s husband reported moving under the
darkness of night to avoid detection. Malik, Faye, Zameer, and Adrianna’s husband
hid themselves in various forms of transport or in buildings to avoid being
discovered en route. Zameer hid away in Indonesia in a house for three months to
avoid being caught by immigration authorities. Malik hid in a transport truck to
move through Sudan. These refugees often had to pay people to help them move.
Sometimes, after paying people, the only choice available continued to be to move
in an underground manner, such as when Faye “pay the crew to cross with we”
within Sierra Leone or when Tamana paid a “smuggler” in Afghanistan to get
Zameer to Australia.
At other times, people moved with authorisation through proxy checkpoints and
international borders. Maarku and Stella passed through many checkpoints in Sierra
Leone before reaching the border where the “Guinea soldiers… they detain you,
they screen you, they check you”. In some instances when people paid, they moved
with the authorisation from powerful mobility gatekeepers who were not
necessarily the nation-state, such as when Malik paid the “armed rebel
government” for a “pass permit” to leave Sudan. At other times when people paid
they accessed ways to move with the authorisation of the nation-state, such as
when Myint paid a “broker” to arrange a working passport to leave Burma as a
labourer. Yet, to get authorisation from Burma, Myint had to fabricate reasons for
moving. Adrianna and her children moved with authorisation across the Sudanese
border, because she had a document from her employer stating that she was going
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to a conference in Syria. When she presented this document, Adrianna obtained
the nation-state’s authorisation to leave Sudan.
People can either move with or without the authorisation of the nation-state. The
research informants demonstrated that sometimes they moved through a
combination of the two. In other words, at certain times they were authorised to
move and at other times they were not. At times, some members of the family unit
moved with authorisation, while other family members moved without it. In nearly
all instances, families became separated as they moved. When Faye and her
children moved from their village “to the city, Freetown. Later on, in one year time,
rebel come back to the city killing, kill kill kill kill people… that time my kids, some
not there with me again”. When Adrianna’s husband escaped to Egypt she and her
children stayed in Sudan because she was “pregnant with my second child… I went
to him after I gave birth like one year and a half after that I went to him to Egypt”.
Malik, Zameer and Myint were either children or young men when they moved
away on their own to find, in Malik’s words, “a chance of studying and staying
peaceful”.
When moving within or across borders people eventually come up against a
checkpoint where they come under some kind of “formal inspection by a border
authority” (Nail, 2016a, p. 113). In addition to the nation-state, other social actors
including rebels, militias and the Taliban set up various checkpoints. The six people
in this section reported that there were times when they attempted to hide or
make themselves less visible to more powerful social actors who could stop their
movement. Some of these more powerful social actors were rebels, soldiers, and
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militias that formed during conflicts. Other powerful actors that could block
movement were official government authorities, such as police and border control
officers. As people hid, their movement slowed down, such as when Zameer’s
experience in Indonesia. Going through checkpoints often slowed down movement,
such as when Maarku and Stella were detained at checkpoints. Finding ways around
checkpoints also slowed down movement, such as when Faye and her children
walked “in the bush for five days”.
This section has brought into view the complex and highly differentiated ways that
people had limited choices as they fled from wars or persecution. As they moved
they encountered different “material border technologies” (Nail, 2016a, p. 5), such
as passports, visas, pass permits, militarised checkpoints and national borders.
Informants who had limited choices in leaving their home often experienced the
border as a “discontinuous division” rather than a “seamless continuity between
two areas” (p. 3). They negotiated their way through border technologies by
moving in and out, with or without authorisation. On the other hand, those
informants who had greater choices in leaving their homes (because their lives did
not depend on it) were all able to move through borders with authorisation, as will
be seen in the following section.
4.3.2 Greater-choice movements
Of the eight people in the study who had greater choices in leaving their countries,
none had to move in a clandestine manner. Some moved across international
borders and some did not, before coming to Australia. This section focuses solely on
the mobile experiences of those who displayed greater choices moving
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internationally prior to their arrival in Australia. Therefore, this section is relatively
short, as not all informants with more movement choices moved before migrating
to Australia. As will be shown, these people experienced movement in ways that
were quite different from the people in the previous section. The actualities of
people with greater choices who did not move prior to migrating to Australia will be
picked up again in Section 4.5.2.
One person, Myint from Burma, started out with limited choices and later had
greater choices to move. While his movement out of Burma originated by fleeing
ethnic persecution (limited-choice movement), after he obtained his engineering
degree in Turkey his movement choices expanded. While he was studying
“mechanical engineering”, Myint “went to Europe to work two or three months”
during the summer holidays. After saving up money, he moved back to Turkey to
attend “uni and pay school fees”. After the first year he “got some scholarship from
the Turkey government”. Once Myint was in Turkey as a student more choices to
move became available to him. He could, rather freely at the time, go to Europe
and work. He travelled back to Turkey with enough money to pay for study. Once
he graduated he stayed in Turkey “three and a half years” longer and got “good
experiences working in the international company” there. Myint studied and
worked in Turkey for “nine years” before moving to Australia.
Laken, Adwin and their two young daughters moved “from Mauritius to Rodrigues
Island… for two years” because her “husband was working there”. They did not
need a visa to go to there. Then the family moved “back to Mauritius for eight
months” and “then we (Laken and Adwin) came to Australia”. They left their two
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daughters for “nearly two years in Mauritius”. The reasons for her family’s
separation will be explained in Section 4.5.2.
In 2008, when Manny was doing fieldwork in the Philippines for his master’s degree
from a German institution, he reunited with his girlfriend, Naomi. Manny
explained, “We got married in 2008. When I came to the Philippines to do the field
research, she met me there and then we put in the application” for his partner visa
to Australia.
While they were in touch over the years, Manny and Naomi became separated in
“1997 when the rebels attacked Freetown”. They "met in Sierra Leone years ago
before she became a refugee, we been like boyfriend and girlfriend for some
years”. Naomi “came here (Australia) originally as a refugee around 2004… her
uncle sponsored her”. She became naturalised as an Australian citizen
approximately two years later. After they were married they “stayed there (the
Philippines) for a few months” while waiting for his visa approval and preparing to
move to Australia together as a married couple.
Cajsa first came to Australia “as a coach running in the 2000 Olympics” in Sydney.
She met her future husband, Jonas, in Sydney, but decided to return to Senegal. She
then returned to Australia two years later to marry and live with Jonas, who was an
Australian citizen by birth.
Maxine moved to Cambodia around 1993 with her “uncle and aunty” who were
“working for the WHO”. She lived with them in Cambodia for two years while
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completing high school prior to coming to Australia in 1995 to pursue a bachelor’s
degree in education at an Australian university.
The informants above show that that their experiences with moving between
nation-states were considerably easier than those who had limited choices when
moving. One informant, Myint, progressed from limited-choice to greater-choice
movement at different times and in different circumstances. Another informant,
Manny, had a combination of limited and greater choices, that eventually resulted
in his arrival to Australia. He initially left Sierra Leone to pursue his master’s degree
in Germany, then left Germany to conduct fieldwork in the Philippines. Finally, he
left the Philippines to reunite with Naomi. Up to this point Manny’s movements
indicate greater choices, as he moved to pursue his master’s degree and then to be
with his wife. When analysing the conditions that allowed Manny to move to
Australia on a partner visa, it becomes more apparent that his greater choices to
migrate to Australia were made possible because Naomi experienced limited
choices; i.e., she was forced to flee to Guinea and live in a refugee camp for four
years. Therefore, Manny’s greater-choice movement into Australia depended upon
Naomi’s limited-choice movement into Guinea and her subsequent arrival to
Australia on a humanitarian visa four years’ before he immigrated.
People in this study who had greater choices to move were those who were not
personally fleeing from war or conflict zones. Although as Myint and Manny’s
experiences demonstrate above, sometimes people who experienced greater
choices in movement were connected to and facilitated by their past experiences or
the experiences of others who moved with little choice. Aside from Myint, who
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began by fleeing from ethnic persecution, the eight people in this section did not
move with the same level of urgency as those with limited choices. These people
waited until they were in better financial positions and in relative comfort before
applying for visas to Australia.
Anyone who is not a citizen of Australia and intends to physically enter the country
will encounter its universal visa system. The next section explains how Australia
regulates citizenship criteria and the movements of ‘non-citizens’ through “boss
texts” (Smith & Turner, 2014; Smith, 2010).

4.4 Boss texts regulating non-citizens’ movements into Australia
From a Smithian perspective, boss texts contain frames about non-citizens based on
assumptions “established from positions of power in the institutional regime”
(Smith, 2005a, p. 191). By examining how boss texts set the rules and fabricate the
subjectivities (Wacquant, 2010) of non-citizens, I discovered how these higher order
texts enact control through specific “categories and concepts that come into play at
the front line of building institutional realities” (Smith, 2005a, p. 191).
I identified the Citizenship Act 2007, Migration Act 1958, and Migration Regulations
1994 as current boss texts. The Citizenship Act sets the rules for how people
automatically acquire or apply for membership in the nation-state through
Australian citizenship status. The Migration Act and Migration Regulations regulate
the movements of ‘non-citizens’ into and out of Australia. I identified these three
documents as boss texts because they set the parameters of citizenship and
determine how non-citizens may or may not enter Australia, whether on a
temporary or permanent basis and with or without formal citizenship rights. I
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identified visas as “mediating texts” (de Ruiter, 2008), because they are lower-level
instruments that carry out the organisational power of boss texts. This section
explains how boss texts and mediating texts frame the ruling relations shaping the
everyday worlds of non-citizens.
The Citizenship Act, Migration Act, and Migration Regulations sort people into two
binary categories: ‘citizens’ and ‘non-citizens’. The 2007 amendments to the
Citizenship Act increased the use and storage of personal identifiers (biometrics) to
accurately identify non-citizens and citizens (Citizenship Act 2007 (Austl).). The
Migration Regulations contains the most up-to-date information on visas and
procedures used to identify, collect information, and in certain instances deport
and detain non-citizens. For the purposes of this section, I show the more general
ways that the three boss texts define key concepts and lay the general blueprints
for mediating texts (visas) to enact specific ruling relations based on power
dynamics emanating from the authority of the nation-state.
To understand how these three boss texts “work in concert” (Smith, 2005a) to
coordinate movement among non-citizens into and out of Australia requires some
background knowledge about how the Citizenship Act sets the rules and conditions
for “how you become an Australian citizen, the circumstances in which you may
cease to be a citizen and some other matters related to citizenship” (Citizenship Act
2007 (Austl). p. 13). Building upon the Citizenship Act’s framing of who is and who is
not a member of Australia, the Migration Act and Migration Regulations textually
mediate institutional procedures for managing the flow of people “across
Australia’s border continuum” (DIBP, 2015a, p. 3).
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New legislation was proposed in 201734. If passed, this legislation will amend the
1958 Migration Act by introducing six more requirements for non-citizens to be
eligible to apply for citizenship status through naturalisation (Acharya, 2017;
Australian Government, 2017). These changes, touted as “Strengthening
Citizenship”, include:
1. “Increasing the general residence requirement” (Australian Government,
2017) from 12 months to four years for permanent residents. This means
that only non-citizens with at least four years of permanent residency status
can apply for citizenship. The years that people have lived in Australia with
‘temporary migrant’ status will not be counted towards the four-year
residency requirement. In addition, the years that people with IMA status
have been living in Australian detention centres or have been released into
the Australian community on BVEs or other temporary protection visas will
not be counted.
2. “Introducing an English language test” (Australian Government, 2017)
where non-citizens will need to demonstrate “competent English language
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills before they can take the
citizenship test”. This means that “aspiring Australian citizens will need to
score a Band 6 on the general stream of the International English Language
System (IELTS) test” (Adoniou, 2017). This is the same score needed to enter
top universities in Australia.
3. “Strengthening the Australian Values Statement in application forms for
visas and citizenship to include reference to allegiance to Australia” (DIBP,
2017d). The application will require non-citizens to make an undertaking to
integrate into and contribute to the Australian community.

34

The title of the legislation is The Australian Citizenship Legislation Amendment (Strengthening the
Requirements for Australian Citizenship and Other Measures) Bill 2017
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4. “Strengthening the test for Australian Citizenship” by adding new test
questions about ‘Australian values’ and the privileges and responsibilities of
Australian citizenship
5. Introducing a requirement for non-citizens to “demonstrate their
integration into the Australian community”. This will include providing
documentation that people are working or looking for work or seeking to
educate themselves. That they are involved in community or volunteer
organisations, paying taxes, and sending their children to school.
6. “Strengthening the pledge of commitment” to refer to allegiance to
Australia. This pledge requirement will be extended to any non-citizen 16
years old and over who seeks to become naturalised.
The proposed changes listed above have not been passed by Parliament, yet as of
20 April 2017 they came into effect and are currently published on the DIBP website
(DIBP, 2017b).
The Citizenship Act constructs a citizen/non-citizen binary, which has also been
described as the “citizen/alien dichotomy” (Kneebone, 2009b). This binary, or
dichotomy, has, according to Kneebone:
… led to the belief that different standards can be applied to
someone who cannot establish that they are a citizen.
Consequently, the Migration Act is framed entirely in terms of
control of aliens and reflects an ingrained sense of a lack of State
responsibility for the treatment of “non-citizens” (Rost, 2009, p. 1).
The citizen/non-citizen binary contained in the Citizenship Act lays the framework
for the Migration Act and Migration Regulations to determine different ways of
treating citizens and non-citizens. The differences to treat and control non-citizens
are reflected in the five key objectives of the Migration Act:
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1. The object of this Act is to regulate, in the national interest, the coming into,
and presence in, Australia of all non-citizens.
2. To advance its object, this Act provides for visas permitting non-citizens to
enter or remain in Australia and the Parliament intends that this Act be the
only source of the right of non-citizens to so enter or remain.
3. To advance its object, this Act requires persons, whether citizens or noncitizens, entering Australia to identify themselves so that the
Commonwealth Government can know who are the non-citizens so
entering.
4. To advance its object, this Act provides for the removal or deportation from
Australia of non-citizens whose presence is not permitted by this Act.
5. To advance its object, this Act provides for the taking of unauthorised
maritime arrivals from Australia to a regional processing country (Migration
Act 1958 (Austl). pp. 61-62).
To advance its object of controlling the entry and presence of non-citizens “in the
national interest” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 61), the Act names itself “the only
source of right of non-citizens to so enter or remain” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p.
61) in Australia with visas. It applies universal surveillance to citizens and noncitizens and sets in place methods of removal (deportation) and detention of noncitizen Others. The Migration Act and Migration Regulations contain further rules
and conditions for determining “non-citizens whose presence is not permitted”
(Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 61).
The full title of the Migration Act 1958 is “An Act relating to the entry into, and
presence in, Australia of aliens, and the departure or deportation from Australia of
aliens and certain other persons” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 59). While the
term ‘aliens’ is used twice in the title, curiously, it is not defined in the 973-page
document. In fact, the term ‘alien’ only appears once in the document on page 808,
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with the Aliens Deportation Act 1948 listed in a table of repealed acts. The term
‘alien’ was defined in the Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948 as “a person who is
not a British subject, an Irish citizen or a protected person35” (Australian
Government, 1948, p. 2). The Oxford Dictionary defines ‘alien’ as “a foreigner,
especially one who is not a naturalized citizen of the country where he or she is
living” (Alien., n.d.). The term that appears frequently in the Citizenship Act,
Migration Act and Migration Regulations is ‘non-citizen’. The definition of noncitizen given in the Migration Act is simply “a person who is not an Australian
citizen” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 73).
Sections 13 and 14 of the Migration Act define two different categories of people
with non-citizen status: “lawful non-citizens” and “unlawful non-citizens”
(Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 101). The Act states that a lawful non-citizen is “A
non-citizen in the migration zone who holds a visa that is in effect” (Migration Act
1958 (Austl). p. 101). By contrast, an unlawful non-citizen is named and identified
by the document as “A non-citizen in the migration zone who is not a lawful noncitizen” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 101). With regards to non-citizens whose
visa has been cancelled, the text states that “if a visa is cancelled its former holder,
if in the migration zone, becomes, on the cancellation, an unlawful non-citizen
unless, immediately after the cancellation, the former holder holds another visa
that is in effect” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 101).

35

The Nationality and Citizenship 1948 Act defined a ‘protected person’ as “a person who is included
in such prescribed classes of persons as are under the protection of the Government or any part of
His Majesty’s dominions” (Australian Government, 1948, p. 2).
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The Citizenship Act, Migration Act and Migration Regulations grant special powers
to visas. Section 29 of the Migration Act states that:
Subject to this Act, the Minister may grant a non-citizen
permission, to be known as a visa, to do either or both of the
following: a) travel to and enter Australia; b) remain in
Australia (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 105).
Visas are equated with the notion of ‘permission’. The criteria and requirements of
Australian visas are set out in the Migration Act and Migration Regulations, both of
which have been amended many times. Through amendments, different visas come
and go, as is evidenced by the 44 repealed visas listed on the Department of
Immigration and Border Protection’s website (DIBP, 2016f). Currently, the DIBP’s
website lists 75 different visas, which are sorted into ‘visitor visas’, ‘working and
skilled visas’, ‘studying visas’, ‘family and spousal visas’, ‘refugee and humanitarian
visas’ and ‘other visas’ (DIBP, 2016f).
The Citizenship Act, Migration Act and Migration Regulations sets out Australia’s
regulatory procedures governing the movements of non-citizens through visas,
which determine whether non-citizens can enter Australia. Based on their visa
conditions, people are sorted into various migration and social statuses in Australia
with uneven access to rights, such as the right to be in the country legally, to work
and to access social services. The legal statuses of non-citizens are entirely tied to
or, in IE terms, ‘textually-mediated’ by visas. Non-citizens must obtain permission in
the form of visas issued by the nation-state to be counted as lawful non-citizens.
Section 30 makes the distinction between two different types of visas: permanent
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and temporary. Permanent visas allow non-citizens to remain indefinitely, while
temporary visas allow non-citizens to remain “during a specified period, until a
specified event happens, or while the holder has a specified status” (Migration Act
1958 (Austl). p. 106).
Section 189 of the Migration Act states that that “If an officer knows or reasonably
suspects that a person in the migration zone is an unlawful non-citizen, the officer
must detain the person” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 287). Section 175 provides
the following justification for immigration detention of unlawful non-citizens: “The
Parliament considers that it is in the national interest that each non-citizen who is a
designated person should be kept in immigration detention until he or she: a)
leaves Australia or b) is given a visa” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 280). A
designated person is defined as a person who has “not presented a visa and is in
the migration zone and has not been granted a visa” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p.
280). A designated person can “include a non-citizen born in Australia whose
mother is a designated person” (Migration Act 1958 (Austl). p. 280). In other words,
Australian law is structured so that all people with non-citizen status without a valid
visa become classified as ‘unlawful non-citizens’ and must be placed in immigration
detention. This policy of detention applies to minors, including infants born in
Australia to a designated person (someone without a valid visa).
4.4.1 From visas to mandatory detention: Textually-mediated ‘border control’
In this section, I identified the Citizenship Act, the Migration Act, and Migration
Regulations as three boss texts which the nation-state of Australia deploys to
assume its role as a “gatekeeper of entrance to and membership of the state”
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(Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013, p. 212). As people move toward the border,
Australia’s universal visa system starts to exert power over their movement. The
universal visa system was introduced when the Migration Act of 1958 replaced the
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901. The Migration Act requires that all ‘noncitizens’ must hold a valid visa to enter or remain in Australia regardless of how
long they intend to stay. The Migration Regulations provide more specific rules
relating to Australian immigration law.
Recalling that boss texts codify ruling relations, they ensure that people’s “work is
controlled in conformity with the selective requirements of the boss text” (2010).
As Smith explained there are “layers and layers” (2010) of boss texts that
coordinate organisational relations. This section has provided the essential rules
and policies defined by Australia’s boss texts and carried out through visas as
mediating texts. Before people physically arrive in Australia, their everyday
actualities start to become ruled by boss texts that selectively open the border to
some under certain conditions and close the border to many others. This is not to
say that everyone in the study who eventually moved to Australia became ruled by
Australian boss texts in a uniform manner. Rather, people’s experiences with
movement became ‘hooked up’ by translocal ruling relations that coordinated their
everyday activities and movements into various institutional circuits based having
‘non-citizen’ status in Australia. By explicating how boss texts constructed migrants
through a “paradigm of suspicion” (Shamir, 2005), I identified relations of ruling in
ways that made “power understandable” (Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 61). Along
with texts I Identified discourses that framed migrants in terms determined by the
nation-state. Through this two-step process of data collection and analysis, I
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identified disjunctures in knowing between the ruling knowledge of the nationstate and the embodied knowledge of migrants and refugees.
As we have seen earlier in this chapter, people have different degrees of choice
when leaving their homes and moving across borders. While these levels of choice
are not static and are constantly being redrawn, people are positioned differently
based on their citizenship status (or lack thereof), their age, gender, education
levels and skills (that are perceived to be in demand by the nation-state). Perhaps,
most evidently, people are positioned through their access to capital, i.e., their
socio-economic status.36 Through the intersections of these dynamics, people had
different experiences coordinating their movements in relation to Australia’s
border and visa regime. In the following section, we will see how the movements of
people with different levels of choice were affected as they encountered Australia’s
system of movement regulation, what is often described as ‘the border’.

4.5 At the door of “Fortress Australia”
There were two broad patterns that the informants experienced to various degrees
as they moved transnationally and attempted to enter and resettle in Australia.
First, as people in the study laboured to move and to resettle they experienced
some level of ruptured, or disjointed, lives. Second, they experienced some degree

36

To illustrate how socio-economic status is considered the most important criterion that is used to
assess if someone is a ‘desirable migrant’, from 1 July 2017 DIBP introduced changes to the
permanent employer sponsored skilled visa programs, which included the “removal of the English
language and skills exemption for applicants whose earnings would be over $180,000” (DIBP,
2017e).
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of uncertainty. Ruptured lives and uncertain futures were visible through the
informants’ different levels of access to:
1. their families
2. economic participation
3. freedom of movement, residence, and to seek asylum
4. social security
5. education
Exploring these four key ways that that the informants’ lives were ruptured and
their futures were uncertain deepens understandings about the dehumanising
processes that produced the embodied forms of labour experienced by the people
in the study. Ruptured lives and uncertain futures were experienced by people to
different degrees and for different durations. Some experienced minor
inconveniences as they moved across international borders and resettled in
Australia. Others were incapacitated as they attempted the same activity; i.e.,
moving across borders and resettling in Australia. This section draws out the
recursive patters of disjointed lives and uncertain futures to explicate the
dehumanising forms of labour that people with less than full citizenship statuses did
to move and resettle.
It is important to note that for the purposes of this study there was a strategic
decision made to only include people’s experiences with moving through regimes of
social motion that brought them to Australia. Therefore, the study follows the
informants’ movements toward Australia up until their actual arrival in the country.
However, it does not follow their movements and resettlement experiences far
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beyond their arrival in Australia. This is done to keep the study’s focus on how
people’s experiences with movement and resettlement were affected by different
levels of choice affecting their security in their home countries, across borders, and
in Australia.
When people in the study moved and resettled, their lives became ruptured, or
disjointed, in some way. These ruptures took place at different points for different
people as they moved and resettled. Because the informants moved at different
historical moments, had different levels of choice, and moved through regimes that
controlled people’s movements in vastly different ways, they often had limited
ways to know whether their and their family’s futures would likely be better or
worse as they moved. This lack of future clarity resulted in some level of
uncertainty accompanied by some level of stress among the informants. Those
ruptured lives and uncertain futures were characterised by long periods without
access to their families, to economic participation, to freedom of movement, and to
social security, causing high levels of stress, anxiety, depression, and social
isolation. Conversely, those whose ruptured lives and uncertain futures were less
protracted, and had reason to hope that their efforts would eventually resolve the
ruptures and uncertainties in their lives, tended to experience movement and
resettlement in significantly less stressful and more empowering ways.
The most striking way that people in the study experienced ruptured lives was the
loss of family. Many people in the study chose to speak at length about their
experiences with family separations. Therefore, this section mainly focuses on the
physical and emotional labour people did as they lost and, in some cases,
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eventually reunited with some members of their families. This section also touches
upon on the work that people did as they tried to travel, gain access to work,
asylum, and/or social security. I deploy Smith’s notion of ‘work’ as a heuristic device
to draw out the time and effort that the informants put into moving (mobility-work)
and resettling (resettlement-work).
People with different levels of choice did various things to move. Those in insecure
environments, where they feared for their lives and the lives of their families, had
limited choices: move or possibly die. People in more secure environments had
greater because they did not move to preserve their lives. Those with greater
choices were therefore better able to wait and plan their movements. Although
informants moved back and forth along a continuum with different levels of choice
and different degrees of urgency underpinning their movements, family separations
were common among most informants regardless of how much choice they had to
move.
Many informants revealed that as they moved they often became separated from
family members. Sometimes these separations were relatively short, while other
times people became separated for years, decades, or never again reunited with
their families. When people fled from violence, separations were a common. For
example, Faye revealed that when “the rebel come back to the city” some of her
kids were not with her. Maarku explained that for ten years after the civil war in
Sierra Leone he lost contact with many of his family members because “everyone
just got scattered everywhere”. After Zameer’s father was kidnapped by the
Taliban, Zameer had no way of knowing whether his father was “alive or not”. After
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Zameer reached Australia, he continued to fear for the safety of his mother and
siblings because “there is no safe place in Afghanistan”. In these examples, people
experienced ruptures to their families as they moved to stay alive. Their
experiences of separation sometimes occurred quickly, such as when Faye and
Maarku’s families became ‘scattered’ they moved in response to threats of direct
violence. Yet for others, like Zameer, their families pooled their resources and
efforts to purposefully separate.
Those in the study who moved to escape political and ethnic persecution often had
to leave behind their family members. For example, when Jamal escaped from
Sudan, he left Adrianna behind because she was pregnant. “One year and a half
later” Adrianna and her two children joined him in Egypt. Myint was another
example of a person who became separated from his family for over a decade when
he left Burma on his own to “access education” in Turkey. The people in the
examples each moved and experienced ruptures to their families in some way. For
those who, like Faye and Maarku, moved to escape warzones and killings their
family separations tended to happen more quickly and in an urgent manner. Faye
illustrated the urgency of her family’s movement with “I run away with my kids”.
Maarku showed that he and Stella’s movements away from home began in a quick
and urgent manner as they “left home during the night”, followed by “jumping into
a canoe”, and “walking 14 days” to reach Guinea. For those escaping persecution,
like Adrianna, Jamal, and Myint, their family separations were often more planned
and deliberate. Adrianna and Jamal decided that Jamal should leave Sudan first
because he could “go with the train” to Egypt during the night “without any
document”. Meanwhile, Adrianna and her children stayed behind in Sudan until the
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time was right for her to join Jamal in Egypt. In their case, it took about 18 months
for Adrianna and her children to wait for the right time to leave Sudan because she
had to give birth to her second child and get written documentation from her
employer that her reason for leaving Sudan was to go on a business trip.
Some people who escaped from dangerous environments with war and killings
could plan their movements to some degree. Zameer’s movement within
Afghanistan began quickly he and his family left their small village and moved
around Afghanistan together for four years to avoid being apprehended by
members of the Taliban. Tamana made Zameer’s escape from Afghanistan possible
because she “sold all the assets” from his father’s business and used that money to
cover the cost of his movement out of Afghanistan.
Looking at Zameer’s experiences with movement though an IE lens of work, it
becomes obvious that his ability to leave Afghanistan was facilitated by the time
and effort his family invested in activities aimed at survival, such as “escaping house
to house”. Tamana wished to move her children away from danger. She did this
because Zameer was “getting older” and she feared that the Taliban would
“probably catch” him one and that he would suffer the same fate as his father and
older brother. Tamana invested years in the pursuit to get her son “outside
Afghanistan”. Therefore, Zameer’s escape from Afghanistan was not an individual
pursuit. It was largely made possible his mother’s perseverance and willingness to
do all she could to get her boy to safety. Upon finding out that Zameer reached
Australia, Tamana “cried a lot” and declared that, “At least I saved you. At least I
saved one of my son”.
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Many of the informants in this study participated in shared activities aimed at
accomplishing movement. Inevitably, these activities involved large investments of
time, effort, emotion, and sometimes significant financial sacrifice. Maarku is
example of a person whose initial movements out of Sierra Leone resulted in
spending a long time in Guinea prior to his family’s arrival in Australia. He and Stella
lost contact with their extended family members who were in Australia while they
lived in Guinea. Prior to arriving in Australia, they spent their time in Guinea finding
ways to feed and shelter themselves under precarious conditions as non-citizens
without formal working rights. While they were in the process of fleeing into
Guinea “because of my pregnant wife, we got someone to rescue and give us
shelter”. In Guinea, they lived with this family for nearly eight years and Maarku did
“a lot of whatever job” such as “unloading and sorting fish… just to survive, you
know, to make ends meet”.
Maarku, Stella, and their family members living in Australia applied for and
eventually received humanitarian visas that allowed them and their two children to
enter a humanitarian junction though the Australian border. Maarku’s family in
Australia “sent the forms to apply for the 202” visa and once the visa was approved
they “paid for our ticket” to Australia because they were eligible to sponsor his
family. This connection allowed Maarku’s family to enter Australia through a
humanitarian junction that selectively opened the border regime for them following
a decade of shared, laborious effort.
Prior to coming to Australia, Faye and her children moved in and out of refugee
camps and wound up staying in Guinea for a least “seven years”. Faye and her
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children were not apprehended when they crossed the border into Guinea as
refugees, but Faye planned her family’s movement across the border at night and
she had to “pay the crew to cross with we”. When they got to Guinea, they went
“to the refugee camp” for about a year. During that time, their extensive
movement slowed down for a while and they briefly accessed some degree of social
security offered by the UNHCR, in the form of safety, food, and shelter. However,
the security offered by the camp did not last long because “de rebel come kill some
people”, which caused Faye and her children to flee from the camp; i.e., their
extensive movement increased again. They moved to Conakry, Guinea for safety
and, although Faye and her children were recognised as refugees, they were
nevertheless non-citizens in Guinea who did not have formal working rights. Faye’s
capacity to gain employment was further hampered because she never had access
to formal education as an impoverished citizen of Sierra Leone. Therefore, Faye’s
only way to access economic participation was through the informal economy in
Guinea. Faye made money by telling people “I can help you for wash your clothes, I
can help you for iron”. Under these highly precarious conditions, she earned money
to house and to “have food” for her children. Faye found shelter in Guinea with
“someone they don’t know me. Feel sorry. Keep we”.
Faye’s experiences reveal that she and her children invested years of effort to move
to a series of places that they perceived to be more secure and less dangerous. As
they moved across the border into Guinea their statuses changed from citizen to
non-citizen. Although they had non-citizen status in Guinea, they passed through a
junction that allowed refugees to enter the Guinea border. She remained in Guinea
for seven years until her son in Australia sponsored them to come in 2007. At that
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point, Faye and her children entered Australia on a humanitarian junction that
finally allowed her family to reunite after years of separation.
These two examples Faye and Maarku reveal that they and their families laboured
for extended periods of time in highly precarious conditions before a humanitarian
visa junction selectively opened to allow them to physically enter Australia on
permanent visas. These junctions opened because they had family members living
in Australia who lodged visa applications, could sponsor them, and because they
were lucky enough to be selected by Australia’s immigration system for
resettlement. Their families reunited when they received visas that permitted them
to permanently move to and resettle in Australia. In each case the informants had
to wait for years with the hope that a humanitarian visa junction would open for
them reunite with family members. Therefore, the ‘event’ of a family reunion can
be understood as being ‘textually-mediated’ (Smith, 1990b) actuality that was
socially organised by years of intensive labour that eventually led to a visa grant.
What people experienced as a reunion, involved years of movement where families
often became separated while living in precarious conditions as non-citizens before
finally finding a junction that allowed them to join a flow entering the nation-state.
Once people entered a nation-state, with or without the nation-state’s
authorisation, textually mediated by a visa, they were classified as ‘non-citizens’
with different levels of legal standing.
Junctions selectively opened when people were positioned to apply for a small,
limited number of humanitarian visas allocated by Australia’s humanitarian
program each year. Faye and her children and Maarku and his family were
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permitted to move through the Australian border once they obtained 202 visas. To
get this visa they needed to have a ‘sponsor’ in Australia who had the status of
bring a PR or a citizen and was willing and able to pay for the costs associated with
the visa. Faye and Maarku’s movement depended upon having a contact in
Australia with the right status and the necessary funds to sponsor them and pay for
their transportation. Their family members in Australia needed two things —status
and money— to satisfy the regulatory requirements allowing some people to be
sponsored to move through Australia’s border regime. This is how the Australia
border selectively opened for these two families.
Faye became separated from her family for years. During these years of movement
and separation it was not possible for her to know if she would have the
opportunity to reunite her family. Some of the more precarious aspects of Faye’s
life were resolved when she and her children entered Australia on humanitarian
visas. These elevated them to the status of Australian permanent residents. While
permanent residents are still ‘non-citizens’, this status granted them the right to
live permanently in Australia with the legal right to work and to access social
security benefits.
After moving between Sierra Leone and Guinea for approximately a decade, Faye
and her children eventually reunited, because her son sponsored her and her
children’s humanitarian visas to Australia. While Faye’s family has been reunited
since their arrival to Australia, much of her time and effort has involved a constant
struggle to maintain her social security payments. Since her arrival to Australia in
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2007, Faye has often received letters from Centrelink directing her to go to school
to learn English or go to job search agencies.
They (Centrelink) ask me for work. I say I not gonna work right
now cause I sick. From that they say what you want to do right
now? Every time I going there (Centrelink) they ask ask ask ask ask
many many question for me. I told her I say I not going to school, I
have to go to school first…
Faye received “many many” such letters from Centrelink. She explained that this
cycle, of being told that she must look for employment and go to school, continued
for “at least seven years” until “they put me early disability”. Prior to going on a
disability pension, Faye had to show that she was taking classes or was looking for
employment to receive social security benefits. Yet as an older woman who never
had formal education, Faye was not at all well suited to employment in Australia.
They (Centrelink) tell me to take English class because they said I
for work. But I don’t have knowledge for work because I don’t
know English. I don’t know how to speak good English. I don’t
know how to read… I go to school for one year (in Sydney). I left
for go to school cause sick come. I’m no working good all the time
cry cry sick.
Faye reveals her efforts to resettle in Australia have largely been a disempowering
and dehumanising experience that cause her to “all the time cry cry sick”. This is
because she does not easily fit in the welfare system’s expectations that people will
eventually find paid employment in Australia’s formal labour market if they keep
upgrading their skills and applying for jobs. Faye’s experience of being an older
refugee woman who spent years in and out of refugee camps and never had access
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to formal education, made it impossible for her to simply upgrade her skills and get
a job. This finding supports the generalisation that “refugees’ education pathways
are severely disrupted by war… and the constant insecurity of years in African
refugee camps” (Hatoss & Huijser, 2010, p. 158). In addition, it must be recognised
that these disruptions have gendered dimensions, which tend to adversely impact
upon the opportunities available to women. Hatoss and Huijser (2010) explain that
in the case of refugees, gender is not the only potential barrier.
Gender intersects in complex ways with issues of class, race,
language, trauma and educational backgrounds” (p. 147).
In the Australian context numerous studies have critiqued access to welfare,
education, employment, and other social supports for those who arrive as
‘humanitarian migrants’ and have been permanently resettled in Australia (ColicPeisker & Tilbury, 2003, 2007; Correa-Velez & Onsando, 2009; Correa-Velez,
Ramon, & Upham, 2012; Hatoss & Huijser, 2010; Wille, 2011). Hatoss and Huijser
(2010) observe that “while the Australian government provides a range of
educational support programmes, participation in them is often limited by social,
economic and cultural factors that are deeply linked to pre-migration as well as
post-arrival contexts” (p. 158). Therefore, it would be desirable to employ “a more
holistic approach to resettlement programmes” (p. 158) to recognise and work
towards overcoming the limitations faced by refugees, and particularly refugee
women with respect to accessing educational and employment opportunities in
Australia (2010).
Indeed, the current refugee resettlement and social welfare system is disconnected
from and unable to accommodate for the actualities of mature-aged refugee
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women like Faye who had no access to formal education prior to their arrival in
Australia. The current welfare system does not adequately recognise that some
people may have never had the opportunity to go to school. In addition to never
having access to formal education, Faye spent many years in an out of refugee
camps, where she had little access to health care, nutritious food, and was under
constant stress with regards to her and her children’s safety. Years of extreme
stress aged Faye, possibly resulting in her ill health. In Australia, it took Faye “over
seven years” to “get on disability”. During her first seven years in Australia, Faye
was instructed to go to many doctors and specialists to prove to the welfare system
that she was too sick to work. Faye handed me a document signed by her doctor. As
she talked about this document she revealed some of the activities she did to prove
to Centrelink that she was too sick to work or continue attending school.
F: Doctor send me the specialist now, specialist go check now, if you ok. The
first specialist said my disk slipped. The second again say I have nerves, all my
nerves sick. The third now told me to say I have arthritis.
D: These are three different specialists?
F: Yes.
D: For three years? Over how many years?
F: Over three years! At least seven years I come! All the time I must go to
doctor.
In Australia, much of Faye’s time and effort was directed at negotiating Australia’s
welfare, healthcare, and education systems. Much of Faye’s time in Australia has
involved going to doctors and specialists to satisfy the medical requirements for her
to receive Centrelink benefits. Clearly, her everyday resettlement experiences have
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revolved around an emphasis on what Colic-Peisker and Tilbury (2003) refer to as
the “medicalization of the refugee experience” (p. 79). Resettlement programs that
focus “the medical approach may lead to passivity, as people accept that they are
damaged and ‘disabled’ and retreat into the sick role” (p. 80).
Even if she was physically healthy, Faye could not fit into Australia’s labour market
in its current form. Hatoss and Huijser (2010) explain that “the Australian
resettlement process of refugees (like many others) is characterised by a number of
assumptions and objectives, such as the expectation of ‘integration into the
mainstream’, at least in terms of employment (p. 150). However, these
expectations are not met with practical policy initiatives that address the
complexities of people’s pre-migration and post-migration experiences. It has been
suggested by some scholars that Australia should set up more practical
employment assistance for refugees (Colic-Peisker & Tilbury, 2003; Jupp, 2002;
Auckland University of Technology Refugee Research Group, 2002). Jupp (2002)
argues that “there is a good case for specific employment programmes for these
immigrants (refugee groups). But neither the government nor the largely privatized
employment agencies have tackled this issue” (p. 156).
In addition to living through at least a decade of forced migration and human
insecurity, Faye was a mature-aged refugee woman who did not have access to
formal education, qualifications, or local work experience, and lacked English
proficiency. Because of these factors, Faye was simply not able to compete for jobs
in the Australian labour market. Her lack of formal education did not neatly fit into
the welfare system’s criteria for being an active job seeker. Her lack of access to
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Australian economic life forced her into doing years of unsatisfying and stressful
activities to maintain the social security benefits that were her only means of
survival.
Some informants in the study were not able to reunite with their families after they
arrived in Australia. In recent years “the Australian Government has steadily eroded
the available options for refugees to reunite with their families through successive
years of policy changes” (Bacchetti & Mojradi, 2016). The barriers to family reunion
include delays in processing applications, lack of information and legal advice, high
costs, limitations to eligibility for family reunion, and the denial of family reunion to
those with IMA status who arrived by boat (Refugee Council of Australia, 2016). As
a result of these institutionalised barriers to family reunion, many informants in the
study who arrived in Australia on a humanitarian or Bridging visa E’s have not been
able to reunite with their families. In the following conversational excerpt, Abela
revealed her experiences with family separation:
D: Did you come by yourself or with somebody?
A: I came by myself.
D: And what about your family?
A: Family still in Sudan and I chose Australia cause Australia said at that time
you can bring all your family but this is not correct. It is not correct.
D: So you thought you could bring your family?
A: Yes, they say it is easy to bring your family, but it is not.
D: Who did you want to bring?
A: My brother and sisters.
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D: Father? Mother?
A: No, my mother pass away in 2010 and my dad pass away too early, in 1974.
Some people whose families had been ruptured felt that they were misled into
believing that they could one day reunite with their families in Australia. Abela, who
arrived in Australia on a humanitarian visa, was given the impression that it would
be “easy to bring” her family, but when she tried to bring them she found out this
information was “not correct”.
Although Abela has not been able to reunite with her family in Australia, she has
been quite successful in earning a living in Australia. In Sudan, Abela was a
professional who worked as a social worker and a newspaper editor. There she had
access to formal education. She explained, “I finish primary school and secondary
school and high school. I didn’t pay anything. It didn’t cost my family anything”. In
Sudan, she earned her “bachelor of sociology” degree, which is “recognised here in
Australia”. In Australia Abela attained a “master of community and health
development” in 2012. While she was studying, she worked in a variety of jobs: “I
start working as a security (officer)” because that job offered “flexible shifts” and
“more hours”. Then she “found a job in age care”, which was also a “flexible job”
that offered “flexible shifts”. Abela admitted that her current job in age care does
not “satisfy” her, because “it is not related to my qualification”. While Abela has
been very successful in integrating into the Australian labour market, she does not
entirely see herself as successful:
A: Ummmmmmmm sometimes I be upset for myself. What happen? Why till
now, no find a job (in her field)? But sometimes, when I came here, when I
came to my home, I feel upset, but when I went to work I be very, like ah,
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happy. Because I talk here, and talk here, and talk here, and talk to my friend
and talk to the resident and be busy and something like this and I forgot
everything.
D: Do you have good relationships with the people you work with?
A: Yes, very good, yes.
Abela has not been able to reunite with her family in Australia, but she has been
able to earn her master’s degree and be part of economic life in Australia. While
she is not completely satisfied with her job, going to work makes her “happy”
because she has “very good” relationships with her co-workers and the residents
she cares for. Abela’s resettlement in Australia certainly included family separation
that she has not been able to resolve. It seems that being an educated, professional
woman allowed her to focus her energies upon other aspects of resettling in
Australia, including accessing higher education and economic participation in the
job market. Becoming part of the labour market gave Abela financial independence
and opportunities to form “very good” relationships with others in Australia. As
someone who had access to free education and completed her tertiary degree in
her home country she was in a good position to upgrade her qualifications and skills
in Australia. Abela found that she could not reunite with her brothers and sisters in
Sudan, but she could earn her master’s degree, participate in economic life, and
develop good and meaningful relationships with others in Australia. These positive
aspects made Abela’s resettlement more empowering and less dehumanising for
her. Abela arrived on a humanitarian visa she had access to social security benefits
in Australia, which she rarely had to use. In addition, it took her “only two years” to
become an Australian citizen. Part of the reason for Abela’s more positive
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experiences with economic participation and social security support are likely due
to the time of her arrival in Australia in 2002, as back then the pathway to
citizenship status was shorter and more direct.
Not everyone who was an educated, professional in their home countries had
similar positive experiences resetting in Australia. For example, Sable and Samuel
arrived in Australia in 2012 with permanent residency status. They obtained this
status by spending a lot of time and money positioning themselves into Australia’s
skilled migrant junction. Sable explained, “actually we wait for five years to get this
visa”. They had to wait in Iran to see if Australia’s skilled migrant junction would
selectively open and allow them through the border. After a five-year wait, the
border junctions opened for them when they obtained their skilled migrant visa.
Since their arrival Sable felt that she and her husband had “very bad feedback from
Australia”. Samuel has not been able to find a job in his field of civil engineering. He
had to settle for a job well below his qualifications and experience “doing
assembling at IKEA”. Sable explained that Samuel was “not satisfied” and “not
happy with this job”. She felt that “his source is waste” assembling furniture.
Likewise, Sable lamented that when she moved to Australia she had to “give up my
skill in graphic design”.
Sable complained that she and Samuel found it “hard to live here without money”.
Aside from Medicare, permanent residents are generally not eligible for any social
security benefits during the first two years in Australia. This meant that Sable and
Samuel had no access to social security benefits and many other services that are
reserved for people who have either citizenship status or permanent residency
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status if they have lived in Australia for more than two years. Not having access to
these services put them in a highly precarious situation because they had to find
any means to make money to survive.
S: After we came to Australia I was really want to get a job straightaway but it
doesn’t come true to me.
D: What kind of jobs were you looking for?
S: Anything… I was in job (search agency) but they said we cannot help you.
D: Why?
S: Yeah. Because based on our visa they don’t help us. I think they said until
two years we cannot help you.
The conversational excerpt above illustrates that their lack of access to even the
most basic services were linked to their ‘lower level’ of PR status as new arrivals in
Australia. When I spoke with Sable in 2014 she had been in Australia just over two
years with permanent residency status. That made her eligible for many services
she previously did not have access to. Based on her experiences over the past two
years searching for jobs in Australia, she was reluctant to go back to the job search
agency.
S: I know they cannot help.
D: How do you know?
S: (Long sigh) You know, they need experience, every company, everything…
they said, “do you have any experience in Australia with graphic design?” Of
course, I don’t have it! I have not.
Although Sable and Samuel moved to Australia together, they experienced
significant ruptures in their lives. While they had each other, they were far from the
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rest of their family and friends in Iran. Sable explained that, while she has made
some “close friends” in Australia, she “misses her friends with lots of memories” in
Iran. While Samuel found paid employment assembling furniture, this job was well
below his qualifications and the money he earned was “not enough”. The
precariousness of their living situation was exacerbated by being newly arrived
permanent residents who could not access social services for two years. During
those two years if Samuel did not find a job they would have no money whatsoever
to live on. Because of their “bad feedback from Australia” they continue to live with
a great deal of uncertainty about whether they should permanently resettle in
Australia or go back to Iran. Sable revealed that they “don’t know what’s gonna
happen” in the future. Their plan is to “wait and see what happens” once they get
their Australian citizenship. Sable hoped that “maybe in the future” she will “get a
proper job in the office” and for her husband to get the opportunity to put his
“talent” to use in civil engineering. The years of effort that they had invested to
move to and resettle in Australia has created conflicting feelings for them. On the
one hand, Sable remarked that both she and Samuel “hate Australia”. Yet on the
other hand, she said that “she like the experience here” even though being in
Australia has caused her to experience some “depression”. For them, resettlement
in Australia has involved a large investment in money and time to get a skilled
migrant visa, but with little pay off, as they have both experienced decreased access
to economic participation in the country. In addition, not having access to social
security for the first two years in Australia was immensely stressful for them
because they had no safety net to fall back on if Samuel could not find work.
Although Samuel gained access to employment and they both gained access to
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social security benefits over time, they continue to feel they lack access to “proper
jobs” and they lack certainty about whether they should continue investing their
time and energy into rebuilding their lives in Australia. Sable revealed how moving
to and resettling in Australia has produced contradictory feelings for her.
Somehow still I’m missing my country. When I compare my
situation with my friends in Iran, I’m sometimes happy, sometimes
not. Because you know they are settle in their position now, but I
am not because I have to start from the beginning. Sometimes I
say to myself, “No, that is a good experience for me.” They didn’t
move but I moved and I get very special experience.
Some people whose families were ruptured had a very difficult time resettling in
Australia. The informants who had the most dehumanising experiences as they
moved and resettled usually were indefinitely separated from their families and
were not positioned to participate in Australia’s labour market. If they were
separated from their families and could not gain employment in Australia, then
they had virtually no prospects for family reunion under the increasingly
commodified visa options available through the migration program, and
increasingly, the humanitarian program as well.
Those who could not work tended to have less opportunities to socialise and feel
productive. For these people their efforts to resettle in Australia were often deeply
lonely and isolating. For example, much of Okoro’s time and energy in Australia
involved her efforts to reunite with her son who was left behind in Guinea. Years
after her family separated as they escaped the violence of the civil war Sierra
Leone, her eldest son sponsored her and her daughter to come to Australia on
humanitarian visas in 2006. At the time, they did not know where her other son
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was, so he was not included on their visa applications. Since then, Okoro has
resumed contact with her son, who is in Guinea, but she has not been able to
sponsor him due to changes that have occurred with respect to the family
sponsorship criteria. Okoro has not been able to sponsor her son as a dependent
child, because he did not meet the criteria for visa applicants to apply though the
humanitarian program. Some of the criteria her son did not satisfy included: being
over the age limit, not being listed as a dependent child on her humanitarian visa
grant, and, because his whereabouts were unknown, she had not applied within the
allotted five-year period. The only option available for Okoro to reunite with her
son is though the family stream of the migration program, which is a significantly
expensive pathway into Australia.
Okoro explained that she was “unhappy” in Australia because her “son is (in) Africa.
I want to try to bring him. I have no money”. When she called Immigration, “a
professional someone” told her she must “pay some money, $3500” to bring her
son to Australia. This shows that a woman who never had access to formal
education in Sierra Leone and cannot read was told by Australia’s Immigration
Department that the only way for her to reunite with her son is to pay for it.
Okoro’s efforts over the years to reunite with her son have taught her that “you
don’t come here (Australia) as refugee anymore only have money have to do it”.
Okoro maintained contact with her son by talking to him on the phone. She
explained that “last week he call me… I so stressed that time. My son call me and
say he’s sick, he’s not well”. She sends her son “small money” when she can, but
she often worries about him. She revealed that “his father is dead” and she felt
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“sad” because her son “doesn’t have anyone” with him in Guinea. Since fleeing
Sierra Leone during the Sierra Leonean civil war, her son has been living in Guinea
on his own. In that country he does not have formal working rights, but he is “an
electrician” by trade.
The first few years after Okoro arrived in Australia she tried to talk to people about
“the problem” of being separated from her son, which “tormented” her.
Unfortunately, whenever she expressed her desire to reunite with her son, she
found that most people simply echoed Australia’s immigration policies back to her.
According to Okoro:
Everyone say, “Oh! You don’t have to do that (sponsor her son).
You don’t have the big income. If you have to do that you have to
spend too much money.” They make you discourage more and
more. Make you unhappy so I don’t talk to anyone. I don’t do
anything now… like now I sit here at home lock the door no one
talking to me I think I not talking to anyone I just getting
loneliness.
Since her arrival in 2006, Okoro had spent years desperately trying to find a way to
bring her son to Australia. She called the Department of Immigration numerous
times and talked to “a professional someone” to see if they could help her. She
spoke to community workers and volunteers at migrant resource centres to see if
they could help her. She talked to friends and members of the Sierra Leonean
community, looking to them for support and guidance. All her effort has taught her
that “when you explain something to someone, someone don’t have to help you”.
For over a decade now, Okoro has been trying to find a way to reunite with her son
in Australia, but all of her effort has not gotten her any closer to that goal. As a
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result, she has become more withdrawn, socially isolated, and depressed in
Australia.
Okoro believed that having her son with her in Australia would help them both
because “if he be here he can work, me I can’t work anymore”. She imagined that if
she could reunite with her son “that time my emotion is different”.
That time is different because I know that my son is here. He got
work. When he finish he come home. Me too if I here at home, I
do small, small things go out, go to shopping because that time I
happy. I can do anything, you see?
Okoro contrasted this imagined future where she envisioned herself being happy
because her “son is here” to current reality of feeling “discouraged”, which has
resulted in her social isolation.
I don’t need to go anywhere because you see I be alone in the
house. I sit here and look at the television. At times, I look at the
television and turn it off. Now, I no interested for any activity. At
times if they (her community group) have something I can’t go. I
sit at home.
Among the informants in the study, Okoro had some of the most dehumanising
resettlement experiences in Australia. Not being able to reunite with her son has
made daily life into a very sad experience for her. Feeling inept to help her son and
knowing that he is all alone in Guinea led Okoro to withdraw from her social
supports in Australian society. In 2011 Okoro was much more socially active and
involved in a variety of classes with women in her community group. During my
master’s research, she spoke to me on the record about her involvement in sewing
classes. At that time, she said:
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You see, when there class is here me is the first person come in…
When I come to class I feel good because I’m getting some
experience. Yes, when I go home I feel happy when I come to be
in the class. [At home] I be all alone. Always I want to be in the
class… I feel I’m learning something… something beneficial so I
like that (Rung, 2012, p. 43 & 50).
Okoro’s rather upbeat and optimistic tone in 2011, had virtually disappeared, just
three years later. After trying for many years to reunite with her son to no avail
whilst being told by her community members that she should give up her hopes to
be with her son because she “doesn’t have the big income”, she opted to remove
herself from the Sierra Leonean community.
In addition, because Okoro is a middle-aged woman who lacks formal education,
she has not been able to gain access into Australia’s labour market. Okoro revealed
that she does not see herself as being a productive or valuable person: “I’m not
working I’m not helping anything. I don’t want to be like that”. Her understanding
that she has virtually no possibility to reunite with her son along with feeling that
she is “not helping anything” because she cannot participate in economic life in
Australia has, not surprisingly, led Okoro to withdraw from social life and
experience loneliness and depression.
In other instances, some people in the study were better positioned to ‘earn’ the
right to reunite with family members. For instance, Myint had not seen his family
since leaving Burma on his own in 1999. Recalling that he and spent “nine years” in
Turkey before coming to Australia in 2008 as a skilled migrant, in 2011 Myint had
the chance to reunite with his father. This is because Myint was finally able to
sponsor his father to come to Australia. Myint flew his father to Australia on “a
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visitor visa”. Once his father was in Australia Myint “sponsored him” to “apply for
protection”. A Protection visa (subclass 866) is a permanent visa available to people
who “did not arrive in Australia as an illegal maritime arrival or unauthorised air
arrival” (DIBP, 2017k) if they can either prove that they are “a refugee as defined by
the Migration Act 1958” or they “meet the protection criteria in the Migration Act
1958” (2017k). Part of the criteria for this visa is that a person must physically “be in
Australia when you apply for this visa” (2017k). It took Myint twelve years to
acquire the financial capacity and permanent residency status in Australia to
reunite with his father. Once Myint acquired permanent resident status along with
the capital, these two elements— status and money— opened a junction within the
border regime for Myint to finally reunite with his father. Once Myint obtained the
status of a permanent resident and had enough money, he applied and paid for the
associated expenses of airfare and visa costs to get a visitor visa for his father. Then
once his father was physically inside Australia Myint worked within the confines of
Australia’s visa regime to apply for his father’s Protection Visa granting him the
commodified right to be with his father. This is how the Australian border
selectively opened for Myint’s father.
The persecution of Rohingyas escalated over the years Myint was away from
Burma. Unfortunately, Myint was not able to sponsor his mother and other
relatives in time to save their lives. In 2012, numerous members of Myint’s family,
including his mother, were killed during Rakhine State Riots; the violence of these
riots displaced an estimated 100,000 Rohingyas in Burma (BBC News, 2012). During
the 2012 riots, Rohingya villages were burnt down, along with killings, arbitrary
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arrests, and gang rapes of Rohingyas being reported by the UNHCR and other aid
organisations (International Crisis Group, 2012).
Myint earned the right to reunite with his father by paying for his airfare and visa
expenses, allowing him to enter Australia’s border regime. Because of these
regulatory processes controlling the movements of people with non-citizen status,
Myint was only able to sponsor one parent in time to save his father’s, but not his
mother’s, life. Myint continues to experience emotional turmoil being in Australia
while knowing that members of his family have perished or are “suffering by the
militia”. He explained that when
things started in Burma in 2012… my life completely changed. My
wife everyday complain that she doesn’t see any smile on my face
anymore. I’m not that person anymore (little laugh)… I feel very
tired… sometimes nightmares… you feel that you don’t have the
power to solve this. So that’s our situation. So it’s hard to escape
from all these things and run away to somewhere but I can’t. It’s
part of my life. My uncle, my relatives everyone is there (Burma).
So unless I kill my brain and take out my brain (laughing) then you
won’t be able to escape it.
Myint clearly shows that being separated from his family and not being able to get
them to safety before some of them were murdered during large-scale state-led
violence took a heavy emotional toll on him. Over the years Myint has gone from
someone who used clandestine methods to “get out of Burma” in 1999 to one who
migrated to Australia as a highly skilled migrant in 2009. Even so, the deaths of his
mother and other family members along with being unable to sponsor those family
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members who remain “back home” constantly cause him to “worry” because he
fears for their “grave situation”.
When Myint moved away, his family became ruptured by the separation. Over the
years Myint passed through different nation-states and held different levels of
citizenship and migrant statuses. A large part of Myint’s resettlement involved
sponsoring his father to come Australia nearly 14 years after he left Burma. Myint
revealed that for him resettlement in Australia was a highly emotional, exhausting,
and on-going experience. While he achieved permanent residency and financial
independence, he was acutely aware of not possessing “any power to solve” the
problems of his fellow Rohingya community members living in Australia on BVEs or
to save his family and friends who died in Burma in 2012. In Myint’s approximation,
“you can be, you know, engineer, doctor, something like this, but if your community
is in grave situation, you’re also not much different from them… it can affect your
life”.
Some people who had more options to move out of their home countries also
experienced ruptures to their families. For instance, when Laken and Adwin moved
to Australia so that Adwin could pursue his master’s degree, they had to make the
decision to leave their two young daughters with Laken’s mother for “nearly two
years in Mauritius”. They did not want to leave their children behind, but they did
so because of their lives were being shaped by the conditions that apply to student
visa holders in Australia.
This section has elaborated on family separation as a way that people in the study
experienced ruptured lives and uncertain futures. I did this because many
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informants in the study spent a lot of time talking to me about the difficulties they
experienced being separated from their families. Family separation was one of the
biggest problems that people spoke about in the study. It was clear that being
separated from family members, particularly when they were in danger or when
they were young, was a significantly emotional experience for people. Family
separation was a deeply embodied aspect of mobility-work and resettlement-work
that some experiences as they negotiated their movements through the regulatory
processes governing movement into Australia’s border regime.
There were many other ruptures that people experienced as they moved and
resettled. When people moved they often lost homes, their communities, their
friends, and their careers. For instance, when Faith moved from Bangladesh to
Australia she could no longer work as a teacher. Her experience of moving and
resettling in Australia resulted in her having “to start from the beginning”. Faith
admitted that she felt like a “zero” when she moved to Australia because her skills
and experience were not recognised in Australia and she had to “go find another
kind of job”. Not everyone who moved to Australia had “to start from the
beginning” with regards to their careers. In Sudan, Clinton had worked as an
architect for a “very big, huge Italian company”. When he arrived in Australia many
Sudanese people told him to “forget about getting a job in your field”, but he
decided to “apply online to several companies”. When Clinton went for an
interview he brought “a big portfolio” but the interviewer “just looked for a second
and put them aside”. The interviewer told him that he was friends with the owner
of the Italian company Clinton worked for in Sudan so he offered him a job. Clinton
started “a job after one month” in Australia.
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In these instances, Faith and Clinton both experienced ruptured careers as they
moved and resettled. Faith could not resume her career as a teacher because her
qualifications were not recognised in Australia. On the other hand, because Clinton
worked as an architect for an international company and because the person who
interviewed him happened to be friends with his old boss, he resumed his career
within one month of moving to Australia. Both Faith and Clinton experienced
ruptured careers, because they left their jobs in their home countries. Clinton had a
rather smooth career transition after he moved from Sudan to Australia, which
involved applying for jobs, going to interviews, and resuming his career as an
architect in Australia. On the other hand, Faith was never able to resume her
previous occupation in Bangladesh as an English literature teacher because when
she inquired what she had to do to become a certified teacher in Australia, she
learned that her master’s degree qualifications “only count [as] two years” towards
a bachelor’s degree in Australia. When presented with the realisation that she
would “have to study four or five years more to be a skilled teacher”, she decided
that she did not “want to do it all again, all those courses”. Rather than continue
earning a living as a teacher, since moving to Australia Faith has worked “as a
volunteer English teacher” and she has a part-time job as a “medical receptionist”.
As people in the study moved across territorial and temporal spaces, their journeys
often evoked strong emotions. For those who moved to preserve their lives, the
ruptures they experienced were often more pronounced and long lasting. This
means that some people who moved to Australia never again reunited with
members of their families. The work processes organising people’s transnational
movements and resettlement actualities in Australia were dehumanising because
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they resulted in ruptured lives and uncertain futures. Entering Australis’s border
regime, raised the possibility that the nation-state would apply dehumanising ‘noncitizen’ statuses and processes that further ensured ruptured lives and uncertain
futures in Australia.
The patterns of ruptured lives and uncertain futures were socially organised by the
assignment of precarious ‘non-citizen’ legal statuses. Having non-citizen status
moved the informants not just from citizens to non-citizens, but from humans to
non-human others. People’s different experiences with ruptured lives and
uncertain futures were on the one hand produced by dehumanised non-citizen
statuses and on the other hand their ruptured lives and uncertain futures
reinscribed these dehumanising processes.
The next section explicates the ruling relations that structured people’s movements
into Australia through the regulatory processes codified in Australia’s boss and
mediating texts. This is done by exploring the on-the-ground actualities of the
people in the study and bringing into view how visas textually mediated their
everyday worlds. Specifically, I examine the complex ways that people’s
movements prior to and as they arrived in Australia became ‘hooked up’ into
Australia’s border and visa regime. I explore how people with limited movement
choices were ruled in certain ways by Australian boss texts and then compare their
mobility experiences to those with greater choices in movement.
4.5.1 Migration pathways for people with limited choices
While people’s experiences with the ruling relations of movement are highly
individualised and too complex to cover in their entirety, throughout this section
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and the next I provide examples from the study to reveal how people moved in
certain ways as they approached “a specific institutional complex” (DeVault &
McCoy, 2006, p. 17): the Australian border regime. The people in these two
sections reveal how their physical movements, and by extension their affective
worlds, were coordinated through “translocal social relations that pass through
local settings and shape them according to a dynamic of transformation that begins
and gathers speed somewhere else” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 17). For instance,
if someone immigrates to Australia as a student, the explanation for their
movement into the country will not be wholly local. To see what is happening at the
local site, one must locate the context outside of the local (the translocal) that is
helping to shape it.
As shown in Chapter Two, most migration into Australia occurs through the
temporary migration scheme, followed by the permanent migration program. By
far the smallest proportion of people come to Australia through the humanitarian
program. The only pathway into Australia available for most people who fled from
war or persecution was through Australia’s humanitarian program. Recalling that
Australia allocates less than two per cent of the total migration program to
humanitarian entrants, the odds were stacked against them.
In relation to the 12 people in the study were compelled to leave their homes to
preserve their lives and/or to move away from political and ethnic persecution, this
section picks up their experiences as they moved toward the Australian border.
These informants either migrated to Australia on humanitarian visas or attempted
to come to Australia without visa authorisation. The 11 people who held
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humanitarian visas entered the country with permanent residency status and were
on a pathway that could lead to citizenship. However, the one person who entered
the country without visa authorisation and later was issued a BVE was not on a
pathway towards achieving permanent residency or citizenship status.
Their journeys involved periods of waiting, often for years, before they could reach
Australia. As they waited some moved within their countries, while others moved
into refugee camps and/or nation-states where they did not have working rights or
citizenship rights. As shown in the previous sections of this chapter, many people
entered other countries without visa authorisation before coming to Australia, but
only one person in this study, Zameer, attempted to arrive in Australia without visa
authorisation.
People who eventually reached Australia after moving because of war or
persecution did so in three main ways: They were lucky, they were sponsored, or
they were transported by a smuggler. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to
provide detailed accounts of people’s experiences living in refugee camps and
nation-states. Instead, I provide examples of their movements in and out of
refugee camps and nation-states to illustrate how their everyday activities and
emotional worlds were impacted as they moved through these geographic spaces.
It is of particular interest to this study to explore the connections between
people’s localised experiences with human security and what options were
available for them to physically move across the borders of nation-states. It is also
of interest to explore how people who had different levels of human security and
choices available to them, came to have different legal migrant and citizenship
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statuses, and how these statuses opened up or constrained their future
movements, access to rights, and capacities to resettle in Australia.
After fleeing from Sudan, Odessa and her husband “were in the refugee camp” in
Ethiopia for three years. Odessa and her husband eventually got lucky while they
“just wait” for their “chance”. Odessa did not provide a detailed account of the
time she and her husband lived in a refugee camp. She and her husband were
among the few people in this study who were resettled into Australia on a
humanitarian visa without being sponsored by someone living in Australia.
Abi was another woman from Sudan whose resettlement to Australia occurred out
of luck. Abi provided more details about her, and her nephew’s, everyday
actualities living in Egypt after they fled from Sudan. She and her nephew did not
live in refugee camps in Egypt but obtained refugee “blue cards” with “temporary
protection” to live in that country. They lived in Egypt “for four years” without
formal working rights, but they could access some assistance because they had
“applied to the UN” and got the “blue card”. Abi described the emotions that
accompanied living in a precarious situation: “So it’s really very hard. It’s stressing.
It’s very scary. You just looking over your shoulder… because you cannot show any
documents nobody can let you in their house”. She felt “really very luck doing a
nanny” job in Egypt for “cash hand money”. She found this job because she had
formal refugee status, as shown by her blue card. Having a blue card helped her to
access nanny work through CARITAS, an “organisation looking after the refugee in
Egypt”.
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Abi described her feelings while waiting to find out whether she would be resettled
out of Egypt:
I was waiting to be rejected, but I was lucky. Because at that time
you know, 9/11 and everybody was scared. So he (her nephew)
was have very bad luck. His file went to America and my file go to
Australia. And I was so lucky.
While Abi felt “so lucky” to be resettled to Australia, her nephew was not so lucky.
He was rejected and is still living in Egypt, nearly 20 years later, without the right to
work. Since 2004, Sudanese refugees in Egypt have lost their protected refugee
status, but many remain in the country.
Most people in the study who fled from war eventually arrived in Australia out of a
combination of luck and getting sponsored by family or friends living in Australia.
Faye explained how she and her children survived in Guinea after they “run away
again” from the refugee camp.
F: In seven years’ time rebel come kill kill some…
D: At the refugee camp?
F: Yes! The rebel come kill some people, the refugee people everyone’s run
away again we come to the city now, Conakry city. This Conakry city I live with
someone they don’t know me. Feel sorry. Keep we. Have place. Me. I clean
food. Sell before we eat. We buy food. Eat.
D: Somebody kept you at their house?
F: Yes.
D: You and your children?
F: Yes. I can go out. Tell people you want? I can help you for wash your
clothes, I help you for, for iron.
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D: So you went around the city trying to make money doing…
F: Yes, yes. For have food.
After rebels attacked Faye’s village in Sierra Leone, she and her children went “to
the refugee camp”. They stayed in Guinea for “seven years’ time” until the “rebel
come kill kill some”. Faye did not have working rights in Guinea nor did she have
an education: “I don’t know how to read”. She did, however, find someone who
“Feel sorry. Keep we” at their home. While living with this family, Faye made
money by “clean food”, offering to “wash your clothes” and “help you for iron”.
This is how Faye managed to shelter and “have food” for herself and her children
during seven years in and out of refugee camps in Guinea. Eventually, Faye and her
children were resettled in Australia because her son, from whom she became
separated during the civil war, sponsored them to join him there years later.
Maarku, was a young man in his twenties when he and Stella were living in Guinea
with a family they met while they were fleeing from the civil war in Sierra Leone.
Maarku “was able to do some odd jobs just to survive, you know, to make ends
meet”. He worked at a port “unloading and sorting fish and then a lot of whatever
job”. Maarku and Stella “never live in refugee camps because the refugee camps
were very dangerous, there were killings”. He and his wife “did not live in the
camps” because they lived “with people who we travelled with” in Guinea. Maarku
explained that when he was living in Guinea he and his family went to “the United
Nations” but “nothing happened. Very few out of a hundred per cent, maybe just
two percent” were ever resettled. “If you don’t have someone to sponsor you
nothing happens, you still be there”.
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After living Guinea for “almost eight years”, Maarku, Stella, and two young
children were sponsored by their cousin in Australia. Maarku was working in
Guinea one day when he met “a friend of my cousin”. Maarku recalled that, “as
soon as I saw him (his cousin’s friend) he said, ‘Oh, I have your brother’s contact’.
You know, and then, I got the number”. Maarku had not seen his cousin in “over
ten years” because “everyone just got scattered everywhere” during the war.
Maarku took it upon himself to “establish contact” with his cousin. His cousin sent
him “the forms and everything started from there… yeah the 202”. Form 202 is the
visa subclass for the Global Special Humanitarian Visa. The people in the study
who were sponsored would have obtained this visa to migrate to Australia. To do
so they needed a contact in Australia to sponsor them and they had to finance
their own travel costs independently. After submitting the “application forms for
Australia applying for resettlement”, Maarku and his family went to the
“International Migration Organisation” office “every two or three days”. They did
this for about “two months” to see if their names were listed “on the notice
board”. One day their names were listed on the notice board, so “my two kids, my
wife and I… we went for our medical”. After they passed their medical clearances
and received the 202 visa with the attached conditions, Maarku wondered, “‘Oh
how are we going to do? Who is going to pay for our ticket?’” Maarku’s uncle and
cousin in Australia paid for the airfare for his “family of four”.
Malik “lived for four months” in a refugee camp in Uganda called “Rhino Camp”.
There Malik obtained a “UN card” because “I was like a refugee too. I stayed there
as a refugee”. When Malik left the camp he explained that “you can’t work in
Kampala”. The reason he gave for this was “we’re foreigners and there’s not much
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work”. In addition to these factors, Malik was 12 years old when he first arrived on
his own in Uganda and stayed there for “five years”. During this time, he received
financial assistance from his family in Sudan to help him pay his school fees in
Kampala.
D: How did you get money to go to high school then?
M: My parents sold a cow yep. Sell them… They gave money to somebody
who was coming to Kampala.
D: Did that cow pay for all of high school?
M: Not really, not really. It paid for like one year.
D: One year. What did you do after that?
M: After that they sold another cow.
D: Ok. So every year they sold a cow?
M: Yeah, yeah, wow. (Laughter)
D: Did they have a lot of cows or…?
M: Yep. Well, before we had but during the war we lost most of them.
When Malik’s family in Sudan could no longer continue selling their cows to pay his
high school fees, he was forced to drop out of high school. As a result, Malik started
“moving around” Kampala, desperately looking for a way to go to school.
By chance, Malik was friends with someone in Uganda who was in the process of
applying for a humanitarian visa to Australia. Malik explained that his friend “spoke
to somebody here in Australia whom he knew. That person sent him a proposal
form” for the 202 visa. Malik “told him to include me in the application”. He had his
“UN ratio card” as proof of his refugee status. Once Malik’s friend included him in
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the application, about eight months later they received “a letter indicating that we
were accepted”. At that point, he got “a file number” and “another letter letting
you know when you are accepted and what you have to do now is just wait more”.
After waiting in Uganda for “another year” he got a letter from “the IOM”
(International Office of Migration) that “they review your case again”. He went “for
interview and we were like accepted. After that we went for a medical check… all in
Uganda”. Once Malik, who was 17 years old at the time, passed his medical and got
his visa to Australia, he described the emotions he was experiencing at that time as,
“Ahhhhh haaa! Oh my god! It was like… it was like… it was exciting actually like to
board the plane first time… it was exciting and we came here in Melbourne”. Malik
and six other young men from Sudan were all included “in that one form” for the
202 visa. It was not clear from the interview who financed Malik and the other six
people’s flights to Australia.
When Adrianna and her children met Jamal in Egypt she “went with him to
interview, the UN interview and I like proved that everything happen to him there”.
At the interview, they brought “form number 681” with them, which was sent to
him by his friend, “an Australian citizen”. Form 681 is the “Refugee and Special
Humanitarian Proposal”. This form is filled out along with form 842 “Application for
an Offshore Humanitarian Visa” for people who are proposing to be sponsored by
an Australian citizen or permanent resident. These two forms, if successful, lead to
a 202 visa.
Once form 681 arrived from his friend in Australia, Jamal “filled it out and attached
it with his documents” to show he was “threatened” by the Sudanese government.
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The documents he had included “ID, medical certificate, the kids’ birth certificate
and some document from the newspaper like cut out of the newspaper the one
that he be writing in”. He also had documents showing all the times “he come out
of jail” after writing for the newspaper. After waiting in Egypt together for another
“six months” they received the 202 visa to come to Australia. When they got that
visa, “we have a problem with ticket” because the visa was “not from the UN”. The
202 visa requires that the sponsor or the applicant to pay for travel expenses.
Adrianna described it as, “it’s like bribing way to come go to Australia, that way you
have to pay the ticket by yourself”. They could not come up with the money for
four airfares for “two adults and two kids” because “my husband is not working”
full-time while he was in Egypt for two years. Jamal’s friend in Australia sent him
enough money to cover “half of the ticket”.
While Jamal was in Egypt he managed to save up enough money to cover half the
expense of his ticket. This meant that he could only “get his ticket to come to
Australia”. Adrianna and their children had no other choice but to stay behind in
Egypt for another “three months” while Jamal went to Australia without them. As
soon as he arrived in Australia, he obtained work as “construction worker to save
money for us to come”. Jamal found work immediately upon his arrival in Australia,
because there were “many Sudanese people here (in Sydney) they help him”. When
Jamal met with the Sudanese community in Sydney they helped him to “send that
money to us” to pay for the airfare to reunite their family in Australia.
So far, we have seen how people who were moving to stay alive either got to
Australia out of sheer luck by being selected by the UN or the Australian
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Government or were sponsored by someone living in Australia. There was another
way that one person from the study arrived in Australia: He was smuggled.
Recalling that Zameer was about 14 years old when he and his family began moving
and hiding within Afghanistan; they continued these activities for four years until
his mother contacted a smuggler:
That was my mom plan. She managed to get me out of
Afghanistan. She always she was saying you need to go… You need
to go outside Afghanistan. It’s not safe for you, you getting older…
they will probably catch you one day… she was trying a lot. She
was contacting different people and then one day she said I found
someone to get you out of Afghanistan to get you safe country.
The chance that I had was my mom sold all the assets from my
dad’s business to make the money to send me but now we don’t
have anything.
Zameer’s “trip was made by a smuggler, he made it possible for me to (move)
from Afghanistan to India”. In 2012, over the course of three or four months,
Zameer moved in a clandestine manner across the borders of four nationstates before reaching Christmas Island. He moved:
… from Afghanistan to India. Then from India to Malaysia. This two
trip was by plane. From Malaysia to Indonesia was by the very
small boat and then there was truck and then bus. They keep
changing. There were different people, but they were in contact
with each other.
Different people “in contact with each other” facilitated Zameer’s movement out of
Afghanistan with the intention of reaching Australia. They organised for Zameer to
take “different transports” out of Afghanistan and through India, Malaysia, and
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Indonesia. When Zameer reached Indonesia, the smugglers detained him in a house
with 12 others who were also being moved in an underground manner across
borders:
Z: I was detained for three months with smugglers. We were not allowed to
go outside to see to talk to the people or to meet them. We were detained in
a house. They were feeding us. They were providing us a phone once a week
to contact our family.
D: What was the purpose of them detaining you in Indonesia?
Z: Because you are illegal. You aren’t legal… If the police were find us and
probably they will send us to jail.
D: Where did they keep you?
Z: In a house with 12 people. Then one day they said, “Now it’s time for you
to go to Australia.” And then we travelled by car around 24 hours. We just
circling around the car. Just we were in the car it was continuous going and
then it was midnight. They took us the wharf and then said, “Take the boats”.
When they arrived at the wharf “it was midnight” and “more people were coming
from different places they were detained”. The smugglers organised for all the
people to show up at the wharf “at the same time… there was no choice you have
to get that boat otherwise the police will come and they will catch you”. Zameer
caught “the boat with 80 people” by “just jumping in”. Zameer’s movement from
Jakarta to Christmas Island almost cost him his life:
They were saying your journey is for 24 hour, but it took five days
and five nights. The reason was the boat was overloaded. The boat
was like for 30 peoples but we were 80. And the engine was
broken. And we were stuck on the middle of the sea with no hope,
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with no help. Everyone was hopeless. Everywhere was just water.
And the crews, they were thinking that they lost their way.
Zameer said there were kids, older people, and pregnant women on the boat. “I
don’t know how they did it… we have not food for all the days. We had to manage
the water. It wasn’t that much”. On the fifth evening “a big navy ship was circling
us”. When the navy approached they said:
“Do you need any assistance?” And said, “Yeah, we need, we
didn’t eat for five days and five nights. We dying. We sinking”…
They knew that we were refugees. And they took us to the big
navy ship. And then they transferred us to Christmas Island.
Zameer’s journey to the Australian border was facilitated by smugglers who moved
and in an underground manner, including detaining him in a house for three
months in Indonesia. This was followed a perilous journey in a “very small boat”
that nearly ended his life. Finally, Zameer and the others on the boat were
apprehended and detained by Australian border control officers in compliance with
section 189 of the Migration Act: “If an officer knows or reasonably suspects that a
person in the migration zone is an unlawful non-citizen, the officer must detain the
person”.
All informants who moved for self-protection reported that they spent years either
traveling within their country or other countries where they had limited or no
formal rights to work or citizenship. Those who did eventually get humanitarian
visas to Australia largely obtained them out of luck by being selected by the UN or
the Australian Government to be resettled in Australia. Abi’s experience of waiting
in Egypt for four years before she received a humanitarian visa to Australia,
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illustrates how random luck factored into her visa grant and her subsequent
movement into Australia.
In addition to luck, people with limited choices who arrived in Australia through
the humanitarian program often also needed to have a connection to someone in
Australia who was willing to sponsor them for a 202 visa and to pay for their
airfare. Adrianna’s family’s migration experience exemplifies how luck and
sponsorship were the two ingredients that permitted them to move into Australia.
One person, Zameer, had the most clandestine travel experiences. The only
options for him to move towards the Australia border were through hiding. As a
non-citizen attempting to arrive to Australia without a visa, he was labelled an
“illegal maritime arrival” and detained by officers carrying out the work of
Australia’s border regime.
None of the people in this section who fled from war, conflict and/or persecution
had working rights in refugee camps or in the nation-states they fled to. Most
found ways to work for cash, as shown by the examples of Faye offering to “help
you for iron” in Guinea, Maarku “doing a lot of whatever job” in Guinea and Abi
“doing some nanny” work for “cash hand money” in Egypt. Some had economic
support from their family members, such as Malik’s family selling cows to pay for
his high school fees in Uganda.
As they moved and waited for years living in different places under highly
precarious conditions and with few rights, many of the informants reported
experiencing high levels of stress as persons without citizenship or working rights.
For example, Abi described living in Egypt as, “stressing… very scary. You just
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looking over your shoulder”. Malik revealed that he “was desperate” in Uganda as
an unaccompanied minor whose family could no longer continue paying his school
fees. Faye revealed the stress of having to “run away again” with her kids under
conditions of rebels “killing, kill, kill, kill, kill people”. Zameer explained that “I have
this stress, anxiety, fear” since he began moving around Afghanistan. For Zameer,
these feelings persisted and intensified after his arrival in Australia because he had
“fear of deportation, that one day Immigration will deport” him. He explained how
he tried to manage his anxiety by “trying to keep myself busy”, but he “can’t sleep
every night. I don’t have sleep… I have nightmares. How you can live with this kind
of stress, this kind of fear? It’s not easy to deal with”.
Once the informants eventually received various humanitarian visas permitting
them to enter Australia, they often reported feelings of relief and gratitude, mixed
with feelings of longing for family members they had left behind. Abi felt she was
“so lucky” because her “file went to Australia” and she was accepted for
resettlement. Yet, she continues to lament leaving her nephew behind in Egypt
because his file was sent to America and rejected. When Malik received his
Australian visa and medical clearance he expressed his feelings of relief as:
“Ahhhhh haaa! Oh my god! It was like… it was like… it was exciting actually”.
Maarku also voiced feelings of gratitude when his family received their Australian
visas and medical clearances: “God bless the government of Australia”. Adrianna
expressed her feelings of relief too as “we just been so happy… we have interview
and like the next week they accept us… wow! We never (had) like this peace in our
life”.
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In this study one person, Zameer, was detained when he attempted to enter
Australia without visa authorisation. After being lost in “the middle of sea” for five
days without food, Zameer had “no hope” until he saw “a big navy ship circling”
their boat. Zameer and the other people with him had mixed emotions: “We were
happy and we were kind of sad”. Zameer that recalled that when the Australian
Navy approached his boat, “I was so happy, I was thinking like, ‘I can see my mom
now.’”
While in immigration detention for three months, Zameer recalled that “every
time they (immigration officers) were talking to us” they would say, “you came
here illegally. You not be settling in Australia… it was [a] threat”. Zameer revealed
how these daily threats from people working in immigration detention created
high levels of fear and anxiety for him and all the people being held in detention:
I was scared. Not only me, everyone was scared. We never pushed
immigration. We were scared because we heard about Nauru and
Manus Island. We heard how [much] worse the situation in Manus
[was]. And we were like, “Oh, please don’t send us to those
country.” So everyone was scared and everyone has that fear not
to be sent to those islands.
Most of the people in this section who fled their homes to stay alive or to escape
from political or ethnic violence did not have the required skills, the education
credentials or the financial backing to apply for a visa through either the permanent
or temporary migration schemes. While some were professionals in their home
countries, such as Anita and Abela, none of them had the economic capacity to
apply for skilled visas. Even if they had the money to apply, it was likely that their
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skills would not be recognised in Australia. Due to the urgency with which they
were moving, they did not have the luxury of time to go through the process of
getting their skills assessed, taking English language tests, and compiling all the
necessary paperwork for a skilled migrant application or a student visa application.
The choices available to people who had to move away from danger were to wait in
refugee camps or in nation-states where they had no formal citizenship or working
rights, or to find clandestine methods of moving. In other words, while they wished
to move to Australia, the 12 people informants who moved to escape war and
persecution had no choice other than to wait for years, often in highly dangerous
and precarious conditions. When they found an opportunity to come to Australia, it
was through luck, sponsorship or finding a smuggler. As we will see in the next
section, people with greater choices were able to wait in relative comfort as they
applied for and obtained the authorisation to move to Australia.
4.5.2 Migration pathways for people with greater choices
As shown in Chapter Two, most migration to Australia occurs through the
temporary migration scheme and the permanent migration program. The reason
for this is because Australia’s regulatory processes have allocated most visas to
these two programs. Both programs are primarily based on the perceived
economic benefits migrants can offer to Australia (Hugo, 2006, 2014; Kelly, 2004;
Mares, 2011). This section picks up from where Section 4.4.2 left off, with people
who had greater choices to move. The experiences of these individuals will show
how, through a variety of pathways and circumstances, they each had “to ‘earn’
the right to stay permanently (van Houdt et al., 2011), by “conforming to shifting
state norms about desirable migrants” (Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013, p. 212).
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People in this section ‘earned’ the right to permanently stay in Australia by proving
they had certain skills and/or could offer certain financial benefits to the country.
They each arrived in Australia with authorisation by obtaining either temporary or
permanent visas, but they all eventually had to obtain permanent visas to remain
in the country and to enter a pathway that could lead toward citizenship status.
Those who had the skills desired by Australia and the financial capacity could apply
for the skilled migration stream. Those who had the capacity to finance the costs
associated with bringing family members to Australia could apply through the
family migration stream. Finally, those who had the capacity to utilise Australian
educational services could apply for temporary student visas through the
temporary migration scheme. After completing their studies, those on student
visas had to take the skilled migrant pathway to remain in Australia.
Sable and her husband, Samuel, were a young couple in the study who moved to
Australia in 2012 on skilled visas. Samuel was the primary visa holder, meaning he
applied for the visa based on his skill and Sable was his ‘dependent’, meaning her
visa was attached to his. Sable was not sure which skilled visa subclass Samuel
applied for in 2007, but his skill was “civil engineer”. It took a long time for him to
get the visa: “Actually we wait for five years to get this visa”. Because they were
not moving to save their lives or to flee from political or ethic persecution, they
remained in Iran while waiting to see if Samuel would get the skilled visa. During
these five years they worked and lived comfortably in Iran. She worked with
Samuel in “the national exhibition”, while he also ran “a small museum” and “got
contract to do statues for the sport”.
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While waiting for the visa outcome, Samuel’s IELTS scores “expired twice” so they
had to “spend money” for him to travel twice to Dubai to take the IELTS test “again
and again”. When they received notification that Samuel was approved for a
permanent skilled visa to Australia they were also told that they had to pay an
additional sum, “like almost $3000. Ha! Because I have no English they said”. Since
moving to Australia in 2012, Sable explained that:
We are not happy. Before we thought that maybe Australia is here
(motions high with her hand) and Iran is here (motions low with
her hand). But now (laughing) when we came to here, to Australia
it’s like this (motions low with her hand)… my husband he has very
bad feedback from Australia…. Still, he hate Australia more than
me. (Laughing)
After investing thousands of dollars and years of their life to come to Australia they
are both not happy because of the “bad feedback from Australia”. Samuel, a highly
trained civil engineer, feels that his “source is waste” because he has only been able
to get a job “doing assembling at IKEA”. Sable laments that she “she gave up her
skill” in “graphic design”. Since moving to Australia whenever she applied for a job
in her field “They said do you have any experience in Australia with graphic design?
Of course, I don’t have it!”
There was one person, Myint, in the study whose movements began with fleeing
his home country of Burma due to ethic persecution. While living in Turkey for
“nine years” Myint acquired the skills and the capital necessary for him to apply to
Australia for a “skilled visa” in 2008. While living in Turkey “for nine years”, Myint
had working rights and was gainfully employed with “good experiences working in
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the international company”. After getting his bachelor’s degree in “mechanical
engineering” Myint waited an additional “three and a half years” to accumulate
enough work experience in Turkey before applying for his “skilled migrant visa” to
Australia. His decision to wait three more years in Turkey was not random. To get
enough points for the skilled migrant visa he applied for, which was a Skilled
Independent Visa (subclass 175)37, he needed at least three years’ work experience
in addition to his education credentials, the points for his age, and other factors
that were used to assess potential skilled migrants. In 2008 Myint completed the
“online application” that was “available at that time”. He explained that he
“applied online by myself and the category was 175. As long as the requirement
was met it was fine to apply straight”.
When Samuel and Myint applied, the process for applying for skilled visas involved
three steps: an online Application, followed by waiting for an assessment, and, if
the assessment was positive, a permanent visa was granted. Since 2012, four
additional steps have been added before one can access the online application.
These include an impression of interest, registration, rank, and invitation from the
government to apply. If the visa applicants successfully get through each of these
four “gates” they can apply online, wait for their assessments, and if they receive a
positive one, then a permanent visa is granted.
The system for selecting skilled migrants has become substantially more
complicated since Samuel and Myint applied in 2007 and 2008. Since 2012,
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The DIBP closed applications for the Skilled Independent visa (subclass 175) on 1 July 2012. This
visa was repealed on 22 September 2015 (DIBP, 2017l).
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potential skilled migrants must apply through “SkillSelect” (DIBP, 2017m), an online
system that Australia uses to manage its skilled migration program. According to
the Department’s website, SkillSelect is the current system used by Australia for
selecting who is eligible to “apply for skilled migration, when they could apply and
in what numbers” (2017m). SkillSelect is entirely “based on Australia’s economic
needs” (2017m). Applicants essentially compete with each other based on a points
system for a limited number of skilled visas available each year.
While SkillSelect was not in effect when Myint applied for his skilled migrant visa in
2008, his life was ruled by Australia’s regulatory processes for selecting skilled
migrants years before he ever set foot in Australia or applied for a visa. After he got
his degree, Myint’s decision to remain in Turkey to work was influenced by
Australia’s regulatory procedures for selecting skilled migrants based on having a
certain amount of points and work experience in his field. Australia effectively
“pushes the border offshore” (Department of Immigration and Multicultural and
Indigenous Affairs, 2004, p. 3) through SkillSelect and the previous online methods
that were used to assess potential skilled migrants like Myint. SkillSelect is among
the current “gates” (Hammar, 1990) that skilled migrants must successfully pass
through to arrive in Australia. All potential skilled migrants into Australia have to
adjust their everyday lives in accordance to the dictates of a system of checking and
screening that “starts well before a person reaches the physical border”
(Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, 2004, p. 3).
After Myint lodged his application, it took “around nine months” for him to get the
permanent visa authorising him to move into Australia. Myint reckoned that
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among Rohingya people in Burma, “I was one of the luckiest, maybe one in a
hundred thousand among the Rohingya community”. Myint’s migration travails
lasted over a decade. During that time, he had varying choices in how he moved,
beginning as someone who fled across nation-states using the services of a
“broker” and cumulating as someone who moved into Australia as a skilled
migrant based on his capacity to conform to shifting norms about desirable
migrants in Australia.
Some people in the study migrated to be with family. While Nala desired to “come
here to be close to my daughter”, she and her husband Atash were not under any
pressure to leave Iran. Nala and Atash “paid money for visa”. She revealed that they
“paid about $100,000” for their “parent visa” to join their daughter and son-in-law
in Australia in 2011. They paid this sum for a “quicker visa”, which was processed
“after two years”. In addition to the $100,000, Nala estimated that they brought
“another money for living in Australia… maybe about $70,000 we spend plus this,
plus this”. They also were required to purchase “about $40,000” of private health
insurance. The money for insurance is kept in the bank for “ten years”. To generate
the “money for visa”, for insurance, for “lawyer fee and another fee for visa or
something”, and for living in Australia they “sold our house in our country” and
“many things”. In addition, their daughter and son-in-law “supported us” by taking
out a “loan to the bank”.
During the two years they waited in Iran for their “permanent visa” to Australia,
Nala and Atash were “living in Iran pretty good”. Atash had a “good job in Iran” as a
“project manager”, while Nala was “a teacher in Iran” for “22 years”. She explained
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that “after we arrived in Australia, it’s another problem for us because my husband
and I couldn’t find a job here”. Because of their visa status, they were not eligible
for “any money from Centrelink such as another person, refugee can use”. Because
they could not find a job and were ineligible for Centrelink benefits, they spent their
entire life savings on visas and their everyday living expenses in Australia. They
rented “a house for one year” but because they had no income “it was very hard for
us… and it was very expensive. Now we live with my daughter”. Nala explained that
“we don’t like living with my children” and relying on them to “support us”. Nala’s
loss of socio-economic status has been very difficult for them to adjust to: “Every
time in our country we supported many people” but now her children “supported
us because we spend money and we don’t have any job and it’s hard for us”.
While Nala often laughed pleasantly as she explained their situation in Australia,
she made it clear that she and Atash “don’t have enough money” and they are keen
to find work. Since moving to Australia Nala has “tried to study to improve my
English”. She has acquired “many certificates. I have a TAFE certificate, a Navitas
certificate, and a MDSI certificate”. She and Atash have taken many classes and
courses such as “a computing course”, “English class”, and a “customer service
course Navitas offered their student”. Nala described herself as a “busy person. I
don’t like to stay at home. I like being with people. If I don’t have class or something
I find some job (laughing). I like being busy”. Nala does a lot of volunteer work, such
as working with “Saint Vincent child place” doing “customer service”. She also
founded a “Persian culture group” in Campbelltown for people who “are refugee or
maybe they are migrant and they need help and they need introduce themselves
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for new things”. Nala estimated that there were “a hundred, maybe more” people
in her cultural group. In her approximation, many “Iranian person living in
Campbelltown” experience difficulties because they “need job” and “they needed
money to do something”.
Some people in the study arrived in Australia as students on temporary student
visas. In this study Maxine and Laken arrived on student visas. They were not under
any pressure to leave our countries and they applied and paid for the associated
costs for their student visas. As will be shown, their diverse experiences with
migration to Australia were influenced by the time that they migrated, their
individual socio-economic capacities to utilise Australia’s international education
services, and the shifting regulatory processes for people to progress from being
students with temporary migrant statuses to skilled migrants with permanent
residency status.
Currently, Maxine is a citizen and Laken and her family are permanent residents.
Although they both paid for Australia’s international education services, they had
quite different experiences and took different paths towards achieving more secure
migration statuses; i.e., permanent residency and citizenship. Maxine and Laken
had different circumstances regarding their visa conditions. They also had different
capacities and methods they used to survive in Australia while negotiating their
activities around the visa conditions that pertained to international students at the
specific time they were student visa holders.
Maxine said: I “came on my own to study” in Australia in 1995 on a student visa.
Laken and Adwin came to Australia “on a student visa” in 2008. Laken “was a
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dependent on his visa” while Adwin did “a master in business” and later “a
doctorate degree”. These two women had different circumstances with regards to
the costs of their international student fees and how they covered those costs.
When Maxine came to Australia in the 1990s “she had to pay international” fees for
her bachelor’s degree, “but, you know, compared to now, it’s not that much”.
Maxine’s family financed her studies from 1995 until she finished her bachelor’s
degree in 1999. Laken and Adwin got a loan from a friend in Madagascar to finance
their student visas and his first semester fees in Australia in 2008. Laken and Adwin
financed the rest of Adwin’s fees for his master’s degree and doctorate through
working in Australia.
As a student visa holder, Maxine “was only allowed 20 hours work” per week. She
confessed “that was not sufficient to support me”. While Maxine was studying, she
“worked in a café”, but she revealed that she had “support from my family, so that
helped me”. As an international student whose family had the capacity to pay for
her international student fees and her living expenses, she could rather easily
negotiate her life to the work restrictions that were conditions of her visa. She did
this through her family having the socio-economic capacity to support her during
her four years of study in Australia.
Maxine felt that she had a “very good experience” as an international student. She
added, “but also I think I’m somebody who tried to work hard and tried to, you
know, everything that I do, and try to do my best. I’m always somebody who wants
to learn a bit more”. She felt that her university in Australia was “very well
equipped when it comes to international students”. She characterised her
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university as having a “great system for international students”. This “great system”
was supported by “a whole group of people that only their job is to look after
international students”. With regards to her accommodation, “even before I came, I
was in contact with them”. She had “accommodation within the campus” in a
facility called “International House”. Maxine’s experience finding accommodation
was smooth. She explained, “they picked me up from the airport” and introduced
“me to other students” and “to my flatmate”. Maxine’s experience as an
international student “was great”. She “didn’t stress” because “everything was
there, accessible… I have to really applaud them for that”.
When Maxine “finished her bachelor’s degree in 1999” she “applied as a skilled
migrant in Australia… it was granted within six weeks”. When she applied for the
skilled migrant visa she was “still on the bridging visa”, which required her “to travel
to go and pick up my visa… so I went to Thailand to pick my visa, my permanent
residence”. She explained that “after getting PR, I did my masters in one year… then
straight after that I started getting causal work as a teacher”. Maxine had the most
straightforward, nearly ideal, and least complicated migration pathway to
permanent residence and citizenship among the informants in this study. This is
largely a reflection of the era in which she came to Australia and having adequate
economic support from her family to abide by her limited work conditions. About a
decade later, the next couple’s experiences as international students contrast quite
sharply with Maxine’s “good experience” as an international student.
Laken and Adwin moved to Australia in 2008. While they obtained a loan to come
to Australia, they struggled to pay for Adwin’s international student fees and to
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survive in Australia during his master’s degree and during his doctorate. Laken
revealed that they were forced to leave their two young daughters behind: “We left
them (two young daughters) nearly two years in Mauritius, they stayed with my
mum”. They could not take their children with them to Australia due to “financial
reason, because we have to pay for their visa and those were expensive to pay for
their school. We need $9000 to have a visa for the children because we had two
daughters”. Within the first couple of months “we were missing our kids”. Laken
and her husband “went in personally to the Immigration office to ask whether we
can pay by instalment… no, that was the law, we had to pay the whole money”.
Their “main expenses were my husband’s studies”, which cost “around “$17,000”
each year. While Adwin “was studying he was allowed to work only 20 hours per
week”, but Laken “was allowed to work full time”. To “pay study” and to “pay the
rent” Laken and Adwin walked around “door to door to find a job”. Laken recalled
her first experience in Australia looking for a job:
I remember I went to a restaurant. Me, in person. I gave them my
resume and I say I needed to work and they look at me and they
say, “Oh sorry, we don’t hire black people here”… I still remember
because it was like a stamp in my mind.
After that experience with overt racism, Laken “went to a cyber café … to Google
find a job… after one week I got the nanny job”. Early on they had difficulties
finding affordable accommodation. She revealed that “we didn’t have money to
buy a newspaper at the time”, so the person at the newsagency “gave us a
newspaper for free”. In the newspaper, they found an advertisement for “more
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affordable” place to live in “a small, tiny one bedroom share accommodation” for
“$150 per week”.
While Adwin needed to find work, it “was very hard for him to find work” because
he was limited to “20 hours per week” and because of his “lack of local
experience”. He applied for “anything, like, you know, just work”. She revealed
that Adwin was offered a job at a “car wash” for “very little money”, just “seven
dollars” an hour. While they were desperate and needed the money, Adwin did
not take the job, not because they were offering him much less than the legal
minimum wage, but because they wanted him to work every day and he needed
time for his studies. Finally, Adwin found a “job in the disability company” working
casual hours: “It was flexible”. After he finished his master’s degree, he enrolled in
a doctoral program. This meant that they had to apply for another temporary
student visa, the Postgraduate Research Sector Visa 574, which allows for more
working rights. When “he did a doctorate degree he was allowed to work full
time”. While doing his doctoral studies he continued working with the disability
company as a casual employee, but he worked a full-time schedule.
After a couple of years Laken told her boss “I miss my kids, I have to go” back to
Mauritius to be with them. Her boss asked Laken not to leave because she was
happy with the way Laken cared for her children. Her boss decided to give Laken
$9 500 to bring her daughters to Australia in 2011. Laken and Adwin had to
continue to pay “$4 500” per child per year “even if it’s public school”. The reason
for this is because, as holders of student visas, their children were not eligible for
free public education. Therefore, while paying full-fees for Adwin’s university
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studies and taxes, they also had “to pay (for) the public school” fees to send their
daughters to school.
When they applied for permanent residency in 2013, Laken estimated that they
spent, “I would say $15 000”. It was “mentally a lot of stress because you don’t
know exactly what will happen, you are spending money without knowing, because
it’s not refundable. You spend this money, it’s like jumping in the sink, you don’t
know whether they will accept your visa or not… and if you don’t get PR, you jump
in the sea with nothing”.
The people referred to in this section were not compelled to move to save their
lives. Having the luxury of time and greater access to various kinds of economic
support, each of the people in this section was able to accumulate the financial
resources, the education credentials, and/or skills to mould themselves into the
kind of “desirable migrants” (Robertson & Runganaikaloo, 2013) that Australia’s
boss texts permitted to move into the country with various temporary or
permanent visas. These people tended to be highly educated and they had more
financial resources. The experiences of the migrants in this section revealed that
their movement into Australia depended on whether they could offer the skills
required and/or had the money to afford family migration or international
education programs. To fulfil these demands, these people often had to sell all or
most of their assets, wait for years in various states of uncertainty, and split their
families apart.
Those in the study who had access to more financial resources tended to have more
pleasant, stress-free experiences when moving and resettling than those with less
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resources. However, having more financial resources did not always translate into a
less stressful migration experience. As Nala revealed, having the money to migrate
as parents to Australia, moved them from a middle-class life-style in Iran to a less
than middle-class life-style in Australia. Sable also revealed that immigrating as
skilled migrants did not make their resettlement experience in Australia particularly
stress-free, as they were not able to find work that matched their skills; their socioeconomic status consequently declined.
4.5.3 Movement through an array of precarious legal statuses
The theme of constant motion became apparent when people’s movements over
many years were analysed to see how long they had lived in a location before
moving to another or how long they held a certain status before acquiring another.
This analysis brought out the kinopolitical insight that, in relation to this study,
people were constantly moving. These movements (whether physical and relating
to changes of status) were continuous. The study found that in almost all cases
those whose movements were propelled by high levels of insecurity had lower
levels of access to many human rights. Many of these people were often denied the
right to family, economic participation, freedom of movement, asylum, social
security or education as they acquired non-citizen status.
Those with limited choices had to spend years as non-citizens, a highly precarious
status, which allowed them no formal working rights and little or no access to social
security or education. Those with a wider array of choices also spent years with a
slightly less precarious non-citizen status, because they usually held visas that
allowed them some work rights, though little or no access to public services such as
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social security and education. These informants had working rights and paid taxes,
but they were forced to work to pay for all essential services (health care,
education, and so on) until they achieved a higher non-citizen status (permanent
residence) and citizenship. Often, they had to continue to be self-sufficient for a
number of years beyond achieving permanent residency due to the different
periods of residence required to receive social security benefits of other forms of
welfare support.
It is estimated that the people in this study who escaped refugee or refugee-like
conditions spent a decade or more without citizenship status in other countries
before they entered Australia. Most often, they did not have formal work rights, or
access to social security and education in those countries. Upon arrival in Australia
they still did not have citizenship status, but those who had humanitarian visas
obtained permanent residency. Those who lacked visas and came by boat were
detained and, if they received a BVE, were permitted into the Australian community
with limited social security benefits38 but no pathway to permanent residence,
citizenship, or family reunion.
In December 2014, policy changes occurred that made it possible for the
Immigration Minister to grant work rights to people seeking asylum on BVEs who
arrived by boat after 13 August 2012 (Fleay & Hartley, 2016b; Jesuit Social Services,
2015; Refugee Council of Australia, 2017). This group of people were previously not
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In August 2017, the Australian government began issuing a new visa to people with IMA status
(i.e., asylum seekers) who had been transferred to Australia for medical reasons. This new visa,
called the ‘final departure Bridging E Visa’, will end their income support of $200 per fortnight and
force them to move out of government-supported accommodation. This new visa has affected
approximately 100 people so far, but has the potential to affect as many as 400 (Baines, 2017).
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eligible to work in Australia after they were released from immigration detention
into the community. While the 2014 policy changes did grant working rights to
asylum seekers released from detention, people held in community detention
continue not to have working rights. The Jesuit Social Services (2015) notes that,
“while the provision of work rights is welcome, most will face significant barriers to
gaining employment and require some interim support” (p. 9). Those who have
BVEs with working rights still face difficulties in renewing their BVEs as well as
barriers to obtaining employment, education, housing, and health care. Those who
are eligible survive on income assistance that places them well below the poverty
line. Living for several years without working rights or access to full welfare support
has resulted in the “enforced destitution” (Jesuit Social Services, 2015, p. 9) of
women, men and children seeking asylum in Australia.
Those who entered Australia earlier usually had shorter waiting periods while
progressing from temporary to permanent resident then citizenship status. People
who moved earlier to Australia as humanitarian entrants were also found to
progress from permanent resident to citizen more quickly. For instance, Abela, who
arrived in Australia in 2002 on a humanitarian visa, became an Australian citizen in
two years. By contrast, Malik, who arrived in Australia in 2006 on a humanitarian
visa, was still not an Australian citizen, as of 2014. This is likely due to the extra
requirements that had been introduced for people seeking to attain Australian
citizenship, such as the citizenship test, which was introduced in 2007.
People who entered Australia earlier tended to enjoy a greater sense of certainty in
their migration and resettlement journeys in Australia. Perhaps this was due to the
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availability of shorter and more direct routes to acquire more secure levels of
migrant status (permanent residency) and pathways towards Australian citizenship.
Consequently, they experienced migration into Australia as a more empowering
process, because they felt assured that they could remain in the county and
become citizens. This was evidenced by many of informants recalling how they felt
a great deal of relief and gratitude to finally be accepted and resettled as
permanent residents in Australia. Therefore, people with more direct and faster
pathways to permanent residency and citizenship could more readily commit to
living in Australia.
Strong feelings were associated with being settled or unsettled. Maxine, who
migrated in 1995, was on a fairly direct pathway from her initial status as a student
with a temporary visa, to permanent resident, and then citizen. She reported that
her migration experience was “very good” and that she “didn’t stress” as a result of
these evolving changes in her status. Conversely, Zameer who migrated in 2012
without a visa and was given IMA status, was detained for three months, issued a
BVE granting him entry in Australia but without work rights or a pathway to
permanent residency. He reported that his migration experience was “like living in a
prison” and that he regularly experienced nightmares, which he attributed to the
stress and fear of possibly being detained in the future and his family’s lack of
safety in Afghanistan.
It was found that people who migrated more recently had to pay substantial
amounts of money to apply for permanent visas. Those who applied for entry
through the family stream had to pay the largest sums of money. The most
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expensive option is the contributory parent visa, which currently costs $47 120, plus
a bond of $10 000 to cover any welfare payments over a ten-year period. It costs
$105 905 to bring two parents to Australia (DIBP, 2017f). By way of comparison the
application fee for a Contributory Aged Parent visa for permanent residence in 2010
was $40 540 (DIAC, 2010). The current visa application fee to bring a partner to
Australia permanently is $7 000, plus additional charges for children (2017f). By way
of comparison, the application fee for a partner visa in 2010 was $1 735 if lodged
outside of Australia or $2 575 if lodged in Australia (DIAC, 2010).
The visa application fees for skilled migrants are less than those for families. For
instance, most skilled visas currently have a base application charge of $3 570, plus
additional charges of $1 835 for family members and $920 for those under 18
(DIBP, 2017f). However, those who applied as skilled migrants faced even more
restrictions depending on which skills were perceived to be in demand in Australia.
This created high levels of uncertainty for these migrants, particularly if they were
living in Australia, holding temporary visas, while hoping to progress to permanent
residents. For instance, Maxine and Laken both arrived in Australia as temporary
migrants on student visas. Maxine, who arrived in 1995, became a permanent
resident in 1999. It took only six weeks for her permanent visa to be granted. A year
later she became a citizen. By contrast, Laken and Adwin arrived in 2008. Although
they became permanent residents in 2014, they are still not citizens.
Laken and Adwin had to wait two years longer than Maxine to become permanent
residents. The main difference between Maxine’s experience and Laken and
Adwin’s in attaining permanent residency was the increased fees for the couple and
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their two children who migrated later. Laken and Adwin spent thousands of dollars
more than Maxine on visas, university tuition, IELTS, Skill Select, public education
for their children, health checks and many things besides. Along with the increased
university and visa application fees, there were far more screening processes in
place, like SkillSelect, when Adwin applied for permanent residency through the
skilled migration stream then when Maxine did. Including all the expenses
associated with the additional screening processes the Department used to filter
applications for skilled migrant visas, this couple spent tens of thousands of dollars
more than Maxine to apply for permanent residency. Laken recounted the fear and
stress she experienced after paying the fees to apply for a permanent residency visa
then waiting to find out if her family would be granted it. This lack of clarity about
the future was expressed by her as the fear of losing the right to remain in Australia
after investing so much time, money and energy towards that very goal. As she put
it, “if you don’t get PR, you jump in the sea with nothing”.
While Maxine became a citizen a year after permanent residency, Laken’s family
will not be eligible to apply for citizenship until after four years of permanent
residency, which does not take into account the six years they lived in Australia as
temporary migrants. In other words, this family of four will have lived in Australia
for at least a decade, from 2008 to 2018, before they might be eligible to apply for
citizenship status. If they are able to successfully pass the additional citizenship
requirements that are currently being considered by Parliament, then they would
finally acquire “full and formal membership of the community of the
Commonwealth of Australia” (Citizenship Act 2007 (Austl). p. 11).
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The study found that many people who obtained a humanitarian visa into Australia
were sponsored by someone in Australia who was responsible for covering their
flights. This finding is not surprising given that the Special Humanitarian Program
has become a substantial part of the offshore component of the Humanitarian
Program itself. Those who needed money to get their humanitarian visa though the
SHP were confronted with another set of obstacles that tended to separate
families, keep them in dangerous situations, and make them dependent on others
for assistance. Often people who needed sponsorship relied on their families,
friends, and community networks in Australia to help them raise the necessary
funds. In the case of Adrianna and Jamal, a friend had given Jamal half the money
for his ticket. Jamal saved up the other half, and flew to Australia on his own until
he had earned enough money fly Adrianna and their two children. This example
shows that aspects of the humanitarian program in Australia is becoming privatised,
whereby “the authorities reject their role as providers of human rights while
propelling their constituents to assume personal/private responsibility for the
actualization of these rights” (Sagy, 2013, p. 216). The findings in the study suggest
that both the migration program and parts of the humanitarian program (the SHP
component) have become more commodified and expensive pathways for people
wanting to enter and remain in Australia.
The human costs associated with commodifying migration were felt by different
people at different times, but in general, it exacerbated their sense of
precariousness by increasing the time and expense required to obtain permanent
visas. A key finding of the study was that people who moved and were resettling in
nation-states without the right to permanent residence often reported feeling what
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De Genova called a “palpable sense of deportability” (2007, p. 426). Perhaps a
surprising finding was that, regardless of whether they had limited choices or much
greater options about when and where to move, the people in this study reported
feeling territorially unstable, as if liable to being thrown out of the state at any
time. The difference was the timing, the duration, and perhaps the intensity of
these feelings. Those with humanitarian visas, often vividly recalled the years they
had spent living with that sense of deportability, which ended for them once they
obtained a permanent visa to Australia. People who had arrived in Australia more
recently on temporary visas spoke of the difficulties and uncertainties they
experienced when fearing that they would not progress to permanent residence.
People who arrived in Australia on permanent visas through the migration program,
mostly skilled migrants, spoke of the years it took them to obtain these visas and
the vast amounts of time and money they spent to have their skills assessed, to
apply for visas, and to take multiple IELTS tests.
Those people in this study with greater choices as they migrated usually did not
spend as many years living with non-citizen status in countries as those with limited
choices, but this was not always the case. It appears that people who have
immigrated more recently, no matter how much choice they had in moving,
experience non-citizenship status for longer. This finding suggests it is taking people
longer to become permanent residents and citizens. It is also likely that in many
cases these people will never pass through the multiple gates ahead to become
permanent residents and citizens. Certainly, unless policies drastically change,
people with IMA status, such as Zameer, will never become permanent residents.
Additionally, many with temporary status, such as people holding temporary
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working visas and student visas, will never progress to permanent residency no
matter how many years they live in Australia, or develop feelings of home and
emotional attachments, or what economic and social contributions they make to
the country. This situation is likely to intensify as there are caps placed on
permanent visas, whereas temporary visas are ‘demand-driven’. In addition, if the
six proposed changes to ‘strengthen’ Australian citizenship come into effect, they
will amend the Citizenship Act and produce six additional ‘gates’ that all noncitizens will forced to pass though in order to ‘earn’ Australian citizenship status.
While people who had greater choices about whether or not to move often lived in
countries, including Australia, for many years with non-citizen status, they also
tended to possess formal, but time-limited, work rights that were tied to their visas.
In other words, they could legally work, but only for the length of their visas and
under the conditions stipulated by their visas. This created precarity, a sense of
precariousness, for these people as they often were concerned about maintaining
their working rights, which they relied on to pay for all the ‘public’ services they
were not entitled to, such as education for their children.
People who had faced limited choices about moving often lived highly precarious
existences until they obtained humanitarian visas to Australia. Once they obtained
permanent residence in Australia the sense of precarity diminished; that is, they
became substantially more secure when Australian permanent resident status was
secured. Those who had limited choices also tended to have the most precarious
experiences when moving prior to their arrival in Australia. Surprisingly, once they
arrived in Australia they were often, but not always, in a more territorially secure
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position than many of the people who moved to Australia with greater choices but
without permanent residence status. This finding highlights the significance of
obtaining a right to permanent residence.
Yet, in other ways, the sense of precarity increased for people who arrived in
Australia because of their limited choices. This was particularly the case for those
who were separated from their families and could either not raise the funds to
sponsor their children or relatives, or those who had IMA status, like Zameer, and
therefore not permitted to apply for family reunification or permanent residency
under any circumstances. For these people, resettlement in Australia was more
secure in some ways, because, if they had a humanitarian visa they had the right to
remain in Australia with working rights and access to social security, and if they had
a BVE they could be in Australia without working rights and very limited access to
social security, rather than being in a dangerous war zone. Even though they were
physically safer in Australia, their resettlement experiences were sometimes
profoundly isolating, uncertain, and demanded a great deal of labour from them.
These people spent their time in Australia agonising over the welfare of their
relatives, keeping in contact with them, sending them money, trying to come up
with ways to reunite with them, and often, eventually, falling into a state of despair
over their inability to reunite. Okoro is an example of a person in the study whose
resettlement in Australia was deeply isolating due to her separation from her son.
Those who moved to Australia with their family tended to experience significantly
better resettlement outcomes, particularly with regards to their emotional wellbeing, but this was not always the case. For example, Faye migrated with her
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children, but her resettlement experiences were quite stressful, because she was
required to keep job hunting or attend classes to receive her Centrelink welfare
payments. These stipulations did not take account of her experiences of being an
older refugee woman who had never had access to formal education and had spent
many years of her life displaced and living in refugee camps.
In some cases, younger people who entered Australia fared well even if they were
separated from their family, especially if they had prior education and/or access to
education in Australia. For example, Malik arrived in Australia on a humanitarian
visa without his family when he was still in high school. He attended and completed
high school in Australia and is now studying to be a doctor. Abela is another
example of a young woman who arrived on a humanitarian visa without her family.
While she continued to miss her family, she was leading a full, and importantly, an
independent life in Australia, pursuing her master’s degree and working in aged
care. By contrast, Faye who arrived to Australian on a humanitarian visa with her
children had a difficult time resettling in Australia. As an older adult without
previous access to education, she was distraught by the amount of work it took her
to maintain her Centrelink payments, as the welfare system constantly required her
to prove that she was looking for work or studying.
Although people with humanitarian visas had the right to be in Australia
permanently, resettlement was not without its problems. In general, while they had
many formal rights in Australia, they were not always well-positioned to access
them and the policies in place often did not accommodate those who were
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disadvantaged by age, lack of education, lower-levels of English proficiency, and/or
ill health.
A surprising finding was that many of the informants who immigrated to Australia
as skilled migrants, parents, international students, and spouses often experienced
high levels of insecurity, but this was usually not connected to physical safety, as it
was for the former group. Those in this group experienced insecurity because they
were profoundly uncertain about whether they would continue to have the right to
live and work in Australia. Once they had permanent residency status, some were
uncertain they had made the right decision to be in Australia. The reasons they had
for questioning for this varied. Often the reasons for doubt were economically
based, when they were overqualified for their jobs, under-employed, unemployed,
or had lost much of their wealth in their pursuit to obtain Australian permanent
residency. Sable, for example, expressed that she and Samuel had “very bad
feedback from Australia” because, while they are both highly educated, Samuel’s
“source is waste” at this job assembling furniture at IKEA and she “had to give up
[her] skill in graphic design”, because no one would hire her without local
experience. Sometimes people expressed doubts that were emotionally based, such
as the loss of family members. Myint, for example, was probably the most
successful person in the study with regard to his resettlement, but only if success is
measured by having a steady, well-paying job.
This group tended to have more options when moving because they could take
their time to prepare for their journey, apply for visas, and raise the necessary
funds. They obtained money in a variety of ways: through employment, selling their
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assets, taking out loans or getting support others in diasporic communities. In some
cases, their socio-economic status declined because they had sold all their assets
and gone into debt to live in Australia. Nala was an example of someone whose
socio-economic status went from middle to lower-class.
Similar findings regarding lack of access to human rights also applied to many of the
people who had greater choices in their movement. For example, Laken and
Adwin’s family were denied the rights to family, to social security, and the right for
their children to receive free, public education in Australia for about six years, until
they attained permanent residency status. In their case the right to unite with
family was particularly violated due to their status as non-citizens holding student
visas. While they lived, worked, paid taxes and full university fees in Australia, they
could not be with their young daughters for two years, until Laken’s boss gave them
the money to apply for visas for their daughters. The reason for their inability to
bring out family was that their student visa categorised them as non-citizens
without permanent residency status. Australia’s regulatory policies considered
Laken and Adwin to be ‘temporary migrants’ whose children were not entitled to
free public education. Given Adwin’s international student fees and other expenses,
they could not afford to pay nearly $10 000 a year for their children to attend public
school. Not being able to meet this demand means that those with temporary
migrant status cannot apply for visas for their children to live with them in
Australia. This is how the human right to family, to social security, and to education
was made unattainable for this particular family in Australia.
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Citizenship Act 2007, Migration Act 1958, and Migration Regulations are the three
boss texts that worked in coordination to rule the everyday lives of people who
were considered to be non-citizens. People’s experiences with mobility-work and
resettlement-work were textually mediated by boss texts that sort all people who
do not automatically qualify for birthright citizenship in Australia into legal
hierarchical categories of citizen and migrant status.
The study found that everyone who physically moved across the borders of nationstates had to do mobility-work and resettlement-work. The intensity of this work
was shown through the level of dehumanisation people experienced as a result of
their labour. Those who did the most intensive levels of mobility-work and
resettlement-work were those who, in order to accomplish their mobility and
resettlement objectives, experienced profoundly ruptured lives and uncertain
futures. Evidence of ruptured lives and uncertain futures was found in people’s
experiences with family separations; lack of access to economic participation; lack
of access to freedom of movement, residence, and to seek asylum; and lack of
access to social security benefits.
People who did the most dehumanising kinds of mobility and resettlement work
tended to be those who had the lowest and most precarious levels of citizenship;
that is, those with unlawful non-citizen status experienced the most dehumanising
forms of labour. Those with lawful, non-citizen status did various kinds of labour
aimed at preventing themselves from slipping down the rungs of the citizenship
ladder (that is, moving backwards from lawful to unlawful non-citizen) whilst trying
to move up to a more secure level of non-citizen status (permanent residency) and
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finally citizenship. The longer someone lacked formal citizenship status the more
labour they had to do to move and resettle. For those with lawful non-citizen
statuses, much of their mobility-work involved doing certain activities to move
whilst concealing themselves from immigration and border control authorities.
Everyone who moved across the borders of nation-states became institutionally
categorised as a ‘non-citizen’ at least temporarily, but not everyone with noncitizen status experienced the same treatment. When some people’s citizenship
status changed, this opened or constrained their choices for future movements as
well as their choices for everyday life in society; i.e., those who were ‘illegal noncitizens’ had to hide or work for cash, while those who were ‘legal non-citizens’
could be more open about their physical presence, had some level of formal work
rights (often accompanied by some social and political rights), and could apply for
visas to move with the authorisation of the nation-state, that is, if they had enough
money to meet the various selection criteria. The key point was that people with
non-citizen status become institutionally coordinated into doing an enormous
amount of daily and nightly labour to move and to resettle. This labour, which I
have called mobility-work and resettlement-work, took place on a continuum that
was proportionate to the amount of expulsion (the loss of a socially determined
status) a migrant experienced. Those who experienced higher levels of expulsion
were illegalised persons, while those who experienced less expulsion were
constantly endeavouring to not become illegalised. Some people’s labour was more
intensive than others, but everyone with non-citizen status was at risk of sliding
down the scale of legality and consequently was constantly under pressure to
maintain and not lose their legal status.
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This chapter has shown that people leave home for many reasons, that they move

within and across borders in a variety of ways, and that their arrival in Australia is
regulated through boss texts that govern people’s movement by assigning them
into different levels of migrant and citizenship statuses. Those who were not fleeing
from war or persecution had more choices and were better positioned to obtain
authorisation to move. Because their survival did not depend on moving, they did
not have the same pressures to move with urgency.
The experiences that people with greater choices had while they waited for the
nation-state’s authorisation to move dramatically differed from those with limited
choices. Yet, there were some commonalities among both groups. All 20 migrants,
whether they were fleeing to preserve their lives or whether they simply chose to
move, often endured long periods of uncertainty as to whether they would achieve
a more secure migrant status; they often became separated from family members;
they often had limited and precarious working rights; and they had to navigate the
constantly shifting criteria Australia used to select ‘desirable migrants’ along with
the shifting pathways to Australian citizenship. Therefore, all ‘non-citizens’ lives
were, to some extent, shaped by moving through an array of precarious legal
statuses.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews and interprets the findings from the previous chapter. It
connects these findings to the research questions posed by the study and, more
broadly, links the results to the existing research literature.
First, it is useful to recall that the purpose of this study was to contribute to
scholarly understandings of how the actions and policies of nation-states directly
affect the everyday worlds of people as they attempt to move from one country to
another and then resettle. It aimed to develop better understandings of the human
costs when stringent regulatory processes are imposed to limit the flows of people
and the availability of pathways for people to attain citizenship status in Australia.
Through the experiences of 20 people who had moved to Australia from multiple
countries and were resettling in Sydney, the study has contributed to our
knowledge of the human cost experienced by people who encountered Australia’s
regulatory policies governing migration and citizenship.
Section 5.2 reviews the study’s findings and interprets them in light of the two
research questions (presented below) and existing research. Section 5.3 draws out
the implications of the study’s findings through two new theoretical concepts,
mobility-work and resettlement-work, which I developed during this study as well
as a model depicting the hierarchical ordering of the Institution of Sub-citizenship.
Section 5.4 suggests future research that might be undertaken by those interested
to address the compelling questions arising for this study. Finally, Section 5.5
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concludes with some thoughts about the tensions which the Institution of Subcitizenship poses for societies with regard to human rights and democracy.

5.2 Review of findings
As the 20 informants moved transnationally, they acquired different levels of
citizenship status in various historical, territorial, and social contexts. While all of
the people in the study were construed as being a ‘non-citizens’ for some duration
of time, their experiences moving across the borders of nation states and resettling
in Australia varied considerably. The study found that those in less secure
environments, where they feared for their and their family’s personal safety, had
limited choices, whereas those who were living in more secure environments had
greater choices, because their movements were not undertaken to preserve their
lives or to escape from political or ethnic persecution.
The experiences of the people in this study support the notion that human mobility
is a dynamic social process that unfolds as people respond to surrounding
environmental conditions and evaluate their choices and opportunities to move
and resettle. As Castles (2003) notes
Migration policies fail because policy makers refuse to see
migration as a dynamic and social process linked to broader
patterns of social transformation. Ministers and bureaucrats still
see migration as something that [can] be turned on and off like a
tap through laws and policies (p. 12).
The findings of this study support Castles’ claim that migration policies fail when
they disregard human mobility as being a dynamic, social process. As the people in
the study encountered various regulatory processes governing immigration and
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citizenship in Australia, their movements often changed, but did not stop, in
response to these conditions. These results support the notion that, rather than
being something static that can be turned on and off, migration is based in the
“primacy of movement” (Nail, 2015b, p. 17).
The findings indicate that immigration and citizenship laws and policies significantly
affect the lives of migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers in Australia. In other
words, these policies and practices have human costs that are evidenced in the
experiences of people who transnationally move and resettle. In line with previous
work, the findings of this study suggest that migrants, refugees and asylum seekers
often experience barriers to accessing employment, social networks, health and
social services, and social belonging (Berg, 2007; Colic-Peisker & Tilbury, 2006,
2007; Hartley & Fleay, 2017; Fozdar & Hartley, 2013a, 2013b). In addition, this study
found that as people attempt to move and resettle they may encounter difficult
family circumstances, such as family separation and new family dynamics
(McMichael, Gifford & Correa-Velez, 2016). This study has contributed to the
literature exploring the human cost of stringent regulatory processes by revealing
how immigration and citizenship policies and practices coordinate people into
doing deeply embodied and precarious work to move and resettle.
Finally, this study showed the complex ways in which 20 people moved along a
continuum between ‘freedom’ and ‘force’ as they crossed national borders and
occupied different citizenship and migrant statuses. Therefore, the findings of this
study support previous scholarship that has problematised examining human
mobility uncritically through an artificial binary, namely, ‘voluntary’ verses ‘forced’
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migration (Bauman, 1993, 1998; Castles, 2003, 2007, 2010; Kunz, 1973; Nail, 2015b,
2016a; Preibisch, 2007; Scalettaris, 2007; Scheel & Ratfisch, 2014; Trumper &
Wong, 2010; Van Hear, 2010; Williams, 2015). The mobility and resettlement
experiences of the people in this study were shown to be institutionally shaped by
policies and practises governing immigration and citizenship. This study found that
boss texts refashioned the rules and pathways for movement and created various
citizenship and migrant statuses, which coordinated the conditions for people to
experience different degrees of choice to move, resettle and access human rights.
Since many of the informants in the study (12 out of the 20) came from refugee or
refugee-like conditions, it was not surprising to find that they experienced high
levels of insecurity during their transnational movements. Those who were in the
most insecure environments, where they feared for their personal safety, faced
limited choices such as moving or possibly dying if they remained. Some had to
choose between moving or facing continued political and ethnic persecution if they
remained. Those who obtained formal refugee status were accorded some
protections, such as being allowed entry into a neighbouring country or refugee
camp, but often they did not have formal working rights and so reported living with
a sense of deep uncertainty about the future.
Many people in the study had formal citizenship status in their nation-state and
moved under limited-choice conditions (to save their lives and/or escape
persecution), often needing to hide from authorities to avoid being detained or
imprisoned, just as people who moved across borders with unlawful non-citizen
status. In both instances people had to find ways to hide themselves from more
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powerful social actors who could stop their movements, redirect them, and
potentially even kill them for attempting to move. For example, most of the
informants who had little choice but to move, moved, at least for a time, within
their own nation-state to avoid areas of conflict. Some people, like Malik,
eventually attained formal refugee status, while others, like Zameer, did not. In
either case, they often reported moving at night and hiding in various forms of
transportation or lodging. For example, Malik hid in a transport truck to avoid being
captured by the “armed rebel government” while he was still within the borders of
his nation-state (Sudan) and had formal citizenship status there. Likewise, when
Zameer was in Indonesia without a visa his ‘illegal’ status in that country forced him
to depend on smugglers to hide him before taking a boat to Christmas Island.
Most people in the study whose migratory movements were forced by limited
choices eventually moved into neighbouring countries where they often spent
many years without citizenship status. Likewise, most people in this study who had
the comparative luxury of greater choices often spent many years without
citizenship status. This is a more generalised finding, that people’s migration
journeys tended to be lengthy, is consistent with the migration literature. The more
specific finding contributes new knowledge to the research literature; namely, that
both groups of people—those who moved because they had little choice and those
who had more choice—often had to live for many years without the security of
citizenship status. Furthermore, as people moved and acquired different ‘noncitizen’ statuses, they became coordinated into doing certain kinds of embodied
work to move and to resettle. This study suggests that people who are traditionally
thought of as ‘forced migrants’ and ‘voluntary migrants’ could only access various
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short-lived and transitory roles, which made their journeys to arrive in Australia and
apply for citizenship status span many years. Therefore, temporariness has become
institutionalised into Australia’s immigration system through the Department’s
selection criteria and the processes that determine who has the right to enter and
remain in Australia.
The social organisation of mobility-work and resettlement-work (discussed in
Chapter 3) can be theorised as socially organised work actualities that are primarily
associated with less than full citizenship status. This study found that in
multifaceted, yet structurally connected ways people were affected as they
physically moved toward the Australian border regime and then resettled in the
country. This labour does not necessarily end once a person has citizenship status,
but obtaining more secure levels of migrant and citizenship status certainly eases
some of the precarious conditions associated with not having the right to remain in
the nation-state. Therefore, the intensity of the labour tends to decrease as
people’s citizenship statuses improve.

5.3 Implications of the findings
The findings discussed in the previous section have two major implications. Firstly,
people with non-citizen status do deeply the embodied kinds of labour needed to
move and to resettle. This is what I have termed ‘mobility-work’ and ‘resettlementwork’. Secondly, all people in Australia fall somewhere on a sliding scale between
being a ‘non-citizen’ and a ‘citizen’, because they have been sorted, classified, and
assigned a legal status regardless of whether they are seeking to cross the border or
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are physically in the country. This sliding scale is what this study calls the ‘Institution
of Sub-Citizenship’.
5.3.1 Mobility-work and resettlement-work
This section discusses some of the general ways that people in the study did
mobility-work as they moved transnationally and then resettlement-work as they
resettled in Australia. These forms of labour were not carried out by the informants
in isolation. Rather, their families, friends, and other members of their social
networks assisted them to do the mobility-work required to move through regimes
of social motion and the resettlement-work needed to resettle within Australia’s
border regime. Mobility-work and resettlement-work are the labour created
through the intersections between people who desired to move transnationally and
resettle, those who assisted them, those powerful social actors who could have
redirected their movements or posed dangers to people wishing to move, and the
policies and practices in place to organise and limit people’s movements into
Australia and obtain secure membership rights.
Based upon the findings, mobility-work and resettlement-work can be theorised as
forms of labour that translocally organised the everyday worlds of people in the
study as they approached and moved through the Australian border regime. This
means that people’s localised experiences when doing mobility-work and
resettlement-work were shaped by powerful outside (translocal) forces, which
Smith and other institutional ethnographers refer to as ruling relations. The findings
in this study have been linked to the textually mediated ruling relations that are
established in Australian boss texts. This connection reveals how translocal ruling
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relations affect the everyday lives of people with non-citizen status. These relations,
I contend, coordinate people into doing forms of labour that are reserved for those
with less than full status in society.
In chapter 3, I developed two new concepts, ‘mobility-work’ and ‘resettlementwork’, based on Smith’s notion of work in a broad and generous sense. Smith’s
notion of work “extends to anything done by people that takes time and effort, that
they mean to do, that is done under definite conditions and with whatever means
and tools, and that they may have to think about” (Smith, 2005a, pp. 151-152).
Because this notion of work is not tied to formal employment, although it could
include it, it is able to capture the ways that people actively labour to move and to
resettle.
When people extensively moved across territorial spaces, such as from one nationstate to the next, they did mobility-work. When people entered a junction that took
them through the border of a nation-state (or into a detention junction) and
remained in the circulation of that junction for a certain amount of time, their
extensive movements slowed down and the activities they did in those junctions
were resettlement-work.
The theoretical frameworks used in this study, Nail’s Kinopolitical Theory and
Smith’s Theory of Social Organisation, view social life as being characterised by
continuous movement. While theoretically based on the “primacy of movement”
(Nail, 2015b, p. 17), this study recognises that there are times when a person’s
movement speeds up or slows down in relation to other flows. In terms of temporal
ordering, mobility-work precedes resettlement-work in the sense that when people
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leave their home countries and move, they must do certain activities in order to
move (mobility-work) before they do activities in order to resettle (resettlementwork) in another territorial location. Therefore, I believe it is of analytic value to
show through the two terms that at certain times people’s labour occurs while
extensively moving across territorial spaces, while at other times people’s labour
occurs when their extensive movement slows down (recalling that movement never
truly stops) long enough for them to settle into a routine in a given society. While I
conceptualise mobility-work and resettlement-work as two forms of labour that are
highly interconnected, they are not one and the same. Mobility-work is the
investment of time and effort that people put into moving. Resettlement-work is
the expenditure of time and effort that people put into resettling. These two
activities, moving and resettling, are not mutually exclusive, but there are times
when one activity is more pronounced than the other.
It is essential to understand that the analytic process of drawing distinctions
between mobility-work and resettlement-work is necessarily relative. For instance,
what can be thought of as resettlement-work can change relative to future spatial
and temporal movements. These future changes can then alter future analyses so
that the very same activities and emotions that were conceptualised as
resettlement-work can later be thought of as instances of mobility-work. This is to
say that mobility-work and resettlement-work do not occur in isolation. As people
move and resettle and then move and resettle again, the labour they do to move
and resettle overlaps. In other words, due to the dynamic and ongoing nature of
movement in the social world, clearly delineated distinctions cannot be drawn
between the labour people do as they move and resettle. When observing a
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person’s experiences at a certain time, they may appear to be settled somewhere
(doing resettlement-work). Yet, when viewing their experiences in the future
analyses, they may move again, which would make the previous period of
resettlement-work into a period of mobility-work where their movement was
slowed down in relation to other flows. Since society is in a constant state of flow,
all instances of resettlement that appear to be ‘permanent’ cannot be so when
observed from a distant enough vantage point. This means that, even if someone is
still physically living in the same location in future observations, and can be said to
be doing resettlement-work, the labour they do is part of a continuous regime of
social motion; i.e., mobility-work is primary.
Recalling that as people extensively move across international borders, most often
their status will also change in an intensive sense; i.e., from ‘citizen’ to ‘non-citizen’.
Likewise, when people’s extensive movements slow down within a territorial
location over time, their citizenship statuses can also move intensively (i.e. from a
‘temporary migrant’ to a ‘permanent resident’, from a ‘lawful non-citizen’ to an
‘unlawful non-citizen’, etc.). This means that the mobility-work and the
resettlement-work that people do is both a product of their extensive and intensive
movements and produces further extensive and intensive movements.
The informants in the study did mobility-work and resettlement-work as they
moved through a variety of junctions before entering Australia. Recalling that a
junction is a flow that has looped back onto itself, junctions give the impression of
“perceived stasis” (Nail, 2015b, p. 27). Each person took a specific pathway through
a series of junctions towards Australia. People did specialised kinds of work to move
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through junctions of nation-states and through gates of membership to resettle in
Australia. In each territorial location people’s citizenship and migrant statuses were
liable to change. These changes, or intensive movements, to people’s citizenship
and migrant statuses, coordinated them into doing specific kinds of work to move
and to resettle. For instance, when a person loses a visa or does not have one to
begin with, the border junction “interpellates the mobility of the migrant as illegal”
(Nail, 2015b, p. 31). Thus, “all immigration enforcement becomes ‘border
enforcement’” (p. 31). Based on Zameer’s movements, Figure 16 illustrates an
example of how one person in the study did work processes of mobility-work and
resettlement-work as he moved though regimes of social motion.

Figure 16: Example of Zameer’s mobility-work and resettlement-work through five
junctions.

In Figure 16 the circles represent junctions where Zameer’s movement slowed
down and he did resettlement-work; that is, he entered the borders of a nationstate and spent some amount of time and did certain activities in these places.
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Zameer’s experiences with mobility-work and resettlement-work occurred in a
back-and-forth dialectic during his continuous movements through four junctions
(Afghanistan, India, Malaysia, and Indonesia) before he entered Australia’s
detention junction in Christmas Island. Yet, at the same time, because movement is
primary, mobility-work occurs across the whole.
Zameer extensively moved into different junctions where he spent different
durations of time in each nation-state. As he moved between different territorial
locations and into different nation-states his mobility-work was faster. As his
movements slowed down within each nation-state he did resettlement-work.
Sometimes resettlement-work lasted for longer periods of time, such as RW1 over
four years in Afghanistan, RW4 over three months in Indonesia, and RW5 over two
months on Christmas Island. Sometimes the periods of resettlement-work were
shorter, such as RW2 in India and RW3 in Malaysia. During briefer periods,
resettlement-work can be a sort of interchange where a person assesses his or her
choices and decides based on those choices whether to, and how to proceed with a
journey across international borders.
Using IE’s lens of work to investigate what took up Zameer’s time and effort reveals
that his resettlement-work in Indonesia involved numerous activities that were
organised around his ‘illegalised’ status. Zameer’s movement across international
borders resulted in intensive changes where his citizenship status moved from
citizen in Afghanistan to non-citizen in India, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Australia. In
addition to becoming a non-citizen, he became an illegal non-citizen, because he
did not have visa authorisation. Having this illegal status meant that his choices for
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movement and for going about his life in general became severely constrained. He
had to hide to avoid being detected as a non-citizen without an authorised visa.
Therefore, as a consequence of his journey that began from having limited choices
between moving or possibly dying, Zameer became positioned on the lowest rung
of the citizenship ladder: a deportable and detainable Other. Being at this lowest
and most precarious non-citizen position shaped his mobility-work and
resettlement-work in definite ways, which were shown at length in Chapter 4.
The specifics of a person’s mobility-work and resettlement-work can be found by
digging down into the actualities of the work-processes someone did at specific
times and places during his or her migration journey. For example, in Indonesia,
Zameer’s resettlement-work included being detained by smugglers. Becoming an
‘illegal’ person put Zameer into a highly precarious position where he was at the
mercy of the smugglers because they had the power to hide him from or expose
him to immigration authorities. Because they had this power, Zameer had to do
“whatever they wanted”.
The sort of resettlement-work Zameer did in Indonesia was largely due to intensive
movements in his citizenship status that made him into an ‘illegal’ person. As he
extensively moved through nation-states, his ‘illegal’ status meant that he had to go
into hiding to evade border enforcement authorities. Zameer’s positionality as an
illegal non-citizen subjected him to highly unequal power relations with the
smugglers who facilitated his clandestine movements and with virtually everyone in
society who could report him for being illegally present in Indonesia. Zameer was
rightfully afraid of being found by the police, immigration, and border enforcement
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authorities, because that would mean detention or deportation. Through this
example, it becomes clear that Zameer’s illegal status placed him in a dependent
and vulnerable position. The labour he had to do to move in order to resettle in
Australia was dangerous because the only way he could do so was to depend on
smugglers to conceal his presence from the authorities. The danger came from
living with the possibility that he could be detected and “taken to jail” at any time.
The dependency came from needing to rely on the smugglers to hide him and doing
“whatever they wanted”. The uncertainty came from having no way to know how
long he would be detained for, whether he would be discovered and taken to jail,
where he was headed to next, and whether he would ever arrive in a “safe
country”.
When people move from their home countries, they often desire to move
someplace where they can eventually settle down. The informants in the study
illustrate the shared desire to find a place to settle down. Nala revealed her desire
to resettle permanently in Australia with, “I want to live (with) my daughter… I
came here (Australia) to be close to my daughter”. Abela expressed her
disappointment that she could not resettle in Australia with her family by saying, “I
chose Australia cause Australia said at that time you can bring all your family but
this is not correct. It is not correct”. Okoro stated that not being able to resettle in
Australia with her son was a “problem” that “tormented” her. While Zameer felt
powerless because he “can’t do anything” to save his family in Afghanistan, he still
expressed his “hope that one day I’ll be here (Australia) with my family”. When
Adrianna’s family received their permanent humanitarian visas to Australia she said
“Wow! We never have like this peace in our life… we just been so happy they
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accept us”. Laken stated that “when I got the permanent residency it was my first
goal to achieve”. When her family became permanent residents after six years of
living in Australia as ‘temporary migrants’, she experienced a great deal of relief
“because now I don’t have to pay school for my kids”. Sable explained that she and
her husband “are still waiting for (Australian) citizenship… if we will be success we
stay here forever”.
In the examples above the informants show that they all ultimately aimed to live in
Australia permanently and to acquire equal rights by becoming members of that
society after all their transnational movements and their arrival in that country with
a variety of migratory and citizenship statuses that subjected them to different
rights and rules. In this sense, resettlement-work is the goal of mobility-work.
When people make extensive movements through border regimes, it can be said
that their mobility-work has led to resettlement-work. When people purposefully
move out of or are expelled from border regimes it can be analytically helpful to
reconceptualise their past resettlement-work within a border circuit as mobilitywork. Showing that periods of mobility-work occurred when people’s movements
slowed down or even appeared to stop can be useful for showing how spatiotemporal restructuring impacts where people can go and how long they might
remain in a certain territorial location. Alongside traditional ethnographic
techniques of speaking and spending time with people, this study used mobilitywork and resettlement-work as concepts to explore the multiplicity of people’s
experiences with movement and resettlement in both temporal as well as spatial
dimensions. In other words, mobility-work and resettlement-work were tools for
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identifying the temporalities of migration by offering a way for the study to pick out
the embodied labour that people did during different tempos and rhythms of their
migration journeys.
Recalling that temporalities refers to the spatio-temporal dimensions of
contemporary migration, where “new modes of temporariness are becoming
institutionalised in new ways” (Robertson, 2014, p. 1), these two concepts helped
to lift from the data people’s experiences with varied tempos and rhythms as they
moved and the often non-linear, open-ended, and protracted experiences they had
with migration. The temporalities of people’s movements became evident by
finding the instances when people’s movements slowed down and sped up and
digging deeper to understand the social and political circumstances that affected
people’s options for movement as they as they entered other flows leading
somewhere else.
Depending on the time of a study, and what questions the study is interested in,
mobility-work and resettlement-work can morph into one another. What is
resettlement-work in one analysis can be mobility-work in another, depending on
what questions a researcher asks and the researcher’s interest. Since this study is
interested in the impacts of Australia’s regulatory processes upon the lives of
people who moved through Australia’s border regime, all movement prior to
Australia is conceptualised as mobility-work and all movement within Australia is
conceptualised as resettlement-work.
When people physically arrived in Australia they entered what Nail calls a ‘junction’
(2015b, pp. 27-29). As the nation-state filtered some people to move through the
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border junction, those who entered Australia or its detention junction experienced
relative stasis, even though their movement was only slowed down in relation to
other flows. Nevertheless, being at one of these “points of relative stability in a sea
of turbulence” (p. 30), gave people the opportunity to do resettlement-work
because they were physically in one place long enough to have the potential to
establish routines and rebuild their lives in one geographical location.
While people’s movements in the study often spanned many years and often
included long periods of staying in one or more nation-states, I choose to refer to all
the movement, including the periods of relatively stability in nation-states prior to
Australia, as mobility-work. I do this to show more clearly how people’s movement
sped up and slowed down as they laboured and searched for ways to enter a flow
that would take them through the Australian border regime. Once admitted into
Australia the informants then had to do resettlement-work to pass through multiple
‘gates’ of membership (Hammar, 1990) and to rebuild their lives in Australia. Figure
17 illustrates how previous junctions of resettlement-work that Zameer did in
Afghanistan, India, Malaysia, and Indonesia can be refigured as his journey through
a clandestine migratory circuit.
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Figure 17: Example of Zameer’s mobility-work and resettlement-work through a clandestine
migratory circuit and into Australia’s detention junction at Christmas Island.

When Zameer’s movement brought him up against the ABF, at the Australian
border he was expelled out of the clandestine circuit and became hooked up into
Australia’s detention junction. When he entered the junction at Christmas Island he
did so on a disjoined flow that removed him from one circuit and joined him into
another. While Figure 17 ends at the junction of Christmas Island, we know that
Zameer continued to move though other junctions of Australia’s detention circuit.
The benefit of this reconceptualisation is that it shows that all Zameer’s mobilitywork occurred during his movements between and through a series of networked
junctions; each of these is otherwise known as a ‘circulation’. In a circulation “the
junctions remain distinct, but the flows tie them together” (Nail, 2015b, p. 30).
Zameer and others in the clandestine migratory circuit moved through the junctions
of the circuit. As people moved through a circuit “some junctions act together (by
connecting flows) and become larger; others separate and become weaker” (p. 30).
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In this case, as people moved through the clandestine migratory circuit some flows
connected into Australia’s border and detention junctions, making these junctions
larger and stronger. When Zameer and the people on the boat were apprehended
and spatially confined in detention centres, they were first assigned IMA labels that
acted as a “deprivation of social status” (p. 35). This deprivation of status textually
mediated their expulsion. When the expulsion of these people occurred, it had the
effect of expanding Australia’s detention circuit. In other words, the process of
expansion by expulsion increased the strength of Australia’s border regime by
authorising the ABF and immigration officers to follow textually mediated
procedures for placing people without visa authorisation in detention.
Nail explained that a detention circuit “can begin from the crossing of migrants, but
it can also begin as a relay from the border circuit during apprehension” (2015b, p.
31). Everyone who crosses borders moves into some level of non-citizen status
whereby deportation and detention constitute the “litmus test” (Cornelisse, 2010)
for how territoriality “shapes the world and the life of its inhabitants” (pp. 101102). People like Zameer moved though the junctions of a clandestine migratory
circuit that led them to Australia’s detention circuit. All the mobility-work Zameer
did to move through the network of junctions eventually led to the resettlementwork he is currently doing in Australia. Zameer moved in and out of four border
junctions before he approached Australia’s “militarized, legalized, and political
border” (Nail, 2015b, p. 31). While the other nation-states also had militarised,
legalised, political borders, the Australian border and detention circuit interpreted
Zameer’s mobility as illegal by apprehending and detaining him in Australia’s
detention circuit.
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This example of conceptualising periods of mobility-work and resettlement-work
based on Zameer’s movements illustrates that “the movement within and between
these circuits is the circulation of border politics” (Nail, 2015b, p. 32) that is always
in motion. Because the policies and practices used to determine, maintain, and
police borders are constantly changing, those who move through borders and
assume less-than-full status on entry will do different kinds of work to move and
resettle within territorially- defined nation-states. Mobility-work and resettlementwork are deeply embodied forms of labour that have been rendered nearly invisible
because it is done almost exclusively by those with non-citizen status.
In the next section, I show that conceiving of sub-citizenship as an institution in the
IE sense of the term, brings into view the complex relations of ruling that
coordinate people into doing mobility-work and resettlement-work in the context
of Australia’s border regime.
5.3.2 Sub-citizenship as an institution
This section also draws out the implications of the human costs that result from
imposing stringent regulatory policies limiting people’s access to movement and to
citizenship status. It uses the findings to explain how sorting people into different
citizenship statuses creates an institution in the IE sense of the term. This institution
produces layers of dehumanising work actualities by subjecting some people to
various levels of subordinate legal and social statuses.
In Chapter 2 I flagged ‘sub-citizenship’ as a recent concept in citizenship literature
with the ‘sub’ elucidating power relations producing “sliding scales of
subordination” (Sparke, 2016, p. 10). While the notion of sub-citizenship is a new,
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and largely unexplored concept that has recently emerged in citizenship and
migration studies, I argue that this study’s identification of the everyday labour
done by people as they moved and resettled, which I call mobility-work and
resettlement-work, points to an institutional regime that I name the ‘Institution of
Sub-citizenship’. Specifically, I draw upon the notion of ‘sub-citizenship’ to explicate
the socially organised relations of ruling (see pp. 85-87) that produce these sliding
scales for people on the basis of their legal citizenship and migrant statuses. The
labour that people had to do to move and resettle was largely determined by where
they were on the continuum of sub-citizenship.
Chapter 4 revealed that everyone with non-citizen status eventually came up
against Australian boss texts as they attempted to move to and resettle in Australia.
Boss texts are not the institution. They are the textual mediation of the Institution
of Sub-citizenship in the Australian context. Due to this study’s IE influence, I apply
the concept of ‘institution’ as a technical term that refers to a “vast complex of
coordinated and intersecting work-processes taking place in multiple sites”
(DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 17). Because institutions are so large and sprawling, IE
studies such as this do not aim to map out an institution in its entirety, but rather
they aim to “explore particular corners and strands within a specific institutional
complex” (p. 17). Building upon and related to the everyday work practices
described in the previous chapter and discussed in the previous section, this section
connects people’s work to their positionality and their movement within “a specific
institutional complex” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 17); that is, the Institution of
Sub-Citizenship.
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In this study, the 20 informants’ descriptions of their actualities—their experiences
with movement and resettlement—revealed the everyday work they did to move
transnationally and to resettle in Australia. As people with less than full citizenship
status, their movements were coordinated by occupying particular corners and
strands within this institution.
The Institution of Sub-citizenship coordinates the everyday, everynight worlds of
people by producing embodied labour for them to do with respect to where they
are hierarchically positioned within the institution and their access to resources.
This means that people’s experiences with movement and resettlement were not
random, chaotic or accidental. Rather, people’s localised experiences doing
mobility-work and resettlement-work were coordinated to occur. In other words,
the Institution of Sub-citizenship organises non-chaotic social relations where
people come to have certain experiences due to their social positioning within
border regimes. Figure 18 is an illustration of how sub-citizenship functions as a
vast institution that is hierarchically-organises people into different legal statuses.
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Figure 18: Model of Sub-citizenship in the Australian context.
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Figure 18 shows that everyone in Australia, is positioned somewhere within the
institution of sub-citizenship. All people, citizens and non-citizens alike, are ruled by
this institution, but their experiences of this ruling vary dramatically. So much so
that people with more secure levels of citizenship status may never think of
themselves as being in any way affected by the methods used to determine who is
a member, as designated by their citizenship status in society.
As explained earlier people can move up and down the citizenship ladder. In other
words, Sub-citizenship is not stationary or fixed, rather it functions “sliding scales of
subordination” (Sparke, 2016, p. 10). Migrants can be thought of as people who do
a lot of moving within the institution of sub-citizenship. Referring to Figure 18
above, those who enter the country with a permanent visa (that is, through the
humanitarian or the migration program) are positioned in Australia as ‘second class
non-citizens’. They are the most secure among the non-citizens in the country,
because they may stay in the country indefinitely with unrestricted work and study
rights, access most social benefits (after a certain amount of time), but people with
permanent residency status cannot vote or run for office. They might go on to
become ‘first class citizens’, but as explained earlier, in 2017 new ‘strengthening
citizenship’ legislation has made it significantly more difficult and lengthier for
people to move from being a permanent resident up to the more secure status of a
citizen.
Most migrants, however, enter the country through the temporary migration
stream, making them ‘third class non-citizens’. Some temporary migrants have full
work rights, while others, most students for instance, have restricted work rights.
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They pay taxes but do not have access to welfare nor do they have voting rights. It
is possible for them to live many years in the country without ever progressing to
permanent migrant status if they cannot raise the funds or satisfy the criteria for a
permanent visa through the family or skilled migrant stream. Some people from
this group will go on to become permanent residents, but most will either leave
voluntarily or reluctantly, because they could not progress to ‘second class noncitizen’ status. People in this group are at risk of becoming deported and detained,
if their visa expires or is cancelled and they are in the country without a valid visa.
The final group includes people living in Australia who had lost their visa and
remained in the country, asylum seekers with BVEs, and people in immigration
detention. These people have no work rights, most do not have access to welfare,
and if they are at a high risk of being indefinitely detained.
Sub-citizenship is at odds with the ideals of universal human rights and democracy.
Currently, most people who live in Australia without citizenship status are denied
the right to vote (DIBP, 2017c). Although people with permanent residency status
cannot vote, and thus have limited political rights, Australian permanent residents
presently have social, economic, and civil rights similar to those with citizenship
status. This, of course, could change at any time, as Australian Citizenship laws have
been amended over thirty times (Parliament of Australia, 2009). Recently, some
politicians on the far right have begun proposing that welfare be limited to those
with citizenship status (Creighton, 2017). If this were to happen, over two million
people, in Australia would no longer receive any welfare benefits. These changes
would apply to those with second-class non-citizen status in Figure 18 above.
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The number of people living long term in Australia without citizenship status is
bound to grow exponentially. The reason for this is because immigration policies
have structured a system with an uncapped temporary migration steam to allow for
economic growth, alongside capped permanent migration and humanitarian
streams. In addition to this, recent ‘Strengthening Citizenship’ Bill, if passed, will
make it significantly more difficult for people to apply for, and not necessarily
attain, citizenship. At the very least, the pathways toward citizenship will be
lengthened by at least four years, not taking into account the years many noncitizens have lived in Australia as ‘temporary’ migrants.
People who live in Australia without citizenship status, including those categorised
as ‘permanent residents’, ‘temporary migrants’ and ‘unlawful non-citizens’, can lose
their right to remain in the country at any time. In addition, if they have working
rights, they can also lose the right to work because these groups of migrants have
residency and work rights that are tied to their visa conditions. For example,
permanent resident visas are only valid for five years. This means that permanent
residents who are non-citizens must obtain a ‘resident return visa’ it they wish to
temporarily leave and return to the country.
Temporary migrants and unlawful migrants (with the exception of IMAs) lack access
to all government services and benefits.39 Although permanent residents are more
secure than temporary migrants, most permanent residents, with the exception of

39

IMA’s who have been released from immigration detention on a Bridging Visa E (BVE) on or after
13 August 2012 do not have the right to work in Australia. Those who the Department assesses as in
need of some assistance could be eligible for payments under the Status Resolution Support Service
(SRSS) program. The payments are not Centrelink benefits, but are made through Centrelink. In
addition, those on BVEs are eligible for Medicare while their bridging visa is valid. If their BVE
expires, they may be eligible to receive medical support through the SRSS program (DIBP, 2016a).
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humanitarian entrants, cannot access a range of government services and benefits
during their first two years in Australia. Permanent residents who are the holders of
parent visas must wait 10 years before they are eligible for accessing age pension.
People whose right to be in the country is tied to their visa which denies access to
any government services are in an especially vulnerable position in times of trouble
and challenge. People whose right to live and to work in a country depends on their
visa can become especially vulnerable if they experience any number of everyday
life events. “If they are employed by a firm that goes bust, suffer a workplace
accident, fall chronically ill, are subjected to domestic violence, have a child, end a
relationship, (and) become homeless” (Mares, 2016b, p. 6), people with less than
full status could find themselves without any access to any form of support and
could even lose the legal right to remain in the country and work. These people are
‘not quite Australian’ because
they live here, contribute to the economic and cultural life of the
nation, pay its taxes and obey its laws, but lack access to a range of
government services and benefits, and are denied the right to vote
(Mares, 2016b).
Visa conditions regularly change, often with little if any prior notice. The same goes
for age and health requirements. Visa application fees routinely increase.
Occupations are often dropped from the Skilled Occupant List. The result of these
changes is that thousands of people who were previously eligible to apply for
permanent residency through the skilled migration program or the family stream
become ineligible overnight. Many of these ‘temporary’ people, such as
international students and people with various temporary work and family visas,
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have been living in Australia for years, and sometimes even decades, before they
suddenly find there is no longer a pathway for them to become ‘permanent’.
Within the international system of nation-states, citizenship functions as a “marker
of identification” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1487), classifying people as ‘belonging’ to a
territorially defined nation-state, and assigning sub-citizenship as part of a
“dispersed regime of governance” (p. 1494). The institution of sub-citizenship
coordinates people’s everyday lives in ways that are in conformity with the
selective requirements of immigration and citizenship boss texts. To determine
those who belong on the ‘inside’ from those who belong on the ‘outside’, nationstates are increasingly implementing practices of “monopolistic violence”
(Cornelisse, 2010). State violence occurs when nation-states employ or might
employ increasingly restrictive tools of migration management, most notably
deportation and detention. Sub-citizenship is carried out through diverse forms of
state violence which are at odds with the ideals of human rights and democracy
that supposedly underpin liberal Western democracies. This is the conclusion
suggested by this study: Rather than seeing deportation and detention as the
“proper and natural response of the sovereign state to those who have violated its
territorial sovereignty” (Cornelisse, 2010, p. 101), a managerialist and commodified
approach to human mobility enacts violence upon people through restrictive
immigration policies based in based in “sovereignty’s territorial logic” (p. 103). This
violence, which is structurally-embedded in the system, is codified and replicated in
boss texts.
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The embodied, emotionally laden work that people put into moving and resetting is
coordinated by sub-citizenship, which is enacted though the policies determining
membership in society through gradations of migrant and citizenship status. It is
also enacted through citizenship, as a marker of identification, in an institutional
regime that coordinates the everyday physical activities and, by extension the
emotional worlds, of people who are construed as ‘non-citizen others’ and though
the various methods used to police the behaviour of people as they seek to gain
more security and formal rights by achieving citizenship status.

5.4 Future research
There is a pressing need for future research to continue the work of revealing how
people’s everyday worlds are directly affected by their access, or lack of access, to a
pathway towards citizenship. Future research could examine how individuals and
families cope with the assignment of a hyper-precarious legal status. More research
is needed on exploring the social and emotional well-being of those with noncitizen status. Socio-psychological researchers might be interested in exploring
issues relating to the emotional well-being and future clarity among migrants.
Some research on recent refugees to Australia has explored how those with
different citizenship statuses experience civic and ethno belonging (Fozdar &
Hartley, 2013b). I would encourage more research that explores how people’s
movements in and out of different citizenship and migrant status affects their sense
of belonging and identity as well their capacity to participate in society. More
research is needed to explore how people and families manage various conditions
when lacking residency rights or access to education and welfare services. Other
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studies could explore people’s experiences with sub-citizenship through the
intersection of gender, race, class, disability, age, and status.
From a more political angle, a useful addition would be studies that analyse
legislation and popular discourse around changing notions of who counts and does
not as members of society. Researchers interested in the notion of ‘precarious
work’ could explore how migrants navigate their working lives in relation to their
status and their migratory aspirations.
I believe that mobilities research would benefit greatly from studies that apply
institutional ethnographic approaches to identify and map out other ‘corners and
strands’ of institutional relations organising migration and citizenship. For instance,
while this study identified the existence of the ‘Institution of Sub-citizenship’ in the
Australian context, there is much work to be done in mapping out the social
relations that coordinate people’s experiences as sub-citizens in many different
contexts.

5.5 Concluding thoughts
Human rights tensions have increased following the introduction of “the
Government of Australia’s deterrence-focused model” (Amnesty International,
2016, p. 54) of border securitisation. Most of the research and advocacy prompted
by human rights violations in Australia has focused on the practice of mandatory
and indefinite detention, particularly the practice of detaining children. While the
most extreme human rights issues faced by people with non-citizen status are
associated with the detention of those who attempt to move without visa
authorisation, all those in society with less than full status (i.e., non-citizens,
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particularly those with temporary migrant statuses) are placed in precarious legal
positions that block or limit their access to human rights, unless they can progress
to more secure levels of citizenship status.
While “modern democratic regimes commonly express a commitment to the idea
of universal human rights” (Hindess, 2000, p. 1490), these same nation-states
“frequently deny those rights to noncitizens in their mist and at their borders” (p.
1490). With regard to universal human rights, the assumption is that they “will
normally be exercised in the state of which one is a citizen” (p. 1490), which is
simply not adequate in a world of global flows where people are bound to move
and to live, often for many years, in locations where they are regarded as ‘noncitizen others’ and forced to navigate increasingly difficult and exclusionary
pathways.
As nation-states “reserve a variety of (usually lesser) statuses for those who are not
their nationals, noncitizens find themselves with only limited defences against the
arbitrary actions of state officials” (p. 1491). Modern citizenship can therefore be
seen, using Hindess’s felicitous phrases, as being both “a conspiracy against the
foreigner” (p. 1490) and “a conspiracy against the rest of the world” (p. 1489). The
institution of sub-citizenship functions to produce and legislate actualities of
subordination systematically, therefore this institution is incompatible with human
rights and democracy.
While “the right of immediate family members to live together is recognised as a
fundamental human right in many international documents” (Carens, 2008, p. 423),
people’s experiences with separated families reveal that the right to family is
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currently very far from being realised in Australia. Australia is not alone, however. It
is simply one nation-state within a globalised system of nation-states that are
increasingly restricting human movement whilst commodifying human rights.
Carens suggests “that denying people the right to have their families with them for
more than three months would be harsh and for more than a year would be
unconscionable” (2008, p. 423). While these ‘markers are contestable’, such periods
of family separation revealed by the informants in this study are far too long for
liberal democratic states to deny families the right to reside together. Carens also
warns that “the parameters are not indefinitely expandable” (p. 423). Yet, the
people in this study have shown through their experiences when moving and
resettling, that in practice the parameters are indeed ‘indefinitely expandable’. The
right to family reunion and pathways to residency and citizenship have largely
become services to be paid for. In that sense Australia and many other nationstates now commodify as well as control movement through visas.
People who wish to be with their families, those who travelled to avoid persecution
and those who wish to continue living in the country are forced to compete for a
limited supply of permanent visas. On the one hand, Australia allows for an
unlimited ‘demand driven’ supply of temporary visas, while on the other hand, it
sets limits on the numbers of permanent visas issued. By controlling them in this
way, Australia makes permanent visas into a scarce and highly sought-after
commodity. Under Australia’s universal visas system, only those who can pay for
their human rights are those who obtain them. While the system currently allows
for a few thousand token spaces to be allotted for refugees, the expansion of the
Special Humanitarian Program within the humanitarian program reveals that
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Australia is retooling its visa system so that, increasingly, it incorporates
‘sponsorship’ schemes. Sponsorship should be read as the commodification of the
‘humanitarian’ system, which goes hand in hand with the logic of the
commodification affecting the overall migration system. As human movement
becomes increasingly recast as both a deviant activity and a service to be paid for,
by extension we are witnessing the commodification of pathways to citizenship and
indeed, the commodification of human rights in general.
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Appendix A
Name

Faye
Abela
Caesar
Faith

Zameer
Adrianna
Nala

List of Informants and Demographics
Country of Year of
Entry visa in
citizens
Birth
arrival
Australia
hip
status
Sierra
2007
SGH (s202)
Citizen
Leone
Sudan
2002
SGH (s202)
Citizen
Algeria
2000
Refugee (s200)
Citizen
Bangladesh
2010
Temporary
PR
Partner
(Provisional)
(s309)
Afghanistan
2012
IMA
BVE

Age
Range

Sex

50-60

F

40-50
40-50

F
M

30-40

F

M
F

Sudan
Iran

2004
2011

SGH (s.202)
Contributory Parent
(temporary) (s.173)

Citizen

PR

20-30
40-50
50-60

Manny

Sierra Leone

2008

Temporary
Partner
(Provisional)
(s309)

Citizen

40-50

M

Sable

Iran

2012

Skilled Independent
(s189)

PR

30-40

F

Cajsa

Senegal

2002

Temporary
Partner
(Provisional)
(s309)

Citizen

50-60

F

Odessa
Okoro
Maxine
Anita
Laken

Sudan
Sierra Leone
Senegal
Sudan
Mauritius

2000
2006
1995
2003
2008

Citizen
PR

30-40
40-50
40-50

F
F
F
F
F

Maarku
Abi
Clinton

Sierra Leone
Sudan
Sudan

2007
2002
2005

Refugee (s200)
SGH (s202)
Student40
Refugee (s202)
Higher Education
Sector visa (s573)
SGH (s202)
Refugee (s200)

Myint

Burma

2009

Malik

South Sudan

2006

40

Temporary
Partner
(Provisional)
(s309)
Skilled Independent
(s175)
SGH (s202)

F

Citizen
Citizen

40-50

PR

30-40

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

40-50
40-50
40-50

F
M

PR

30-40

M

PR

20-30

M

M

Maxine arrived in Australia on a student visa in 1995, but I was unable to conclusively determine
the visa subclass she entered on.
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Appendix B
Entry Visas held by Informants

Special Global Humanitarian visa (SGH) (subclass 202)- permanent visa
Refugee visa (subclass 200)- permanent visa
Temporary Partner (Provisional) visa (subclass 309)- temporary visa
Bridging visa E (BVE) (subclass 050)- temporary visa
Contributory Parent (Temporary) visa (subclass 173)- temporary visa
Skilled Independent visa (subclass 189) (Points-tested stream)- permanent visa
Higher Education Sector visa (subclass 573)- temporary visa41
Skilled—Independent (subclass 175)42-permanent visa

41
42

The Higher Education Sector visa (subclass 573) closed for new applications on 1 July 2016.
The Skilled—Independent (subclass 175 visa) closed for new applications on 1 July 2012.
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Appendix C
Schedule of Recorded Conversations

1. Fay and I spoke on 2 June 2014 for 30 minutes.
2. Abela and I spoke on 27 June 2014 for 1 hour and 52 minutes.
3. Caesar and I spoke on 29 June 2014 for 1 hour and 26 minutes.
4. Faith and I spoke on 1 July 2014 for 32 minutes.
5. Zameer and I spoke on 3 July 2014 for 1 hour and 35 minutes.
6. Adrianna and I spoke on 4 July 2014 for 33 minutes.
7. Nala and I spoke on 4 July 2014 for 1 hour and 18 minutes.
8. Manny and I spoke on 7 July 2014 for 1 hour and 8 minutes.
9. Sable and I spoke on 10 July 2014 for 1 hour and 35 minutes.
10. Cajsa and I spoke on 15 July 2014 for 1 hour and 15 minutes.
11. Odessa and I spoke on 18 July 2014 for 45 minutes.
12. Okoro and I spoke on 23 July 2014 for 46 minutes.
13. Maxine and I spoke on 24 July 2014 for 55 minutes.
14. Anita and I spoke on 25 July 2014 for 28 minutes.
15. Laken and I spoke on 26 July 2014 for 49 minutes.
16. Maarku and I spoke on 26 July 2014 for
17. Abi, Clinton, and I spoke on 29 July 2014 for 1 hour and 38 minutes.
18. Myint and I spoke on 31 July 2014 for 1 hour and 9 minutes.
19. Malik and I spoke on 31 July 2014 for 1 hour and 8 minutes.
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Appendix D
List of Interview Topics
(Refugee Informants)

1. Demographic information, including age, country of origin, religion, number of years in
Australia, employment history, educational background, family characteristics, marital
status, number of children, location of residence, community involvement, current job
status, current involvement in educational and/or training programs, courses, or services

2. Information on their daily activities. This will involve me asking the informants to
explain what they do on a typical day and taking me thorough their routines step by step. I
will be looking for disjunctures, chains of action and process interchanges occurring within
their resettlement practices to explore how the localised resettlement experiences of
refugees are caught up in the macro axes of translocal social institutions.

3. Elaboration on key points or aspects of their everyday practices that are unclear or
require more information to follow the chains of action. IE methodology requires that I
probe to find the materialist basis underpinning each informant’s lifework practices. I will
ask the informants to supply very detailed accounts of where they go, what they do, why
they go there, who they meet with, what leads up to and proceeds these various events,
and other questions that will provide minuet contextual information about their
resettlement practices.

4. Experiences and subjective feelings of resettling in Australia. I will ask the informants to
describe what it’s been like for them to adjust to life in Australia and to explain what they
feel have been difficult or helpful for them in their resettlement. I will ask them to site
examples of support, such as family, friends, community groups, social services, and
educational/training programs, and to describe the ways that such support mechanisms
have assisted and/or hindered their abilities to cope with various resettlement issues they
have encountered.

5. Sense of belonging. I will find out the informants’ thoughts about developing a sense of
belonging in Australia, if they feel that they belong, and what aspects of their daily
resettlement experiences do they attribute to making them feel the way they do.

NOTE: Throughout all aspects of the interview I will endeavour to uncover which people
and what institutions the informants’ make contact with as part of their daily resettlement
activities. This information will be fundamental for the level-two data analysis tracing the
refugee informants’ activities to higher levels of institutional organisation.
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Appendix E
List of Interview Topics
(Frontline Professional Informants)

1. Demographic information. For frontline professionals this will cover basic background
information, including age, country of origin, employment history, educational background,
number of years working with refugees, and job title.

2. Information on their daily work practices. This will involve me asking the informants to
explain what they do on a typical working day and taking me thorough their work routines
step by step. I will be looking for disjunctures, chains of action and process interchanges
occurring within their working practices to explicate how the work they do relates to
refugee resettlement.

3. Elaboration on key points or aspects of their everyday work practices that are unclear
or require more information to follow the chains of action. IE methodology requires that I
probe to find the materialist basis underpinning each informant’s work practices. I will ask
the informants to supply very detailed accounts of their what they do during a typical
working day, such as where they go; why they go there; who they meet with; who they
collaborate with; what paperwork they fill out; who gives them the paperwork; who they
pass the paperwork off to; where they access important information for doing their job;
what meetings, training and workshops they attend; if they come in direct contact refugee
clients or if they contact is more peripheral in nature; what occurs in these contacts; and
other questions that will provide minuet contextual information about their daily work
practices.

4. Experiences and subjective feelings of working with resettling refugees in Australia. I
will ask the informants to describe their perceptions about how their work affects the
resettlement of refugees in Australia and to explain what aspects of their job they think
makes it more difficult or helpful for refugees to resettle. I will ask them to site examples of
what they perceive as particularly beneficial work practices that address the resettlement
needs of refugees and what aspects of their work or the work practices of others they see
as presenting difficulties for refugee clients. I will ask them for their thoughts concerning
why certain work practices can be more or less beneficial in terms of accomplishing their
working tasks, helping refugees resettle, and the degree they perceive these two tasks
being aligned.

NOTE: Throughout all aspects of the interview I will endeavour to uncover which people
and what institutions the informants’ make contact with as part of their daily work
activities. This information will be fundamental for the level-two data analysis explicating
the social organisation of refugee resettlement as an institutional organisation
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Appendix F
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
For frontline professional participants and refugee organisations

Refugees’ experiences with resettlement-learning and resettlement-working in Australia

1)

What is the study about?

This project is interested to explore the everyday resettlement experiences of refugees in
Sydney and Darwin. The project will learn about refugee resettlement by listening to
refugees talk about their daily resettlement activities and refugee resettlement workers
talking about their work experiences. The goals are to develop better understandings about
how refugees’ resettlement activities are socially organised and to find out how refugees’
learn and work towards resettlement in Australia. The findings of this study will provide
information that may help refugees, community groups, and social service providers
improve their training, education, and work practices.

2) Who is carrying out the study?
The research is being conducted by Daile Fuller and will form the basis of the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in the School of Education at Charles Darwin University under the
supervision of Dr. Sue Shore (principal supervisor).

3)

What does the study involve?

To build understandings about the research topic of refugee resettlement, the research will
be divided into two conceptual stages. Stage one will consult refugees in Sydney and
Darwin to find out about experienced actualities of refugees via their daily resettlement
practices. In the second conceptual stage professionals who work with refugees will be
interviewed. It is important to understand that the information from the interview will not
focus on you or evaluate you, but it will be used to map out and explore the bigger context
of social relations shaping the resettlement experiences of refugees in Australia. Your
privacy will be protected though the use of pseudonyms and if you do not wish for your
image to appear in the research, please indicate this preference by ticking the appropriate
box or boxes on the consent form.
If you agree to participate in this study you will be interviewed once for 30 minutes to an
hour. After your interview I will email you a synopsis recapping the key points from the
interview, as I understood it, and ask you to add your thoughts and corrections to help me
build better understandings of your work processes. Locations and times for the interviews
will be negotiated to find a convenient time and place for you.
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Please consider if you are comfortable with your interview being video recorded and/or
audio recorded with field notes being taking by me. Please indicate what medium you will
allow me to record the interview on the Participant Consent Form. If you prefer that your
image does not appear in the final thesis or dissemination materials please indicate this on
the consent form by ticking the appropriate box/boxes.
Your anonymity and confidentiality will be negotiated depending on your preferences.
ANONYMOUS: Your name and address must be known to the researcher, so she will work
with and can find you to confirm your understanding of refugee resettlement experiences,
but your image and/or name will only be mentioned in the report of the research if you
decide to have it included. Your personal details will be locked away and stored separate
from the other material.
CONFIDENTIAL: You will not be able to be identified by anything that is written and/or any
visual images in the text of the research paper unless it is your choice. The same care will
be taken with the names or characteristics of anyone you mention in the interviews, focus
groups, and participant observations.
In all cases you will retain copyright and intellectual rights over your story. Any materials
produced during the course of the research, including artefacts, videos, and pictures, will
be owned by the refugee and frontline worker participants. If the study produces cultural
projects, such as digital stories, print materials, and other artefacts of significance, then
Daile will ask you and the other participants for permission to use those materials in the
thesis or future projects disseminating information.
You don’t have to take part in this project.
If you don’t wish to participate in the project, you can say no, or simply not be involved.
Daile Fuller at the School of Education at Charles Darwin University is conducting this
project. If you would like more information before you decide to participate, please contact
Daile by phone at 0889467293 or email at dailelynn.fuller@cdu.edu.au
She will be happy to answer questions. You may also use this number at any time during
the project, if you need information.
If, during the course of the project, you have any concerns about the project or the
researcher, you may contact the Ethics Administration Officer of the Charles Darwin
University Human Research Ethics Committee, who is not connected with this project and
who can pass on your concerns to appropriate officers within the University. The Ethics
Administration Officer can be contacted on 1800 466 215 or by email: cduethics@cdu.edu.au
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Appendix G
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
For refugee participants

Refugees’ experiences with resettlement-learning and resettlement-working in Australia

4)

What is the study about?

This project is interested in the everyday resettlement experiences of refugees in Sydney
and Darwin. The project will learn about refugee resettlement by listening to refugees talk
about their daily resettlement activities and refugee resettlement workers talking about
their work experiences. The goals are to develop better understandings about how
refugees’ resettlement activities are socially organised and to find out how refugees’ learn
and work towards resettlement in Australia. The findings of this study will provide
information that may help refugees, community groups, and social service providers
improve their training, education, and work practices.

5) Who is carrying out the study?
The research is being conducted by Daile Fuller and will form the basis of the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in the School of Education at Charles Darwin University under the
supervision of Dr. Sue Shore (principal supervisor).

6)

What does the study involve?

After the information session in Sydney (April 2014) or the information session in Darwin
(August 2014) I will invite you to think about taking part in this study. If you wish to help
me learn more about your daily resettlement activities, you can participate in the following
ways:

•
•
•

Interviews
Focus groups
Participant observations.

Please think about if you would like to be involved in all or some parts of the research. You
are under no obligation to take part in the research even if you agree to take part in some
or all aspects of it. The choice is up to you how much you want to be involved in the
research.
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Interviews will be once or twice and last 30 minutes- 1 hour, focus groups will be once or
twice and last about 1 hour, and the observations will be negotiated at times and places
that are convenient for you. It is important to understand that the information from the
observations, interviews and focus groups will not focus on or evaluate you, but it will be
used to map out and explore the bigger context of social relations shaping the resettlement
experiences of refugees in Australia. Your privacy will be protected though the use of
pseudonyms and if you do not wish for your image to appear in the research, please
indicate this preference by ticking the appropriate box or boxes on the consent form.
Your anonymity and confidentiality will be negotiated depending on your preferences.
ANONYMOUS: Your name and address must be known to the researcher, so she will work
with and can find you to confirm your understanding of refugee resettlement, but your
image and/or name will only be included in the report of the research if you decide to have
these items included. Your personal details will be locked away and stored separate from
the other material.
CONFIDENTIAL: You will not be able to be identified by anything that is written and/or any
visual images appearing in the research paper unless it is your choice. The same care will be
taken with the names or characteristics of anyone you mention in the interviews, focus
groups, and participant observations.
In all cases you will retain copyright and intellectual rights over your story. As a participant,
you will own any materials produced during the course of the research, including artefacts,
videos, and pictures. If the study produces cultural projects, such as digital stories, print
materials, and/or other artefacts of significance, then Daile will ask you and the other
participants for permission before she may use those materials in the thesis or future
projects disseminating information.
If during the course of the research, you express discomfort, Daile will consult with you to
see if you want to continue or if you prefer to stop. If you are very uncomfortable and in
need of assistance, Daile will refer you to one the following refugee counselling services:
Melaleuca Refugee Centre
24 McLachlan Street, Darwin, NT 0800
08 8985 3311
www.melaleuca.org.au

NSW Service for the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture and Trauma Survivors
(STARTTS)
152–168 The Horsley Drive
Carramar, NSW 2163
02 9794 1900
startts@sswahs.nsw.gov.au
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You don’t have to take part in this project.
If you don’t wish to participate in the project, you can say no, or simply not be involved.
Daile Fuller at the School of Education at Charles Darwin University is conducting this
project. If you would like more information before you decide to participate, please contact
Daile by phone at 0889467293 or email at dailelynn.fuller@cdu.edu.au.
She will be happy to answer questions. You may also use this number at any time during
the project, if you need information.
If, during the course of the project, you have any concerns about the project or the
researcher, you may contact the Ethics Administration Officer of the Charles Darwin
University Human Research Ethics Committee, who is not connected with this project and
who can pass on your concerns to appropriate officers within the University. The Ethics
Administration Officer can be contacted on 1800 466 215 or by email: cduethics@cdu.edu.au
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Appendix H
Refugee Adult Consent Form: this is yours to keep
PROJECT TITLE:
Refugees’ experiences with resettlement-learning and resettlement-working in
Australia
I, ......................................................................... (put your name here)

of.......................................................................................................(your address goes here)
agree to participate in a research project that PhD candidate Daile Fuller is doing with
refugees and refugee workers in Sydney and Darwin. I understand that the purpose of the
research is to learn about the experience of resettlement from refugees’ first-hand
experiences and the work experiences of people who work with refugees.
I understand that Daile is collaborating with refugee individuals, community groups,
refugee resettlement centres, and people who work with refugees in Sydney and Darwin. I
agree to participate in the following aspects of the research project:
TICK THE BOX/BOXES THAT APPLY TO YOU
Having one or two personal interviews:




audio recorded
video recorded
with Daile taking notes

Participating in a focus group discussion during which Daile will take notes and I will
be:




audio recorded and/or
video recorded and/or
photographed

Having Daile accompany me during daily activities to which I agree and negotiate with
Daile and
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being observed and audio recorded by Daile and/or
being observed and video recorded by Daile and/or
being observed and photographed by Daile and/or
being observed with Daile taking notes.
I give my consent for Daile to photograph/scan personal documents and
understand that she will remove all my identifying information.

If I allow my interview, focus group, and/or participant observation(s) to be video recorded
I (CIRCLE ONE) approve/do not approve use of my image in the thesis and for seminars and
presentations used to discuss the outcomes of the study.

I understand that if I have any questions or concerns about the research or my participation
I will be able to ask Daile for explanations. Daile will work with refugee community leaders,
community group members, or refugee resettlement service providers nearby to help
translate or explain anything that is unclear to me. If necessary, Daile will contact
Centerlink’s Translating and Interpreter Service (TIS) at 131 450.

At times during the research project I will be working, talking, participating, and associating
with other refugees, people who work with refugees, refugee community groups, and
refugee organisations in Sydney or Darwin. I will maintain ownership of materials of
cultural significance or intellectual property (IP) produced though the research process and
will retain copyright and intellectual rights over my images and/or stories.

In the interviews, focus groups, and participant observations I will be sharing my
resettlement stories and remembering my experiences resettling in Australia. I understand
the research may not benefit me directly but will be used to help people understand the
things that matter to me about resettling in Australia and how we work and learn to
resettle.

If the research produces materials, artefacts, and/or intellectual property of high cultural or
personal significance Daile and I will negotiate what, if any, materials can be used in the
thesis and/or materials disseminating the research findings.

I agree that:

•

the aim of the project, how the interviews, participant observations, and focus
groups will be run, what benefits will come from the project, and the risks of the
study, have been explained to me by:
........................................................................

I also agree that:
•

I voluntarily and freely give my consent to participate in this study.
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•

I understand that combined results from the different activities will be used for
research purposes, will be reported to the funding body and may be reported in
scientific journals and academic journals.

•

I understand that my individual interview(s) and/or focus group(s) and/or
observation participation excerpts will not be released to any person except at my
request and on my authorisation, and that I can choose whether to have my name
and/or image with my excerpts and/or information I provide or that my
information and/or excerpts will be presented without my name and/or image.

•

I understand that the project aims to produce a report and resources that will
provide information about refugee resettlement.

•

I am free to withdraw my consent for this study at any time during the study. If I do
this my participation in the research study will immediately stop, and any audio
and/or visual images or information I have contributed will be returned to me or
destroyed at my request.

Signature: .......................................................................
Date: ......................................................
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Appendix I
Frontline Professional Adult Consent Form: this is yours to keep
PROJECT TITLE:
Refugees’ experiences with resettlement-learning and resettlement-working in
Australia
I, ......................................................................... (put your name here)

of.......................................................................................................(your address goes here)

agree to participate in a research project which PhD candidate Daile Fuller is doing with
refugees and refugee workers in Sydney and Darwin. I understand that the purpose of the
research is to learn about resettlement learning and working activities from refugees’ firsthand experiences and the work experiences of people who work with refugees.
I understand that Daile is collaborating with refugee individuals, community groups,
refugee resettlement centres, and people who work with refugees in Sydney and Darwin. I
agree to participate in the following aspect of the research project:
TICK THE BOX/BOXES THAT APPLY TO YOU
I consent to having my personal interview:

 audio recorded
 video recorded

If I allow my interview to be video recorded I (CIRCLE ONE) approve/do not approve use of
my image in the thesis and for seminars and presentations used to discuss the outcomes of
the study.
My knowledge about working with refugees will generate better understandings about
how refugees resettle in Australia as they come in contact with various refugee
resettlement institutions. The interviews will explore my work experiences and knowledge
gained through my first-hand experiences associated with resettling refugees in Sydney or
Darwin. The research will be used to create and contribute to knowledge about refugee
resettlement and will help others interested in refugee resettlement design programs and
policies informed by the actualities of refugee and frontline worker experiences.

I will maintain ownership of any intellectual property or materials of cultural significance
produced as a result of participation in the research process and will retain copyright and
intellectual rights over my image and/or story.
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If the research produces materials, artefacts, and/or intellectual property of high cultural or
personal significance Daile and I will negotiate what, if any, materials can be used in the
thesis and/or materials disseminating the research findings.

I agree that:

•

the aim of the project, how the interviews will be run, what benefits will come
from the project, and the risks of the study, have been explained to me by:

........................................................................
I also agree that:
•

I voluntarily and freely give my consent to participate in this study.

•

I understand that combined results from the different activities will be used for
research purposes and will be reported in academic journals and to conference
audiences.

•

I understand that the project aims to produce a report and resources that will
provide information about refugee resettlement

•

I understand that individual interview transcripts or interview excerpts (associated
to my name) will not be released to any person except at my request and on my
authorisation, and that I can choose whether to have my name and/or image with
my interview or that my comments will be presented without my name and/or
image.

•

I am free to withdraw my consent for this study at any time during the study. If I do
this my participation in the research study will immediately stop, and any audio
and/or visual recordings or information I have contributed will be returned to me
or destroyed at my request.

Signature: .......................................................................
Date: ......................................................
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